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ABSTRACT 

Study of groundwater using remote sensing requires 
InSAR time series analysis of deformation fields, that must 
be related to hydrologic models and many sources of in situ 
data.   While we can  start with processed range-Doppler 
single look complex (SLC) radar images, converting these 
to geocoded products greatly facilitates their use. These 
images are precisely coregistered and pairwise phase 
differences form the interferograms. Computing 
coregistered SLCs directly in a desired geometry saves 
significant data storage and readily produces data products 
that are easy to analyze in coordinate systems that are well 
matched to a desired application. Here we demonstrate 
InSAR data products created using a backprojection 
algorithm that skips the range-Doppler, coregistration, and 
elevation compensation steps.  Implementing this in an on-
demand system saves not only on the volume of products 
that must be computed, stored, and delivered, it further 
greatly simplifies analysis by the end user and opens up 
InSAR techniques to a wider group of applications.   

1. INTRODUCTION

Our goal in this work has been to convert the available 
ALOS-2 single look data products to those in a coordinate 
system that we can use to relate the remote sensing 
observations to field measurements and existing 
groundwater flow models. The InSAR technique combines 
interferometry and conventional synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) to compute the phase differences between two 
single look complex (SLC) SAR images. InSAR permits 
measuring mm-cm level surface deformation over large 
areas at fine resolution, and has been extensively applied in 
studies such as earthquake and volcano modeling [1-4], 
glacier mechanics [5,6], hydrology [7,8], and topographic 
mapping [9,10]. Modern spaceborne satellites, for example 
Sentinel-1A/B, provide long sequences of observations 
that, using InSAR methods, provide the deformation 
histories of many points on the surface. The combination 
of fine resolution and long observation sequences leads to 
a very large volume of data products, a challenge for users 
who wish to take advantage of InSAR capabilities. 
Previous work has addressed the generation of SLCs 
resampled to convenient coordinate systems and with 

delicate phase compensation for tomography and InSAR 
viewing geometry and elevation [11-13], which we denote 
as user-friendly. Methods presented for user-friendly data 
product generation to date still begin with the creation of 
range-Doppler images, requiring computer resources and 
data storage for intermediate products that need not be 
created.  Here we show that backprojection algorithms may 
be designed to produce user-friendly images directly, in a 
fairly efficient manner, using modern pipelined GPU 
computing architec-tures.  With modern cloud computers 
these may be generated on an on-demand basis, which on 
a mission (or power user) scale saves both considerable 
data volume and computing resources while still delivering 
useful products to a wide variety of users. 

2. INSAR PROCESSING

Interferometric phase is proportional to the change in range 
between two observations at different sensor locations and 
times and a given point on the surface. Exploiting the phase 
of interferograms over time gives InSAR its great appeal 
for many applications.  A single interferogram pixel 
contains phase signals from i) the local topography due to 
the spatial separation of the two satellite locations and ii) 
any radar line of sight displacements of the point occurring 
between the two SAR acquisition times.  For most 
applications we are primarily interested in the latter, so 
before any InSAR analysis can proceed the geometrical 
terms must be compensated.  Furthermore, for many if not 
most applications the results must be computed on 
conventional coordinate grids, so that the data are useful to 
non-InSAR specialists. 

3. CONVOLUTIONAL PROCESSING

Focusing a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image requires 
an azimuth-direction matched filter.  There are many ways 
to implement this, but each addresses the phase history of 
an imaged scatterer as the radar sensor flies along its track. 
The phase history quantifies the time dependence of range 
to the point of interest, forming the signal basis of the 
matched filter.  A general form of the phase history is 

ϕ(t)= -4π⁄λ  r(t) (1)
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where r(t) is the distance from sensor along its orbit to the 
scatterer as a function of time, f(t) is the propagation part 
of the received signal phase, and λ is the radar wavelength.  
SAR was initially developed from an antenna theory 
perspective, but even early mathematical models of the 
characteristics of the radar echo and eventual digital 
implementations thereof recognized that the matched filter 
could be approximated by a convolutional approach.  
Convolutional processing is very efficient because it can be 
implemented in the frequency domain, and use the FFT 
algorithm to reduce required matched filter computations 
from order N2 to N log N. 

A consequence of convolutional processing is that 
the signal must be assumed to be space-invariant, that is 
not dependent on local elevation changes.  The matched 
filter used is typically derived for a constant elevation 
scene, so that each pixel possesses a phase error roughly 
proportional to the pixel elevation.  The proportionality 
depends on the InSAR perpendicular baseline, so it too 
varies across track from perspective changes and along 
track due to orbit convergence.  If the orbits are well known 
the phase errors are predictable and can be removed when 
interferograms are formed, but this requires that the user 
possess both software and knowledge of how to compute 
these corrections. 
 

4. BACKPROJECTION PROCESSING 
 
Radar processors have generally used the convolution 
approach because the FFT yields such a great throughput 
advantage.  But forming the ideal matched filter only 
requires that the signal be coherently integrated, that is the 
phase of the signal over time must be corrected for 
propagation while adding the echoes from every pulse that 
observes each pixel.  Thus the optimal matched filter can 
be implemented through a coherent integration as in 
 
  (2) 
 
where i(x) is the SLC radar image at location x, r(x, k) is 
the range distance from the sensor to the pixel at point x as 
seen in pulse k, and s(•) is the echo at that range in that 
pulse. The summation over k is for all pulses illuminating 
the pixel.  We denote this calculation as backprojection. 

The backprojection algorithm thus forms the ideal 
matched filter, because for each pulse the return is 
corrected for the actual range from the sensor to the pixel 
and takes into account the sensor location (orbit) and pixel 
location (elevation).  Hence it provides the best estimate of 
the complex radar echo under least squares criteria. 

While equation (2) is very simple in appearance, 
the lack of space invariance precludes its implementation 
as a simple convolution.  But its simplicity makes it an 
ideal candidate for GPU computation, where the use of 
many computing cores each doing the same calculation 
leads to massive parallelism.  We have implemented a 
backprojection processor on a mainstream GPU using this 
equation and, because the coherent sum has removed all 
propagation phases from every pulse before integration, the 
nuisance phases from nonzero baselines and variable 
elevation do not exist in the SLC image.  Thus 
interferograms can be readily formed by simple cross-
multiplication of the SLCs, and do not require any InSAR 
processing software or expertise on the part of the end user. 

This is the same advantage described in the generation of 
previous user-friendly products [12-13], but now they are 
produced directly from raw radar echoes.  This obviates the 
need to store range-Doppler images for every scene 
collected. 

 
5. DEPENDENCE ON DEM ACCURACY 

 
Computation of the range function r(x,k) requires 
knowledge of both the sensor and pixel locations.  Today’s 
radar systems show cm-level accuracy for orbit solutions, 
and are easily sufficient for almost all of the InSAR 
reduction approaches in common use.  Surface elevations 
usually are drawn from a digital elevation model (DEM), 
and their effect on interferogram phase accuracy has been 
previously described [12-13].  With the new approach 
proposed here, there is an additional constraint because 
inaccurate computation of the matched filter leads to 
defocusing of the image. 

We examine this by computing the focusing depth 
of field for a backprojection algorithm.  Noting that the 
algorithm requires that the phase be accurate over the 
synthetic aperture, and that the phase behaves 
approximately quadratically, we can define a well-focused 
image as one where the deviation of the phase from the 
ideal due to errors in range as one where the worst case 
phase error is arbitrarily 90°, ensuring that all pulses 
contribute positively to the coherent summation. Tighter or 
looser constraints will lead to different specific results.   

 

  
Figure 1: Range curvature for correct (red) and incorrect 
(blue) range for a pixel at nominal 700 km range.  Image 
will be focused if the maximum deviation dr of these 
curves is less than l/8, so that all pulses forming the 
synthetic aperture contribute positively to the coherent 
sum. 
 
In figure 1 we plot the range to a pixel minus the range r0 
at closest approach (or “range curvature”) as a function of 
along track position x.  We plot both the “correct” range r 
– r0 and an incorrect range r’ – r0’ resulting from an error 
in range due to either orbit location or elevation inaccuracy.  
Aligning these at closest approach, we require less than a 
l/8 error at the beam edge to consider the images focused. 
The range history for a pixel at range r is the usual 
 

      (3) 
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so that the difference between the correct and incorrect 
range histories is 
 

      (4) 

 
Setting the left hand side to l/8 and letting the maximum 
aperture half width x be rl/2D, D being the antenna length, 
results in a depth of field r0-r0’ of D2/l.  For a 10 m antenna 
and a wavelength of 0.25 m, this means we can tolerate a 
DEM error of 400 m, and we almost always know the 
elevation to this accuracy.  This thus turns out to be a very 
loose constraint. 

 
6. EXAMPLES 

 
We used a backprojection algorithm ported to a Tesla GPU 
to compute SLC images of Kilauea in Hawaii from ALOS 
PALSAR data, as these are readily available in raw format.  
We chose a latitude-longitude grid obtained by upsampling 
an SRTM DEM of Hawaii to 7.5 m posting, and computed 
the complex radar reflectivity at each post.  We plot the 
magnitude of the image from orbit 01784 in figure 2, and 
although the phases have been compensated in this figure 
they are not visible in this power plot. 
 

  
Figure 2: Magnitude image computed in latitude-longitude 
coordinates using GPU pipelining for data acquired by 
ALOS PALSAR on orbit 01784 over Kilauea, Hawaii. 
 
In figure 3 we plot many interferograms from ALOS 
PALSAR over the same area, each obtained by cross 
multiplication of many backprojected SLCs.  No further 
InSAR expertise is needed by the end user, so that the 
products are accessible to any regardless of specialized 
knowledge of intricate InSAR processing. 
 

7. MISSION/SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS 
 

The distinct advantages of producing basic InSAR 
products in user coordinates and without requiring 
expertise or software by the end user can be met by 
computing the phase compensated SLCs directly in the 
desired coordinate system through backprojection.  If the 
implementation takes the precise geometry and surface 

elevation into account the SLCs are phase compensated 
and form interferograms by simple cross multiplication.  
The lack of space invariance due to surface topography 
prevents implementing the algo-rithm as a convolution, 
thereby entailing a much more computationally expensive 
approach.  The algorithm itself is small and pipelines 
readily, so that by computing the SLCs in a GPU with 
massive parallelism throughput can be acceptable, while 
saving may intermediate steps and files in the process.   
 

 
Figure 3: Series of interferograms from ALOS PALSAR 
observations over Kilauea, Hawaii.  The interferograms 
were formed by simple cross-multiplication of the phase 
compensated SLCs, so that the end user does not need to 
apply any InSAR processing corrections before time 
series analysis. 

Modern radar systems gather data worldwide in 
anticipation of needs by future researchers and users.  Most 
operators therefore compute all possible SLC images for 
possible use, requiring storage of a huge quantity of data.  
Further, these images are produced retaining the nuisance 
elevation and viewpoint phases, in the confusing range-
Doppler coordinate system.  If these are computed on the 903



fly as products are needed, feasible in today’s cloud 
architectures, storage needs reduce to the volume of raw 
data products only, greatly lessening the requirement for 
processing system resources. Future implementations 
using on demand generation of the compensated SLC 
products is entirely feasible and does not require massive 
data storage and retrieval facilities, while keeping the use 
of the products both accurate and easy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our research using PALSAR and PALSAR-2 data 
graciously provided by JAXA to investigate hydrologic 
and hydraulic characteristics of the floodplains in the 
Congo and Amazon basins has been summarized in the 
invited review paper published in IEEE Geoscience and 
Remote Sensing Magazine (IF: 13.0) for the Special Issue 
of “InSAR in Remote Sensing” (see Appendix [4]). This 
publication has been reported to JAXA (reference number 
0000065080). Relevant documents are attached. This 
report summarizes selected contents from that publication. 

2. HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

The spatially detailed 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  maps from Interferometric 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) allows investigation 
about how the flood water moves across the wetlands. This 
analysis is based on the theory of mass continuity, i.e., the 
temporal changes in water levels should be equivalent to 
the spatial changes in discharges, such as:  

𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄ = −∇𝑄	 (1) 

where Q is the discharge. Based on this theory, locations 
with positive 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  has more inflow water than departing. 
If there is no topographic barriers in the wetlands, the flow 
is directed toward the locations with larger 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  values. 
This theory has been combined with InSAR-derived 
𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  maps to understand the water flows through those 
riverine wetlands, whose flooding dynamics is highly 
connected to river water level changes. [1] found that the 
water flow in the Amazon wetlands is more complex than 
previously assumed, both in space and time. During the 
mid-high water increasing season, the 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  are localized 
along the channel pathways and water is dispersed from the 
channel to the adjacent wetlands with lower water level. 
During the high water season, the 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  shows broad 
smooth pattern, and channels are not evident control of 
𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄ , as illustrated in Fig. 1. The water flow changes 
from bathymetrically-influenced during mid-high water 
season to hydraulically-controlled during high water 
season. [2] used L-band JERS-1 repeat-pass InSAR 
measurements to characterize floodplain hydraulics in the 
Amazon and Congo River Basin. This study revealed 
different hydraulic processes over the two areas using 
measurements of temporal water level changes. 
Specifically, the Amazon River is highly interconnected 

with the floodplain channels, and its floodplain shows 
sharp hydraulic changes across the floodplain channels. 

Fig. 1 Spatially detailed water level changes (left) and 
water flow direction derived from InSAR and mass 
continuity equation, from [1]. 

However, the Congo floodplain is more governed by local 
topography, and shows less channel connectivity. In 
addition, the Congo floodplain does not have well defined 
boundaries and is broadly distributed. [3] measured 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  
over the Danube Delta with PALSAR InSAR. The 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  
maps were then used to create water flow directions based 
on the mass continuity theory, which revealed the spatial-
temporal complexity of the flow dynamics in the Danube 
Delta. [4] mapped multi-temporal 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  in the Congo 
wetlands with ALOS PALSAR interferograms and Envisat 
altimetry data. They found that during low water season, 
the 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  with magnitude of decimeter mostly occur at the 
wetland-upland boundary or the distal wetlands (i.e., 
wetlands far from the river), which suggests no hydraulic 
connectivity with the river. During high water season, 
𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  at the proximal wetlands (i.e., wetlands close to the 
river) becomes higher than the distal wetlands with 
magnitude of up to 2 m, which suggests that water mostly 
flows from floodplain to river, as illustrated in Fig. 2. [5] 
assessed the hydrologic connectivity in the ungauged 
Ci´enaga Grande de Santa Marta wetlands using ALOS 
PALSAR interferograms. They found that the river inflow 
can explain less than 17% of the water level changes in the 
Ci´enaga Grande de Santa Marta wetlands, and the man-
made infrastructures such as channels and roads play a 
barrier role in reducing the hydrologic connectivity of the 
wetlands. [6] analyzed the Atrato River wetlands, again 
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with ALOS PALSAR interferograms. They found that the 
river has different roles in flooding the wetlands. The river 
level has a more significant role in flooding the wetlands in 
the lower basin than the middle basin. This is because the 
topography and superficial channels influence the water 
flow and connectivity in the middle basin. 
InSAR has also been used to characterize the water flow 
dynamics in the managed and natural wetlands. For 
example, [7] mapped the 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  pattern for the managed 
and natural flow wetlands in the Everglades with JERS-1 
L-band SAR images. In the managed wetlands, the InSAR 
fringes are organized and follow patterns reflecting the 
changes in water levels due to the gate operation. In the 
natural flow areas, fringes become irregular and have a low 
fringe rate, which are due to the natural diffuse water flow 
from ocean tides.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Multi-temporal water flow direction derived 
from InSAR and mass continuity equation for the 
Congo wetlands, from [4].  

 
Coastal wetlands inundated by ocean tides have also been 
characterized using InSAR measurements. For example, 
[8] applied InSAR to map the 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  pattern due to the tide 
propagation in the coastal wetlands in the southern 
Everglades. The spatially detailed 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  reflects that the 
tide propagates much faster in the channel than in the 
vegetation zone. It has been shown that the tide flow can 
impact the coastal wetlands that expands 2-3 km on both 
sides of the channel and 3-4 km at the end of the channel. 
[9] mapped 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  in the Louisiana coastal wetlands with 

ALOS PALSAR and Radarasat-1 images.  They showed 
the horizonal tidal flow extent is limited to 5-15 km in the 
wetlands and the vertical 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  reaches up to 30 cm. The 
high spatial resolution of InSAR-derived 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  allowed 
identification of man-made infrastructures (e.g., canals, 
roads) that disrupted the ocean tide flow in the wetlands. 
On the other hand, InSAR has been also useful to 
characterize the water flow in the wetlands fed by ground 
water. [10] applied RADARSAT-1 SAR images to map the 
𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄  in the Sian Ka’an Wetlands in Mexico. The fringe 
pattern is correlated to the water flow direction and local-
scale water divides. They also found that the main water 
input of the wetlands is the ground water which is 
transported from the catchment area by the water-filled 
faults. [11] applied PALSAR InSAR data over the Great 
Dismal Swamp to delineate the inundated area using 
InSAR coherence and measure the relative ground water 
changes. 
 

3. WATER STORAGE CHANGES 
 

Water storage changes can be estimated using InSAR 
measurements such as: 

 
 ∆𝑆 = 	,𝐴 ∗ 𝜕ℎ 𝜕𝑡⁄ 	 (2) 

 
where 𝐴  is the area of each InSAR pixel, ∆𝑆  is water 
storage changes.  
[12] mapped 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡 in one large Amazon lake using JERS-
1 interferograms and converted the 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡  to a storage 
changes of 0.28 km3. Later, [13] found that the one-day 
interval 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡 in the Amazon wetlands correlates with its 
distance to the main channel using SIR-C interferograms. 
Then, this functional relationship was used to extrapolate 
𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡  beyond the SIR-C swath for the central Amazon 
wetlands. The ∆S estimated from the extrapolated 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡 is 
about 30% less than the estimation from the flood routing 
models.  
These studies suggest that estimation of ∆S over wetlands 
from flood routing models has great errors compared to the 
∆S estimates from InSAR. However, InSAR has been used 
to estimate ∆S  between the InSAR acquisition timings 
only. It has not been used to estimate seasonal or inter 
annual ∆S. This is mostly due to the limitation in temporal 
resolutions of the SAR images. 
To overcome this limitation, [14] developed a new method 
to estimate water storages by modelling relations between 
water depths (d) and storages (V) using 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡 map from 
InSAR. This d-V relationship has been used to estimate 
water storages over the Congo wetlands from 2002 to 2011 
with Envisat radar altimetry measurements. This method 
mapped 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡 at high water season and then assumes that 
water surface changes homogeneously across the wetlands, 
as illustrated in Figure 9. This assumption is almost true for 
Congo wetlands. However, its application can be limited if 
𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡  is spatially heterogeneous as in the Amazon 
wetlands.  
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Fig. 3 Schematic plot of wetlands geomorphology and 
water surfaces at t1 (a) and t2 (b) with location with 
maximum water depth (yellow triangles). Magneta 
area in (b) represents the region with water at t1 
without water at t2. From [14].  

 
4. FORESTED WETLAND TOPOGRAPHY 

 
The wetlands topography is one of the major factors to 
control 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡 in the wetlands and a dominant factors in 
wetlands hydrodynamic modelling [15]. [16] developed a 
method combining InSAR and radar altimetry to map the 
bare earth topography of Congo’s forested wetlands with 
improved accuracy. The accuracy in terms of root-mean-
squared-error (RMSE) was estimated to be 2.6 m by 
comparison with using Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation 
Satellite (ICESat) altimetry data. The bare earth 
topography from InSAR and altimetry data showed higher 
accuracy than other two vegetation bias corrected DEMs – 
Multi-Error-Removed Improved-Terrain (MERIT) DEM 
(RMSE to be 4.95 m) [17] and Bare-Earth’ SRTM (BEST) 
DEM (RMSE to be 3.32 m) [18]. This method has shown 
advantage of capturing subtle elevation gradient within the 
wetlands. This method relies on both InSAR measurements 
and radar altimetry measurements. Therefore, the failure of 
either technique could result in data gaps in the obtained 
topography.  
 
 

5. INSAR FOR HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS 
 
Two-dimensional (2-D) flood inundation modeling has 
been widely calibrated using point-based in situ gauges and 
profile-based satellite radar altimetry measurements. The 
unique capability of InSAR in capturing wetland’s 2-D 
𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡 suggests a new type of measurements that can be 
used for flood inundation model calibration. 
[19] focused on the feasibility of using SAR interferometry 
to support 2D hydrodynamic model calibration in the 
Louisiana wetlands. The LISFLOOD-ACC hydrodynamic 
model [20] has been set up to the central Atchafalaya Basin 
Floodway System, Louisiana, during typical spring floods 
with high flows. [19] used two different calibration 
schemes for Manning’s roughness. First, the model was 
calibrated using water elevations at a single in situ gage, 
which represents a more traditional approach. Due to the 
gauge location in the channel, the calibration shows more 

sensitivity to channel roughness relative to wetland 
roughness. Second, the model was calibrated in terms of 
𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡  calculated from ALOS PALSAR interferogram 
generated from 04/16/ 2008 to 06/01/2008. This calibration 
shows more dependency to wetland roughness. The best-fit 
model showed mean 𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡 error of 5.7 cm/46 days (Figure 
10). Overall, the modelling results suggest that the 2D 
𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑡  from InSAR in the Atchafalaya basin offers 
improved understanding and modeling of wetlands 
hydrodynamics. 
 

 
Fig. 4 (a) Modeled water elevation maps on 04/16/ 2008 
(upper) and 06/01/2008 (lower). (b) Modeled water 
elevation change map. (c) InSAR-based water elevation 
change map. (d) Difference between the (b) modeled 
and the (c) InSAR-based water elevation change (from 
[19]). 

 
6. FUTURE TREND 

 
6.1 Estimation of Offset using SAR backscattering 
 
The method of estimating the offset using in situ gauges or 
radar altimeter has the limitation of spatial coverage. In 
other words, in situ gauge measurement is a point-based 
measurements and radar altimeter is a profile-based 
measurements, which both have less spatial coverage than 
the image-based InSAR method. Thus, many wetland 
water bodies are not covered by either dataset. L-band SAR 
backscattering coefficients have been used to obtain this 
offset in the fish farm based on the fact that SAR 
backscattering coefficient changes with the water level 
changes [21]. L-band SAR backscattering coefficients have 
also been found correlated with the water level changes in 
wetlands, and can be used to estimate the water level 
changes [11], [22]. Therefore, it is possible to use this 
backscattering variation for estimating the offsets for 
InSAR processing in the wetlands [11], [23], [22]. 
However, the challenge lies in the complex relation 
between the backscattering variations and water level 
changes due to the spatial heterogeneous vegetation types 
and density in the wetlands. 
 
6.2 Filtering 

 
In order to filter speckle or random noises, many traditional 
InSAR noise filtering algorithms use the window-bus 
technique [24]. However, the resolution of the wetland area 
becomes compromised. Since the multi-baseline (MB) 
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InSAR processes the data on 3-D domain with the third 
domain as the observation with different baseline lengths, 
the mean in “baseline domain” can be used instead of the 
spatial mean, and therefore the non-local noise filtering 
methodology [25] can be applied. For example, [26] 
applies MB InSAR framework to denoise the 
interferometric phase gradient non-locally. Therefore, the 
application of the non-local noise filtering methodology on 
the wetland study area could be an interesting future 
research. 
 
6.3 New Satellite Missions 
 
The low temporal resolution and temporal decorrelation 
effects are expected to be solved at a great extent with 
current and future satellite missions. For example, C-band 
SAR system Sentinel-1 now has revisiting period of 6 days, 
which is much shorter than  the previous 35 days of Envisat 
ASAR and 24 days of Radarsat-1. Previous L-band SAR 
system JERS-1 and ALOS have revisiting period of 44 days 
and 46 days, respectively. The revisiting period of new L-
band SAR missions are also designed to be shortened.  For 
instance, currently operating ALOS-2 and Satélite 
Argentino de Observación Con Microondas (SAOCOM) 
have the revisiting cycles of 14 days and 16 days, 
respectively. The future NASA-ISRO SAR (NISAR, to be 
launched in 2021) will have the revisiting cycle of 12 days. 
These new SAR systems are thus expected to have less 
temporal decorrelation and better capability to capture the 
temporal dynamics of the wetland hydrology. 
The Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) 
mission to be launched in 2021 has a wide-swath altimetry 
using Ka-band Radar Interferometer (KaRIn) to 
simultaneously measure water surface elevation and 
extents [27]. It promises to improve the global surface 
water monitoring [28]. Currently, it is not clear how SWOT 
works in the vegetated wetlands. The wetlands monitoring 
can be benefited from two aspects. SWOT can be used to 
measure the water surface of the wetlands with submerged 
vegetation. This capability is complimentary to the 
tradition SAR system which does not work over the 
submerged vegetation. Furthermore, the wide swath of the 
SWOT can cover a much larger area, compared to the 
current profile-based radar altimetry missions. Thus, it can 
be used to provide offset estimates in the wetlands.  
 
6.4 Integration with Hydrological Models  
 
The role of riverine wetlands as water buffering in the 
fluvial system is not well represented in the global river 
routing model [29]. [29] developed the CaMa-Flood global 
river routing model by parameterizing the wetlands 
topography to represent the riverine wetlands in storing and 
releasing water in a flat Amazon River Basin, which has 
shown improved predictability of river discharge. Thus, the 
improved wetlands topography discussed in Section 
“Error! Reference source not found.” has the potential to 

contribute to improve modelling the role of wetlands in 
buffering water in the fluvial system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although drylands make up around 40% of the Earth's land 
surface area, our knowledge of their ecological, geological 
and geomorphic systems is limited. As human populations 
increase, requirements for new land and water resources 
have focused on arid regions. Sustainable land 
development in these areas presents a challenge due to their 
susceptibility to land degradation processes, the presence 
of land surface hazards (e.g. flash floods and land 
subsidence) and the lack of extensive water resources.  
In this report we summarize our research results obtained 
from the processing of ALOS-2 data acquired through the 
ALOS user agreement (ALOS-2 RA6-3131).  
The first study seeks to evaluate water resources in a region 
with limited in-situ groundwater observations. The study 
area is located in an alluvial floodplain of the Nile Valley 
west of Qena in Egypt. The second study addresses land 
subsidence hazards of a coastal city in an arid environment. 
Alexandria City in Egypt is used as a test site for evaluating 
the accuracies of Sentinel-1 (C-band) and ALOS / 
PALSAR-2 (L-band) to estimate land subsidence along the 
coastal urban area. A third study deals with land subsidence 
and flooding events in coastal Semarang City of Central 
Java in Indonesia. This city exemplifies the problems 
coastal cities located in tectonically very active regions are 
facing and the severe impacts of land subsidence on the 
region’s population and economy. A summary of the three 
studies is given below. The studies are in various stages of 
development, with the first one (Qena, Egypt) published in 
the journal Remote Sensing [1], the second one 
(Alexandria, Egypt) submitted to the Special Issue (SI) on 
"ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 Calibration, Validation, Science and 
Applications" in MDPI Remote Sensing [2], and the third 
one (Semarang, Indonesia) under development [3]. 

2. MAPPING THE GROUNDWATER
POTENTIALITY OF WEST QENA

AREA, EGYPT 

This study uses a hydrogeological framework to integrate 
remote sensing data with hydro-geophysical field surveys 
to map the groundwater potentiality of desert lands. The 
approach consisted of combining different remote sensing 
data sets (SRTM DEM, Landsat-8, ALOS/PALSAR-1, 
Sentinel-1, and TRMM) as well as auxiliary maps 

(geological and soil maps) to identify and map factors 
controlling groundwater recharge in a desert alluvial 
floodplain of the Nile Valley, west of Qena in Egypt. The 
results show good correlation between the surface and 
subsurface faults as mapped by remote sensing and 
geophysical survey methods and indicate a high probability 
that they may serve as conduits for groundwater movement 
and recharge [1].  

3. ASSESSING LAND SUBSIDENCE ACCURACY
OF ALOS/PALSAR-2 AND SENTINEL-1 IN

ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT 

In this work, different SAR sensors (Sentinel-1 and 
ALOS/PALSAR-2) were used to assess their relative 
accuracy in estimating the land subsidence along the 
coastal city of Alexandria in Egypt which was selected as 
a test site. A total of 9 Sentinel-1 and 11 ALOS/PALSAR-
2 data covering the period from 2017 to 2020 were 
processed using the SBAS method approach. The results 
indicate that Sentinel-1 C-band data showed higher 
coherence and less residual topography than the 
ALOS/PALSAR-2 L-band. Thus, Sentinel-1 performed 
better than ALOS-2 in accurately representing the 
deformation of the urban area [2]. 

4. ESTIMATING LAND SUBSIDENCE IN
RELATION TO URBAN EXPANSION IN 

SEMARANG CITY, INDONESIA 

This work presents a methodology based on a combination 
of InSAR subsidence mapping and optical classification 
techniques to estimate the spatial distribution of subsidence 
rate and assess its impact on urbanization growth, land 
conversion and coastal flooding. Significant spatial 
relationships were found between urban zones (building 
density), geologic setting and subsidence rates. It was 
found that the overexploitation of aquifers and city zoning 
development contribute to accelerate subsidence rates [3].  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Soil moisture is a key life sustaining entity on Earth. It 
enables the growth of vegetation on the land surface and 
plays important roles in the global water and energy cycle. 
Reliable soil moisture plays a crucial role as input in 
meteorological models and agricultural. The-state-of-the-
art L-band SAR capabilities of ALOS-2 offer the potential 
to improve local weather forecast as well as precision 
farming by providing very high resolution surface moisture 
information. Apart from the surface roughness, a major 
impediment to operational quantitative soil moisture 
estimation from radar remote sensing is the presence of a 
vegetation cover which attenuates the backscatter from the 
soil with both factors modulating the radar sensitivity to 
soil permittivity. In this PI project, we consider further 
development of an easy-to-use operational retrieval model 
capable of monitoring small-scale (sub field-scale) soil 
moisture dynamics in natural and agricultural 
environments. To date there is still no such model 
available. While the focus is on the use of dual-polarization 
data we also explore the more advanced capabilities of the 
very high resolution fully polarimetric PALSAR-2 images. 
Due to the current limitations in downlink capacity and 
basic observation scenarios dual polarimetric modes will 
principally be the standard operation for coming L-band 
SAR mission and the availability of multitemporal quad-
pol data sets suitable for frequent repeat-pass PolInSAR 
applications will presumably be still scarce and mostly 
limited to a few super test sites. However, after 7 years in 
orbit some formidable quad-pol timeseries can be found in 
the ALOS-2 archive which allow exploring the potential 
for quantitative parameter inversion by means of 
PolInSAR[1] [2]. One such timeseries exists for the study 
area and was used in this study. For operational use, we aim 
to use an updated version of a semi-empirical soil moisture 
model for dual-polarized L-band SAR data originally 
developed using Fine Beam Dual polarization mode (FBD) 
of ALOS-1 with single horizontal transmit polarization and 
dual coherent reception of horizontal and vertical 
polarizations [3]. The development was mainly based on 
correlation analysis between PALSAR observables and in 
situ data taken at the Selhausen super test site in Germany 
[4] [5] [6]. The further development and calibration of the
model were carried out in the same super test site shown in
Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Overview of the Selhausen 
Agriculture/Hydrology Super Test Site in Germany 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In addition to the large number of ALOS-2 dual-pol fine 
beam data obtained through the RA6 quota, we also use 
fine beam quad-pol PALSAR-2 data. We simulate the 
coherent-on-receive dual polarization mode by using only 
the HH and HV channels of the HBQ full polarimetric data. 
The main time-series used is comprised of a extremely 
dense HBQ data set acquired over the area between January 
2018 and July 2019. Combining both ascending and 
descending orbits a very impressive total of 42 scenes have 
been acquired during the 18-month period covering two 
vegetation periods. The overview of the quad-pol data 
timeseries is shown in Table 1. 33 scenes were acquired in 
descending orbits and 9 scenes in ascending orbits.   
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TAB. 2 OVERVIEW OF THE QUAD-POL TIMESERIES DATA 
OVER THE STUDY AREA  

Acquisition 
Time Mode Path Frame Orbit Off-

nadir Polar. Beam 

2018/01/06 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2018/01/14 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/01/28 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/02/03 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2018/02/11 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/02/25 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/03/03 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2018/03/11 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/03/25 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/03/31 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2018/04/08 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/04/22 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/05/06 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/05/20 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/06/03 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/06/17 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/07/01 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/07/15 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/07/29 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/08/12 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/08/18 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2018/08/26 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/09/09 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/09/15 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2018/09/23 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/10/21 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2018/12/08 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2018/12/30 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/01/13 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/01/27 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/02/02 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2019/02/10 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/02/24 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/03/10 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/03/30 SM2 199 1010 Asc. 32.7 Quad FP6-6 
2019/04/07 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/04/21 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/05/05 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/05/19 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/06/02 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/06/16 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 
2019/07/14 SM2 97 2590 Desc. 30.4 Quad FP6-5 

 
Between January 6 and September 23, 2018, a SM2 HBQ 
quad-pol scene with 6 m resolution was acquired during 
every cycle resulting in a 20 scenes series with 14-days 
intervals. The additional ascending scenes reduce the 
minimum time difference between 2 scenes even further to 
only 6 days. This makes this data set one of the best 
PolSAR agriculture timeseries in the ALOS-2 archive 
worldwide.   
bit data. 
By applying the H2α decomposition [7], we compute the 
dual-pol target parameters entropy and alpha angle using 
the eigenvectors constructed from (2x2) complex 
covariance [C2] matrix:  
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2.1. In-situ measurements of soil moisture, surface 
roughness and plant parameters  
 
A few in-situ measurement campaigns were conducted in 
the area. Figure 2 exemplarily shows distributed soil 
moisture and plant parameter measurements in the test site 
in June 2019. More information about this measurement 
campaign which was conducted in the frame of the  

 
Fig. 2 Distributed soil moisture and plant sampling 

strategy in the Selhausen test site 

 
AgriSense experiment are provided in [8]. In addition to 
the ground-truth obtained during intensive field campaigns 
numerous long-term soil moisture measurement stations 
are continuously providing in-situ data. The permanently 
installed SoilNet sensors are located on the field F10 and 
F11 and are measuring the soil water content (SWC), 
temperature and heat flux in near real-time using a ECH20 
EC-5 soil moisture sensor (METER Group, Pullman, WA).  
In situ moisture values were taken by handheld time 
domain reflectometry (TDR) probes (IMKO Trime Pico 
64) and 500 MHz ground penetrating radar (GPR) 
antennas (Måla RAMAC) in common mid-point (CMP) 
configuration [9]. The TDR sensor provides an average 
soil moisture value for the upper 15 cm. TDR samples 
with 10 cm spacing and GPR profiles were acquired along 
2 m transects in N-S and E-W direction. For the CMP 
estimates only the reflection layer closest to the surface 
was considered which had an average depth of 10 cm to 
20 cm. The in situ measured soil moisture values range 
from 6.5 to 36.1 Vol.-%. Fig. 3 shows an example of a) a 
lateral surface soil moisture profile measured by TDR and 
b) a vertical soil moisture profile estimated by advanced 
CMP processing, respectively. A needle-profiler 1 m in 
length with 5 mm increment was used to measure surface 
roughness. At each location 6 roughness profiles were 
taken in North-South and East-West direction. An 
exemplary roughness profile is shown in Fig. 3c. The 
sampling locations were located on intermediate smooth 
to very smooth surface conditions with ks values ranging 
between 0.25 and 0.52.  
Soil moisture under vegetation was measured by TDR on 
dry paddy fields, i.e. under rice crop canopy on fields 
where the water had been drained. The growth height of 
the canopy varied between 70 cm and 90 cm. The plant 
water content showed a significant variation between the 
August and September acquisitions typical for the late 
phenological development stages of cereals. Note that in 
this study no detailed plant parameters, e.g. water content 
(wet/dry weight) are accounted for.  
Figure 3 shows four scatterplots comparing the PALSAR-
2 dual-polarized backscatter against measured soil 
moisture values under sugar beet, potato, wheat and barley, 
respectively. Apart from the sugar beet, where most of the 
plant biomass is below ground, the trend of increasing 
backscatter with increasing soil moisture can be observed 
confirming the sensitivity of ALOS-2 L-band signals to 
soil permittivity under crop canopy.  
The comparison between backscatter and plant parameters 
is shown in Figure 4. Consistent with our prior experiments 
[5] the L-band signal shows higher sensitivity to vegetation 
water content as compared to plant hight. 
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Fig. 3 Soil moisture vs. co- and cross-polarized 

PALSAR-2 backscatter 

 

 
Fig. 4 Vegetation water content and plant height vs. 

co- and cross-polarized PALSAR-2 backscatter 

 
2.2. Soil Moisture Estimation 
 
The empirical soil moisture retrieval model introduced in 
[4] [6] was used to calculate soil moisture contents from 
the Pi-SAR-L2 dual-polarization data. The approach 
applies surface roughness corrections only on bare soil 
while considering roughness under vegetation as a function 
of the land use (crop type). For the biomass correction the 
updated version of the winter wheat model discussed in [6] 
was used to account for the attenuation effect induced by 
the rice canopy. After the water is drained from the paddy 
fields both cereals are considered to have similar scattering 
properties in their mature phenological stages. The biomass 
attenuation factor Mω is calculated as 
 

H
M hvhh

00 σσ
ω

×
=  (2) 

where 0
hhσ  and 0

hvσ  are the co- and cross-polarized 
linear backscattering coefficient, respectively, and H is the 
dual-polarization scattering entropy. 

The fresh-weight above ground biomass (AGB) of the 
rice canopy is then estimated with the logarithmic function 
as 

 96.24)ln(88.4 +×= ωMAGB  (3) 

Note that the biomass correction procedure was 
parameterized for cereal crop type winter wheat and no 
further adjustments were carried out for the dry rice 
paddies vegetation as measured in this study. After 
computing the biomass estimation, the co-polarized 
backscattering coefficient, used to invert the soil 
permittivity, is subsequently corrected for the canopy 
attenuation with 

 ( )
AGB

hh
hhhh ×

×=
7.0

'
0

00 σ
σσ  (4) 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Figure 6 shows the comparison between in situ measured 
soil moisture and the PALSAR-2 dual-polarization 
estimates. As can be seen the results are fairly well aligned 
along the zero-error line. The overall accuracy is 5.9 
Vol.-% RMSE. The coefficient of correlation (R2) is 0.78 
and the slope of the linear regression (a) is 0.95. This 
indicates that the soil moisture estimates can well cover the 
spatial heterogeneity of the spatial soil moisture 
distribution. The comparison between GPR/CMP 
estimated soil moisture and PALSAR-2 derived values also 
show a good agreement indicating that advanced CMP 
processing allows acquiring in situ soil moisture data for 
low frequency SAR studies. This in fact offers new 
opportunities for studies about the relationship between 
SAR derived surface soil moisture and vertical soil 
moisture distribution.  
The estimation result of the canopy biomass using (3) for 
the attenuation correction has not been validated yet. 
However, the soil moisture estimates under the vegetation 
cover, after applying the biomass corrections using (4), 
yield an accuracy of 6.8 Vol.-% RMSE with a significant 
coefficient of correlation of 0.63.  
 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison between in situ measured soil 

moisture and ALOS-2 estimates
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Fig. 7 ALOS-2 PolSAR timeseries with 14-days intervals over agricultural site in Germany 
 
Due to the fact that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to 
directly measure meaningful surface roughness under 
cereal crop canopies, the given approach considers the 
roughness as function of land use, i.e. crop type. A possible 
solution to better assessment of surface roughness under 
the vegetation canopy lies in the use of polarimetric 
decomposition techniques with qua-pol data. Preliminary 
results show that besides the established H/A/alpha 
decomposition the highest potential for improvements are 
provided by applying the 4-component Yamaguchi 
decomposition with matrix rotation and extended volume 
module (S4R) [10]. The S4R color RGB images of the 
ALOS-2 quad-pol timeseries is shown in Figure 7. Thanks 
to the tremendous temporal resolution the ALOS-2 
PolSAR sensitivity towards even subtle changes in 
vegetation and soil conditions can easily be seen. 
PolInSAR analyses of the data is still ongoing.  
 
 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Due to the down link and other limitations the standard 
operation of the future L-band SARs including ALOS-4 is 
the dual-polarization mode and availability of full-
polarization acquisitions will be rather limited. Thus, 
development of an empirical biomass corrected soil 
moisture retrieval model for state-of-the-art high-
resolution dual-polarization L-band SAR was considered. 
Using the empirical bare soil model, soil moisture contents 
were estimated with an RMSE of 5.9 Vol.-% from dual-
polarization PALSAR-2 data with a highly significant 
coefficient of correlation of 0.78 and a slope of the linear 
regression of 0.95. That is the high-resolution L-band 
estimates can well represent the small-scale spatial soil 
moisture variations within the sampling fields. The 

estimation of biomass for the attenuation correction could 
not be validated sufficiently due to the limited observation 
space and lacking information of the exact amount of in 
situ biomass. However, the soil moisture estimates under 
the vegetation yield an accuracy of 6.8 Vol.-% RMSE with 
a significant coefficient of correlation of 0.63 after 
applying the biomass corrections. It should be noted that 
the empirical formulations for attenuation corrections were 
parametrized in test site in Germany, yet the results 
obtained for fields in Japan are satisfactory. Moreover, the 
biomass correction developed for winter wheat also seems 
to work with other cereal types with similar scattering 
behavior. This gives a promising outlook for application of 
the proposed attenuation corrections to ALOS-2 data 
acquired over different geographical areas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Central Valley (CV) in California, a vast structural 
trough of ~400 miles long and ~20-70 miles wide, is 
partially filled with marine deposits overlaying 
continental sediments. Being one of the most productive 
agriculture regions in the world, the CV accounts for 
about one sixth of the United States’ irrigated land and 
about one fifth of the nation’s groundwater usage [1]. The 
CV is adjacent to central San Andreas fault (CSAF), a 
major plate boundary fault in central California. The 
CSAF displays a spectrum of complex fault slip behaviors 
with creeping in its central segment which decreases 
towards its northwest and southeast ends where the fault 
transitions to being locked.  
Thanks to water intensive crops and arid climate, water 
use in the region heavily depends on the groundwater, 
which accounts for more than 50% of the annual water 
needs. Groundwater levels in the central Valley undergo 
seasonal fluctuations due to water withdrawal and 
recharge and longer-term change affected by the drier 

climate. The farming, urbanization usage and reduced 
surface water supplies during drought years all contribute 
to the increased pumping of the CV aquifer. In southern 
Central Valley (San Joaquin Valley (SJV)), there is a 
long-term decline in water levels that are related to 
groundwater over-exploitation.  The vast amount of 
groundwater usage in the CV region has been suggested 
to perturb the crustal stress and loading to nearby CSAF 
fault systems and affect earthquake activities [2, 3]. With 
more frequent and longer droughts due to climate change, 
it is expected that there is increasing demand for the 
groundwater over longer term. Thus characterization of 
space-time state of the groundwater and monitoring the 
depletion of this valuable resource become essential for 
effective water management. 
Remote sensing surface deformation from space proves to 
be a cost effective way to map ground subsidence, 
especially regarding the spatial and volumetric extent of 
groundwater loss.  Satellite synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) differential interferometry (InSAR) measures the 
relative displacements along the radar line of sight (LOS) 
between SAR acquisitions at spatial sampling of a few 
tens of meters and centimeter to millimeter accuracy over 
hundreds of kilometers swath widths [e.g., 4]. The InSAR 
technique has been widely used for measuring ground 
subsidence at various geographic settings. However, the 
application of InSAR to heavily farming regions such as 
central Valley is still challenging because of decorrelation 
due to vegetation and surface changes associated with 
farming activity.  
Using wide-swath L-band SAR data for ground 
subsidence applications are still very limited largely 
because of non-trivial processing issues and proper 
accounting for various error/noise sources. Liang et al. 
[5,6] developed full-aperture and burst-by-burst 
interferometry processing flows for ALOS-2 ScanSAR 
data. Liang et al. [7] presented the first InSAR time series 
results using ALOS-2 ScanSAR data to image the 
interseismic deformation across the southern San Andreas 
fault system. Despite the progress, it is still less clear how 
well the ALOS-2 ScanSAR works in the central Valley 
region, especially considering its limited range bandwidth 
and the heavy farming activity. In this study, we present 
the first ALOS-2 ScanSAR interferometry and InSAR 
time-series results in the CV-SJV region. We show that 

Fig. 1 Central Valley (CV) and south Joaquin 
Valley (SJV) region where overexploiting 

groundwater due to farming activity causes 
subsidence. The white box indicates the region of 
the interest. The CV-SJV is adjacent to a major 
transform plate boundary fault system – central 

San Andreas fault system (CSAF).  
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the ionosphere noise remains a dominant noise source in 
the ScanSAR application and should be properly 
corrected for accurate subsidence measurements. We 
present ALOS-2 ScanSAR interferometry and time series 
results over the CA CV-SJV region. We cross-validate the 
derived mean velocity and time series using in-situ GPS 
measurements. Based on the updated groundwater 
subsidence, we then compare the spatiotemporal 
subsidence pattern with earlier ALOS-1 results and 
discuss the implication towards current and future 
groundwater usage and management in the central Valley 
region. A manuscript is in preparation. 

2. DATA ANALYSIS

The L-band ALOS-1 satellite mostly acquired data in 
stripmap mode that has small spatial coverage (~100km 
swath). The ALOS-2 satellite, launched since 2014/05/24 
by JAXA as a follow-on mission of ALOS-1, operates 
dominantly in the ScanSAR mode for global coverage. The 
ScanSAR mode has a wide swath of a 350km consisting of 
5 subswaths. A wide-swath SAR can image a larger area 
thus reduce the repeat time. The combination of the L-band 
and wide swath make it easier to image both tectonic and/or 
anthropogenic deformation processes while maintaining 
reasonable spatial resolution. Since its launch in May 2014, 
ALOS-2 PALSAR sensor has acquired more than 6 years 
of ScanSAR data over the California CV region. These data 
are in complex image that focused either through  burst-by-
burst or full-aperture algorithm [8]. There has been burst 
alignment issue for ALOS-2 ScanSAR acquisitions prior to 
2015/02/08 due to incorrect parameters for estimating the 
along-track position of the satellite, affecting the 
interferometry formation [9, 10]. The ScanSAR acquisition 
has a nominal repeat interval of 14 days. But actual 
acquisition interval over the central California ranges from 
14 days to close to one year. In this study, we use ALOS-2 
ScanSAR data in 2015-2020 from descending track 167 
and 168 to image groundwater subsidence. 

3. METHOD

We use a full-aperture processing workflow to process the 
ALOS-2 ScanSAR data [6]. This workflow is provided as 
an add-on module of JPL/Caltech ISCE software. 
Technical details about the approach can refer to [6]. Here 
we briefly summarize the essential steps involved: 1) 
estimate the parameters (e.g., burst length, burst cycle 
length, raw burst start times etc.) remove non-overlap 
spectra between master and slave images; 2) perform 
range multiband bandpass filtering (MBF) to extract 
common range spectrum; 3) resample the slave image if 
needed; 4) calculate burst overlap between master and 
slave images; 5) perform azimuth MBF to remove non-
overlap spectra caused by Doppler centroid frequency 
difference and burst misalignment; 6) co-register the 
master/slave pair through cross-correlation; 7) form and 
mosaic subswath interferograms to generate single frame 
interferogram; 8) mosaic interferograms of adjacent 
multiple frames from the same track to get the final 

interferogram. In step 7 and 8 mosaicking process, the 
cross-correlation derived high precision phase offsets 
between subswaths and frames are used. We estimate 
topography and orbit geometry phase using SRTM 3 
arcsec digital elevation model (DEM) and precise orbits 
from JAXA and remove them from the interferogram. We 
further multi-look the interferograms in range and 
azimuth by 5 and 28 pixels, respectively. We use adaptive 
power spectrum filter to suppress phase noise and 
improve phase coherence [11]. Each interferogram is then 
unwrapped using the statistical-cost, network-flow 
algorithm for phase unwrapping (SNAPHU) and 
minimum-cost flow (MCF) algorithm and minimum-cost 
flow (MCF) algorithm [12] and geocoded to the longitude 
and latitude grid. For the phase unwrapping, we find MCF 
is more efficient and less subject to unwrapping error than 
classic SNAPHU. After unwrapping we carefully examine 
each interferogram for large unwrapping error and correct 
them if needed using connected component from 
SNAPHU. 
One main noise source in L-band SAR interferometry is 
ionosphere phase delay due to the propagation of the radar 
wave through the ionosphere. Such phase delays are 
caused by the dispersive effect of the ionosphere’s 
frequency-dependent refractive index and proportional to 
the total electron content (TEC) and inversely 
proportional to the radar frequency. The interferometric 
phase artifact associated with ionosphere phase can 
manifest itself in different forms such as small-scale 
phase distortions and broad-scale phase variation similar 
to orbital error. The spatiotemporal variability of TEC due 
to solar activity causes heterogeneous effects of the 
propagation delay on a SAR image and result in 
considerable spatiotemporal Interferometric phase 
variation.  

Figure 2. Selected original interferograms from track 
167 showing considerable variability in ionospheric 

phase across the image.  
For ALOS-2 ScanSAR interferometry, we find that there 
is significant influence of ionosphere phase artifacts 
(Figure 2). The ionosphere phase delays show diverse and 
complex forms that cannot be fully approximated by high-
order polynomials [e.g.,13]. Some variations are roughly 
linear while others appear to be less regular and difficult 
to separate from troposphere noise. The amplitude of 
ionosphere delays across the image are significant ranging 
from ~24cm to ~156cm as shown in Figure 2. The wide 
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swath and slant viewing geometry tend to make 
ionospheric delay variation more apparent, as compared 
to narrow swath width (~70km) in stripmap mode.  

Figure 3. The same set of interferograms in Figure 2 
after correcting ionosphere phase. Correction help 

reveal groundwater subsidence signals in CV region. 

We apply a range split-spectrum method that exploits the 
dispersive nature of the ionosphere thus different 
frequency behaviors [14] to correct the ionosphere noise.  
Application of the approach to the selected interferograms 
in Figure 2,3 shows the ionospheric phase delay are 
mostly removed. The remaining noise are predominantly 
due to the tropospheric phase delays that are further 
reduced in the time series step. The choice of filtering and 
multi-looking parameters seems working well as attested 
by our recent application of the approach to southern San 
Andreas fault system [7]. In the subsequent section of 
results/discussions, we show resulting time series agree 
well with in-situ GPS time series. The successes of our 
approach in mapping the slow interseismic tectonic 
deformation signals and rapid groundwater subsidence 
suggest that the approach is robust and no additional 
biases are introduced during the ionospheric phase 
correction.  
For InSAR time series analysis, we use a variant of the 
Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) InSAR time series 
inversion approach to solve for ALOS-2 ScanSAR line-
of-sight (LOS) displacement time series and mean 
velocity assuming a linear deformation model 
[e.g.,15,16]. The approach is based on least squares and 
incorporates residual DEM error correction and 
earthquake offset estimate (if needed) and use 
spatiotemporal filtering to remove high frequency 
turbulent troposphere noise [17,18]. For ALOS-2 satellite 
the variation in perpendicular baseline (𝐵!"#!) ranges 
from ~-420m to 100m (Figure 4). Our visual inspection of 
all interferograms after ionospheric phase correction does 
not reveal any apparent orbital ramp error. Therefore in 
the time series analysis we don’t explicitly take into 
account the orbital error. For descending track 167 ~201 
interferograms were formed for time series analysis 
(Figure 4). To ensure that only highly coherent pixels are 
used, we limit time series analysis only to the pixels that 
had coherence (>0.5) in at least 60% of the corrected 
interferograms.  

Because of burst alignment issue, in our analysis we only 
use the SAR acquisitions after Feb. 8, 2015. We calculate 
the burst overlap using the approach proposed by Liang et 
al. [2017a]. The calculated burst overlaps for the pairs 

used in the time series analysis suggest that the burst 
overlap is excellent for most pairs used in the analysis 
(Figure 4). 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Without use of in-situ GPS as ground control points, our 
correction of ionosphere noise successfully removes the 
majority of ionospheric noise in the ScanSAR 
interferometry and resolves both tectonic and 
anthropogenic processes in central California accurately 
(Figure 5). The new ALOS-2 data reveals renewed large-
scale ground subsidence in the San Joaquin Valley (SJV) 
due to over-exploitation of groundwater. The groundwater 
related deformation is spatially and temporally variable 
(Figure 5, 6). Our results show remote sensing derived 
subsidence is in good agreement with sparse point based 
in-situ GPS observations. The continuing subsidence in 
SJV since 2015 is composed of both recoverable elastic 
and non-recoverable inelastic components. 

Figure 5. (Left) Average mean line-of-sight (LOS) 
velocity for track 167 for the period prior to 

2019/07/04 Ridgecrest earthquake. (right) The 
comparison between ALOS-2 ScanSAR LOS velocity 

and projected GPS LOS velocity (red dots with 
uncertainties). 

Figure 4. (Left) Perpendicular baseline plot for all 
interferometric pairs (~201) used in the analysis; 

(Right) Histogram of burst synchronization for all 
interferograms. 
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Figure 6. (Left) Mapview of ALOS-2 line-of-sight 
(LOS) velocities for track 168. The velocity is wrapped 

at 20cm/yr. (Right) Comparison of ALOS-2 
displacement time series (red dots) with projected GPS 

LOS time series (blue circles) at the selected GPS 
locations. 

We find the subsidence history as imaged by ALOS-1 
over the period of 2007-2011 (Figure 7) when severe 
drought occurred in California is very different from what 
are observed by ALOS-2 over the period of 2015-2021. 
There is more apparent seasonable variation in 2017-
2021, following the end of the 2012-2016 drought period. 
The subsidence pattern and temporal variability reflects 
the direct response of the CV aquifer to surface water 
availability and groundwater usage. Besides seasonal 
variation, our results show the continuation of long-term 
inelastic subsidence trend that tends to be irreversible, 
prompting the need for continuous groundwater 
monitoring with InSAR for water resource management. 

Figure 7. (Left) Mapview of ALOS-1 velocities over 
the period of 2007-2011. (Right) (top) ALOS-1 InSAR 

time series at the subsidence bowl. (Bottom) A-B 
profile plot of subsidence across the subsidence bowl.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

La Plata basin (Fig. 1), covering 3.2 million km2 with 
territory of 5 countries (Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, 
Paraguay and Bolivia) has a significant social and 
economic importance because it is densely populated and 
has important agricultural activities (this area, includes the 
Argentinean ‘‘Pampas Region’’ and is one of the richest 
agricultural regions in South America).  

Fig. 1: La Plata Basin wetlands 

Flooding is of major concern in the Plata Basin. Most rivers 
have long and wide floodplains, which have been settled 
and cultivated. Losses for floods in Argentina during the 
1983, 1992, and 1998 episodes exceeded US$1 billion 
each. Providing information on the current state of the 
basin hydrologic system on a systematic basis is critical to 
the regional economies and society.  
The wetlands of this basin’s floodplains perform 
irreplaceable ecological and hydrological functions, such 
as flood and drought mitigation, groundwater recharge, 
fisheries support, nutrient and contaminants filtering, and 
high quality fresh water provision [1].  
The structure and functioning of these wetlands, which are 
located close to some of the larger cities and the most 

productive and modified lands of Argentina, are threatened 
by the continual anthropic modification of basin 
hydrology. The modification of these wetlands’ functional 
integrity may cause a large impact on the productive 
system that supports the region economy, and on the lives 
of the millions of people living on cities located on rivers 
margins.  
The above mentioned makes of extreme importance the 
monitoring of basin wetlands flood-drought cycles. Due to 
the fact that these ecosystems extend along the Paraná-
Paraguay axis and are highly dynamic with annual and 
interannual variations, sensors with different spectral, 
spatial and temporal characteristics are required. 

Active microwave systems have proven to be suitable for 
detection or assessment of flooding, especially on wetlands 
[2], [3], [4], [5]. On one hand, microwaves of frequency < 
10 GHz (X Band) can go through clouds without being 
affected. Besides, on some types of land cover, microwaves 
can penetrate the vegetation canopy and interact with the 
soil or water beneath it. In consequence, the measured 
backscattering coefficient depends on both vegetation 
structure and soil condition. Thus, the presence or absence 
of a water layer (with a much higher dielectric constant that 
the underlying soil) significantly changes the detected 
signal of a wetland [4], [5], [6].  
On the other hand, given its large revisit time, SAR systems 
cannot be used for continual monitoring of wetland 
flooding condition. Going from events assessment to 
almost daily monitoring of flooding condition, a satellite 
system that besides representing the flooding condition has 
a short revisit time is needed. 
Passive microwave systems, with large swaths and short 
revisit time, have shown their utility for flooded fraction 
monitoring of floodplains [7], [8]. These systems can 
detect flooding patterns not only under heavy clouds but 
also with dense vegetation cover (according to system 
operation frequency). A recent study conducted over La 
Plata Basin [9] has shown that it is possible to monitor for 
several weeks the location of a flood wave using temporal 
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series of AMSR-E polarization index (PI), showing passive 
microwave sensors contribution and importance on the 
monitoring of flooding events at regional scale. However, 
given their low spatial resolution, they present a big 
difficulty for method calibration and results validation. 
According to the above, a mixed active/passive microwave 
approach shows a high synergy, taking advantage from the 
large geographic cover and low revisit time of passive 
systems, and seizing the high spatial resolution of active 
systems for cal/val purposes. 
 
The general aim of this Project was to study the flooding 
patterns of the Parana-Paraguay axis wetlands using active 
and passive microwave satellite data. The knowledge of 
these patterns would allow the improvement of 
hydrological forecast models, so needed on wetlands 
exploited for agriculture and cattle, as well as the study of 
the functions and services that these ecosystems provide to 
society. It would also improve weather forecast, early 
response to extreme events, and anthropic impact models 
of the basin.  
 
The specific objectives of this project were: 
- To develop a methodology to regularly generate 

flooded area maps using active and passive 
microwave satellite data. This methodology will be 
based on algorithm development [8], [10], interaction 
models [11], optical and auxiliary data. 

- To study the relationship between the flooded area 
fraction of each ecohydrological unit of Parana-
Paraguay axis and the corresponding river water level 
(measured directly or by remote sensing)  

- To construct a schematic of effective topography 
based in the results of the previous objective for each 
analyzed ecohydrological unit.   

 
These objectives were approached through the 
development of several congress papers, masters and 
doctoral thesis (one finished, others in progress) and an 
unpublished work. Their particular methods and main 
advances and results are described in the following 
sections. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1. Flooded area estimation using microwave satellite 
data. 
Given their very low resolution, almost by definition 
passive microwave systems’ pixels contain more than one 
type of land cover. These are called heterogeneous pixels. 
Generally, observed brightness temperature of a given 
pixel can be modeled as the sum of the Tb of the different 
pixel components, weighted by the area they occupy on the 
pixel. For a floodplain, it is possible to postulate 3 terrain 
components (water bodies, non-flooded plain and flooded 
plain), that combined are responsible of the observed 
values of every pixel of the floodplain [8]. Thus, the 
observed polarization index (PI) of a given pixel can be 
modeled as,  

𝑃𝐼 = 𝑓 𝑃𝐼 + 𝑓 𝑃𝐼 + 𝑓 𝑃𝐼      (1) 
 
where PIw, PInf and PIf correspond to water bodies, non-
flooded plain and flooded plain PI respectively, and fw, fnf 
and ff correspond to the fraction of the pixel occupied by 
each one of these terrain components. By definition,  
 
1 = 𝑓 + 𝑓 + 𝑓      (2) 
 
since the sum of all the pixel components must be equal to 
the pixel area. Now, combining (1) and (2) it is possible to 
estimate flooded area  
 

𝑓 =      (3) 

 
This scheme was originally developed by [8] to estimate 
flooded area on large floodplains using the Scanning 
Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) [12]. This 
system has a single frequency (36 GHz) and two 
polarizations (H and V) and requires to be able to estimate 
independently the following parameters of each pixel: 
a. fw (water bodies fraction). This parameter is estimated in 
[7] with optical images, through a classification including 
infrared bands, in [8] is estimated using their lower 
backscattering coefficient in X band SAR images. We 
proposed to estimate this parameter with a combination of 
MODIS and PALSAR ScanSAR images. 
b. PIw (water bodies PI). This value can be estimated 
theoretically for a pure and calm water body for an 
incidence angle and its value is around 60K for X band. It 
is also possible to estimate of homogeneous pixels values 
(totally flooded). It is also possible to estimate it from 
homogeneous pixels (totally covered by water) or using the 
methodology developed by [8], similar to (5) but applicable 
to pixels with only 2 possible land covers. Finally, it is 
possible to derive it theoretically using electromagnetic 
interaction models, like the one described in [13]. 
c. PInf (PI of non-flooded plain). This parameter can be 
empirically determined from non-flooded areas [8] or it can 
be simulated using interaction models. This last option 
allows to understand the behaviour of PInf to the detail, but 
requires an important knowledge of the terrain, since the 
interaction model requires as input the geometric and 
dielectric characteristics of the terrain (soil and vegetation) 
d. PIf (PI of flooded plain). This parameter is critical for 
obtaining accurate results from this method. According to 
[7] and [8], this parameter can be determined empirically 
from a fully flooded pixel. However, the floodplains 
studied by those authors were mostly forested, and so, a 
flooded area has a static PIf as long as the water does not 
cover the canopy of trees (main emissive components of 
the vegetation). For herbaceous floodplains, PIf has been 
shown to have a dynamic behaviour according to water 
level inside the floodplain [14], since main emissive 
components of the pixel are being covered by water. In this 
proposal, according to the characteristics of the specific 
portion of the floodplain analyzed we will estimate PIf from 
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a fully flooded pixel (forested floodplain) or we will 
estimate it for specific dates using a combination of active 
(SAR) and passive data 
 
2.2. Use of Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR), passive 
microwave data and electromagnetic models for 
estimation of PIf and floodplain WL. 
In order to estimate PIf for herbaceous floodplains, flooded 
area maps are obtained by change detection of SAR images 
(Cosmo SkyMed, ALOS PALSAR2) of higher spatial 
resolution and lower temporal resolution. 
The change detection procedure consists in obtaining of a 
change image from an image in nonflooded conditions and 
one in flooded conditions, using the following formula, 

                  Δσ0
db = σ0

i – σ0
n    (4) 

where σ0
i is the backscattering coefficient of the flooded 

conditions and σ0
n is the backscattering coefficient of the 

non-flooded conditions. 
Then, change values are segmented to change intervals 
taking into account the radiometric accuracy of the used 
images. These change intervals are analyzed according to 
the land cover on which they occur. Finally, change 
intervals are recoded into flooded/non flooded categories, 
and flooded fraction ff is calculated. 
Once we have obtained ff, and since we have estimated the 
remaining parameters of eq (1) as explained in previous 
section, we can estimate PIf for that particular date as: 
 

𝑃𝐼 =  
( )

    (5) 

In order to obtain water level (WL) inside the floodplain 
we use the Tor Vergata radiative transfer model, developed 
by [13]. With this model we estimate, according to 
vegetation parameters and for each frequency available in 
passive microwave data, the PIf for every WL up to 
vegetation being covered by water. Then we invert this 
model and select as the floodplain water level the WL that 
has the closest estimation of PIf for all the frequencies 
simulated. 
 
2.3. Analysis of the relation between flooded area 
fraction and hydrometric height from adjacent rivers. 
River WL has been considered as the best proxy for 
temporal variations in flooded area on large floodplains of 
South America [7], [8]. This assumes there is a monotonic 
relation between those variables and implies the relation on 
the WL increase phase is the same as the one in the WL 
decrease phase. That would be the case in floodplains that 
do not retain water for long periods (only while WL is 
high), since the flooding rate is the same as the drying rate 
(there is no hysteresis).   
However, this is not always the case. There are many 
floodplains that retain water for long periods after river WL 
has receded, especially floodplains that are surrounded by 
a perimeter levee. In that case, water that enters the 
floodplain by river overflow gets “trapped” inside the 
floodplain, and leaves it through much slower mechanisms 

like infiltration, evapotranspiration or runoff through the 
inside of the plain. Here, the phases of WL increase and 
decrease show completely different behaviors, and any 
analysis of the flooded area and river water level 
relationship must be carried out separately for those phases.  
 
For instance, in the theoretical case shown in fig. 2, when 
both river and wetland water level are below levee level (A 
in Fig. 2), river water level changes has little effect on 
flooded fraction. When water level reaches levee level (1 
in Fig. 2), a small increase in river water level produces a 
large increase in flooded area fraction. This situation is 
sketched in Fig. 2 as (B). Then, when river water level 
reduces to normal values, flooded area fraction remains 
high, due to poorer drainage conditions (C in Fig. 2). This 
would implicate that the floodplain is working as a water 
reservoir, since the water stays inside the floodplain when 
river water level has descended. This kind of effect is the 
explanation of the known buffer effect of wetlands. The 
magnitude of this buffer effect will depend on how much 
time wetlands can hold the water, and how gradually the 
discharge is done, being to the same river or to the 
groundwater. When wetland water is finally drained, the 
initial condition is reached (A in Fig. 2). 
 

 

Fig. 2: Schematic of the expected results for the relation 
flooded area fraction/ hydrometric water level. Left: 
flooded area fraction vs hydrometric water level 
expected graph. Right: Equivalent topography 
schematic resulting from the graph on the left.   

The presence of a simple and sound relation between 
flooded area fraction and river stage would mean the latter 
could be used as a proxy for the former.  For instance, [7], 
[8] performed polynomial regressions between flooded 
area and river WL in order to find a predictive equation to 
extend the flooded record beyond the timing of passive 
microwave acquisition using river stage values. Thus, to 
study whether it is possible to use Parana River WL in 
Rosario as a proxy for ff, we evaluated the relationship 
between these 2 variables using 3 different regression 
equations: 2nd degree polynomial, 3rd degree polynomial 
and exponential.  
Visual inspection of the data showed that during river WL 
increase phase the relation between these 2 variables was 
different than during river WL decrease phase. Thus, the 
regressions were carried out separately for the two phases. 
The increase phase was defined from the first estimation of 
ff up to the date when maximum WL was reached in 
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Rosario station. The decrease phase was defined from that 
date until the last ff estimation. 
We studied the events of 2007, 2009-2010 and 2013 
separately, and the combination of the 3 events. Each 
microwave band and pass direction was studied separately. 
Fig. 3 shows flowcharts for the methodology used in this 
project. 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Flowchart of new methodology implemented. 
Upper: flowchart of the methodology applied for 
flooded area fraction monitoring; lower: flowchart 
applied for the analysis of the flooded area fraction – 
floodplain water level relationship 

 
2.4. Relationship between accumulated river flow and 
floodplain stored water volume. 
We evaluated the relationship between changes of 
floodplain stored water volume (ΔVol) and Parana River 
accumulated flow measured in Timbues station, located 
closely up waters of our study area, as a way to analyze if 
the volume of water stored in the floodplain relates to the 
volume of water that goes through the Parana River during 
flooding events.  
If our retrievals are correct, we expect to find a good 
relationship between the studied variables in the increase 
phase of the event, since at least part of the accumulated 
river flow should be the source of the water that enters the 
floodplain and gets stored there. As explained in the 
previous section, since our study area is surrounded by a 
perimeter levee, we expect the decrease phase will show a 

poor relationship between changes in floodplain ΔVol and 
accumulated river flow. 
This was a 4 step procedure: 
1) We calculated the volume of water at the floodplain at 
each date for which we have ff and WL estimations (dates 
with coincident acquisition of SAR and passive microwave 
data). 
2) We calculated ΔVol between successive volume 
estimations 
3) We calculated, for the same periods of step 2, the 
accumulated Parana River flow for Timbues station. 
4) We performed regressions using 3 different equations: 
lineal, 2nd degree and 3rd degree polynomial. The 
regressions were carried out separating the increase and the 
decrease phase of the events, band and pass direction.  
The increase phase was defined from the first estimation of 
ff up to the date when, after the maximum river level was 
reached, WL decreased below 4 meters (level at which 
water stops entering the floodplain). The decrease phase 
was defined from the end of the increase phase up to the 
last estimation of water volume available. We studied the 
events of 2007 and 2009-2010 separately, and the 
combination of both events. Each band and pass direction 
was studied separately. 2013 event was not included 
because we had only 4 estimations of ΔVol. 

 
3. RESULTS 

3.1. Results over Paraná floodplain near Santa Fe City 
(Master’s thesis for CONAE-UNC Masters in 
Applications of Spatial Information). 
The study of this area was carried on through a Master’s 
thesis [15]. In this work we reproduced the methodology 
described in section 2.1, and shown on the upper subplot of 
fig. 3, for the flooding events of 2007, 2009-2010 and 
2014, in order to analyze its applicability to this study area 
for floods monitoring.  
Some of the obtained results are shown in figs. 4 to 8, and 
briefly explained. 

 

Fig. 4. ALOS PALSAR based flooded area maps for the 
flooding events of 2007 and 2009 (examples). Red shows 
flooded area, gray shows non-flooded area and blue 
shows water bodies. 

In fig. 5 we can observe that this area shows a larger lag 
between hydrometric water level and flooded fraction 
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estimated through SAR images (approx. 90 days) than the 
one that was observed for the Paraná River Delta (less than 
30 days). However, although AMSRE PIobs seems to have 
less sensitivity to river water level, does not show such a 
lag.  

 

Fig. 5: SAR derived flooded fraction and measured 
water level and PI (PIobs) as a function of time for 
AMSRE passive microwave sensor 

For this area, two different interpolation approaches for PIf 
were analyzed (Fig. 6): the linear interpolation, used for the 
Paraná River Delta in previous sections, and a “constant” 
approach, where the PIf calculated for a date with 
coincident acquisitions of active and passive microwave 
data is kept as a constant value until the following 
coincident acquisition when PIf is recalculated. Even 
though it is dubious that, given the progression of the 
flooding event, PIf remains constant for the period of time 
between two SAR acquisitions, this would be the only 
approach possible for an operative application, when 
information needs to be delivered quickly, and you do not 
have any available information on the progression of PIf 
values until the following SAR acquisition.  
 

 

Fig. 6: PIf value through time according with the 
interpolation method used. AMSRE C band case is 
shown as an example. Upper: linear interpolation; 
Lower: “constant” interpolation approach. 
 
Figs. 7 and 8 show the results of the estimation of ff at 
nearly daily basis from passive microwave AMSRE sensor 
using the methodological scheme shown in the upper 
subplot of fig. 3, and the PIf values shown in fig. 5, upper 
and lower, respectively.   

In both cases we can see that ff estimations are very noisy, 
with a larger noise in shorter frequencies, which could be 
expected given the noisy trend of PIobs shown in fig. 5. 
Nonetheless, some analysis can be done over the 
differences found with the two interpolation methods. 
We can see that the initial part of the time series have the 
same results for both methods. This is because in both cases 
the PIf used is the same, i.e. the one obtained from the first 
SAR ff estimation. The same can be said about ff 
estimations after the last SAR acquisition.  

 

 
Fig. 7: Estimated fraction of flooded area (ff) for 
AMSRE, for the 2007-2008 event, using the linear 
interpolation approach for PIf. SAR based ff and 
Paraná River water level are shown for comparison. 
Upper: C and X bands; Lower: Ka and Ku bands. 
 

 

 
Fig. 8: Estimated fraction of flooded area (ff) for 
AMSRE, for the 2007-2008 event, using the “constant” 
interpolation approach for PIf. SAR based ff and 
Paraná River water level are shown for comparison. 
Upper: C and X bands; Lower: Ka and Ku bands. 
 
In between SAR acquisitions we can observe differences in 
the performance of the PIf interpolation methods. For the 
linear interpolation approach we can see a more gradual 
increase of ff between the first and the second SAR based 
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estimation, which seems logical since in that case, PIf 
increases gradually, as opposed with the constant assumed 
value of PIf of the “constant” approach.  However, between 
the second and third SAR based ff estimation, the linear 
interpolation approach results in a much noisier ff 
estimation from passive microwave data. This is also 
observed, with a higher magnitude of noise, between the 
third and fourth SAR based ff estimation, leading in this 
case even to not valid flooded fractions of less than 0 and 
over 1. It is worth mentioning that in this case, the flooded 
areas were much lower than the ones observed for the 
Paraná River Delta for the same event in those dates. This 
led us to the hypothesis that the implemented algorithm 
loses sensibility at low flooded area fractions, since the PIf 
derived in those cases is low and close to the PInf, which 
leads to an unstable behavior, since any increase or 
decrease of PIobs, even the ones due to sensor noise, will 
lead to an extremely large change in ff as the only free 
variable.  
 
3.2. Analysis of Lower Parana River floodplain 
hydrological behavior: Can river water level help us 
predict flooded area?  
The objective of this work was to study flood dynamics in 
the Lower Paraná River floodplain. To this end, we first 
use passive and active microwave data series to estimate 
flooded area fraction and water level inside the floodplain. 
After that we evaluate the relationship between floodplain 
fraction of flooded area and Parana River water level to 
analyse how reliable river stage is as a proxy for flood the 
condition of the wetland. 
Fig. 9 shows the trends of available and estimated data. The 
first thing we can notice is that the trends of the different 
variables are correlated. For instance, ff estimated using 
SAR images follows the trend of river WL for the increase 
phase, however, it shows persistency after river WL has 
started to descend (ff remains over 0.4 for 2-3 months after 
river WL has descended from the point where water stops 
entering the floodplain). Flooded fraction estimated by the 
algorithm is much noisier than SAR ff, but it shows the 
same trends. We can see that both PIobs and estimated 
floodplain WL also follow the general trend of river WL 
during the increase phase, but not so much for the decrease 
phase of flooding events. 

 
Fig. 9. Available data and results from ff and WL 
estimations for the 2007, 2009-2010 and 2013 events. 

Figure 10 shows plots of the relation between ff estimated 
by the algorithm shown in the upper subplot of Fig. 3, and 
the Parana River WL in Rosario. We can notice that the 
increase and decrease phases follow different paths, and ff 
remains high after river WL has descended. This effect is 
called hysteresis and is responsible for the buffer effect of 
wetlands. This means that the water that enters the 
floodplain during the river increase phase is retained inside 
the wetland after river WL has descended, storing it and 
diminishing the flooding effect in cities at the opposite 
shore of Parana River, and cities down waters of the 
wetland. It can also be observed that even though PIobs data 
has been smoothed, these relationships have some noise, 
especially from ff. This is mostly due to the PInf and PIf 
retrieval scheme. 
 

 

 
Fig. 10. Estimated ff vs river WL (Rosario station). Left: 
increase phase. Right: decrease phase. Top: C band. 
Bottom: X band.  
 
In order to evaluate how good could Parana River WL be 
as a proxy for flooded area inside the wetland, fig. 11 upper 
left and upper right show the best regression results for the 
combination of the 3 events studied in the WL increase and 
decrease phase respectively. Parameters of the regression 
equation are detailed in Table 1. In both cases, the best fit 
was a 3rd degree polynomial equation. However, the 
results show that for the combined data of the 3 events, WL 
does only explain 59% and 41% of ff variability in the 
increasing and decreasing phase respectively. This means 
that WL is not a good proxy for ff inside the floodplain, or 
at least that there is no general equation that relates these 2 
variables for all flooding events. 
 
To see if poor regressions are an effect of the inter event 
variability, we studied each event separately. If so, we 
expect each event to show a good fit for the regression 
between ff and WL, though with a different equation for 
each one of them. Second, third and fourth row of figure 11 
show the results of these regressions.  
Table 1 show that WL explains nearly 82% of ff variability 
of the increasing phase of 2007 flooding event. This could 
be a good result, since it is higher than the one obtained by 
[10] for the Amazon floodplain and was used to extend the 
flooded area record from the 9 measured years to almost a 
century. However, figure 11 (second row left) shows that 
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this relationship is not univocal, since after a WL of 5 
meters approximately, WL increases and ff decreases. We 
must have in mind that these plots do not have 
consideration for the temporal dimension, and there are 
some short term (daily) variation in river WL that could be 
disconnected from ff variation, whose changes occur at 
slower temporal rates.   
For the decreasing phase of 2007 event we can see that WL 
explains almost 69% of ff variability. In this case, the 
equation that explains the relationship between these 2 
variables is simpler that the one observed in previous cases 
(2nd degree polynomial). It can be observed (Figure 11, 
second row left) that most of the error in this regression 
occurs at low values of WL, presumably at the end of the 
event, where ff retrieval algorithm is known to be less 
accurate [7],[10].  
Figure 11 (third row) shows that the relationship between 
ff and WL for the 2009-2010 event is similar to the one 
found for the 3 events combined. Table 1 shows that WL 
only explains 60% and 54% of ff variability in the 
increasing and decreasing phases of the event respectively. 
Although this values are larger than the ones found for the 
3 events combined, they are still not good enough to 
establish a relationship between the two variables. 
The best results for ff vs WL regressions (95% and 92% for 
the increasing and decreasing phase) is found for the 2013 
event (table 1, figure 11 fourth row). However, we must 
have in mind that this was the softest of the 3 events 
studied, as can be seen in the fact that river WL does not 
reach 5 meters, and that the timeframe of the event is 
shorter (smaller amount of points analysed).   
All the above indicates that there is no relationship between 
ff and river WL that can be used to reliably forecast the 
flooded area inside the floodplain using only river water 
level. This is due both to algorithm parameters error (as 
discussed previously) and floodplain complexity. 
 
Table 1. Best fit regression coefficients for ff vs river 
WL relationships. The regression equations between ff 
(Y) and river WL (X) take the form Y= 
p1X3+p2X2+p3X+p4. R2 is the coefficient of 
determination of the regression and RMSE stands for 
Root Mean Square Error 
 

 
 

  

 

  

  
Fig. 11. Best fit of ff vs WL regressions. Left column: 
WL increasing phase. Right column: WL decreasing 
phase. From top to bottom: combined data of 3 flooding 
events (2007, 2009-2010 and 2013), 2007 event, 2009-
2010 event, 2013 event. 
 
Our next step was to analyse the relationship between the 
changes in stored water volume inside the floodplain 
(∆Vol) and the accumulated river flow that goes through 
the river during the events. This was carried out for the 
events of 2007 and 2009-2010 separately and combined. 
In order to analyse the changes in volume from both 
sources of data we can consider 3 different situations:  
1) Accumulated river flow is much larger than changes in 
floodplain ∆Vol: this is the most likely scenario. It would 
mean that only a fraction of the water passing through 
Parana River enters the floodplain and is responsible for 
the flooding event, and gets stored inside the floodplain. 
2) Accumulated river flow is of the same order of changes 
in ∆Vol: this would mean that almost all the water going 
through the river is entering the floodplain and being stored 
there. 
3) Accumulated river flow is much smaller than ∆Vol: this 
would mean that there is another source of flooding for the 
study area. Since all the water passing through the river 
cannot explain the amount of water stored in the floodplain, 
this water must come from another source. This additional 
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source can be another river (here, the Gualeguay river), the 
same Parana River in a point located up waters from 
Timbues station (so the river flow entering the wetland is 
not measured), or a large rainfall event. 
 
At the same time, since we are comparing the changes in 
volume inside the floodplain, we can both have positive or 
negative changes, corresponding to an increase or a 
decrease of volume respectively, while accumulated river 
flow is by definition always positive. What we do expect is 
that negative changes of floodplain ∆Vol (decrease of 
water volume), are related with low values of accumulated 
river flow. This would mean that the volume of water 
entering the floodplain is less than the volume leaving the 
floodplain by infiltration, evapotranspiration or by runoff 
to another area of the floodplain located in down waters 
direction.   
 
Figure 12 shows that in every case, accumulated river flow 
is at least an order of magnitude higher than changes in 
water volume inside the floodplain. This means, as 
expected, that Parana River is the main source of flooding 
of the study area, and that only a part of the water that 
passes through this river enters the floodplain.  
Figure 12 and table 2 show that for the relation between 
changes in stored water volume and accumulated river 
flow, the combination of different events gives reasonable 
results (WL explains 69 and 62% of ff variability for 
increasing and decreasing phase respectively). Moreover, 
when both events are considered separately the 
accumulated river flow explains most of the variability in 
floodplain ∆Vol, especially in the increasing phase of the 
event (75% and 88% in the 2007 and 2009-2010 event 
respectively). This means that our retrieval scheme, though 
it may give noisy results for ff, is able to represent the 
changes of water volume inside the floodplain.  
The floodplain stored water volume is calculated by 
multiplying the SAR based ff and the floodplain WL 
retrieved using passive and active microwave and the 
emission model. Given the fact that floodplain WL 
estimation is based on the PIf parameter, the good results 
shown in figure 12 and table 2 indicate that the retrieval 
scheme and the values obtained for this parameter are 
reliable.  
However, ff estimations of the complete series of passive 
microwave data have shown not to be as reliable (as 
previously discussed). Given the fact that [7] found the 
algorithm to be most sensitive to errors in the satellite 
observations (in this case PIwet), and that PIf estimation 
for each ff retrieval date is critical for our study area 
because it changes with WL inside the floodplain, this two 
parameters are the ones that most likely produce the 
greatest errors in retrieval. The fact that the PIf retrieved at 
regular basis are sound, means that errors in ff retrieval are 
most likely associated with PIwet errors discussed 
previously, and with the interpolation scheme used to 
obtain daily values of PIf from the reliable PIf obtained at 
regular basis.   

If we look at the curves in figure 12 (left column, first and 
third row), we can see that for the 2009-2010 event, the 
relation between the 2 variables is monotonically 
increasing, that is to say, to more accumulated river flow, 
there is more volume of water that gets stored inside the 
floodplain. The same can be seen in the relation of these 
variables for the combination of the events, since the 2009-
2010 event contributes with more points to the increasing 
phase of the combination. 
 

  
 

  
 

  
Fig. 12. Best fit for ∆VOL (floodplain) vs ∆VOL (river) 
regressions. Left column: WL increasing phase. Right 
column: WL decreasing phase. Top row: 2007 and 
2009-2010 events combined. Central row: 2007 event. 
Bottom row: 2009-2010 event. 
 
Table 2. Best fit regression coefficients for ∆VOL 
(floodplain) vs ∆VOL (river). 

 
 
In the decreasing phase of the events, given the way it was 
defined, we did not expect to find a relation between the 
change of stored water volume in the floodplain and the 
accumulated river flow, since the river water level is below 
the floodplain levee level. However, at least for the 2007 
event we find a good relation between these two variables. 
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This could be due to the fact that when the Paraná river 
increases its flow, water does not only enter the plain as a 
laminar flux over the levees, but through smaller rivers and 
streams that go inside the floodplain and whose water flow 
depends directly of Parana River water flow. In this 
scenario, it is possible that a higher water flux in the Parana 
river leads to a higher flux in the smaller rivers and streams, 
making it slower for the floodplain to release the stored 
water, and when Parana River water flow decreases, the 
water level of the small tributaries decreases as well, 
making it easier for water to leave the floodplain through 
the reversion of the direction of the smaller streams, that 
instead of bringing water into the floodplain start leading it 
back to the Parana River. Of course, this is a much more 
complex dynamics, since as was stated previously, the 
water leaves the floodplain through several mechanisms 
(infiltration, evapotranspiration, runoff), that usually occur 
altogether, but with different temporal responses. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS (SO FAR) 
 
Flooding dynamics is a complex topic in fluvial wetlands. 
The expected result in case of a robust algorithm would be 
a consistent estimation of flooded area fraction among all 
sensors and frequencies available.  
In this work we have analyzed the relation between flooded 
area fraction and river water level, and between floodplain 
stored water volume and accumulated river water flux. In 
the first case we found there is no general equation that can 
be used to forecast flooded area using river water level. We 
did find acceptable relations for the events taken 
separately, especially for the increase phase of the event. In 
the decreasing phase, there is much more dispersion of ff 
values, which diminishes the power of the found 
relationships. This was attributed to both floodplain inter-
event dynamics complexity, and to sensitivity of ff retrieval 
algorithm to inaccuracies of its parameters, especially the 
polarization difference index of flooded area (PIf). 
In the second case we found that changes in algorithm 
derived stored water volume inside the floodplain does 
reflect changes in accumulated river flow. This supports 
the idea that the main issue with the algorithm is PIf 
estimation, since when PIf can be accurately estimated, 
stored water volumes reflect the exchange of water 
between river and floodplain, especially in the increase 
phase of flooding event. 
 

5. ONGOING WORK 
 
As it was stated in the introduction, there are three Ph.D 
thesis in progress that are benefiting from the use of 
PALSAR and PALSAR 2 images. However, due to delays 
related to the pandemic, they don’t have preliminary results 
yet. We briefly describe them below. 
 
 
 
 

5.1. Remote sensing for studying the role of 
geomorphology as a conditioning factor of the hydric 
dynamics of the Lower Paraná system. 
This is the ongoing thesis project of Geologist Verónica 
Kwaterka, in order to complete her Ph. D. in 
Environmental Sciences for the San Martín National 
University (Universidad Nacional de San Martín, 
UNSAM). 
Its general objective is to contribute to the evaluation and 
prediction of water dynamics of the fluvial-coastal system 
of the Lower Paraná in different scenarios, and the effect 
that human activities have on it, through the development 
and implementation of quantitative models that take into 
account the geomorphology of wetlands.  
Furthermore, its specific objectives are: 
- To analyze the effect of geomorphological patterns, 

in terms of roughness and spatiality, in the flooding 
and hydrological dynamics of the region. 

- To create tools for the analysis of temporal series of 
satellite products which allow for the monitoring and 
understanding of the hydrological dynamics of the 
Parana River Delta. 

- To evaluate and compare the contribution of products 
derived from optical, passive microwave and SAR 
sensors for flood monitoring in the region and the 
early warning of extreme events. 

 
To complete its objectives, the thesis will implement the 
methodologies previously described in this document 
(amongst other) to a more detailed spatial scale, defined by 
the region’s geomorphological units instead of taking the 
region as a single unit. We expect this finer spatial 
resolution can provide better results for the relation 
between flooded area and hydrometric water level. 
Moreover, the thesis expected results are: 
- A comparative evaluation of the quality of the 

products obtained using optical, passive microwave 
and SAR sensors for the monitoring of floods and its 
early warning. 

- A set of methodologies to obtain maps of flooding 
risk and frequency, derived from the study of extreme 
events, based on different kind of satellite systems  

- The formalization of the link between flooded area 
fraction in different geomorphological units and the 
corresponding hydrometric levels. 

- A set of Manning roughness coefficients for the 
different geomorphological units that take into 
account the topography and land cover patterns.  

 
5.2. Design and implementation of machine learning 
algorithms for the study of wetlands 
This is the ongoing thesis project of Mathematician 
Mariela Rajngewerc, in order to complete her Ph. D. in 
Applied Sciences and Engineering, San Martín National 
University (Universidad Nacional de San Martin, 
UNSAM), in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
The thesis chapter related to SAR data aims to determine 
spatial and temporal relationships between multi-source 
satellite observations (Sentinel-1, RADARSAT-2, ALOS-
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2, and SAOCOM) and biophysical features (aboveground 
biomass, water content, soil moisture) of emergent 
macrophytes and flood condition in fluvial wetlands. These 
relationships will be used to discriminate, map, and 
monitor different land cover types related to pasture and 
flood conditions, as required within the framework of 
national wetlands inventory. The link between ecological 
and remote sensing data will be accounted for both by 
existing classification and analysis algorithms (Random 
Forest [16], Support Vector Machine [17]) and by novel 
analysis techniques based on statistical and machine 
learning approaches (XGBoost [18],[19], AutoML [20]).In 
particular, our specific objectives to be accounted on the 
Paraná River floodplain are: 
  
- To compare the discriminatory power of C-Band 

(RADARSAT-2, Sentinel-1) observations with L-
Band (ALOS/PALSAR-2; SAOCOM) observations 
to distinguish different vegetation covers and flood 
conditions in a large river floodplain where volume 
scattering is the predominant mechanism. 

- To develop and implement methods for herbaceous 
wetland type discrimination and flood condition 
classifications using SAR images and data fusion 
techniques. 

- To improve the products' overall accuracy by using 
combined data sets (multifrequency SAR data, optical 
data, ancillary geographic data). 

- Develop open scripts based on novel algorithms and 
available software for the following steps: feature 
extraction (which polarizations, bands, indexes or 
components are to be used to improve target 
discrimination), classification and accuracy 
assessments. 

 
5.3. Spatial Identification of the Bank Line and Hydric 
Risk Zones using Remote Sensing 
This is the ongoing thesis project of Surveyor Alicia 
Blanco, in order to complete her Ph. D. in Legal Surveying 
and Remote Sensing, for Catamarca National University 
(Universidad Nacional de Catamarca, UNCa) in Argentina. 
  
The bank line (BL) can be defined as the territorial limit 
between the public water domain and the riverside 
properties that belong to the private domain. The 
determination of the BL is essential not only to separate the 
riverside properties that correspond to the private domain 
from the public water domain, but also to plan for territorial 
flood prevention policies and to analyze water irrigation 
areas in which different degrees of restrictions to land use 
should be established. Thus, the BL problem involves two 
main aspects that must be considered: the legal framework 
and the hydraulic-geometric delimitation of the channel. 
 
In this line, the thesis aims to develop a procedure based on 
satellite images, to identify and map the limits between 
river channels and riverside parcels when the bank line 
dimension has not been determined by the administrative 
authority, also establishing possible water risk areas. 

Furthermore, the specific objectives are: 
- To analyze the regulations regarding the 

determination of the BL of non-navigable rivers that 
are currently valid in Latin American countries. 

- To identify the competent administrative authority, in 
the different Argentine provinces, for the 
determination of the BL and analyze its regulations 
on the applicable methodology for such 
determination in the case of non-navigable rivers. 

- To analyze the guidelines defined by the ICAA 
(Institute of Water and Environment from Corrientes) 
to delimit non-navigable riverbeds in the measure 
plans for plots adjacent to watercourses lacking of BL 
determination. 

- To apply different remote sensing techniques and 
methodologies to optical and SAR systems for the 
identification of riverbeds and for the zoning of 
hydric risk in a pilot area within the Santa Lucia 
basin, in Corrientes Province. 

- To evaluate and verify, in the pilot area, the results 
derived from remote sensing techniques.  

- To develop a procedure guide of applicable 
techniques and methods for the identification of 
riverbed limits and for the zoning of hydric risk. 

- To generate genuine knowledge applicable to the 
delimitation of riverbeds and areas of hydric risk, 
which support the complex task of demarcation of 
riverside parcels boundaries and the definition of 
possible restrictions on land use as a preventive 
system against natural disasters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

SMC (Soil Moisture Content) is the physical parameter that 

indicates the amount of water contained in shallow soil. 

SMC is a good indicator for the infiltration rate following 

meteoric events therefore is related to flooding, biological 

soil process and evapotranspiration. Information about 

spatial and temporal distribution of SMC is important in 

hydrology to forecast flooding caused by extreme meteoric 

events, management of water storage and stress vegetation 

monitoring. Dielectric constant in strictly related to SMC 

and it is proved that microwaves are highly sensitive to 

SMC [1]. Synthetic Aperture Radar remote sensing, also 

known as SAR remote sensing, is the most suitable system 

to obtain SMC maps. SAR multifrequency approach has 

been proved to be effective in soil moisture content 

estimation, this mainly thanks to their capability to 

disentangle different contributions on SAR signal [2].  

Different frequencies, different polarizations and different 

incidence angle have different sensitivity to soil physical 

properties. The opportunity to combine these signals leads 

to an accuracy improvement in physical parameter   

retrieval in particular, low frequency penetrates more than 

high frequency, furthermore high frequency is more 

influenced by vegetation. SAR backscattering depends 

both on soil and vegetation contribution.  

In this framework, the main objective of the project was to 

test multifrequency data (X, L and C band) to retrieve soil 

moisture in agricultural areas.  

2. MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS

The main achievements of the project can be summarized 

as follows: 

1) development of algorithms for the estimation of

soil moisture in different areas under variable

environmental conditions.

2) test of multifrequency approaches.

3) quantification of the uncertainties when a virtual

constellation of different satellites is used to

estimate soil moisture.

Moreover, it is worthwhile to underline the following 

aspects: 

• The integration of optical and SAR data by the mean of

machine learning techniques lead to an accurate

retrieval of soil moisture (RMSE = 4%). Combination

of contemporary acquisition of L and C band can

specifically be useful in case of densely vegetated

fields.

• In mountain areas, it is important to provide additional

information about topography and SAR Satellite local

incidence angle to obtain accurate results.

• The use of theoretical models can be used to support the

retrieval of soil moisture in vegetated areas.

• When combining data at different bands with a time lag,

in case of no abrupt changes, the performances differ

from 5% to 10% with respect to the ideal cases with

simultaneously acquisitions.

• In the analysed case studies, C, X and L band imagery

offer variable performances depending on soil

conditions (mainly NDVI levels). For high level of

vegetation, differences in performances can reach up to

50%, especially in the case of single pol. data.

• It is advisable to have at least two polarizations, even

though the addition of optical information determines

an improvement in the performances.

3. ATTACHMENTS

The following documents are attached to the cover letter: 

- Presentation held at ESA Living Planet 2019

(Milan, Italy, May 13-17, 2019) [3]

- IGARSS Proceeding for the paper: “Virtual

Constellation of X-C and L band SAR images to

assess soil and vegetation water content in

agricultural areas” [4].
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1. INTRODUCTION

The  use  of  SAR  interferometry  and  offset-tracking
between  repeat-pass  space-borne  Synthetic  Aperture
Radar (SAR) images is well established in research and
operational projects for the estimation of glacier motion.
Knowledge on ice surface velocity of glaciers and ice cap
contributes to a better understanding of a wide range of
processes related to glacier dynamics, for example glacier
mass flux, flow modes and flow instabilities (e.g. surges),
subglacial  processes  (e.g.  erosion),  supra-  and  intra-
glacial  mass  transport,  and  the  development  of  glacier
lakes and associated hazards In addition, the comparison
of the spatio-temporal variations of glacier velocities will
improve understanding of climate change impacts.

Within  the  ESA  Glacier_CCI  project  (http://www.esa-
glaciers-cci.org)  SAR interferometry  and  offset-tracking
of satellite SAR images are applied for the monitoring of
the  ice  surface  displacement  of  Arctic  glaciers  and  ice
caps. For many sites historical maps of the 1990's (ERS-
1/2) and 2000's (ALOS-1) were computed, but data gaps
existed  because  appropriate  satellite  data  were  not
acquired (ERS-1/2) or are not available at the European
Node in ESRIN (ALOS-1).  The first  goal of our project
was the monitoring of glaciers and ice caps dynamics on
selected Arctic sites using SAR offset-tracking procedures
of  JERS-1  and  ALOS-1  SAR data.  In  addition,  fringe
patterns  from  wrapped  differential  SAR  interferograms
were  proposed  to  manually  correct  the  outlines  of  the
drainage  basins derived from semiautomatic algorithms,
especially in terrain with low slope angles like the interior
of ice caps.

Starting from 2015 velocity fields of glaciers and ice caps
are  routinely  computed  within  the  ESA  Glacier_CCI
project  from  Sentinel-1.  The  systematic  acquisition
strategy of Sentinel-1 enables regular mapping every 12
or  24  days,  but  there  exists  periods  or  areas  without
valuable information because of lack of images or poor
quality  of  the results  at  C-band.  Upon consolidation of
suitable InSAR and offset-tracking processing strategies,
in  a  second  part  of  our project  we derived  ice  surface
displacement of Arctic glaciers and ice caps using ALOS-
2 to complement results based on Sentinel-1.

2. METHODS

2.1 SAR Interferometry

The  use  of  differential   SAR  interferometry   to  map
displacements at centimeter resolution  is well established
in research and operational projects (Luckman et al, 2002;
Dowdeswell  et  al.,  2008;  McMillan  et  al.,  2014).  The
interferometric  phase  is  sensitive  to  both  surface
topography  and  coherent  displacement  along  the  look
vector  occurring  between  the  acquisitions  of  the
interferometric image pair. The differential use of a high
resolution DEM allows the removal of the topographic-
related  phase  from  the  interferogram  to  derive  a
displacement map. Not to expect any major topographic
signal  left  on  the  differential  interferograms,  the
acquisition date of the DEM has to match that of the SAR
dataset  close  enough.  In  addition,  short  perpendicular
baselines  of  the  SAR image  pairs  are  required  so  that
phase  signals  can  be  interpreted  as  ice  surface
displacement  in  the  satellite  line-of-sight  direction  with
possible atmospheric disturbances.

2.2 SAR offset-tracking

Offset-tracking  procedures  of  SAR  images  are  an
alternative  to  differential  SAR  interferometry  for  the
estimation  of  glacier  motion  when  differential  SAR
interferometry is limited by loss of coherence, i.e. in the
case of rapid and incoherent flow and of large acquisition
time intervals  between the two SAR images (Strozzi  et
al., 2002; Paul et al, 2015). Whilst speckle based tracking
may be used to derive high resolution velocity fields from
pairs  of  SAR  images  possessing  speckle,  tracking  of
detectable features in SAR backscatter intensity images,
such  as  crevasses,  may  also  yield  useful  surface  flow
measurements.  This technique is more limited in spatial
resolution  and  coverage  with  respect  to  SAR
interferometry but allows pairs of images separated by a
multiple of a full satellite orbital cycle to be used where
such surface features exist.
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(a) (b) (c)

 ±8 m

Fig. 1 (a) Azimuth offset fields for the ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 image pair acquired between the 11th and 25th of February
2019 with an acquisition time interval of 14 days. (b) Estimated ionospheric induced azimuth shifts after filtering and

integration. (c) Residual shifts containing only ground motion.

2.3 Mitigation of ionospheric-induced azimuth shifts

In polar regions, the measurement of the azimuth offset-
field  is  often  corrupted  by  spurious  shifts  induced  by
ionospheric  variations,  in  particular  at  L-band  (e.g.
Strozzi  et  al.,  2008).  In  the  example  of  Figure  1a,
referring  to  a  14-day  ALOS-2  PALSAR-2  image  pair
around Kronebreen (Svalbard), errors of about +/-2 m in
14 days are visible in the azimuth offset-field as alongated
shifts in nearly the range (horizontal) direction. In order to
correct for the azimuth shifts, De Zan and Gomba (2019)
proposed to  exploit  the difference  between the azimuth
shifts calculated for a lower and an upper sub-band of the
azimuth bandwidth (i.e  the  differential  shifts).  The two
shifts are identical for a physical shift on the ground and
will cancel  out in the difference,  but they will differ in
case  of  ionospheric  oscillations.  In  particular,  the  shift
difference corresponds to the second azimuth derivative
of  the  ionospheric  phase  screen.  Considering  that  the
azimuth  shifts  reflect  the  first  derivative  of  the  phase
screen, the correct operator to retrieve the azimuth shifts
from  the  differential  shifts  is  an  integrator  in  azimuth
direction. The differential  shifts are rather noisy and an
averaging step is needed. Figures 1b shows the estimated
azimuth shifts for the 14-day ALOS-2 image pair around
Kronebreen. The residual shifts of Figure 1c should then
contain  only  ground  motion  plus  components  of  the
ionospheric  disturbances  that  the  filter  was  not  able  to
estimate correctly.

3. SELECTED RESULTS

3.1 Changes in the flow of glaciers over Novaya Zemlya

Ice  surface  velocity  maps  over  Novaya  Zemlya  were
computed  with offset-tracking  of  JERS-1 data in  1998,
ALOS-1  PALSAR-1  data  from  2008  to  2010  and
Sentinel-1 data from 2019 to 2020 (Figure 2). In general,
we observe a steady increase of frontal  velocities along
with a retreat of frontal positions. The estimated error of
the JERS-1 data separated by a repeat-cycle of 44 days is
on  the  order  of  ±20  m/year,  that  of  the  ALOS-1
PALSAR-1 data separated by a repeat-cycle of 46 days is
about  ±10  m/year,  and  that  of  the  Sentinel-1  data
separated by a repeat-cycle of 12 days is between ± 20
and ± 30 m/year.

3.2 Speed-up of the Vaviloc Ice Cap (Severnaya Zemlya)

Over  the  Vavilov  Ice  Cap  (Severnaya  Zemlya)  we
observed  since  2015  a  strong  increase  in  ice  surface
velocity  along  with  a  very  strong  advance  in  frontal
extension (Strozzi et al., 2017). We captured the changes
in  velocities   from  ALOS-1  PALSAR-1,  ALOS-2
PALSAR-2  ScanSAR,  Sentinel-1  and  Radarsat-2  Wide
Ultra Fine (WUF) data (Figure 3). The surge started at the
glacier  front  and  migrated  up-glacier  afterwards.  The
increase in velocity is very strong, up to the summer of
2016 values of almost 7000 m/year (i.e., almost 20 m/day)
were  observed.  During  autumn  and  winter  2016/2017
there  is  a  decrease  of  velocities.  The  satellite  optical
images  of  summer  of  2010  and  2016  nicely  show the
advance of the glacier into the sea in recent years.
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Fig. 2 Ice velocity for Novaya Zemlya from (a) JERS-1 from 19980121 to 19980325, (b) ALOS-1 PALSAR-1 from
20081211 to 20100429 and (c) Sentinel-1 from 20190519 to 20200410. (d) Difference between JERS-1 and Sentinel-1.

Fig. 3  Vavilov Ice Cap (Severnaya Zemlya): satellite optical images from Landsat-7 on 07-09-2010 (a) and Landsat-8
on 15-07-2016 (b), ice surface velocity maps from ALOS-1 PALSAR-1 in 2010 (c), ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 in January

2015 (d), ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 in August 2015 (e) and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 in August 2016 (f), and time-series of
surface displacements on a profile along the centre flow-line of the glacier from ALOS-1 PALSAR-1 (P1), ALOS-2

PALSAR-2 (P2), Sentinel-1 (S1) and Radarsat-2 (R2) data (g) (Reference Strozzi et al., 2017).

3.3 3D Surface flow over Franz-Josef Land

Offset-tracking is more limited in spatial resolution and
accuracy with respect to SAR interferometry and the flow
fields of slow-moving glaciers are not well captured. On
the  other  hand,  the  use  of  SAR interferometry  for  ice
velocity  mapping  over  glaciers  is  limited  by  temporal
decorrelation and requires  short  time intervals.  With its
14-day observation scenario ALOS-2 ScanSAR data are
increasingly  available  in  Arctic  regions. We  tested
processing lines for the computation of ice velocity using
InSAR  along  with  offset-tracking  and  investigated  the
applicability for the mapping of the flow fields of slow-

moving  glaciers.  As  an  example,  the  3D  ice  surface
velocity over Moscow Ice Cap (Hall Island, Franz-Josef
Land) computed from offset-tracking of Sentinel-1 data
and from the SAR interferometric analyses of two ALOS-
2 image pairs of the ascending and descending orbits are
shown in Figure 4. The flow fields of the slow-moving
glaciers  over  the interior  of  the  ice  cap  with velocities
below 30 m/year  are  much better  depicted  with InSAR
than with offset-tracking.  On the other  hand,  InSAR is
limited by decorrelation for velocities larger than about 50
m/years  and  there  is  from  offset-tracking  valid
information only over the outlet glaciers.
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Fig. 4 Ice velocity over Moscow Ice Cap (Hall Island,
Franz-Josef Land) from (a) Sentinel-1 offset-tracking

between 20200206 and 20200218 and (b) ALOS-2
PALSAR-2 InSAR with image pairs from ascending
(20180206 / 20180220) and descending (20200201 /

20200215) passes.

3.3 Drainage divides from interferometry

In  order  to  split  contiguous  ice  masses  into  individual
glacier  entities,  digital  drainage  divides  are  required.
Manual glacier separation by visual inspection of ice flow
patterns is time-consuming and difficult. Semi-automatic
algorithms that use a digital elevation model, outlines of
glacier  complexes and hydro-logical  modeling tools are
often  considered.  A  closer  visual  comparison  of  the
derived  extents  of  individual  glaciers  with  the  flow-
velocities  derived  from  SAR  data  often  revealed
important inconsistencies (Figure 5). Fringe patterns from
wrapped  differential  SAR  interferograms  were  thus
proposed by Rastner et al. (2017) to manually correct the
outlines  of  the  drainage  basins  derived  from
semiautomatic algorithms, especially in terrain with low
slope like the interior of ice caps. With the increasingly
availability  of  coherent  winter  6/12-day  Sentinel-1  and
14-day  ALOS-2  PALSAR-2  interferograms,  the  use  of
fringe  images  to  update  drainage  divides  can  be  now
applied to all major Arctic ice caps, with consistency tests
across scene pairs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Changes in soil surface elevation can be caused by 
various exogenous and endogenous geological processes. 
D-INSAR methods based on phase shift analysis of echo-
signals of multi-temporal images allow estimating soil
surface changes with centimeter-level accuracy over large
areas, not inferior to geodetic methods [1, 2].
Contemporary studies attracting D-INSAR are related to
the analysis of surface level changes under the influence
of both natural and technogenic factors: underground
workings [3], oil extraction [4, 5], development of
urbanized territories [6].
In the cryolithozone, one of the main causes of changes in
the soil surface elevation is seasonal freezing-thawing
cycles in soils with different content of ground ice [7]. In
this connection, in recent years, researchers have become
increasingly interested in monitoring natural deformations
of the cryolithozone soil surface as indicators of
permafrost conditions restructuring at the local or regional
levels. The balance of multidirectional seasonal
sedimentation and frost heave processes serves as one of
the indicators of permafrost changes (permafrost) and
development of thermokarst processes. The intensity of
winter frost heave and summer precipitation of the soil
surface is closely related to weather and climatic
conditions [8, 9]. Meteorological observations in northern
Russia demonstrate the presence of a steady warming
trend in 1976-2012, observed by an increase in surface air
temperature (SAT) [10]. As a result, the degradation of
the permafrost increases and the biological productivity of
tundra communities increases, but the response of various
components of the natural environment to climate change
in the Arctic is ambiguous [11]. High informativity of D-
INSAR has been noted in studies of ecosystems in Alaska
[12], the Canadian Arctic Archipelago [13, 14], Central
Siberia [15, 16], the mountain plateaus of Tibet [17], etc.
The increased frequency of surveys (for Sentinel-1A/B up
to 6-12 days) has made the method indispensable for
observation of seasonal changes in the mosaic landscapes
of the cryolithic zone. However, the data series generated
for meteorologically different years are not yet as long
and require verification by ground-based observations.
The main limitation for the use of D-INSAR in
monitoring of northern territories is the lack of available
and correct instrumental field data to verify the results
obtained. This is primarily due to the phasing out of many
long-term measurement programmes at complex

geocryological and biocenotic stations. The establishment 
and expansion of the circumpolar active layer monitoring 
(CALM) instrumental system network has facilitated the 
resumption and harmonization of the collection of 
multiyear data series on seasonally thickness of the active 
layer and seasonal soil surface deformations in the 
permafrost zone [18]. 
The objective of this work is to compare seasonal and 
interannual variations in soil surface elevation of the 
permafrost zone within the foothill plain of the Polar 
Urals obtained from interferometric pairs of ALOS 
PALSAR images and field topographic survey data for 
meteorologically contrasting years. 

2. RESEARCH REGION

The study area is located in the extreme northeast of 
European Russia on the border with the Polar Urals in the 
southern hypoarctic tundra subzone (19) (Fig. 1).  

Fig. 1. The region location and main ALLOS. Borders 
of scenes («a» and «b») are presented). 

The permafrost table has a complex configuration, with 
through taliks cutting through it on watershed massifs and 
under riverbeds. The depth of seasonal thawing of soils is 
highly differentiated depending on the nature of 
vegetation cover and snow thickness. Shallow (up to 1 m) 
occurence of the permafrost is typical of moss-bush 
tundras, while under coarse-bush communities the 
permafrost is usually found at a depth of 1-2 m and more 
[20]. Based on the analysis of the vegetation cover map 
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constructed by supervised classification methods using 
Landsat 7 ETM+ images (Survey 13, 7.7.2000) (Fig. 2), 7 
dominant classes of vegetation cover are identified in the 
study area. Complexes of zonal communities of shrubby 
(20.7% of the image area) (№№3 see Fig. 2), small-herb 
(15.6%) (№2) and brush-lichen (4.7%) tundra (№1) are 
presented. Azonal groups include willow groves (42.2%) 
(№4), marsh complexes (5.6%) (№5) and areas of grass 
communities (0.6%) (№6). Areas without vegetation 
cover (№7) were found in 10.3% of the area. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Vegetation cover of region 

 
The study area and satellite images were selected based 
on the location of the CALM R2 monitoring site (67°35.4' 
N; 64°9.9' E), which is situated 13 km northeast of 
Vorkuta and has a long-term series of measurements of 
thickness of the active layer thickness, surface elevation 
and soil temperature. The 81 x 88 m CALM R2 site is 
located on the southwestern slope of the riverside 
escarpment and contains a network of 99 permanent 
observation pickets with cell size of 9 x 8 m (Fig. 3).  
 
The slope of the site surface averages 3° and the height 
difference does not exceed 4 m. The main orographic 
elements of the area, where the site is located, are hilly-
ridgy uplands with flat and slightly convex peaks, a 
slightly wavy surface and long gentle slopes. The 
vegetation cover of the site is mosaic, dominated by 
communities of fine-herb-moss tundra on the tops of 
watershed ridges, shrub communities on the slopes of 
ridges and bog complexes in depressions and on flat tops 

of ridges. The site is dominated by gley soils on silty 
loams, with underlying permafrost varying from 40 to 
50% [8]. The average thickness of the active layer during 
the study period ranged from 86 to 89 cm. 

 
Fig. 3. The localization of the site (A) and observation 
points within the CALM R2 monitoring site and 
relative to the calculated 25 m grid of ALOS PALSAR 
satellite imagery (B) (blue color indicates the pixels 
assigned to the class "lower parts of the ridges" 
during the analysis, red – "upper parts of the ridges").  
 

3. FIELD MESURMENTS 
 

Monitoring surveys at the key site. To determine 
frost/soil surface subsidence at all grid nodes of the site, 
absolute elevations of the permafrost table and soil 
surface were determined annually after snow melt (late 
May) and at the end of the warm season (late September). 
The measurements were carried out with a Geobox N8-32 
level giving an error of 1.5 mm per 1 km of return travel. 
A state geodetic benchmark located 100 m from the site 
was used as a stationary reference point to determine 
absolute heights.  
 

 
Fig. 4. View of test site 

 
4. ALOS PALSAR DATA PROCESSING 

 
Satellite imagery processing. Satellite images were 
processed in ENVI SARscape module. Phase unwrapping 
was calculated in automated algorithm "Minimum cost 
flow". During phase unwrapping procedure parameters of 
ground control points (GCP, ground control points), 
localized within sections of the runway of Vorkuta airport, 
were taken into account. ALOS PALSAR images of 
2007-2011 (Fine Beam Dual scanning mode, L-band, 23.5 
cm wavelength, 34.3º viewing angle for all scenes) were 
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used for building two sets of overlapping interferometric 
pairs. In the L-band radar survey, the height of vegetation 
is not taken into account and the signal is reflected 
predominantly from the soil surface. 
Relative changes of the soil surface are determined by 
comparing images with "master" images (15.08.07 and 
18.09.07). Their choice is determined by the smallest 
visual transformation of the resulting interferograms, 
related to the atmospheric phase delay. For most of the 
compared images the perpendicular base component (Bn) 
had acceptable values (from 298 to 2128 m). The 
ArcticDEM digital elevation model [21] was used as a 
source of elevation data for the differential interferogram 
calculations.  
 
Near 12 scenes of ALOS PALSAR satellite (L range, 
FBD) of period 2007-2011 year were used. Because 
interval between shooting 45 days We used to packets of 
images (527/1350 17:35 UTC and 529/1350 17:42 UTC) 
with the combination.  
 
The displacement image was calculated for a satellite 
image grid with a pixel size of 25 m and noise 
suppression was performed using adaptive filtering prior 
to phase sweep. Information on the time of the survey 
(17:30 UTC) allowed us to establish the nature of the 
weather conditions. The presence of precipitation and 
cloud cover had no effect on the acquired characteristics 
of most images. Areas with signal distortions caused by 
external causes were excluded from the analysis.  
 
Analysis of temporal changes in the soil surface. Two 
approaches were used to characterize seasonal changes in 
the surface of the key area. In the first approach, pairs of 
PALSAR images of the same group were involved in the 
analysis, the maximum difference in the period of the 
images during a season (for summer rainfall 30.06 - 
30.09.2007 and 08.07 - 23.08.2010; for winter frost 
30.09.2007 - 02.07.2008). Available image pairs often did 
not reflect maximum values of seasonal precipitation and 
heaving, but comparison of satellite measurements with 
instrumental field observations made on adjacent dates 
allows comparison of the methods used. The second 
approach focuses on the course of seasonal surface 
changes using a complete set of scenes. The minimum 
survey interval ALOS PALSAR provides interferometric 
measurements every 46 days. This allows for no more 
than 3-4 images per year during the snow-free period. The 
calculated interferograms included two spatially 
overlapping groups (the contours of their boundaries are 
marked in Fig. 1A as "a" and "b"). Change of soil surface 
level was calculated for all images in the baseline 
("master") scenes on 18.09.2007 (for group "a") and 
15.08.2007 ("b"). Master images are not mutually 
calibrated by soil surface height and were obtained for 
different dates, therefore recalculation of indicators of 

different groups was performed using scenes of different 
sets, but obtained for adjacent dates of survey of the end 
of vegetation period of 2007. (images of 18.09.2007 for 
group "a" and 30.09.2007 for group "b"). Soil surface 
level at the same sites for these scenes is taken as equal 
values, the whole set of indicators for the groups, thus, is 
reduced to one base scene (15.08.2007). 
 
Analysis of spatial referencing of ALOS PALSAR 
imagery showed "sub-pixel geopositioning accuracy". 
The CALM R2 monitoring site is completely covered by 
19 pixels of the satellite image matrix (Fig. 3). In order to 
perform a comparative analysis of discrepancies between 
ALOS PALSAR data and instrumental measurements, the 
values from field observations are averaged according to 
their localization in satellite image pixels. The number of 
field measurements per pixel varied from 1 to 10. The 
results of satellite and field instrumental measurements 
were used to compare summer precipitation between the 
contrasting meteorological years 2007 and 2010. Winter 
frost values were calculated for the hydrological year 
2007-2008. 
 

5. RESEARCH RESULTS 
 

Comparison of the convergence of soil surface 
elevation changes from satellite imagery and 
instrumental field measurements. When comparing the 
results of D-INSAR survey processing and field 
measurement data, the sample of 2007 soil surface 
elevation changes is divided into two conditional groups 
according to their position in the relief (Fig. 5A): drained, 
mostly upper parts of the hill ("top", 7 pixels) and lower, 
more moistened ("bottom", 12 pixels) areas. This division 
between compared data from different methods shows 
significant correlations (rank correlation coefficient (r) 
0.83, probability (p) < 0.05 for the group "top" and "foot": 
r=0.86, n=12, p<0.01). For the pixels at the bottom of the 
hill, the values had the smallest differences. Satellite 
measurements showed relatively low values and 
amplitude of variation compared to point field data. The 
upper drained parts of the escarpment were characterized 
by smaller seasonal changes in surface elevation (from 
1.1 cm elevation to 1.7 cm settlement) according to D-
INSAR. Instrumental site measurements were 
characterized by greater magnitude and amplitude of 
variation (from 2.6 to 9.0 cm of settlement). On the lower 
areas of the escarpment, the data from the compared 
methods showed only a small variation in the soil surface: 
for the first method, from 0.8 to 4.4 cm, and for the 
second, from 1.4 to 7.0 cm. The more pronounced soil 
surface subsidence in the lower part of the site is 
associated with melting of active layer in the area with 
close occurrence of bedrock cliff material (1 m and 
deeper). The reason for the difference in the results of 
field and satellite methods is related to the different areas 
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of the measured areas: the instrumental measurements are 
point, pixels of ALOS PALSAR images characterize 
surfaces of 25x25 m. Deviations between results of 
different methods decreased with increasing number of 
measurement points per pixel (r2=0.58, n=12 and p<0.01 
and r2=0.59, n=7 and p<0.05) and were minimal (to 1.0 
cm) for lower parts of the upland at (n=7-8) (Fig. 5G). 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Seasonal changes in ground surface elevation 
according to satellite imagery and field measurements: 
mean values with standard deviations for the periods 
30.06 - 30.09.2007 (A), 08.07 - 23.08.2010 (B), 
30.09.2007 - 02.07. 2008 (C), where negative values 
correspond to the precipitation; differences in the 
values obtained using these methods depending on the 
frequency of field measurement points in the ALOS 
PALSAR grid pixel for the periods 30.06 - 30.09.2007 
(D), 08.07 - 23.08.2010 (E), 30.09.2007 - 02.07.2008 (F). 
Groups of pixels: 1 - bottom of upland, 2 - top of 
upland. 
 
The largest deviations (up to 7.3 cm) were obtained for 
sections of the uplands with single instrumental 
measurements per pixel. On average, the discrepancies 
decreased from 0.2 ("foot") to 0.3 cm ("top") per 
additional point. The high convergence of the results 
obtained by different methods in 2007 was also due to the 
maximum correspondence between survey and field dates. 
For the 2010 growing season, the survey capability was 
limited by the shorter D-INSAR observation period (46 
days). Weak to medium amplitude soil surface elevations 
(08.07 - 23.08.2010) observed from satellite (0.3-3.2 cm) 
and instrumental measurements (0-5 cm) were recorded 
for the key area. Deposition up to 3.5 cm was recorded for 
several pixels (Figure 5B). The subdivision of pixels into 
groups according to their position in the relief was not 

consistent with 2007. The instrumental measurements 
were characterized by high variability. Increasing the 
number of measurements per pixel did not increase the 
comparability between satellite and field measurements 
(Fig. 5D), due to less overlap between the observation 
intervals of the different methods. The relatively low 
values of surface precipitation are due to the lower 
summer air temperatures and the high (44% above the 
annual average) amount of precipitation during the 
vegetation season of 2010. The change in soil surface 
elevation in the warmer and less humid 2007, 
demonstrates the response of permafrost soils to higher air 
temperatures depending on the position in the topography. 
During the 2007-2008 winter period, frost heave at the 
monitoring site was recorded in the range of 1.7-6.2 cm 
by satellite and 0-6.0 cm by instrumental data. The 
greatest displacements on the satellite D-INSAR were 
shown by the areas assigned to the "foothill" group (Fig. 
5B). Increasing the pixel repetitions of measurements did 
not increase the convergence. 
 
Peculiarities of soil surface dynamics for vegetation 
periods of different years were established based on 
comparison of precipitation amplitudes in pixels of 
satellite images covering the monitoring site. Similar to 
the results of instrumental studies, the maximum soil 
surface precipitation during the observation period 
prevailed in 2007 (Fig. 6). In 2007, the average change in 
soil surface elevation in the upper part of the escarpment 
was characterized by lower values (0 to 1 cm 
precipitation) relative to the lower part (2 to 4 cm 
precipitation). Inconsistent seasonal variations in values 
on the 2010 scenes. - decrease (from 26.06.10 to 
08.07.2010) and subsequent increase by 11.08.2010, is a 
consequence of using different sets of scenes (527/1350 
and 529/1350). 
 

 
Fig. 6. Seasonal and interannual surface displacement 
for individual pixels of CALM R2 site. The group of 
Palsar 527/1350, 529/1350 are presented.  
 
In terms of precipitation values the weather conditions of 
summer season 2009 is closer to 2010 and 2007 to 2008, 
which is confirmed by the values of soil temperatures and 
meteorological parameters of the periods in question. In 
years with relatively cold summers (2009 and especially 
2010), seasonal frost heave was weakly compensated by 
summer precipitation. 
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Seasonal and inter-annual changes in soil surface at 
the regional level. The possibility of covering large areas 
by satellite imagery (the ALOS PALSAR scene covers an 
area of 69x87 km) makes it possible to identify changes in 
soil surface elevation of vast areas. The maximum 
indicators of rise and fall of the soil surface in the region 
are confined to areas of fresh backfill and excavation in 
the area of industrial sites. Significant in amplitude 
(greater than 16 cm) but small in area (0.7 - 1.0 km in 
diameter) summer subsidence of the soil surface in 
undisturbed ecosystems is evident locally at scenes of 
different years (Fig. 7).  
 

 
 
Fig.7. The samples of Earth displacement of ALOS/ 
PALSAR at 2007 and 2010 years 
 
Such sites are confined to the mining allotments of the 
Vorkutaugol branch of JSC and are associated with the 
influence of coal mining. The localization of dip sites did 
not coincide in different years (Fig. 8), their field studies 
in 2012 did not reveal visible changes in the surface, 
structure and composition of plant communities. 
The monitoring of vertical displacements by radar data 
must be actively add and combine with systems of 
ecological, geological and cryological observations of 
industrial objects.  
 
The natural tundra ecosystems are characterized by the 
absence of significant seasonal changes in the soil surface 
(Fig. 9). The largest areas demonstrating summer 
lowering of the soil surface (up to 3.0 cm) are confined to 
large runoff troughs and depressions within the block 
relief on moraine sediments. In marsh ecosystems and 
shrub tundra sites in the summer of 2007 and 2010, slight 
(1.5 - 3 cm) and moderate (3 - 4.5 cm) surface 

depressions (30 - 40% of the area) were observed in their 
amplitude. Low surface elevation of soils was observed in 
23% of the area of shrub-lichen tundra. Ermine and 
meadow communities showed no significant changes. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Earth displacement with ALOS/ PALSAR 
(2007-2010) around Vorkuta coal field (Background 
image Sentinel 2 25.07.2019 [22] 
 
Soil surface dynamics in the region are significantly 
influenced by the distribution of Quaternary rocks. In the 
flat part of the study area, maximum soil surface 
subsidence (1.5-4.5 cm) was observed in 2010, expressed 
more weakly in 2007. (Fig. 9).  
 

 
А. 
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B. 

Fig. 9. Changes in soil surface elevation of the western 
slopes of the Polar Urals for the periods 15.8.2007-
30.9.2007. (A) and 8.7.2010-23.8.2010. (B). Negative 
values correspond to soil surface precipitation. Color 
highlights changes in soil surface: 1 - more than -4.5 
cm; 2 - from -4.5 to -3.0 cm; 3 - from -3.0 to -1.5 cm; 4 
- from 1.5 to 3.0 cm; 5 - from 3.0 to 4.5 cm, 6 - more 
than 4.5 cm. Minor changes (-1.5-1.5 cm) are not 
marked in colour. A digital elevation model (SRTM 
90) is presented in the background. The inset shows 
areas around Vorkuta (areas of development and 
vegetation disturbance are marked in pink).  
 
Rather large in extent areas with summer soil surface 
uplift (up to 1.5-4.5 cm) are observed in the foothill areas 
of the Polar Urals (watersheds of the Bolshaya and 
Malaya Usa Rivers). These areas are confined to the 
youngest moraines of the Hanmei Late Pleistocene 
glaciation glacial complexes [23, 24]. The surface 
elevation of soils is most clearly recorded in the 2010 
images. 
 

6. DISCUSSION 
 
The values of seasonal changes in soil surface elevation 
obtained from satellite images at the CALM R2 site and 
the adjacent study area had similar amplitudes to those 
recorded in other Arctic sectors. According to TerraSAR-
X data, up to 2.0 cm of rainfall was recorded in 40% of 
the Lena River delta tundra ecosystems in 2013 -2014 
[16]. The mean values of the index varied depending on 
the features of the compared years from 1.7 ± 1.5 cm in 
relatively cold 2013 to 4.8 ± 2.0 cm in warm 2014. The 
amplitude of soil surface changes from North Slope 

County (Alaska) ERS 1/2 SAR images during the 1992-
2000 summer periods ranged from 1-4 cm [24]. 
Results from RADARSAT-2 scenes of the Canadian 
Archipelago (Baffin Land) [25] showed that the 
magnitudes of summer soil surface changes were 
determined by sediment composition, differences in ice 
content, and sedimentary cover thickness. The smallest 
changes (±1 cm) were noted for bedrock outcrops and 
boulder clays [14]. In warm years, despite maximum 
thawing, sedimentation is less pronounced in such areas. 
Measurements made in 1962-2015 in northern Alaska 
showed the presence of low-amplitude seasonal and 
interannual shifts of the soil surface in different directions. 
In the flat part of the study area, pronounced subsidence 
of the soil surface is probably associated with the 
activation of subsidence during thawing of the permafrost. 
Even in relatively cold years (2010), high values of 
surface subsidence were observed against the background 
of higher precipitation. 
The summer surface uplift of soils recorded in the western 
foothills of the Polar Urals is probably related to an 
increase in summer precipitation [24] in an area of 
widespread loamy gleyey soils. The main causes of 
surface uplift in piedmont landscapes are slope processes 
and ice segregation during seasonal soil freezing [14]. 
Satellite D-INSAR data showed summer soil surface 
uplift (up to 3.0-4.0 cm) in 10-13% of the southern 
Melville Island (Canada) mountain tundra area in 2013 
and 2015. 
The high mosaic nature of the tundra land cover makes it 
difficult to compare satellite and instrumental 
measurements, preventing high convergence between the 
results [26]. However, for the datasets being compared, 
the verification of satellite estimates is a matter of 
statistical analysis correctness. For the monitoring site, an 
increase in the number of instrumental measurements led 
to an increase in convergence. The maximum agreement 
of the measurements was observed in 2007 in the lower 
part of the escarpment with a frequency of 7-8 
measurements/pixel. 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

The high convergence of the results of seasonal and 
interannual soil surface changes obtained by instrumental 
observation and D-INSAR methods confirms the 
efficiency of combining ground-based and satellite 
observations in studies of cryolithozone ecosystems. An 
increase in the sample size of instrumental measurements 
and the use of the same observation time intervals result 
in a decrease in the discrepancy between the methods. To 
improve the accuracy of analysis of soil surface elevation 
changes based on satellite D-INSAR data, an array of 
images of the entire vegetation season should be involved.  
D-INSAR methods made it possible to spatially divide the 
CALM R2 seasonally thawed layer thickness monitoring 
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site into two sectors (lower and upper parts of the 
escarpment slope) with differentiated changes in soil 
surface elevation. Minimum discrepancies between 
satellite and instrumental measurements were observed in 
the lower part of the escarpment slope.  
In the study region, the multidirectional changes in soil 
surface elevation during the summer period identified by 
D-INSAR are related to landscape differences. In the flat 
part of the territory with a wide distribution of loamy 
permafrost, summer soil surface elevation (up to 1.5-4.5 
cm) was recorded. In the foothill areas of the Polar Urals 
weak changes and uplift of soil surface (up to 2-3 cm) 
were recorded, connected both with overmoistening of 
loamy gley soils in conditions of increased summer 
precipitation and with redistribution of slope deposits. 
Changes in soil surface in individual years are determined 
by specific weather conditions. In relatively warm and dry 
years, lower sinking values are noted in the region than in 
cold and wet years. 
 
The wide territorial coverage of satellite imagery allows 
analysis of soil surface changes at the regional level, 
while increased temporal repeatability reveals their 
seasonal changes and minimizes errors. The possibility of 
compiling a time series of soil surface changes, taking 
into account the influence of meteorological and 
landscape factors, imaging remote and hard-to-reach areas 
for field studies, determine the indicative capabilities of 
the D-INSAR method for large-scale dynamic mapping of 
cryolithozone ecosystems. 
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アラスカ/ユーコン地域におけるサージ型氷河の時空間変動の検出
PI 3021 

古屋正人 1，阿部隆博 2, 武藤奈月 1 

1北海道大学理学研究院地球惑星科学部門
2三重大学生物資源学部 

1.はじめに：背景と目的

近年の地球温暖化による氷河・氷床の後退と氷厚の

減少, それが及ぼす海水面上昇が懸念されている. 例
えば, Radić and Hock (2011)は, 全地球の氷河・氷帽 
(氷床は除く)のうち, 南極, アラスカ (ユーコンを含む), 
北極圏カナダからの寄与が最も大きいことを示した. 
氷河・氷床の氷消失は, 氷が溶けて水として流出す
る融解と, 氷河流動速度自体の変化による氷体の消
失(氷山として分離: カービング)の 2種類が存在する. 
しかし, 海水面上昇量の予測研究は, 主にモデル化が
容易な融解による質量収支のみを考慮しており, 後
者の流動の効果は含まれていない. ところが, 実際に
グリーンランドの氷消失における流動による効果は, 

およそ 3分の 1から半分程度である (van den Broeke 
et al., 2009; Enderlin et al., 2014). つまり, 実際の氷河質
量減の50%近くは, カービング氷河やサージ型氷河の
ような「ダイナミック」な氷河である. そのため, 氷
河流動の時空間変化の研究は, 氷河の質量収支や海
水準変動への寄与を見積もる上で極めて重要である. 
アラスカとカナダ・ユーコンとの国境付近には, 他
の地域よりも非常に多くのサージ型氷河が存在する.
氷河サージとは, その速度が平時に比べて数倍から
数百倍にも上昇する突発的な現象で, 時に末端の前
進を伴い, 世界の特定の地域で報告されてきた. しか
し, 数十年〜数百年に 1 度の周期で発生することと,
現場観測の難しさもあって, サージに伴う観測デー
タが乏しく, その発生機構は未解決である. ユーコン

図 1: (a)ALOS/PALSARと(b)ALOS-2/PALSAR-2による流動速度マップ (阿部•古屋, 2016) 
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地域では, サージはよく冬に始まることが経験的に
知られているが, なぜ冬に始まるかはわかっていな
い (e.g., Raymond, 1987). 
  氷河サージの実態としては, 氷の変形/流動ではなく, 
氷体そのものが基盤の上を滑る「底面滑り」が一定

期間活発化することである. このことから, 冬期に氷
河底面環境が変化し, 氷体が基盤上で滑りやすくな
ることで, サージが発生すると考えられる. しかしな
がら, 冬期に氷河底面でどのような変化が発生し, そ
れがどのように流動速度へ影響するのかはわかって

いない. さらに, ユーコン地域では現場観測できる氷
河はほとんどなく, 平時の流動速度の時空間変化さ
え未知だった. 
  申請者は, ALOS/PALSARが 2006-2011年に取得した

SAR データを解析し, アラスカとカナダ/ユーコンと
の国境周辺における山岳氷河の流動速度とその時空

間変化を調べた：図 1 に一例を示した. その結果,こ
の地域に存在する複数のサージ型氷河において,サー
ジが発生していない静穏期にも関わらず, 毎年秋か

ら冬にかけて加速していることを発見した (Abe and 
Furuya, 2015). 従来, 氷河サージが冬に開始すること

が知られていたが, この結果は, そのミニチュア版が

毎年のように起きていることを示している. 我々は

この冬期加速のメカニズムとして, 夏の融解水が氷
河内に貯蓄され, 冬期のクリープによって排水経路

が縮小し, 底面水圧が上昇することで, 底面滑りが活
発化すると推論した(Abe and Furuya, 2015). 
 本研究の目的は, アラスカ/ユーコン地域のサージ
型氷河の時空間変動を明らかにし, 氷河サージの発
生メカニズムを解明することである. ユーコン地域
における氷河サージの現象自体は 1900年代から知ら

れてきたが, 現在でもそのメカニズムは理解されて

いるとはいい難い. その大きな要因は, サージに関す

る時空間変動データの欠如である. 近年の宇宙測地

技術の発展により, 衛星画像を用いることで, サージ
型氷河の変動を現場に赴くことなく観測できるよう

になったとはいえ,氷河サージの観測例はまだまだ少

ない. ALOS-2/PALSAR-2は ALOS/PALSARに比べ回

帰日数が短くなり, より高時間分解能で流動速度変

化を捉えることが期待された. しかしながら，常に

14 日おきに撮像されたわけではなく，またモードも

多岐に渡ったため，図 1(b)に示すように必ずしも

ALOS/PALSAR よりも高品質な速度データが得られ

ないことが多かった．それでも図 1(a)と(b)を比較す

ると明らかなように，Klutlan氷河や Fisher氷河にお
いてはサージが発生していた．本研究では，

ALOS2/PALSAR-2 以外に Landsat-7/8 の光学画像や

Sentinel-1 の SAR 画像を用いてサージの時間発展を

追跡した． 
 

2. データと処理方法 
 
ALOS-2/PALSAR-2のストリップマップモード(SM-
3, HH 偏波)で取得された SARデータを用いて, アラ
スカ/ユーコン地域の氷河流動速度を求める：撮像範

囲を図 2に示す. 
 解析ソフトウェアは Gamma Remote Sensing 社が

構築した GAMMA (Wegmüller and Werner, 1997)を用

いる. 解析手法は, 主としてオフセットトラッキング

を用いる (Strozzi et al., 2002). オフセットトラッキン

グは, 位置合わせ済みの 2 枚の画像の相互相関をと

ることで, 局所的なズレを衛星視線方向と衛星進行

方向の 2 成分の変動として検出できるアルゴリズム

である. この手法は, 干渉 SARでは得ることができな

い震源直上の局所的な大変動を捉えられるため, 内
陸地震における詳細な地殻変動マップの作成や, 断
層モデリングの際に大いに活用されている (e.g., 
Furuya et al., 2010, Furuya and Yasuda, 2011; Abe et al., 
2013). また, 衛星画像による氷河・氷床の流動速度の

検出には欠かせない手法として幅広く用いられてい

る.  
 

3. データ処理結果と考察 
 

3.1 撮像時期による違い 
図 3 に示すのは流動速度分布の概要だが，得られた

時期や季節によって測定誤差は大きく変動すること

を示す． 図 3(a)は 2014-2016 年に得られたデータを

処理して得られたもので，図 3(b)は 2015-2018 年の
データによる．直ちに明らかなように同じ処理方法

を用いても，図 3(b)の方が(赤枠を除いて)質が良い．

これは図 3(b)が冬季に得られた 14 日回帰のデータペ

アから得られたもので，冬季のデータの方で画像相

関がより高いことを示す．図 3(b)の赤枠の中だけ欠

測になっているのは，このパスだけは 5-6 月のデー

タである．これは ALOS/PALSAR の頃から経験的に

知られていたことであるが，冬季は表面が融解しな

図 2: ALOS-2/PALSAR-2の撮像範囲. SM3-HHモ
ードで 11 月から 4 月の冬季に得られた最長 56 日

離れたデータを用いた．図は Descending 軌道． 
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いため，マイクロ波の反射面の特性が時間変化しな

いためと考えられる．  

 
3.2 Steele氷河におけるサージ 

 
 
 
図 4が示すように Steele氷河は全長 40km程度の氷河
でこの地域では比較的短い氷河である．氷河の末端

から上流にかけて中央部に流線を設定し，それに沿

った 2007年以降の流速を図 5に示した．2007年から
2011 年は ALOS/PALSAR データと Landsat-7 データ
を用い，2013年以降はLandsat-8データだけに基づい

ている． 
 図 5に示すように 2011年までは静穏期で，上流部

の傾斜の高い地域でのみ 20-30 cm/day の速度で中流

から下流は非常に遅い．2012-2013 年が欠測のため

いつサージが開始したかは不明瞭であるが，2013 年
には明らかに速くなっていて，そこから 4 年ほどか
けて「サージフロント」が前進していくことが明瞭

に見て取れる．ただしフロントが最速というわけで

はなく，フロント付近の流速は時期によらず(2015
年においても)1 m/day ほどであり，最も速い領域は

フロントから 5 kmほど上流側にある． 

 図 6  は図 5の黒枠で挟まれた領域の平均の時間変化

を示したもので，2015 年の夏季に速度のピークを迎

えている． 
 

4. Klutlan氷河：Sentinel-1Bによる予備的解析 
 
Sentinel-1は ESAによって 2016年に打ち上げられた

12 日毎の回帰周期をもつ C-bandの SAR 衛星で，1
号機の Aと 2 号機の Bがあり，最短で 6 日周期の撮

像が可能である．Interferometric Wide-swath(IW)モー
ドと呼ばれるおよそ 200kmの幅広い観測幅と高頻度

の観測が特長である．ただし空間分解能は 5 m x 20 
mと ALOS-2に比べると粗いため，小規模な氷河の

流動速度の測定には向かないが， Sentinel-1のレン

ジ方向に平行に流れるようなアラスカ/ユーコン域の
氷河には有益である．以下に Klutran氷河の 2018-

(a) 2014-2016 2015-2018 

図 3: 流動速度分布の概要. (a)2014-2016年のデータ 
(b) 2015-2018年のデータ.赤枠は夏季のデータ. 

図 4: アラスカ/ユーコン地域の氷河の分布 
 

図 5:  Steele氷河の流動速度の時空間変化 
 

2007 年-2011 年 (静穏期) 

2013 年-2015 年 
(Build-up)  

図 6: 図 5の黒枠内の平均速度の時間変化 
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2019年のレンジオフセットデータを予備的結果とし

て示す：データは 36 日毎になっている． 
 1 節で述べたように Klutlan氷河は ALOS/PALSAR
の時代には静穏期だったが，ALOS-2/PALSAR-2の
運用が始まった頃にはサージの活動期に入っていた

（図 1，図 3）．図 7に示した最近の様子だけを見

ると，サージの「活動期」と呼ぶほどには速く流れ

ているわけではなく，5-6 月が最速で 7-8 月にかけて

遅くなっている様子は従来からよく知られた温暖な

山岳氷河の季節変化を示しているようにも見える．  
 

5. まとめと今後の課題 
 
SAR 衛星によって山岳氷河も従来考えられていた以

上にダイナミックに時空間変動していることが分か

ってきた．最近見えてきたダイナミックな氷河の流

動速度変化が近年の温暖化によってもたらされたの

かどうかは現時点では不明であるが，最近数 10年
から近未来はさらに温暖化が進行するとの見方が強

い．その時に山岳氷河がどう応答するのかはグロー

バル海水準変動や氷河を水源とする住民にとって切

実な問題である．サージ型氷河におけるサージサイ

クルメカニズム解明は「氷河ダイナミクス」の中心

的課題でもあるため，今後も昼夜天候に左右されな

い SARデータの収集蓄積が重要である． 
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図 7: Klutlan氷河における Sentinel-1Bによる 2018-
2019年のレンジオフセットデータ. 
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FINAL REPORT OF ALOS-2 RA-6 PROJECT ISIPELS
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Juha Karvonen 1, Eero Rinne1 , Heidi Sallila1 , Marko Mäkynen 1

1 Finnish Meteorological Institute

1. INTRODUCTION

The  major  results  of  JAXA  ALOS-2  RA-6  project
“Improved  Sea  Ice  Parameter  Estimation  with  L-Band
SAR (ISIPELS)”,  PI  number  3029,  PI  Juha  Karvonen,
have been documented int the paper [1], which is an open
access  article.  The aim of the project  was to  study the
suitability  of  L-band  SAR  imagery  and  possible
improvements  provided  by  L-band  SAR  for  remote
sensing of sea ice compared to the conventional C-band
SAR  (e.g.  Radarsat-2,  Radarsat  Constellation  Mission,
Sentinel-1). This work has also partially been supported
in the form the personnel salaries by the European Space
Agency  (ESA)  L-BAND  SAR  Applications  and
Requirements  Consolidation  Study  under  Contract
4000121573/17/NL/CT.

Figure1:  Study  area  and  image  locations  color-coded
based on the acquisition month.

2. MAJOR RESULTS

This  study  was  performed  in  an  Arctic  test  area  with
approximately  150  dual-polarized  ALOS-2/PALSAR-2
(HH/HV)  ScanSAR  images  acquired  in  2017,  and
provided by the RA-6 project, over the study area.  The
study area was located in the Kara and Barents Seas.
Estimation of important parameters for sea ice navigation
and  other  applicable  purposes  from  L-band  SAR were
studied in this project. Additionally, the potential of the

L-band SAR based for sea ice classification was explored.
The studied sea ice parameters were:
1) Sea ice concentration (SIC)
2) Sea ice thickness (SIT)
3) Sea ice volume (SIV)
4) Sea ice drift (SID)
The  estimation  results  were  compared  to  the  results
achieved  using  C-band  SAR data  where  applicable.  In
general, the parameter estimation results were some better
using  L-band  data  than  for  C-band  data.  This  can  be
explained  by  the  deeper  penetration  of  L-band  ito  the
snow (on ice) and ice cover and thus its capability to give
more information on the  ice volume.  This  is  beneficial
e.g. for distinguishing between level ice and deformed ice
or for SID estimation requiring some structural features of
the  ice  fields  for  matching  multitemporal  SAR data  to
extract  the  displacement  of  the  feature  between  SAR
image  pairs.  Also  the  ice  classification  results  looked
better  than  using  C-band  SAR  data.  According  to  the
histograms of different sea ice classes, here defined by ice
charts, L-band SAR data seem to have a better capability
to distinguish between different  sea ice classes  than C-
band data.
We also compared the statistics of the C-band Sentinel-1
data  and  the  L-band  ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 sea  ice  SAR
images over their overlapping areas acquired during the
same day. The statistical  measures  indicate that  L-band
data have higher contrast  indicating better  capability  to
distinguish details  of  the  ice  surface  than  C-band data.
This was also confirmed by visual inspection.
The  general  conclusion  was  that  L-band  data  is  well
suitable  for  (operational)  sea  ice  remote  sensing
outperforming C-band SAR. However, the best results in
sea ice monitoring can be achieved by using C- and L-
band data jointly.

APPENDIX

[1] J. Karvonen, E. Rinne. H. Sallila, M. Mäkynen, On
Suitability of ALOS-2/PALSAR-2Dual-Polarized SAR
Data for ArcticSea Ice Parameter Estimation, IEEE
Transactions on Geosicence and Remote Sensing, v. 58,
n. 11, pp, 7969- 7981,
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9078879, open
access, 2020.
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SARデータで追跡するパタゴニア氷原の流動と構造の時間発展 
PI 3050 

古屋正人 1, 波多俊太郎 2, 杉山慎 2, 伊藤悠哉 1

1北海道大学理学研究院地球惑星科学部門
2北海道大学低温科学研究所

1. はじめに

パタゴニア氷原は南極を除くと南半球で最大の氷

河群である．南パタゴニア氷原だけでも南緯 48.5 度

から 51.5 度に及んで 13000km2を占めており，48 箇

所の溢流氷河があり，その殆どが末端部で海水面あ

るいは湖に達するカービング(Calving)氷河である

（図１）．チリ側の氷河はフィヨルドを介して海水

に到達し，東のアルゼンチン側では湖に到達してい

る．これら氷河群の末端位置の後退や氷厚の減少は

20 世紀後半から良く知られている（e.g., Aniya et al. 
1997; Rignot et al. 2003）．また，2002 年に打ち上が

った重力観測衛星 GRACE（Gravity Recovery And 
Climate Experiment）のデータ からは 21 世紀に入っ

てからはさらに顕著な質量減少が進んでいることが

報告されている（Chen et al. 2007; Ivins et al. 2011; 
Jakobs et al. 2012）．GRACE の観測結果は，ASTER

に基づく Digital Elevation Model の時系列から得られ

た氷厚変化とも整合的である (Willis et al. 2012)． 
氷河の後退縮小は北極圏のグリーンランドや南極

でも知られている．しかし，氷河質量の減少は地球

温暖化に伴う気温上昇による氷河の融解とそれによ

る氷厚の減少だけによるわけではない．近年とくに

注目されているのは氷河の流動ダイナミクス自体の

変化であり，これまでにグリーンランドや南極にお

いて海水に流れ込むCalving氷河の流動速度が加速し

ている観測事実がある(e.g., Rignot and Kanagaratnam,
2006; van den Broeke et al.,  2009; Pritchard et al.,
2009)．氷河質量の減少は単に融解によって氷厚や面

積が減少しているだけではなく，海に流れ出す速度

が加速しながら薄くなるDynamic thinningによって，

氷河質量自体が加速度的に減少する可能性である．

しかしその発生メカニズムは未解決であり，氷体の

質量が今後どのように減少していくかについての見

通しはついていない．

Dynamic thinning による氷河の縮小は，グリーン

ランドや南極での氷河流動速度の観測から知られて

きた（e.g., Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; van den
Broeke et al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2009）．一方パ

タゴニア氷原での流動速度の測定データは地上観測

の可能な一部の氷河に限られていた（e.g. Naruse et 
al.,1992, 1995; Stuffer et al., 2007; Sugiyama et al., 2011; 
Rivera et al., 2012）．光学センサーを用いた衛星リモ

ートセンシングによるパタゴニア氷原の観測は従来

から行われてきたが（Aniya et al., 1996），厳しい気

象環境では雲の問題が常につきまとった．ALOS1 号

機のデータを利用した Muto and Furuya (2013)や
Mouginot and Rignot (2015)によって，衛星 SAR デー

タに基づく流動速度データの広範囲にわたる空間分

布や，それらの時間変化の詳細が明らかにされつつ

あり，その継続が当初の目的であった．

一方で，前述の氷原全体の傾向に反して，Pio XI
氷河は質量の増加を続けている．Pio XI 氷河は南パ

タゴニア氷原の西側に位置し，氷原で最大の流域面

積を持つ．消耗域の末端は二股に分岐して，北側で

は湖に，南側はフィヨルドに流入している（図２）．

1945 年から前進を続け，近年も表面標高の上昇が報

告されている（Warren and Rivera, 1994）．また，パ

タゴニアの他の氷河では示さないサージと類似した図 1：パタゴニア氷原 
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流動変化の報告もある（Wilson et al., 2016）．このよ

うな Pio XI 氷河の特殊な変動と流動変化を詳しく調

査するために，2014 年以降の回帰周期の短いSARデ

ータを用いて 2014–2017 年の期間の流動速度の変化

を高時間分解能で調べた． 
 
 

2.観測手法 
 
流動速度の測定にはオフセットラッキング法を用い

た（Strozzi et al., 2002）．オフセットトラッキング法

とは，取得時期の異なる 2 枚の画像のずれを変位と

して検出する手法である．この手法は SAR画像の位

相データを利用する InSAR手法と異なり，強度画像

に基づいて画像相関のズレを変位量とする．そのた

めセンチメートル(cm)オーダーの微小変位の検出は

不可能であるが，メートル(m)オーダの変動量の大

きいところでも変動を検出できるメリットがある．

InSAR で不可欠な位相アンラッピング処理も不要で

ある．一方で，画像相関に基づくため，気候条件や

流動変化により融解やクレバスの増加など氷河表面

の状態が変化したとき変動を検出できない場合があ

る．本研究で用いたデータは 2014年に打ち上げられ

た ALOS-2 と Sentinl-1 によって取得され，それぞれ

の最短回帰周期は 14，12 日である．2014 年から

2017 年までの画像を用いた． 
 

3.結果と考察 
 
例として 2015 年 8月 25日と 9月 8日のデータから

得られた氷河流動速度分布を図 2に， 2016年 7月 11
日から 8 月 4 日のデータからを得られた速度分布を

図 3 に示す．北側末端（図 3a）と分岐点（図 3b）の

領域において流動速度が特に顕著に変化を示した． 
 

 
図 4，5に北側末端と分岐点それぞれの地点におけ

る速度の変化を示す．まず，北側末端では 2015–
2017 年の間の年平均速度が 2.0，2.6，1.9 m d−1 であ

り，1.0 m d−1から 4.7 m d−1の範囲で変動を示した．

2015–2017 年の各年における変動幅はそれぞれ 3.6，
3.5，2.1 m d−1 であった．分岐点では年平均速度は

3.7–3.9 m d−1であり，2.5 m d−1から 5.6 m d−1の範囲で

変動を示した．また各年の変動幅は 2.0，1.7，3.1 m 
d−1であった．分岐点での平均流動速度は北側末端に

おける平均流動速度と比べ 1.63 m d−1ほど大きい．し

かし，変動幅は北側末端のほうが大きく，より顕著

な加速と減速が確認された． 
 

本研究によって，Pio XI 氷河末端付近における流動

変化の詳細が明らかになった．北側末端と分岐点で

4–9 月にかけて加速し，10–3 月に減速するという年

周期変動が確認された．これは観測期間を通して確 

図 3. 2016 年 7 月 11 日から８月 4 日までの流動速度分布 

図 4. 北側末端(図 2a)の流動速度変化. 図中の数字は各年の最

小・最大速度（m d−1）と年平均速度からの偏差（%）を示す 

 

図 2. 2015 年 8 月 25 日から 9 月 8 日までの流動速度分布

2¥ 
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認できる年周期変動であるため，季節変動であると

考えられる．また，2015 年，2016 年の 7–9月には北

側末端と分岐点で顕著な加速が認められ，2015 年の

8–9月には年平均の 2.3倍の流動速度が観測された． 
明らかになった季節的な流動変化は，南半球の冬

に当たる 7–9 月に加速を示した点で興味深い．氷河

の流動加速は，氷河底面における融解水が重要な役

割を果たすと考えられている．アラスカの氷河で冬

季流動加速を見出した Abe and Furuya (2015)は，夏季

に生じた融解水が氷河底面で水路を発達させた後，

冬季に水路が閉塞して水圧が上がり，その結果とし

て流動速度が上昇するという説を提唱した．しかし

ながら流動速度の観測のみでは Pio XI 氷河の加速現

象の原因について結論を出すことはできない． 
2015 年，2016 年には季節的な流動変化を示したが，

2017 年には異なる挙動が認められた．4–5 月に加速

した後 6–7 月で減速し，その後 8 月以降は加速傾向

を示し，最終的に 12月に年最大速度に達した．この

ような年間を通して継続した流動加速は 2017年での

み観測された． 
 

4. まとめと今後の課題 
 
短回帰周期の SAR データを解析した結果，南パタゴ

ニア氷原 Pio XI 氷河の季節的な流動変化が明らかに

なった．氷河は 4–9月に加速し，10–3月に減速する，

すなわち冬季に大きな流動速度を示す．また北側末

端では 2015 年，2016 年の冬季（8,9月）に年平均よ

りも 2倍程度速い顕著な加速が観測された． 
   最近，伊藤悠哉(2021)は Sentinel-1 データを用いて

2020 年 1 年間に限られるが，同じパタゴニア氷原の

PioXI氷河以外の Viedma氷河，O’Higgins氷河，Asia
氷河においても「冬季加速」シグナルが見られるこ

とを指摘している．ただし，それぞれの氷河で「冬

季加速」シグナルが見られる場所は決まっているよ

うだが，氷河毎に比べると空間的にはあまり系統性

が無いようにも見られる．底面水圧データなどの現

地観測データの取得が，冬季加速のメカニズムの理

解とその氷河変動へ果たす役割の解明に必要である． 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Permafrost occurs over large areas on the Qinghai-Tibet 

Plateau (QTP) in China. Under climatic and human-

induced disturbance, plateau permafrost has been 

undergoing strong warming and degradation. Thawing of 

ice-rich permafrost causes thermokarst landforms to 

develop at the ground surface. Temporal dynamics and 

spatial variability of thermokarst landforms have a strong 

impact on hydrologic conditions, ecosystems, ground-air 

carbon exchange, and human infrastructures. However, 

thermokarst landforms on the QTP, especially non-lake 

ones, are seldom studied and poorly understood. 

This study aims to quantify spatial-temporal variability in 

surface deformation at typical thermokarst landforms on 

the QTP by conducting Interferometric Synthetic Aperture 

Radar (InSAR) analysis using PALSAR-1 and PALSAR-2 

data. L-band SAR images from these two data sets promise 

high enough coherence for InSAR mapping of localized 

thermokarst processes, which are usually characterized by 

strong surface disturbance and accumulation of water.  

2. METHODOLOGY

The study area is located on the Eboling Mountain in 

northeast QTP, underlain by ice-rich permafrost (Figure 1). 

Thermal erosion gullies, formed when channelized surface 

water flow has thickened the active layer and thawed ice-

rich permafrost, are well developed in this area. The size of 

these gullies ranges from 20 to 420 m long, 1 to 50 m wide, 

and up to 2 m deep. 

Repeat-pass InSAR has been successfully used to capture 

the spatial patterns of permafrost-related ground elevation 

changes [e.g., 1, 2]. Most of the previous multitemporal 

InSAR studies on permafrost used the small baseline subset 

method. In this work, we utilized the persistent scatterer 

InSAR (PSI) because it provides the full spatial resolution 

and is less affected by temporal or geometric decorrelation. 

In the PSI analysis, we incorporate a piecewise elevation 

change model that includes periodic subsidence/uplift 

because of its seasonally varying components as well as its 

linear subsidence trends. Specifically, we used the square 

root of the accumulated degree days of thaw/freeze 

(ADDT/F) to account for the seasonal thaw subsidence and 

freeze uplift. ADDT and ADDF are derived based on the 

Stefan equation, which is widely used to estimate the depth 

of the freeze and thaw front. The heave is followed by a 

stable stage when the active layer is completely frozen. 

This simple model well captures capture the dynamic 

processes of the active layer and the underlying permafrost. 

Full details can be found in [3]. 

We applied this permafrost-designated PSI algorithm to 

17-L band ALOS-1 PALSAR images taken between 2006

and 2011. Two key estimated variables are the long-term

subsidence trend and amplitude of seasonal subsidence and

uplift at persistent scatterers in the study area.

3. RESULTS

Our PSI-estimated subsidence rate between 2006 and 2011 

and amplitude of seasonal deformation are shown in Figure 

1. The linear subsidence trends were up to 4 cm/year inside

the study area, whereas the mean value was about 0.5

cm/year (Fig. 1a). The larger subsidence trends were found

both inside and around the thermal erosional gullies.

Assuming the long-term ground subsidence was purely

caused by melting of ground ice in permafrost, our results

suggest an equivalent ice volume loss rate of 1.48×104

m3/year over the entire study area. The mean seasonal

subsidence was about 1.5 cm with a maximum value of 6

cm (Fig. 1b).

Our results revealed that 28% of the study area experiences 

permafrost thaw processes, which is about 40 times larger 

than the visible gullies. The spatial pattern of gradual 

subsidence trends showed correlations between the gullies 

and their surroundings, suggesting that the permafrost 

thaws and degrades in a wider region than the gullies.  

This work demonstrated the potentials of using persistent 

scatterer interferometry to study permafrost thaw processes 

and to assess its impacts over vast areas, especially with 

low vegetation and shallow snow cover. 
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Fig. 1 (a) PSI Map of subsidence trend 

from 2006 to 2011. Negative values mean subsidence. 

(b) Map of maximum seasonal subsidence. Negative 

values mean subsidence. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Three major factors cause vertical displacements of the 
glacier surface: natural flow down the sloping glacier bed, 
changes in ice thickness, and surface subsidence or uplift 
because of englacial structural changes (Hu et al., 2014). 
Hence, measurement of 3D glacier motion fields should be 
the most effective way to study changes in glacier motion 
and associated parameters. In theory, a time series of 3D 
glacier motion can be acquired by an in situ survey (e.g., 
GPS measurement) or by remote sensing displacement 
detection approaches (e.g. optical offset-tracking and SAR 
offset-tracking). Because most glaciers are in remote and 
inhospitable locations, in situ measurements are often 
temporally and spatially limited. Optical offset-tracking 
provides a pair of images to produce a 2D glacier motion 
field; multiple image pairs in the spatial and temporal 
dimensions are then needed to determine a 3D glacier 
motion field. However, cloud cover reduces the quality of 
these optical images. Because the weather in glacial 
regions is highly variable, it is nearly impossible to acquire 
sufficient cloudless optical image pairs from different 
angles. By contrast, SAR images are unaffected by cloud 
cover when used for offset-tracking applications. SAR 
sensors currently have a wide range of revisit time intervals. 
Thus, it is possible to choose appropriate types of SAR 
images, which maintain the balance between temporal 
resolution and velocity variations, when constructing a 
meaningful time series of glacier motion. Neelmeijeri et al. 
derived a time series of 3D motion of a large glacial system 
in 2014. However, they did not perform temporal 
dimensional adjustment when multi-period observations 
were available. Small baseline subset (SBAS) is a 
technique designed for temporal dimensional adjustment of 
SAR observations (Berardino et al., 2002; Lanari et al., 
2004; Casu et al., 2006). In the study of the time series of 
2D glacier motion fields, the effects of SBAS on improving 
the result precision has been verified by Euillades et al. 
(2016). With the support of this project, we developed a 
method of deriving the time series of 3D glacier motion 
field based on SAR offset-tracking technique and pixel 
offset SBAS technique, and implemented it in the 
investigation of interaction between glacier and 
proglacial lake.  

With the solution of 3D glacier motion field, we can 
separate the local glacier thickness change from the 
retrieved vertical glacier surface displacement based on the 
local terrain slope. Relative to the geodetic method, the 
advantage of this method is that we can derive the precise 

glacier thickness change in short time (say one month). The 
geodetic measurement needs to cover a long time (say five 
years or longer), so the changes in glacier thickness are 
more prominent than the errors in DEMs. However, this 
method requires image pairs of different tracks acquired at 
close time. Moreover, the coverage of result cannot be 
ensured, because the SAR offset-tracking usually fails in 
the areas with sharp surface feature changes. For this 
method, no results of 3D glacier displacement mean no 
results of local glacier thickness change.   

In this report, we will introduce the method of deriving 
the time series of 3D glacier motion field and separating 
the local glacier thickness change from 3D glacier 
displacements in detail. The results of implementing this 
method in a specific case are also displayed. Note that the 
introduced case study was based on other SAR data 
sources. It does not mean this study is irrelevant to 
ALOS-2 RA-6 project. We developed the prototype of 
techniques based on ALOS-2 images as well as other 
satellite images. 

2. DERIVING 3D GLACIER MOTION FIELDS
FROM SAR IMAGES OF MULTIPLE TRACKS

For this method, there are 3 general steps: SAR offset-
tracking, pixel offset-SBAS (PO-SBAS) processing, and 
resolution of 3D velocities (Fig. 1). Before offset-tracking, 
the first acquired image of each track was chosen as the 
master image and the other 9 images were co-registered 
with it. Because we used offset-tracking with removal of 
topographic effects, the spatial baseline of the SAR image 
pairs has little influence on precision (Sansosti et al, 2006; 
Li et al., 2014). The selection of image pairs for offset-
tracking was mainly based on the threshold of the temporal 
baseline. The size of the image-matching window was 
carefully selected, because it can directly influence the 
results (Strozzi et al., 2002). When the matching window 
size decreases within a certain rage, the accuracy of 
calculated offsets improves as the amount of noise 
increases. If offset-tracking precision is the main focus, the 
area with effective observations would be very small; in 
this case, use of multi-level windows for each track is 
preferred. Generally, a high offset-tracking cross-
correlation coefficient (CRC) threshold should be set to 
guarantee result accuracy. For each image pair, the final 
offsets are then determined by CRC-weighted averages of 
the offsets tracked by different matching windows, and the 
average displacement velocities by dividing the offset by 
the image pair interval.  
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Offset-tracking was used to compute the initial offsets in 4 
directions (ascending azimuth (AZ), ascending line of sight 
(LOS), descending AZ, and descending LOS). The window 
sizes and steps of the ascending track were kept in 
accordance with that of the descending track (in terms of 
field distance).  

 
Figure 1. Procedure of synthetic aperture radar pixel 
offset-small baseline subset technique. 

 Let t  be the time vector of +1N SAR images that 
cover the same area: 

  [ ]TNttt ,...,0=    (1) 
Consideration of temporal and spatial baseline thresholds 
allows grouping of images into M  pairs: 
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If the time of the first image 0t  is the reference time, the 
relative offset ( )id t  at time ( 1,..., )it i N=  is the parameter 
to be solved:  

( ) ( )1 ,...
T

Nd d t d t=      (3) 

The offsets jdδ ( 1,..., )j M=  , derived from pixel-by-

pixel matching of M  image pairs, are the observations:  

[ ]1,...,
T

Md d dδ δ δ=     (4) 

For M   image pairs, the acquisition order of master and 
slave images is jm  and js ( 1,..., )j M= , respectively. 
If the master and slave images are aligned in sequence, then 

j jm s> ( 1,..., )j M=  and  

( ) ( )
j jj m sd d t d tδ = −  ( 1,..., )j M=  (5) 

Equation 5 includes M  equations with N   unknown 
parameters, and can be simplified to: 

d Adδ =   (6) 
Each matrix row [ ]A M N×  corresponds to an image pair. 

Hence, [ , ] 1jj m = , [ , ] 1jj s = − , and all other elements 
are zeros: 
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If L  is the number of the small baseline subset, the 
rank of matrix A  is - +1N L . Notably, when L  is greater 
than 1, matrix A  is rank-defect. In this case, singular value 
decomposition is used to assure that equation d Adδ =
provides the minimum-norm least squares solution: 
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where U   is an orthogonal matrix, with dimension 
[ ]M M×  and consisting of the eigenvector of TAA ; Q  is 
an orthogonal matrix with dimension [ ]N N×   and 

consisting of the eigenvector of TA A  ; 1

e

−∑   is 

1(1/ ,...,1/ )ediag σ σ ; and iσ  is the singular of matrix A . 
To derive a meaningful glacier velocity time series, the 
relative offsets d   were replaced with average 
displacement velocities v :  
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Equation 5 can be converted to: 

1
1
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i i i j
i s

t t v dδ−
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− =∑ ),...1( Mj =    (10) 

Equation 10 can be simplified to: 

1B v dδ=           (11) 

where 1B   is a matrix with a dimension of [ ]M N× . The 

element 1[ , ]B j i ( )1 , 1,...j js i m j M+ ≤ ≤ ∀ =   is 1i it t −−  

and all other elements are zeros. Singular value 
decomposition of matrix 1B   provides average 
displacement velocity over each period v . 

The 3D velocities (east, north, and vertical) were 
computed from the velocity observations in four directions 
(ascending slant range and azimuth directions and 
descending slant range and azimuth directions) using a 
least squares procedure. For slant range (LOS) 
displacement measured via offset-tracking, the direction 
away from the radar is positive, opposite to that of D-
InSAR. In terms of the ascending track, the projection of 
LOS velocity ( A

LOSv ) onto the ground, i.e. ground range 

(GR) velocity ( A
GRv ), can be regarded as the combination 

of east velocity ( A
Ev ) and north velocity ( A

Nv ), and A
LOSv  

as the combination of vertical velocity ( A
Uv ) and A

GRv  (Fig. 
4): 

sin( 3 2)+ cos( 3 2)
- cos sin

A A A
GR E N
A A A
LOS U GR

v v v
v v v

α π α π

θ θ

= − −

= +
  (12) 

where Aα   is the radar azimuth and Aθ   is the incidence 
angle. We obtain the relationship between A

LOSv   and 3D 
velocities by substituting the first subequation of Equation 
12 into the second one (Fialko et al., 2001): 
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cos sin sin( 3 2)
          + sin cos( 3 2)

A A A A
LOS U E

A A
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v v v
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θ θ α π

θ α π

= − ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ −

⋅ ⋅ −
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Thus, in terms of ascending track, the azimuth (AZ) 
velocity ( A

AZv ) can be considered a combination of A
Ev  

and A
Nv  (Fialko et al., 2001) (Fig. 2b): 

cos( 3 2) sin( 3 2)A A A
AZ E Nv v vα π α π= − − + −  (14) 
Equations 14 and 15 illustrate the relationships of 

A
LOSv  , A

AZv  , A
Ev  , A

Nv  , and A
Uv  . Similarly, in terms of 

descending track, we obtain: 
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where the superscript ‘D’ indicates ‘descending track’. 
Equations 13–15 can be simplified to: 
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Because measurement errors in offset-tracking are 
inevitable, Equation 16 should be written as: 

2B X V L+ =                          (17) 
where V  is the vector of measurement errors. Assuming 
that offset-tracking errors are randomly distributed, we can 
acquire the optimal estimation of 3D velocities ( X̂ ) using 
a least squares procedure ( minTV PV = ): 

1
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where 2
X̂σ  is the variance of X̂  and P  is the matrix of the 

weight. Assuming that the velocity observations of the four 
directions are independent yields the following: 
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where A
LOSσ  , A

AZσ  , D
LOSσ  , and D

AZσ   are the standard 

deviations of A
LOSv  , A

AZv  , D
LOSv  , and D

AZv  , respectively. If 
the velocity observations within a regular window centered 
at point ( , )x y  obey a Gaussian distribution, the standard 
deviation ( )σ   of the velocity observation at that point 
( , )x y  can be calculated as (Jung et al., 2011): 

2( ( , ) ( , ))
1

n
v I J v I J

n
σ

−
=

−
∑             (20) 

where ( , )v I J   are the observations, ( , )v I J   are the 
averages of observations within the window, and n  is the 
number of observations in the window. In addition to the 
standard deviations of observations, the CRC of offset-
tracking can be used to determine P . The calculation of X̂  
is iterative, and the estimation of V  can be used to 
optimize P until improvement of X̂ is below a threshold. 

After the PO-SBAS estimation, the 3D velocity was 

independently resolved for each period. Before this 
procedure, the descending and ascending velocity fields 
were overlapped and transformed from the SAR coordinate 
system to the geographical system. To minimize the effects 
of temporal differences between descending and ascending 
glacier velocities, the ascending observations were 
interpolated to the time of the corresponding descending 
observations using a shape-preserving piecewise cubic 
interpolation. The construction of matrix 2B   and P  
(Equation 18) is needed to resolve 3D velocity. The 
standard deviation of the velocity observation (σ  ) was 
used to determine the initial weight matrix ( P ). During the 
iteration, the elements of P   were adjusted based on the 
corresponding elements of V using robust estimation. The 
iteration proceeds until improvement of X̂ is less than 0.1 
cm/day. 

 
Fig. 2. Stereo (a), vertical (b), and horizontal (c) angles 
of the ascending image geometry. Aθ : incidence angle, 

Aα  : azimuth angle, thick colored arrows: positive 
directions of displacements. 

We investigated the interactions of Lake Merzbacher 
with the Southern Inylchek Glacier (Central Tien Shan) 
using the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Pixel Offset-
Small Baseline Subset (PO-SBAS) to derive a time series 
of three-dimensional (3D) glacier motion. The 
measurements of 3D glacier velocity were ~17% more 
precise than a previous study that did not use the SBAS 
estimation. The Northern Inylchek and Southern Inylchek 
glaciers are on the western slope of the Tuomuer-Khan 
Tengri mountain ranges in Central Tien Shan (Fig. 3). 
These glaciers were once connected, but probably 
separated due to the intensive decline of the Northern 
Inylchek Glacier during the Little Ice Age (Mayer et al., 
2008). The Southern Inylchek Glacier is the largest and 
fastest flowing glacier of the Tien Shan (Li et al., 2014). 
During summer, glacier meltwater and rain flow enters the 
lower valley bottom, into which the Northern Inylchek 
Glacier previously extended. The Southern Inylchek 
Glacier blocks this water, forming Lake Merzbacher. 
Because glacier ice has plastic behavior and can only bear 
limited stress, a lake outburst occurs almost every year, and 
has even occurred twice in warm years. According to data 
from the Xiehela Hydrological Station (over the Kumalik 
River), there were 51 outbursts from Lake Merzbacher 
between 1956 and 2010. During a lake outburst, a large 
volume of water passes through the tongue of the Southern 
Inylchek Glacier (Mayer et al., 2008). Drainage at the 
glacier outlet can exceed 1000 m3/s (Mayer et al., 2008) 
and cause destructive floods in the Sary-Jaz/Kumalik River 
(Mayer et al., 2008; Kingslake and Ng, 2013). The rising 
temperatures since the 1980s have led to a much lower ice 
dam and an accelerated collection of lake water. These 
glacial floods can threaten nearly 20,000 hectares of 
farmlands, highlighting the urgent need for studies of 
outbursts from Lake Merzbacher. Figure 4 shows Lake 
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Merzbacher before and after an outburst that occurred on 6 
August 2002 (Kingslake and Ng, 2013). The lake water 
level typically rises quickly during summer because of 
significant snow/ice ablation. Hence, from 1 July to 17 July 
2002, the lake area increased by 25%, and floating ice 
bodies (mini-icebergs) accounted for a larger proportion of 
the lake surface (Figs. 4a, b). However, the lake water 
drained almost completely after the outburst, and these ice 
bodies remained in the lake bottom. By 18 August 2002, 
the lake had already shrunk to a small pool.  

 

Fig. 3. Study area (Inylchek Valley). Red curves: 
outlines of glaciers, yellow curves: outline of Lake 
Merzbacher, yellow arrows: approximate directions of 
horizontal glacier flow, dashed rectangle A in inset: 
frame of ascending TerraSAR-X images, dashed 
rectangle D in inset: frame of descending TerraSAR-X 
images, yellow rectangle in inset: location of the study 
area, yellow rectangle in main panel: area shown in Fig. 
4.  

 

Fig. 4. Landsat images of Lake Merzbacher before and 
after the outburst of 6 August 2002. A: 1 July, B: 17 
July, C: 18 August 2002. Black curves: lake perimeter 
(WGS 84 UTM, Zone 44N, Unit: m). 

20 strip mode TerraSAR-X images (consecutive 
archive PALSAR-2 images in this area are not 
available) acquired during 2009 were used to determine 
glacier flow velocity. The land coverage of the 10 
ascending images are indicated by dashed rectangle A in 
Fig. 3, and the 10 descending images by dashed rectangle 
B in Fig. 3. Most images were acquired using the shortest 
available interval of TerraSAR-X (11 days), and the 
longest interval between consecutive images was 22 days. 
Track direction changed in only 3 days, a major advantage 
for determining the 3D glacier flow velocity time series. 

The azimuth pixel size of the standard strip mode 
TerraSAR-X image is ~2.00 m, and the ground range pixel 
size varies according to the incidence angle (1.29–2.66 m 
for incidence angles of 45°–20°). Accordingly, the frame 
length is constant (~50 km), but the frame width varies with 
the incidence angle (25.7–33.1 km). In this study, the 
incidence angle was 21.945° for the ascending images and 
35.320° for the descending images; the ground range pixel 
size was 2.43 m (ascending images) and 1.57 m 
(descending images). The C-band SRTM DEM from 
CGIAR-CSI (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/) was used for 
calculations of glacier motion, and Landsat images from 
the USGS (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) were used for 
interpretation of results.  

Based on in situ observations by the Gottfried 
Merzbacher Global Change Observatory, the 2009 outburst 
of Lake Merzbacher occurred on August 6 (Neelmeijeri et 
al., 2014). Thus, given the objectives of this study, we only 
show glacier velocities during periods close to this event 
To highlight the features of glacier motion changes, the 
ranges of the color bars were unified (−50 cm/day to +50 
cm/day). Figure 2 shows the positive directions of the 
velocity components. We extracted the velocities along six 
profiles (Fig. 5V8) and within seven regions (Fig. 5V6) for 
quantitative comparisons (Fig. 6 and Table 1). The front of 
the ice dam had a substantial change before and after the 
lake outburst (period 6), so offset-tracking of some image 
pairs failed there. Our 3D velocity measurements did not 
fully cover the ice dam.  

The spatial variations of the glacier velocities were 
continuous, consistent with the basic features of glacier 
motion. The peak of glacier movement occurred during 
period 6 (during which the lake outburst occurred). 
Prominent north and east velocities were observed at the 
distributary and trunk of the Southern Inylchek Glacier, 
respectively. During periods 1-5, and 7-9, the glacier body 
decelerated remarkably after passing the ice dam because a 
large part of the mass was diverted into the lake. The 
highest east velocity (up to 58 cm/day) and north velocity 
(up to 70 cm/day) were observed at the front of the ice dam 
during periods 5 and 6, respectively. Most east velocities 
ranged from -50 to -25 cm/day in the trunk on the eastern 
side of the ice dam (upstream), but ranged from -15 to 0 
cm/day on the western side (downstream). During periods 
1-5 and 7-9, the highest north velocities were observed at 
the fork, rather than the front of the ice dam. Most of the 
north velocities at the distributary ranged from +20 to +35 
cm/day. Prominent vertical velocities could be observed at 
the distributary and trunk. The vertical velocities were the 
greatest at the front of the ice dam (+60 cm/day during 
period 5, -113 cm/day during period 6). Except for the ice 
dam, most parts of the distributary had vertical velocities 
from -10 cm/day to -4 cm/day during periods 5-7. The 
largest vertical velocity of the trunk (more than -12 cm/day) 
was on the west side of the ice dam during period 6 (region 
A5). Our records of the 3D velocities of the Northern 
Inylchek Glacier indicate much slower movement; the east, 
north, and vertical velocities all had small differences, 
mostly within -5 cm/day to +5 cm/day.  
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Fig. 5. Time series of east glacier flow velocities. (E1)–
(E9): periods1 (24 May–04 Jun 2009), 2 (04 Jun–26 Jun 
2009), 3 (26 Jun–07 Jul 2009), 4 (07 Jul–18 Jul 2009), 5 
(18 Jul–29 Jul 2009), 6 (29 Jul–09 Aug 2009), 7 (09 Aug–
31 Aug 2009), 8 (31 Aug–22 Sep 2009), 9 (22 Sep–03 Oct 
2009). Background: shaded DEM, black curves: glacier 
outlines. The inset in each subfigure is a magnification 
of the dashed black rectangle. Velocities toward the east 
are positive numbers. 

 
Fig. 6. Time series of north glacier flow velocities. (N1)–
(N9): periods1 (24 May–04 Jun 2009), 2 (04 Jun–26 Jun 
2009), 3 (26 Jun–07 Jul 2009), 4 (07 Jul–18 Jul 2009), 5 
(18 Jul–29 Jul 2009), 6 (29 Jul–09 Aug 2009), 7 (09 Aug–
31 Aug 2009), 8 (31 Aug–22 Sep 2009), 9 (22 Sep–03 Oct 
2009). Background: shaded DEM, black curves: glacier 
outlines. The inset in each subfigure is a magnification 
of the dashed black rectangle. Velocities toward the 
north are positive numbers. 

 
Fig.7. Time series of vertical glacier flow velocities. 
(V1)–(V9): periods1 (24 May–04 Jun 2009), 2 (04 Jun–
26 Jun 2009), 3 (26 Jun–07 Jul 2009), 4 (07 Jul–18 Jul 
2009), 5 (18 Jul–29 Jul 2009), 6 (29 Jul–09 Aug 2009), 7 
(09 Aug–31 Aug 2009), 8 (31 Aug–22 Sep 2009), 9 (22 
Sep–03 Oct 2009). Background: shaded DEM, black 
curves: glacier outlines. The inset in each subfigure is a 
magnification of the dashed black rectangle. Velocities 
toward the upward are positive numbers. 

We used the 2000 SRTM DEM as an external DEM, 
and found that elevation errors caused by changes in glacier 
thickness had limited influence on offset-tracking. 
According to Li et al. (2014), if glacier thinning during 
2000-2009 is up to 80 m, the corresponding LOS velocity 
errors of the ascending and descending tracks in this study 
will be 1.6 cm/day and 1.2 cm/day, respectively, and the 
AZ velocity errors can be neglected (below 0.1 cm/day). 
The SAR co-registration precision in the glacial region is 
~1/10 pixel (Li et al., 2014), corresponding to an AZ 
velocity error of 1.8 cm/day and an LOS velocity error of 
1.4–2.2 cm/day. The glacier velocity results are a time 
series, and the spatial coverage of the final velocity fields 
is the intersection of 18 period offsets. However, by 
integrating the offset fields estimated from multiple 
window sizes, either in glacial or nonglacial area, our 
spatial coverages of observations are much larger than that 
of Neelmeijeri et al. (2014). In the present study, we used 
velocities in the nonglacial area to scale glacier velocity 
errors, based on the assumption that the nonglacial area is 
stable. Neelmeijeri et al. (2014) estimated offsets using a 
single match window and SBAS estimation was not 
performed; for the same image pairs, our method indicated 
a ~17% smaller 3D velocity in the nonglacial area. For the 
9 periods of 2009 (period 1: 24 May–04 Jun; period 2: 04 
Jun–26 Jun; period 3: 26 Jun–07 Jul; period 4: 07 Jul–18 
Jul; period 5: 18 Jul–29 Jul; period 6: 29 Jul–09 Aug; 
period 7: 09 Aug–31 Aug; period 8: 31 Aug–22 Sep; period 
9: 22 Sep–03 Oct), the errors ranged from 1.1 to 2.2 cm/day 
for east velocity, from 0.7 to 1.5 cm/day for north velocity, 
and from 0.6 to 1.2 cm/day for vertical velocity.  

3. RETEIEVING LOCAL GLACIER THICKNESS 
CHANGE FROM 3D GLACIER MOTION FIELDS 
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The vertical glacier displacement derived from the 
PO-SBAS technique ( Ud ) is contributed by the local 
glacier thickness change ( T∆ ) and the vertical component 
of glacier downslope displacement ( sd ). Hence, we can 
retrieve the local glacier thickness change by separating the 
component of glacier downslope displacement from 
derived vertical glacier displacement. sd  can be 
calculated through following formula: 

( ) ( )/ /
U s

s E N

T d d
d d hgt x d hgt y

∆ = −
 = ⋅ ∆ ∆ + ∆ ∆

          (21) 

where Ed and Nd are the derived east and north glacier 
displacement, respectively; /hgt x∆ ∆  and /hgt y∆ ∆  are 
the terrain slope in east and north directions, respectively. 
The terrain slope can be computed from the DEM. For the 
pixel ( ),  i j , the east and north slope can be computed in a 
square window. Provided the window is 3 pixels ×3 pixels, 
the calculation formula is as follows: 

( , 1) ( , 1)
2

( 1, ) ( 1, )
2

x

y

hgt hgt i j hgt i j
x R

hgt hgt i j hgt i j
y R

∆ + − − = ∆
∆ + − − =
 ∆

          (22) 

where hgt is the elevation of the pixel; xR and yR  are 
the pixel size in east and north directions, respectively. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

With the support of ALOS-2 RA-6 project, we have 
developed the technique of deriving precise 3D glacier 
motion field and local glacier thickness change. The new 
method of deriving 3D glacier motion field has been 
successfully implemented in the Southern Inylchek glacier, 
the largest glacier in Central Tien Shan. However, the 
retrieval of precise local glacier thickness change requires 
a precise DEM that is obtained at the time close to that of 
SAR images. In this project, due to the paucity of new 
DEM, we have not derived the local glacier thickness 
change. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the winter season snow covers approximately 40 km2 

of the land area in the Northern Hemisphere. Snow underlies 

a spatial and temporal variability and its accumulation and 

depletion is very dynamic. Snow covered area, snow layer, 

and snow water equivalent are essential measurements for 

glacier mass balance, hydrological models, and freshwater 

storage [1, 2, 3]. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 

measurements provides relevant information about the 

stratigraphy inside the snow pack, but only along tracks and 

their measurements are very elaborative. Synthetic Aperture 

Radar (SAR) data provides continuous information about 

snow coverage with a high temporal resolution with a repeat 

orbit of 11 days with TerraSAR-X up to 6 days with Sentinel-

1 A and B and spatial resolution of 2.5 m with TerraSAR-X 

and 10 m with Sentinel-1. Depending on radar frequency, 

dielectricity and characteristic of the snow pack, the SAR 

signal can penetrate several meters into snow and ice of the 

snow pack [4-6], whereas the smaller the frequencies the 

larger the penetration depth. Hence, the usage of multi-

frequency SAR data can provide information of snow and ice 

layers in different snow depths, i.e. X-band (9.6 GHz) 

provides information about the top layer, C-band (5.4 GHz) 

of the mid layer and L-band (1.2 GHz) of the lower layer 

(Figure 1). 

Our idea is to combine GPR tracks measured in spring 2016 

and 2017 on the Vernagtferner, Austria, with SAR backscatter 

of TerraSAR-X (X-band), Sentinel-1 (C-band) and ALOS-

PALSAR-2 (L-band) acquired in the same time frame (Fig.  

1) in order to analyse:

(1) How the GPR backscatter of reflectors in different snow

depths correlate with SAR backscatter of X-, C- and L-band

(2) How the information based on the correlation can be

extrapolated to the whole glacier

(3) How the layering in the snow pack changed during the

time span of two years.

2. TEST SITE AND DATA

2.1 TEST SITE 

As test site the Vernagtferner located in the Hinteres Oetztal, 

Austria, (46°51’ N 10°47’E) is chosen (Figure 2). 

Vernagtferner is one of the largest glaciers in the Eastern Alps 

and is situated on an altitude between 2800 m and 3700 m. 

The glacier has a long-term mass balance study using the 

single stack measurements and hydrological method with its 

beginning in 1964 [7]. 

2.2 GPR DATA 

Water increase the scattering of GPR signals, hence many 

GPR studies are conducted in the early spring or fall to avoid 

melting water in the ice [8]. On the Vernagtferner, the GPR 

measurements in P-Band (1MHz – 3 GHz) are conducted end 

of April 2016 in the accumulation area near Petersenspitze 

(see Figure 2 blue line) and end of April 2017 across the 

whole glacier between Petersenspitze and glacier front and 

covers accumulation and ablation zone (see Figure 2 orange 

line). The location of the GPR track is measured with a 

mounted GPS. 

2.3. SAR DATA 

The space-borne SAR data are acquired to the same time 

period as the GPR measurement in order to minimize the 

influence of meteorological conditions. Due to different 

penetration depth of the SAR frequencies, the SAR data of 

X-, C- and L-band is evaluated: for the X-band TerraSAR-X 

Fig. 1 Concept of the combination of GPR (grey) and 

multi-frequency space-borne SAR (black) whereas X-

band provides information about the top layer, C-band of 

the mid layer and L-band of the lower layer. 
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StripMap (SM) images of 27.04.2016 and 25.04.2017 are 

used, for the C-band Sentinel-1A Interferometric Wide Swath 

(IW) images acquired on 21.04.2016 and 28.04.2017 and for 

the L-band data ALOS-PALSAR-2 Fine Mode (FM) images 

acquired on 04.06.2016 and 25.03.2017. The acquisition 

times of ALOS-PALSAR-2 differ by ±1 month, whereas 

TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1 data are acquired in a time span 

of few days. All data are acquired in the dual-cross-

polarisation (VV/VH) in order to support similar backscatter 

mechanism of all three SAR sensors. 

 
3. METHOD 

 

3.1 GPR DATA PROCESSING 

Each measuring point along the GPR track is represented 

with its GPS position, its runtime of every signal between 

emission and reception and its measured energy. The 

backscatter value which is needed for the comparison with 

the SAR backscatter is calculated using the ratio between the 

energy on the reflector (snow layer) and the maximum 

emitted energy on the antenna. For simplification only a 

spatial subset of each GPR track is used, whereas each spatial 

subset is again the average of several representing points, e.g. 

in 2016, four representing points are used which are 

displayed with the green lines in Figure 3.  

For each spatial subset the backscatter value at three different 

reflectors in the snow pack is picked manually. Mostly, the 

three different reflectors are clearly visible in the radargram 

and can be found in a depth of 1 - 3 m, 5 - 10 m and 15 m 

which correspond approximately with the penetration depth 

of the frequencies of X-, C- and L-band of the SAR sensors. 

In the radargram measured in 2016 only two different 

reflectors in a depth of 3 m and 5-8 m are recognizable. A 

reflector in 10 m depth was not existent in this year. 

 

 3.2 SAR DATA PROCESSING 
The SAR data are processed with the Multi-SAR System [2]. 

As input of the processor all available SAR data can be used. 

The output images are delivered in the same file format; 

hence their content is comparable. The processing of the data 

contains seven steps: (1) the conversion of the SAR data to 

radar brightness in order to obtain the original physical 

backscatter value, (2) the polarimetric decomposition based 

on the Kennaugh Decomposition for the description of the 

polarimetric information, (3) the multi-looking for the 

reduction of speckle and production of square pixels in the 

output image, (4) geocoding to correct the distortions of the 

side-looking radar, (5) the fine calibration of the radar 

brightness to gamma naught, (6) the image enhancement to 

reduce the influence of the multiplicative noise contribution 

and (7) the normalization of the backscatter values in the 

output image [9,10]. The output of the Multi-SAR System are 

two images for each SAR sensor, whereas the first image 

contains the Kennaugh Element K0 with the total intensity 

(VV+VH) and the second image contains K1 with the 

difference between co and cross-polarization. The second 

layer provides additional information about surface scattering 

for the detection of wet snow and volume scattering for the 

detection of dry snow.  

 

3.3 PEARSON CORRELATION 

The linear relation between two measurements is expressed 

with the correlation coefficient based on the Pearson 

correlation which is calculated with following formula: 

 

𝑟𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)𝑛
𝑖=1

√∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1 √∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 
whereas 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖  stands for the single measurement and �̅� 

and �̅�  for the mean measurement. All measurements are 

given in dB due to the normal distribution of the 

logarithmized intensity values. The result of the Pearson 

correlation ranges between -1 and +1, whereas +1 stands for 

a positive correlation, -1 for a negative correlation, and 0 for 

no correlation. 

 

4. RESULTS 

 

Figure 4 and 5 displays the Pearson correlation between the 

GPR backscatter of the top layer (3 m) and the mid layer 

(8 m), the Kennaugh Elements K0 and K1 calculated of 

TerraSAR-X, Sentinel-1A, and ALOS-PALSAR-2, and 

additionally the altitude and exposition of the glacier for both 

GPR tracks. The SAR data are all acquired in different orbits 

and with different incidence angles. Hence, the two features 

altitude and exposition of the glacier are additionally used in  

 Fig. 2 Sentinel-2 data set acquired on 27.08.2016 of the 

Vernagtferner, Austria, with the GPR tracks of 2016 

(blue) and 2017 (orange). 

 

 
Fig. 3 Radargram of the GRP track measured in 2016 

with four representative points (green lines) and two 

different reflectors in a depth of 3 m (upper red line) 

and 5-8 m (lower red lines). 
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Fig. 4 Pearson Correlation of GPR backscatter of the top layer (3m) and the mid layer (8m), 

Kennaugh Elements K0 and K1 of X-, C- and L-band, altitude and exposition of GPR resp. SAR 

backscatter for spring 2016 

 

 
Fig. 5 Pearson Correlation of GPR backscatter of the top layer (3m) and the mid layer (8m), 

Kennaugh Elements K0 and K1 of X-, C- and L-band, altitude and exposition of GPR resp. SAR 

backscatter for spring 2017 
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order to analyse their influence to the SAR backscatter. 

Positive Pearson correlation is displayed in red, negative 

correlation in blue and no correlation in white. 

In 2016 (Figure 4), the top snow layer has a high positive 

correlation of 0.8 to K0 of the X-band, as well as a high 

positive correlation of 0.9 to the K1 of the X-band, a lower 

correlation to the K0 (0.3) and K1 (0.4) of the C-band and a 

negative correlation to K0 (-0.4) and K1 (-0.7) of the L-band. 

The mid snow layer has a low positive correlation to K0 (0.3) 

and K1 (0.5) of the X-band and a negative correlation of -0.4 

and -0.7 to K0 and K1 of C- and L-band. 

In 2017, the top snow layer has no correlation to K0 and K1 

of the X-band and a negative correlation between -0.5 and -

0.8 for K0 and K1 of the C- and L-band. The mid snow layer 

(Figure 5) has no correlation to the K1 of the C-band and a 

negative correlation between -0.3 and -0.6 to remaining SAR 

backscatter. In the GPR measurements of 2016 as well as in 

2017 the lower snow layer with a depth of 15 m was not 

identifiable.  

 

5. DISCUSSION 

 

The idea is to analyse the correlation between GPR 

backscatter of reflectors in different snow depths and the 

SAR backscatter of different frequencies and hence to 

extrapolate the inner snow pack structure on the whole glacier 

with the help of the space-borne SAR data. Only the GPR 

backscatter of the top layer and the K0 and K1 of the X-band 

of the year 2016 correlate quite good. As the GPR track of 

2016 is only measured in the accumulation area, the averaged 

representative GPR points originate all from the similar snow 

cover. It was a first try to combine GPR and SAR data, though 

there are a lot of aspects which has to take into account: 

(1) GPR is a nadir-looking radar and SAR a side-looking-

radar, hence their backscatter underlies different 

acquisition geometries and backscatter mechanism 

(1) GPR measures in P-band, whereas the SAR data are 

acquired in X-, C- and L-band. Every frequency has a 

different backscatter mechanism and offer different 

information of the snow pack. 

(2) For simplification, only a subset of few averaged GPR 

backscatter is used and averaged to one representative 

GPR backscatter. An automatically selection of the GPR 

backscatter and hence use of all GPR backscatter along 

the track would simplify and enhance the evaluation of 

the GPR data. 

(3) The GPR backscatter of the identifiable reflectors in the 

radargram is only picked approximately in a depth of 3 m 

and 5-8 m. If the depth of the snow layers corresponds 

with the penetration depth of the SAR data is not assured. 

Therefore, the penetration depth of the space-borne SAR 

depending of different snow covers has to be better 

understood. 

Furthermore, in 2017 the GPR measurements are not 

repeated along the GPR track of 2016. Hence, both 

measurements differ in location and extent which hamper an 

analysis how the snow structure changed during the one year. 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

The GPR measurement provides relevant information about 

the stratification in the snow pack. Their measurements are 

very elaborative and only conducted along tracks. SAR data 

are often used to derive two-dimensional information of the 

presence and the type of snow. As SAR signals of different 

frequencies have different penetration depths in snow, the 

combination of different SAR frequencies can be used to 

derive information of the stratification in the snow pack. Our 

idea is to correlate and analyse SAR and GPR data in order 

to understand how the stratification of the snow pack could 

be derived of the SAR data. In our study, only the GPR 

backscatter of the top layer and the SAR backscatter of the 

X-Band of 2016 show a positive correlation. For further 

analyses a lot of aspects like different backscatter 

mechanism, different frequencies, and different acquisition 

geometries of GPR and SAR have to be equally considered. 

Nevertheless, a multi-sensor approach for the derivation of 

snow information like stratigraphy, water equivalent, or snow 

cover extent is indispensable.  
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1. はじめに 

南極氷床は主に氷河を介して氷を海へ排出するが、 
棚氷の存在が直接的な流出を抑制し、氷床の安定性

に大きな役割を果たしている。南極大陸の海岸線の

44％は棚氷で占められており [1]、海水位の上昇や棚

氷の座礁が解消されるといった現象が生じて棚氷が

流出すると、接地線（GL）の後退を促進させること

になるというモデル計算結果が報告されている [2]。
現在、氷河末端周辺である棚氷や浮氷舌は氷床の流

動の控え壁（buttress）として存在し、棚氷の後退や

氷厚が薄くなることが、氷河の流動速度を増加させ

ることになり、氷の海洋への排出が加速することに

つながることが示されている（e.g. [3]）。

近年、西南極においては、棚氷の底面融解により

氷河の流動速度は急速に速くなっており、氷床にお

ける積雪による涵養と海洋へ流出する消耗の和であ

る質量収支は、消耗量が涵養量を上回る状況にある 

[4]。一方、東南極における氷床の質量収支はほぼ均

衡していると考えられてきた [5]  [6]が、東南極で最

も速い流れをもつ白瀬氷河を排出口とする氷床の質

量収支が–1.9 Gt a–1 と求められ [7]、白瀬氷河周辺地

域においては消耗傾向にあると考えられる。また、

西南極と同じように、沖合からの暖かい海水の流入

により白瀬氷河の浮氷舌において底面融解が報告さ

れていることから [8]、東南極においても消耗傾向の

可能性が考えられる。 
白瀬氷河はその末端部がリュツォ・ホルム湾 

（LH）に浮かぶ浮氷舌として海に張り出し浮いてい

る。浮氷舌の周囲は LH における定着氷に囲まれて

おり、直接的な流失は抑制されていると考えられる 

[9]。浮氷舌の周辺を取り囲む定着氷の崩壊が LH の
最南部にまで及ぶと、それまで北方に伸びていた浮

氷舌は崩れて氷山となり流失する。浮氷舌の動態は

LH の定着氷の安定および不安定に関連しているこ

とが示されている [10]。白瀬氷河は 1980 年 3 月 [9]、
1988 年 1 月 [11]、1998 年 5 月 [12]に定着氷の大規模

な崩壊と流出が見られ、これに伴い氷河の浮氷舌の

多くも崩壊して流出した [13]。1998 年における浮氷

舌の流出は 198.8 km2 に及び、これに伴い浮氷舌の流

Fig. 1 Map of Lützow-Holm Bay, East Antarctica. The 
dashed rectangle defines the area of Shirase Glacier 
analyzed in the present study. 

出直後は流動速度が約 0.4 km a–1 の加速傾向が見られ

た [11]。
白瀬氷河末端の崩壊は 10 年周期であるとされて

きたが [14]、1998 年以降は 10 年を超えて白瀬氷河の

末端は前進を続けており、その崩壊は準周期的であ

ることが報告されている [10]。2015 年 3 月〜6 月に

かけて LH 湾における沖側定着氷の崩壊が見られ、

これに伴い白瀬氷河の GL における流動速度に約 0.1 
km a–1 の加速傾向が見られた [15]。2016 年 4 月には

白瀬氷河末端に及ぶ定着氷の崩壊と流出が見られ 

[16]、浮氷舌の一部が氷山となって流出したことが

光学センサによる取得画像から確認できた [17]。
西南極のみならず東南極においても、氷河末端部

が崩壊して氷山群となって突然流失することが注目

されている [18]。白瀬氷河においては浮氷舌だけで

なく、それを取り囲む LH の定着氷により、氷河の

直接的な流動を抑制されていると考えられることか

ら、氷河、浮氷舌および定着氷の流動速度を調べる

ことにより、これら流動速度の相互作用を明らかに 

することを目的とする。PALSAR-2 により取得され

るストリップマップ（高分解能）モードデータを用 
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Table 1 PALSAR-2 acquisition date in this study with 
landfast sea ice conditions 

range 

n pixel for range 
Pr47ary 47a31  S1/980ary 47a31  C980t4t498 92 6a802ast 4/1  

(i0, j0) 
• 

m pixel for azimuth 2 16/ 4/14  
2 16/1 /13  
2 17/ 3/3  
2 17/ 9/14  
2 17/1 /26  
2 18/ 3/29  
2 18/ 9/27  

2 16/ 4/28  
2 16/1 /27  
2 17/ 4/13  
2 17/ 9/28  
2 17/11/ 9  
2 18/ 4/12  
2 18/1 /11  

Br9k18 away  
D1v169p10 

Br9k18 away 
D1v169p10 
D1v169p10 

Br9k18 away 
D1v169p10  

As
Rs feature window 

azimuth 

• 
P (up, vp) 

Table 2 PALSAR-2 observation parameters used in this 
study 

Master image: X 

Slave image: Y 

46HelliHe 6lHiHude  )28 kA  
1.2 -.N  
(L-76nd  

6pproL. 2(.0 8A 
r6nge 1, 

6NiAuHh 2  
8 A  

(reG6Apled 
6pproL. 70.0 kA  

31.)O 
(7e6A no.1 

..  

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of image correlation between 
the master image (white scene behind) and the slave 
image (shadowed scene above). A feature window of n 
pixels for range and m pixels for azimuth is moved to 
maximize the correlation coefficient. 

36d6r frequen8y  

36d6r w6velengHh  

0uA7er of lookG  

2iLel reGoluHion 6fHer
ground r6nge 8onverGion 

4w6Hh WidHh  
す。白瀬氷河と氷河末端における定着氷の変動を調 

べることができた画像ペアは 7 ペアであった。Table 
1 に PALSAR-2 データの取得日とその取得日におけ

る定着氷の有無を示し、Table 2 には PALSAR-2 の解

析時の設定をまとめる。 

1ffn6dir ,ngle  

2ol6riN6Hion 

3. 解析方法 いて、氷河、浮氷舌および定着氷の流動速度の相互 

関係を調べた結果を記述する。 
位置合わせを行った画像ペアについて、画像相関 

法を適用することによりレーダ座標系（レンジ−ア
ジマス座標系）での流動オフセット量を求めた。画 

像相関法とは、画像ペアにおける同一地点の検出を 

両画像から取り出した小領域の一致を調べることに 

より行う方法である。Fig. 2 に画像相関法の概念図を示

す。ここで、参照画像をプライマリ画像、探索画 像

をセカンダリ画像と呼ぶことにする。小領域とし て

は𝑚𝑚 × 𝑛𝑛の相関窓が用いられ、小領域の一致は画像間

の相関係数𝑅𝑅が最大になる位置として検出する。

𝑅𝑅は式（1）によって求められる。

2. データ取得 

白瀬氷河と氷河末端における定着氷の流動速度を 

調べるため、ALOS-2 衛星に搭載された PALSAR-2 
データを使用した。ALOS-2 は宇宙航空研究開発機

構（Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency: JAXA）が H- 
II A ロケット 24 号機により、2014 年 5 月 24 日に打

ち上げた衛星である。ALOS-2 衛星は回帰日数が 14 
日であり、L バンドSAR（1.2 GHz）であるPALSAR- 
2  を搭載しており、白瀬氷河の同一場所の変動を最
短で 14 日間隔で調べることが可能である。ALOS-2 
の運用に係る基本観測シナリオ（EORC-JAXA）に
おいて、南極地域は原則として ScanSAR モードによ
る観測が設定されているが、ScanSAR  モードでは広域
を一度に観測できる（観測幅 350〜490  km）利点があ
る一方、ストリップマップモード（観測幅 50〜70  
km）と比較して地表分解能が一桁良くない。したが
って、南極氷河の流動速度の推定には、可能な 限り
ストリップマップモードによる観測が望ましい。

本報告では、PALSAR-2 の 2016 年 4 月から 2018 年
10 月までの同一観測パス（パス番号53 の降交軌道、

右観測）のストリップマップモードにより取得され
た、画像中心の入射角が 31.6º の HH 偏波データを使

用した。Fig. 1 に PALSAR-2 データの取得範囲を示

∑8 ∑7[-(.,/)0-1 ][3(.45,/46)031] 𝑅𝑅(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣) = （1） 
9∑8 ∑7[-(.,/)0-1 ]:9∑8 ∑7[3(.45,/46)031 ]:

ここで、𝑋𝑋(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)はプライマリ画像𝑋𝑋の座標がレンジ＝

𝑖𝑖、アジマス＝𝑗𝑗における画素値、𝑌𝑌(𝑖𝑖 + 𝑢𝑢, 𝑗𝑗 + 𝑣𝑣) は
(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)から(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)だけ移動したセカンダリ画像𝑌𝑌におけ

る画素値、𝑋𝑋1および𝑌𝑌1はそれぞれプライマリおよびセ

カンダリ画像のアジマス𝑚𝑚、レンジ𝑛𝑛の画素を包含

する小領域画像における平均画素値を示す。

流動オフセット量を求めるに当たり、相関窓の設

定は氷山になる段階の浮氷舌片の大きさ（およそ 1 
km2）を参考にして、128×128  ピクセルとした．式

（1）から𝑅𝑅が最大を達成するそれぞれのシフト量
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速度は近似値としては実用上問題ないと考えられる。 

なお，V の計測時間差は 14 日である。
流動速度の絶対値の推定誤差を±1 ピクセルとみなし

た場合は、±0.28 km a–1 求められる。氷河では、画像相
関法を適用する小領域は連続体とみなせること、位置

合わせを 0.1  ピクセル以内の誤差に収めている こと

を考慮すると、流動速度の相対精度は絶対精度 より
１桁は良いと考えられ、±0.03 km a–1 とみなせる。

4. 解析方法 

4.1 白瀬氷河の流動速度

白瀬氷河の中央流線における流動速度を求めた結
果を Fig. 3 に示す。この図の横軸は GL を基準とした
距離を表しており、0 から左方向は下流側へ GL から
距離が離れていくことを示し、縦軸は年間流動速度
に換算した結果を示している。Fig. 3 から、GL から
10 km 下流における白瀬氷河の7 ペアの平均流動速度
は、ほぼ GL における氷河の流動速度 [15]と同様の
2.31±0.03 km a–1 であり、標準偏差 0.04 km a–1 であっ
た。この流動速度が GL から下流 10 km までほぼ一
定で推移する傾向は、1996 年より求められた流動速
度の分布 [15]と同様であり 20 年以上継続していると
考えられる。したがって、GL 周辺の流動速度につ
いては、白瀬氷河末端周辺における定着氷の安定／ 
不安定との関連性は低いと見られる。一方、GL よ
り下流 40 km 地点から下流域においては、浮氷舌末
端にかけて流動速度が速くなる傾向にあるが、LH 
内の定着氷の存在の有無や浮氷舌の長さにより、浮
氷舌末端にかけて流動速度が速くなる傾向が異なる
ことが分かった。 

2016 年における定着氷の崩壊は、白瀬氷河末端に

到達し、その後に再凍結したことから、2016 年 4 月
14 日〜4 月 28 日の画像ペアと比較して 2016 年 10 月 

13 日〜10 月 27 日の画像ペアにおける白瀬氷河の流

動速度に差は見られなかった。 
2017 年における定着氷の流出に伴い白瀬氷河の浮

氷舌が流出し、浮氷舌末端が約 15 km の後退が見ら
れた。これに伴い、2016 年 10 月 13 日〜10 月 27 日
の画像ペアと比較して 2017 年 3 月 30 日〜4 月 13 日
の画像ペアでは、GL より下流 40 km 地点から浮氷舌
末端へと平均で 0.05 km a–1 流動速度が速くなる傾向
が見られた。その後、LH は再凍結したが、2017 年 9 
月 14 日〜9 月 28 日および 2017 年 10 月 26 日〜11 月
9 日の画像ペアにおいては、GL より下流 40 km 地点

から浮氷舌末端へと平均で 0.17 km a–1 流動速度が速

くなる傾向が見られた。 

2018 年における定着氷の崩壊は、白瀬氷河末端に

は到達しなかったが大きく流出していることが見ら

れた。これに伴い、2017 年 10 月 26 日〜11 月 9 日の

画像ペアと比較して 2018 年 3 月 29 日〜4 月 12 日の

画像ペアでは、GL より下流 40〜60 km 地点において

Fig. 3 Profile of ice flow velocity in central stream of 
Shirase Glacier. Dashed line (solid line) indicates fast 
ice under stable condition (unstable condition). 

(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)が分かれば、アジマスおよびレンジ方向の 1 ピ 

クセル当たりの地表分解能𝐴𝐴  、𝑅𝑅  を用いて、レーダA A 

座標系における各方向の流動オフセット量である𝐴𝐴B、

𝑅𝑅Cは、式（2）により簡単に計算できる。

𝐴𝐴B = 𝐴𝐴A × 𝑣𝑣 
𝑅𝑅C  = 𝑅𝑅A × 𝑢𝑢 

（2） 

ここで、𝐴𝐴Bおよび𝑅𝑅Cと地表面系における東西、南北、鉛
直方向の流動オフセット成分𝑈𝑈E、𝑈𝑈F、𝑈𝑈Bとの間には以下
の関係がある（e.g. [19]）。

𝑅𝑅C  = cos 𝜙𝜙 sin 𝜃𝜃 𝑈𝑈E − sin 𝜙𝜙 sin 𝜃𝜃 𝑈𝑈F − cos 𝜃𝜃 𝑈𝑈B
𝐴𝐴B = sin 𝜃𝜃 𝑈𝑈E  + cos 𝜃𝜃 𝑈𝑈F

ここで、𝜙𝜙は衛星の飛行方向（北から時計回りに

正）、𝜃𝜃はマイクロ波の入射角である。本研究では、

鉛直方向の速度成分を𝑈𝑈B ~ 0と近似することにより、

式（3）はより簡単な式（4）へと変換できる。

（3） 

𝑈𝑈F  = cos 𝜙𝜙 𝐴𝐴B − (sin 𝜙𝜙 / sin 𝜃𝜃)𝑅𝑅C
𝑈𝑈E = sin 𝜙𝜙 𝐴𝐴B + (cos 𝜙𝜙 / sin 𝜃𝜃)𝑅𝑅C

（4） 

以上から、流動速度 V は式（5）により求められる。

𝑉𝑉T = 𝑈𝑈T + 𝑈𝑈T = 𝐴𝐴T + (𝑅𝑅  / sin 𝜃𝜃)T （5） F E U C 

つまり、地表面系での流動オフセット量の絶対値𝑉𝑉T 

はレーダ座標系での流動オフセット量を地表面投影 

した量の絶対値と等価であることが分かる。しかし、

鉛直方向の速度成分を 0 と近似していることから、流

動速度の厳密解を求めていることにはならないが、本

流域で想定される鉛直速度の水平速度に対する割 合

から、式（5）により求められる白瀬氷河の流動
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km a–1 速くなった。2017 年 10 月 26 日〜11 月 9 日の
画像ペアにおいては、浮氷舌末端付近から GL より
下流 85 km 地点（距離にして 20 km）へと流動速度
が 0.35 km a–1 遅くなり、GL より下流 85〜110 km 地
点においては流動速度に差が見られず 0.17 km a–1 で
あった。GL より下流 120 km 地点へと再び流動速度
が遅くなり、GL より下流 125 km 地点まで流動速度
が 0 km a–1 となったが、GL より下流 125〜160 km 地
点へと流動速度が 0.56 km a–1 速くなった。

2018 年 9 月 27 日〜10 月 11 日の画像ペアにおいて

は、浮氷舌末端付近から GL より下流 85 km 地点（距

離にして 15 km）へと流動速度が 2.12 km a–1 遅くな

った。GL より下流 85〜110km 地点においては、先

の減速傾向よりも緩やかとなり流動速度が 0.27 km 
a–1 遅くなった。GL より下流 130 km 地点までは流動

速度が 0 km a–1 となったが、GL より下流 130〜160 
km 地点へと流動速度が 0.34 km a–1 速くなった。  

5. 考察

白瀬氷河末端部を取り囲む定着氷は、2016 年 4 月
以前が多年氷であり定着氷の状態としては安定して
いた。しかし、2016 年 4 月には白瀬氷河末端に及ぶ

定着氷の崩壊と流出が見られて以降、本論文の解析
期間である 2018 年 10 月 11 日まで氷河末端を取り囲

む定着氷は一年氷であった。この定着氷の不安定化
に伴う流動速度の変化は、2016 年 4 月 14 日〜4 月 28 
日の画像ペアを基準として、GL より 40 km 下流から

氷河末端部における平均流動速度を比較する結果、 

0.11 km a–1 の加速が見られた。

2017 年における定着氷の流出に伴い、白瀬氷河

の浮氷舌末端が約 15 km の後退が見られた。これに

伴い、GL より 40 km 下流から氷河末端部における流
動速度は 2016 年と比較して 2017 年は速くなり、

2017 年 9 月 14 日〜9 月 28 日および 2017 年 9 月 14 日
の画像ペアから 2018 年 3 月 29 日〜4 月 12 日の画像

ペアに至るまで流動速度は顕著に速いことが Fig.  3 
から分かり、定着氷の存在する 2016 年 10 月 13 日〜
10 月 27 日の画像ペアと比較して、0.20〜0.38 km a–1 

の加速が見られた。 

白瀬氷河末端部を取り囲む定着氷は秋季に流出し 

[16]、とくに、2018 年 3 月 29 日〜4 月 12 日の画像ペ

アの浮氷舌末端においては、本報告の解析期間にお

いて最も速い流動速度の 2.93 km a–1 であった。近年

において白瀬氷河末端が最も後退したのは 1998 年 4 
月であり、この時の浮氷舌末端における流動速度は 
3.32 km a–1 であったことから [11]、2018 年 3 月 29 日 

〜4 月 12 日の画像ペアにおける浮氷舌末端における

流動速度と同程度であることが分かった。したがっ

て、2018 年における LH の定着氷および白瀬氷河の

浮氷舌の流出規模は、1998 年における流出規模に類

似すると考えられた。この理由に、氷河下層への暖 

Fig. 4 Profile of landfast ice displacement in Lützow- 
Holm Bay along flow line of Shirase Glacier. Gray pairs 
are not shown because there is no landfast ice. 

は流動速度に差は見られないが、GL より下流 60 km 
地点から浮氷舌末端へと白瀬氷河の流動速度が速く
なっており、浮氷舌末端においては流動速度が 0.17 
km a–1 速いことが分かった。その後、LH は再凍結し
た結果、2018 年 9 月 27 日〜10 月 11 日の画像ペアで
は、GL より下流 45 km 地点から浮氷舌末端へと流動
速度が遅くなる傾向が見られた。とくに、GL より
下流 55 km 地点から浮氷舌末端へ大きく減速し、浮
氷舌末端における流動速度は、2016 年 10 月 13 日〜

10 月27 日の画像ペアにおける浮氷舌末端の流動速度

とほぼ同じになった。

4.2 氷河末端の定着氷の流動速度

Fig. 3  と同様に、白瀬氷河流線の延長上にある定着
氷における流動速度を求めた結果を Fig. 4 に示す。こ

の図から、白瀬氷河末端に接している地点から沖 側

へと距離が離れると共に定着氷の流動速度は遅く な
り、GL から下流 125 km 地点を境にして沖側へと流動

速度が速くなる傾向が見られた。具体的には、 

2016 年 10 月 13 日〜10 月 27 日の画像ペアにおいて

は、白瀬氷河の浮氷舌末端付近から GL より下流 90 
km 地点（距離にして15 km）へと流動速度が1.88 km 
a–1 遅くなった。GL より下流 90〜125 km 地点におい

ては流動速度にほとんど差が見られず平均で 0.44 km 
a–1 であったが、GL より下流 125〜160 km 地点へと

流動速度が 0.62 km a–1 速くなった。

2017 年 9 月 14 日〜9 月 28 日の画像ペアにおいて

は、浮氷舌末端付近から GL より下流 80 km 地点（距離

にして 15 km）へと流動速度が 0.17 km a–1 遅くなり、

GL より下流 80〜110 km 地点においては流動速度に差

が見られず 0.17 km a–1 であった。GL より下流120 km 
地点へと再び流動速度が遅くなり、GL より下流 140 
km 地点まで流動速度が 0 km a–1 となったが、

GL より下流 140〜160 km 地点へと流動速度が 0.21 
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水流入と関係している可能性があるが [8]、本報告に

おいてはその詳細を理解するには至らなかった。 

Fig.  4 から、白瀬氷河を取り囲む定着氷が氷河末
端部から 15〜55 km 程度動いていることが見られ、
氷河が定着氷を押していることが明らかとなった。
この定着氷の流動パターンは、（1）2016 年 4 月 14 
日〜4 月 28 日および 2018 年 9 月 27 日〜10 月 11 日の
画像ペアと、（2）2017 年 9 月 14 日〜9 月 28 日およ
び 2017 年 10 月 26 日〜11 月 9 日の画像ペアの大きく

2 つに分けられる。

（1）のパターンでは、氷河末端から氷河末端に

接する定着氷への流動速度の伝播が 92%である一方

で、（2）のパターンでは、氷河末端から氷河末端 に

接する定着氷への流動速度の伝播が 16%であった。

（1）のパターンでは、氷河末端における流動速度

が定着氷へ十分に伝播される結果、（2）のパター

ンと比較して氷河の流動速度を抑制していると考え

られる。

（2）のパターンでは、氷河末端における流動速

度が定着氷へ伝播される割合が小さく、氷河の流動

の抑制効果が弱いと考えられた。なお、これらのパ

ターンの氷河末端における流動速度の差は 0.20 km a– 
1 であった。

以上から、いずれのパターンにおいても白瀬氷河

末端部を取り囲む定着氷の存在は、氷河の直接的な

流出に対して控え壁の役割であることが分かった。 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ice sheets are acknowledged by WMO and UNFCCC as 
an Essential Climate Variable (ECV) needed to make 
significant progress in the generation of global climate 
models. Information requirements include ice velocity 
(IV), grounding line position (GP), Ice front position 
(IP), all of which can be derived using spaceborne SAR 
data [1,2]. 
We are funded through a NASA MEaSUREs project to 
generate high-quality Earth Science Data Records 
(ESDR) in Antarctica. To do so, we utilize multi-
mission spaceborne SAR data and, more recently, 
optical data. Our primary information products are ice 
velocity and grounding line position, but we also 
provide ice front position as well as basin boundaries. 
Our maps are provided continent-wide, though coverage 
is limited by the data availability for the corresponding 
observation period. A list of available products is 
provided in section 5. 
The primary objective of this report is to evaluate the 
utility of ALOS-PALSAR and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 
data for ice sheet monitoring, particularly when used in 
combination with other available data sources. We 
show the utility of L-band data for both ice velocity and 
grounding line measurements and highlight some 
limitations of the mission. 
The initial focus of the project was continent-wide for 
ALOS PALSAR because of the availability of dedicated 
large-area interferometry SAR (InSAR) coverage. Data 
were acquired campaign style between 2006 and 2010. 
For ALOS-2 PALSAR-2, a more regional approach was 
envisioned, mainly due to limited access to stripmap 
InSAR data from the mission. The original area of 
interest was the Antarctic Peninsula, but we have been 
working with JAXA to define a number of key 
geographic areas to maximize the scientific impact of 
the data acquisitions.  

2. DATA

Between 2006 and 2010 annual large scale ALOS 
PALSAR acquisition campaigns were undertaken in 
Antarctica. Specifically, the entire visible area using 
right looking mode was covered with 46-day repeat 
InSAR acquisitions, thus providing a unique L-band 
data set for the region. The data were acquired in series 
of two to three consecutive passes. Despite the 46-day 
repeat, L-band PALSAR data displays higher 
correlation than the 12-, 24- or 35-day repeat C-band 
data such as RADARSAT-2, ENVISAT/ASAR or 
Sentinel-1, and proves instrumental particularly in 

coastal areas. On the other hand, PALSAR data are 
affected by ionospheric noise, especially near the 
magnetic South Pole in East Antarctica. 
ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 has a 14-day repeat orbit, which is 
advantageous over ALOS PALSAR as data correlation 
is even higher, particularly for fast glaciers. The shorter 
repeat will reduce the signal to noise ratio for 
ionospheric noise, so ionospheric perturbations have a 
greater impact, especially in slow moving areas. No 
Antarctica-wide interferometric acquisition strategy is 
in place, and access to stripmap data is restricted due to 
a limitation on data quotas. Throughout the project, we 
worked with JAXA to identify regions of interest (i.e. 
fast glaciers) where a smaller number of acquisitions 
has a high scientific impact given the sensor properties. 
These areas include the Antarctic Peninsula, the 
Amundsen Sea Embayment, and the Getz Coast in West 
Antarctica, as well as Totten and Denman Glaciers in 
East Antarctica.  

3. METHODOLOGY

The primary method to measure ice sheet velocity from 
spaceborne SAR data is speckle tracking [1]. Clear 
advantages of the method include its robustness and the 
availability of 2-D measurements from a single data 
pair. Using the method, we have published the first 
continent-wide ice velocity map for Antarctica [2] and 
an ice sheet wide ice velocity map of Greenland [3]. 
Our processing infrastructure is built on well-
established methods [2,5,8], more than 20 years of 
expertise in the field, and long term funding to produce 
and provide Earth Science Data Records for Antarctica. 
We also integrate optical data processed with feature 
tracking [8] into our ESDR production. For this, we 
synergistically process SAR and optical data, 
automatically calibrate the resulting velocity maps and 
merge them to seamless, ice sheet wide products. This 
approach allows us to provide annual mosaics of ice 
motion in Antarctica (and Greenland) with all available 
data acquired in a particular year [8]. 
A detailed description of our technical approach is 
provided in [5,8]. We use single look complex images 
in stripmap mode (CEOS format at the processing level 
1.1). To process ice velocity, we derive displacement-
offset maps from successive PALSAR or PALSAR-2 
pairs. The offset map is calculated using ampcor from 
JPL’s ROI_PAC package. For speckle tracking results, 
ionospheric artifacts in the L-band were mitigated by 
averaging multiple measurements or, for large streaks, 
identifying and masking the streaks before averaging. 
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A second, more accurate method to measure ice 
velocity from spaceborne SAR is to utilize the 
sensitivity of the interferometric phase to displacement 
in rage direction [9]. This approach has a more stringent 
data requirement, as it requires data to be collected in 
both ascending and descending direction. No single 
mission to date provides such coverage, we achieve it 
by mixing data from different sensors acquired over 
multiple years. The resulting ice velocity product is 
vastly more accurate, particularly in areas of slow ice 
flow. For fast flowing areas, the method cannot be used, 
so we generate a high-precision Antarctica-wide 
reference map by combining phase-based velocity 
measurements with tracking based maps. A detailed 
description of the method and the product is provided in 
[11]. Ionospheric perturbations do affect the L-and 
interferometric phase, however, the impact can be 
greatly reduced using a split band method [10]. Figure 1 
shows a comparison of six interferograms of a single 
track with a reference data set before and after 
ionosphere correction. We subsequently employed the 
correction algorithm on the entire available ALOS-
PALSAR data set.  
 

 
Fig. 1: Antarctic time series slant range ice 

velocity measurement without (top) and with 
(bottom) ionospheric correction. Shown in gray is 
the tracking-based reference ice velocity from 
MEaSUREs. [10] 
 
The grounding line of a glacier is the boundary where 
the ice starts to float in ocean waters. The floating 
section moves up and down with rising and falling tide. 
The resulting vertical displacement can be measured 
using a spaceborne SAR using double difference 
interferometry [3,6,7]. The method requires the 
availability of two interferometric pairs (generated 
either with three consecutive acquisitions, or two times 
two consecutive acquisitions). We have already shown 
grounding line measurements with ALOS PALSAR 
data [3], however, the shorter revisit time of ALOS-2 
PALSAR-2 is highly advantageous for this application. 
 

4. ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 OFFSET SHIFTS 
 
We found for early ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 data that the 
range displacement component is affected by strong 
shift in range direction, which was related to the single 
look complex data provided by JAXA (see Fig. 2). Due 
to these shifts, we were not able to integrate the offset 
maps based on the data in our tracking-based ice 
velocity products. This issue has also been identified by 
JAXA and was subsequently resolved.  
 

 

Fig. 2: Example range component of a 
displacement field shown on left and corresponding 
phase interferogram shown on right. Horizontal 
streaks are clearly visible on the offset map. This 
issue has since been resolved by JAXA. 

 
5. MEASURES EARTH SCIENCE DATA 

RECORDS 
 
Our efforts resulted in a number of ESDR’s that are 
freely available for use: 
http://nsidc.org/data/measures/data_summaries 
 

• MEaSUREs Phase-Based Antarctica Ice 
Velocity Map, V1 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0754  

• MEaSUREs Annual Antarctic Ice Velocity 
Maps 2000-2020, V1 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0720  

• MEaSUREs Antarctic Boundaries for IPY 
2007-2009 from Satellite Radar, V2 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0709  

• MEaSUREs InSAR-Based Antarctica Ice 
Velocity Map, V2 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0484  

• MEaSUREs Antarctic Grounding Line from 
Differential Satellite Radar Interferometry, V2 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0498  

• MEaSUREs InSAR-Based Ice Velocity of the 
Amundsen Sea Embayment, Antarctica, V1 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0545  

• MEaSUREs InSAR-Based Ice Velocity Maps 
of Central Antarctica: 1997 and 2009, V1 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0525  

 
Our original continent-wide Antarctica ice velocity map 
is based on speckle tracking of data collected using 
ALOS/PALSAR along with ENVISAT/ASAR, 
RADARSAT-1&-2, Sentinel-1a/b, ERS-1/2, TerraSAR-
X and Landsat-8. Based on our expertise, we also 
produced annual time series of surface ice velocity of 
the Antarctic Ice Sheet between 2000 and 2020, as 
shown in Figure 3 [5]. Both data sets were processed 
using speckle or feature tracking and are published at 
the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). The 
latest generation Landsat satellite (Landsat-8) proved to 
be a useful addition to the suite of SAR satellites 
providing data for our products. We process SAR and 
optical data in a synergistic fashion, automatically 
calibrate, mosaic, and integrate these data sets together 
into seamless, ice-sheet-wide products.  
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Fig. 3: MEaSUREs Annual Antarctic Ice 

Velocity Maps 2000-2020, V1 [8]. 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0720 
 
The aforementioned products are solely based on 
tracking methods (speckle tracking for SAR, feature 
tracking for optical), which limits the accuracy on the 
ice motion to about 10 m/yr, which impacts the 
determination of flow direction in slow moving areas. 
These limitations impact our ability to accurately define 
drainage basins of glaciers in the region or to model and 
understand the ice flow in slow moving areas. 
The utilization of the InSAR phase allows to measure 
ice velocity much more accurately, particularly in slow 
areas in the interior of the ice sheet. This advantage 
comes at the cost of more stringent data requirements. 
While speckle tracking provides 2d flow results from a 
single pair, InSAR phase analysis requires data acquired 
in ascending and descending orbits to combine two 
range-only velocity vectors to form a 2d flow map [9] 
[11]. We solved this issue by combining ascending and 
descending InSAR phases from Envisat/ASAR (or 
ERS) with ALOS/PALSAR, ALOS-2/PALSAR-2, 
COSMO-SkyMed, RADARSAT-1/&-2 or 
TandDEM/TerraSAR-X and achieve phase-based IV 
coverage for more than 71% of the area [11]. In areas of 
fast flow on the coast, InSAR phase analysis is no 
longer possible due to phase decorrelation. Due to the 
high signal, tracking-based results have an excellent 
SNR for these regions and combining tracking with 
phase-based results leads to the most precise ice 
velocity reference map of Antarctica to date (see Figure 
4). 
 

 
Fig. 4: MEaSUREs Phase-Based Antarctica 

Ice Velocity Map, V1 [11]. 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0754 
Contributions of the various missions are shown in 
the top row. 
 
Figure 5 shows the published grounding line product 
[3,6,7] divided by sensor as well as by year of data 
acquisition. All grounding lines were measured using 
double difference interferograms by utilizing the 
sensitivity of the interferometric phase to vertical 
displacement due to tide lift of the floating portion of 
the ice. Grounding mapping efforts are ongoing, 
particularly using Sentinel-1, RADARSAT-2, and 
Cosmo SkyMED.  
 

6. ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 EXAMPLE RESULTS 
 
In an effort to evaluate ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 data for ice 
sheet monitoring, JAXA kindly agreed to acquire, on a 
best effort basis, repeat pass interferometric data in a 
few key areas, where acquisitions with limited 
geographic coverage still have significant scientific 
impact. Figure 6 shows a sample ice velocity map for 
Denman Glacier in East Antarctica, Figure 7 shows a 
double difference interferogram of two adjacent frames 
in the region. Data correlation is excellent and the 
differential tide leads to a vertical displacement of the 
floating portion of the ice resulting in a dense fringe 
pattern that allows the delineation of the grounding line 
position. Grounding line measurements were not 
possible for all areas where data is available, due to 
phase decorrelation on fast flowing areas. Tracking 
results show generally good correlation. The sensitivity 
of L-band data to vertical displacement is smaller 
compared to C- or X-band data resulting in fewer 
fringes for the same differential tide.  
 

 
Fig. 5: MEaSUREs Antarctic Grounding 

Line from Differential Satellite Radar 
Interferometry, V2 [3,6,7]. 
http://nsidc.org/data/NSIDC-0498 
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Fig. 6: Denman Glacier, East Antarctica. 

ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 based ice velocity map example. 
The color scale is the same as shown in Figures 3 
and 4. 
 

7. SUMMARY 
 
We evaluate interferometric L-band SAR data from 
ALOS PALSAR and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 for their 
utility for ice sheet monitoring. The higher correlation 
of L-band data compared to data with shorter 
wavelength makes PALSAR and PALSAR-2 excellent 
instruments to land ice. The large area ALOS PALSAR 
acquisition campaigns conducted between 2006 and 
2010 provided a significant contribution to the first 
speckle tracking based ice velocity map of Antarctica. 
The data also proved instrumental to the newer InSAR 
phase based reference ice velocity map, which has a 
reduced error (smaller by an order of magnitude), 
particularly in areas of slow flow. To achieve the result, 
ionosphere correction had to be applied to the L-band 
InSAR results. The shorter revisit time of ALOS-2 
PALSAR-2 leads to even higher correlation and allows 
better grounding line measurements where a differential 
tide signal is present. 
The developed acquisition plan (best effort InSAR 
acquisitions in targeted high-impact areas), together 
with the examples shown, illustrates how ALOS-2 
PALSAR-2 can be used for ice sheet monitoring with 
high scientific impact, while not affecting the BOS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanism of arctic ice sheet migration is not yet 
fully   identified. Glacial    movement,    specifically    that 
involving supra/under glacial hydrological channel 
activities, may hold the key for understanding the 
acceleration of Artic/Greenland’s ice sheet change and 
needs to be investigated in depth and established as an 
integrated   model.  Therefore,   we tried to identify firstly 
the interconnected processes between sub glacier melt 
water flow and glacial migration employing mainly ALOS 
data sets from RA-6, and also the model establishments of 
the involved processes. The test area on which above 
studies were conducted, w a s  e s t a b l i s h e d  in the 
Russell glacier in western Greenland. A large number of 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) and 
optical satellite image analyses has been processed in the 
contexts of ice sheet migration and supra/under glacial 
hydrological channel activities. In parallel, intensive 
hydrodynamic modellings based on the parameters and 
satellite data sets of this study were performed on the high 
speed processors. The results from these  remote  sensing  
and/or  modelling  are  being compared  and  validated  
against  published  bedrock heights and ice thicknesses.  
We are expecting that the output of this study and the 
proposed method will be  extended  to  a  comprehensive  
scheme  to  tackle  the issues  of  ice  sheet  change 
occurring  in  the  Greenland costal   area.   Thus,   hereby   
we   reported   the progresses of this study and discussed 
the importance of outcomes together with future 
perspective 

2. BACKGROUDS

The changes of ice sheet in Greenland have been traced 
through various remote sensing observations. However, it 
was realized that the uncertainties in the observed change 
of ice sheet were not fully addressed. Therefore, we 
devised and tested a scheme employing multiple sensor 
satellite data and the data fusion to spatially and temporally 
monitor the migration of glacier with high accuracy. Firstly, 
InSAR campaigns using ALOS Phased Array type L-band 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) and Sentinel-1 pairs 
were applied to monitor the glacial change. In terms of data 
fusion aspect, we then employed pixel tracing method by 
co-registration of ALOS Panchromatic Remote-sensing 
Instrument for Stereo Mapping (PRISM)  optical images 

over target area to compensate for any line-of-sight glacial 
movement resulted by the InSAR analysis. To securely 
trace individual pixel, high accuracy sub-pixel co-
registration algorithm was developed. Meanwhile, 
SAR/InSAR pairs were also applied to test the amplitude 
tracking method in the same manner. To address the 
temporal difference between the acquisition of SAR and 
optical images, the velocity vectors considering seasonal 
mean migration were interpolated. At last, the outputs from 
analyses were incorporated to build an effective 3D 
movement tracing over Russell glacier. Furthermore, in 
order to investigate the glacial migration process, the 
hydrodynamic simulations employing Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) of optical stereo pairs over meltwater 
outflow channels, such as Akuliarusiarsuup Kuua and 
Qinnguata Kuussua from Russell glacier, were conducted 
simultaneously with the tracking of the geometric 
movement of glacier. The overall results were anticipated 
to be incorporated for the understanding of long term 
change of Russell glacier. The characteristics of test areas 
and employed data sets were summarized as follows. 

2.1. Target area 

The test site was established in Russell Glacier which is 
an outlet glacier in West Greenland (approximately 67.02 
N; 50.15 W). This place gained a significant scientific 
interests by the potential association with the episodic 
drainage of supra glacial lake (Shepherd et al., 2009 [1]; 
Fitzpatrick et al., 2014 [2]). The glacial change in 
Russell glacier has been obvious for the last century and 
significant fluvial flows occur in meltwater outflow 
channels. The proposed monitoring strategy was applied 
for observations of ablation zone of Russell glacier (Figure 
1), which is one of the most scientifically interesting 
areas over the entire Greenland ice sheet. In addition to 
the scientific value of this area, since all of these glaciers 
are land-terminating glaciers which are independent of 
the tidal and calving effect, and are being at the edge of 
the Greenland ice sheet, where the most significant 
indicators of changes in the Greenland ice sheet are 
located. Hence, the relatively simple glacier dynamics 
ensures the application and validation of our monitoring 
approach. 

Final Report on the 6th ALOS-2 Research Announcement
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Figure 1. The location of Russell glacier and the instance 
o f  glacial migration captured in LANDSAT-8 and   ALOS   
PRISM  (acquired   on 2010/10/12). The outlet channel of 
Russell glacier was presented also (photo provided by 
ASIAQ). 
 
2.2 Data sets 
 
The strategy proposed in this study required a large 
amount of the latest optical and SAR images. Extensive 
offset  tracking  and  InSAR  were  applied  over  L  band 
ALOS PALSAR 1 and 2 time series observations. C band 
Sentinel-1 and ALOS PRISM optical imagery were 
employed   together  with  c o m p l e m e n t a r y    data  
sets. In addition, LANDSAT/Sentinel-2 optical image and 
auxiliary data sets from aerial/ground observation were 
fused with the data sets from space borne assets. 
 
2.2.1 ALOS PALSAR and Sentinel-1 SAR data 
sets 
 
For all those purposes, time series satellite data need to be 
accumulated  for  long-term  period  and  extensive  spatial 
area.   Although   various   public   domain   satellite   data 
together with a large stock of popular EO imagery such as 
LANDSAT,  Sentinel-2  and MODIS  are available,  SAR 
imagery, specially L ALOS PALSAR 1 and 2 images, 
is the most useful considering frequent cloud over in  artic 

area. Although L ALOS PALSAR 1 and 2 is effective for 
the  purpose   of   this   study   due   to  their   high   phase 
coherences, calibration procedure to suppress error 
component is essential as the highly obvious ionospheric 
errors  are  frequently  populated  especially  with  L  band 
SAR image and artic environments. Therefore advanced 
processing techniques by external/internal error maps is 
essential with ALOS PALSAR 1 and 2. Since the 
developments for the L band SAR error addressing are 
actively undergoing, we only employed limited number of 
ALOS PALSAR 1 and 2 images. To compensate 
insufficient number of PALSAR 1 and 2, the latest ESA 
C-band Sentinel-1 images were used in this study. We 
selected images in the interferometric wide swath (IW) 
mode, which corresponds to the terrain observation with 
progressive scans in azimuth (TOPS). This setting ensures 
the along-track and cross-track uncertainties are within 50 
m and 10 m at the 1σ level. The high spatial resolution (4 
m  ×  14  m)  of  Sentinel-1  guarantees  that  the  glacier 
surface  can  be  detected  in  detail.  The  intensity 
information  stored  in  the  level  1  single  look  complex 
(SLC)  product  was  exploited,  and  the  HH  polarization 
was chosen for its high SNR and better quality of ground 
feature. 
 
2.2.2 Optical images and auxiliary data 
 
We obtained NASA’s Landsat-8 data, and its band 8 
(panchromatic) channel with the resolution of 15 m was 
chosen for offset tracking processing. To acquire ortho- 
rectified   images,   the   L1T   (precision   ortho-corrected 
product with GCPs and DEMs) product was used, which 
ensures that the uncertainty of geodetic pixels is under 12 
m and the band-to-band co-registration is under 4.5 m, 
at the 90% level of confidence. The uses of LANDSAT or 
Sentinel-2 as complementary data sets is for 1) the base 
imagery   for   pixel   tracking   once   after   the   geodetic 
accuracy  of them were confirmed;  2) the determination 
of the water levels of the channel connected to glacier. 
ALOS PRISM images were highly useful because of their 
relatively high resolution (2.5m in nadir) and the easy and 
robust sensor data which are essential for stereo analyses, 
consequently for 3D reconstruction of glacier. It was 
appeared  that  stereo  data  source  from  mainly  ALOS 
PRISM  was  highly  useful  to  construct  the  topography 
over Russell with the far better resolution and quality than 
public domain digital topography such as Greenland 
Mapping Project (GIMP) and Advanced Spaceborne 
Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) 
DEM. To compare with the resultant surface glacier 
velocity, we used the ice velocity data provided by 
ESA’s Greenland Ice   Sheet   CCI   project.  
The  outcome  is  the 500-m-resolution  gridded  velocity  
and  a  1  year  static average, from October 2015 to 
October 2016, which is much coarser compared with our 
results; however, the overall patterns and magnitudes 
should be comparable. Furthermore,  because  subglacial  
topography  is regarded as  an   indispensable   factor   of   
glacier   dynamics   and meltwater  storage,  the  bedrock  
topography  and  the  ice thickness data derived from 
NASA’s Operation IceBridge mission  as well as the 
surface temperature  provided  by which included in   the 
Sea-level Response to Ice Sheet Evolution (SeaRISE) 
project   were used in parallel. The IceBridge   ice  
thickness   was  extracted   using  a  radar sounding    
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technique,    and    bedrock    topography    was obtained 
by subtracting the ice thickness from the surface DEM 
further deduced. 
 

3. METHODS 
 
All tasks in the study were conducted in three stages: 1) 
collecting 3D migration vectors combining L and C band 
InSAR analysis, together  with  the  in-house  pixel  
tracking  method employing optical flow and sub-pixel 
refinement; 2) a 2D hydrodynamic  simulation  based  on  
the  channel bathymetry,  which  was  driven  from  
calibrated LANDSAT   images   together   with   along-
track   ALOS PRISM stereo DTM; and 3) the model 
inversion to extract the bedrock height and the physical 
processes under the glaciers. The details are described as 
follows. 
 
3.1 Glacier tracking methods 
 
Remote   sensing   algorithms   to   observe   the   glacial 
movement in this study includes  
a) InSAR & pixel tracking with ALOS PALSAR, 

PALSAR-2,   Sentinnel-1.   Pros   are   relatively high 
spatial resolution and full independency of observation 
on climate condition. However bad coherence/co-
registration over snow/ice cover together with 
ionospheric errors frequently misleads the interpretation. 
Also it is necessary to recognize the detection capability 
of velocity vector of InSAR is limited only in Line of 
Sight (LOS) direction. Because the movement vectors 
derived  using  different  techniques  are  in different 
directions, which are decided by the sensing  incidence  
angle  and  satellite  heading angle , it is difficult to 
compare them directly. 

b) Stereo  analysis  with  ALOS  PRISM  or  other stereo 
image sources. Most of stereo matching algorithm 
usually doesn't work over ice fields. In addition, cloud 
coverage makes problem in acquisition  time.  However, 
high spatial resolution   upto   5-10m   with   ALOS   
PRISM enable to process high quality DEM in this case. 
Although there is a possible correlation between the 
water flow in connecting channel and glacial migration 
speed, the constant in-suit measurement of water flows 
over test area is not feasible. Instead, the correlation 
between simulated hydrodynamic flow and glacial 
migration can be investigated for such purposes. 

 
3.2. Basal condition estimation by numerical ice sheet model 
 
Based  on  our  remotely  sensing  observations,  we could 
identify the spatial pattern of glacial surface motion; 
however,  it  is  not  sufficient  to  understand  the  friction 
condition  of  ice/bedrock   interface  which  is  a  strong 
predictor of glacial dynamics. Thus, we employed the ice 
sheet   model   (ISM)   and   further   explored   the   basal 
conditions in the line with our remote sensing observation. 
The   basal   condition   is   extracted   through   the   ISM 
inversion process, including four steps: (1) importing the 
surface velocity, (2) setting up the ice flow equations, (3) 
analyzing the boundary conditions, and (4) inverting the 
basal  friction.  First, to  analyze  and  compare  seasonal 
differences,  we considered  the ISM within  summertime 
and wintertime velocities, separately. Then, a 3D higher- 
order   model   [3,4]   was   employed,   which   takes   into 

account  the  vertical  shear  together  with  the  membrane 
stress of each layer, but ignores the bridging effect of the 
ice sheet. Because the Russel glacier is a land-terminating 
glacier, which neither overlaps with the sea nor features 
floating  ice, and because  the atmospheric  pressure  over 
the  ice  sheet  surface  can  be  ignored,  the  ice/bedrock 
boundary  is the only interface  that should  be analyzed. 
The  drag  friction  condition  of  grounded  ice  can  be 
captured using the following linear relationship [5,6]:  
 

τ 𝛼 𝑣  (1) 
where τ is   the   horizontal   velocity   tangential   to  the 
ice/bedrock interface,  𝛼 is the friction coefficient, and 𝑣  is 
the  shear  stress  or  basal  traction.  Then, the variation 
inversion   is   employed   to   iteratively   solve   the   cost 
function for minimization of the discrepancy between the 
input observed velocity  and  output  modeled  velocity. The 
basal friction can be obtained given the observed surface 
velocity. To   estimate   the   basal   friction   condition,   we 
processed the ISM with the ice sheet system model (ISSM) 
[7,8],  which  is  a  powerful  and  well-maintained  open- 
source modelling platform. The input raster, including the 
surface   velocities   for   summertime    and   wintertime, 
respectively,  the  bedrock  height  and  the  ice  thickness 
derived from the NASA OIB and the air temperature data of  
SeaRISE,  were  all  interpolated  into  the  anisotropic mesh  
with  the resolution  of 1 km, and extruded  to ten layers to 
form an initial glacier mesh (Figure 2). 

 
Figure  2.  Input and modelled outputs of ISSM over the 
Russell glacier. 
 
3.3 Hydrodynamic modelling 
 
LISFLOOD-FP  [9] is  a  robust  hydrodynamic  model 
operating  on  a  2D  regular  grid  structure.  It simulates 
water flow by solving the shallow water equations in 1D, 
without the advection terms from the momentum equation. 
The outlined algorithms of LISFLOOD-FP was shown in 
Figure 3 which was taken from Bates et al. (2010) [10].  
Figure 4 demonstrated a  successful hydrodynamic  model 
using stereo topography  as shown in Kim et al., (2011) 
[11]. To define the flow discharge and flow along outlet 
channels, we conducted LANDSAT-8 time series analyses 
as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure  3.  A simple inertial formulation  of  the  shallow 
water equations for an efficient two-dimensional flood 
inundation model, so called LISFLOOD-FP which was taken 
from Bates et al. (2010) [10]. 
 

 
 
Figure  4.  A  case  of  hydrodynamic   simulation   using 
LISFLOOD-FP and stereo DEM (Kim et al., 2011 [11]) 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Flow estimation of channels and inflow 
discharge definition from LANDSAT-8 time series and 
bathymetry. 
 
Temporal variation of input discharge in each seasons by 
the interpretation of LANDSAT image and flow velocity 
as  

u=(R2/3 S1/2 )/n  (2) 
 
where u is the mean water flow speed 
Then two more parameters need to be extracted by following 
relationships, 
 

R = (wd)/(w+2d) (3) 
 
where R is the hydraulic radius of the channel, d is the 
water depth and w is width 
 

S=sin α  (4) 
 
where   α   is   the   bed   roughness   and   n   is   Manning 
coefficient. Finally the volume flux F can be extracted as 
bellows 
 

F=wdu  (5) 
 
The  values  from  those  relations  were  employed  as  the 
input parameters of hydrodynamic modelling. The 
LANDSAT data analyses together with (2)-(5) were employed 
to calculate input discharge of LISFLOOD-FP. 
 

4. RESULTS 
 
All technical processing stages and processed outputs can be 
described as below. It should be noted that to finalize aims 
in  this  study,  further  data  processing  and development are 
still undergoing. 
 
4.1 Stereo analysis and DTM extractions 
 
7.5 m resolution stereo DTM was extracted from ALOS 
PRISM stereo pair (Figure 6) employing Kim and Muller 
(2009) [12] ’s hierarchical approaches. It can be used for 
the base DEM for hydrodynamic simulation together with 
the constructed bathymetry using attenuation parameters 
estimation from radiometrically calibrated LANDSAT-8 
image alongside melt water channel (see 4.2). 
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Figure  6.  ALOS  PRISM  or tho image and stereo  
DEMs  constructed  by Kim and Muller (2009)’s 
algorithms  
 
4.2 The reconstruction of hydro channel 
Bathymetry 
 
The reconstruction of channel bathymetry is essential for the 
hydrodynamic simulation, consequently for the aims of this   
study.   We   addressed   such   challenge   using   the revealed 
dried channels as shown in Figure 7 and the relationship 
between channel bathymetry and reflectance value of optical 
imagery as follows. 
 

Z ∑ ln 𝑅𝑖 / 2𝑘𝑖𝑁 (6) 
 
where Z is estimated depth in meter, N is number of band, 
ki is water attenuation value and Ri is reflectance value in 
each band  (Bierwirth et al., 1993) [13] 
The reconstructed  channel bathymetry in Russell glacier 
is presented in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 7. ALOS PRISM stereo DEMs which is showing a 
part of dried channels 
 

 
Figure   8.  Constructed   bathymetry on the  channels of the 
Russell glacier 
 
4.3  InSAR  and  pixel  tracking  for  the  monitoring  of 
glacier migration 
 
The conditions of ALOS PALSAR 1 and 2 images for 
glacier speed monitoring  are harsh over the target area, 
i.e., 0.4-1 km a-1  speed glacier and big temporal baseline 
(>2 months). However, we addressed those problems by 
introducing  the manual  co-registration  over glacial  area 
and finer resolution GIMP base DEM. Pixel tracking 
method using SAR amplitude tracking (offset tracking) 
is giving a way to retrieve two dimensional displacement. 
Thus pixel tracking using ALOS PALSAR, PALSAR-2 
images were attempted. The classification results from 
LANSAT-8  were used for discriminating  glacial  region 
for pixel tracking. As the result, it appeared that the pixel 
tracking with PALSAR is not very effective to precisely 
measure the displacements due to insufficient image 
resolution. ALOS PALSAR-2 (ultra fine mode, 3m spatial 
resolution)  produced  higher  density  pixel  offsets. 
Combing  two  times  PALSAR-2  DInSAR  & pixel 
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tracking observations during 2014/11-2015/11, 
vertical/horizontal glacial migration components were 
disintegrated  (Figure  9).  The obviously  different 
migration speeds in the melt water channels should be 
noted. Although further processing is still undergoing, we 
have difficulty to find enough number of PALSAR 1 and 
2 images which are free from ionospheric contamination 
and bad temporal baseline. 
 

 

 
Figure   9.  An example of pixel tracking result (upper) and 
the   reconstructed   horizontal   and   vertical velocity 
components using ALSO PALSAR 
 
4.4 Bedrock estimation 
 
Employing inversion techniques together with glacier 
migration by InSAR and optical image analyses, we 
extracted the bedrock height around the channels (Figure 
10). Then it was compared  to the Ice depth by Airborne 
radar by Lindbäck et al (2001)[14]. Table 1, showed that 

extracted Bedrock height from geophysical inversions 
together with InSAR deformation is comparable to ice 
depth information by ICEBridge. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
Figure 10. Inverted bedrock height in S1 and S3 
channels (a) ALOS    PALSR-2    observation    and    
modelled migration in S1 channel, (b) ALOS    
PALSR-2    observation    and    modelled migration 
in S3 channel 
 
Model  Width(m) length(m) Depth(m) Observation
1 39798.5 22869.4 823 700-1100m
2 40085.8 11804.8 1379 
 

Model width(m) length(m) Depth(m) Observation
1 5053.5 8960.8 459 400-450m 
2 8733.7 3297.2 630 
 
Table 1. Model and observed  bedrock  heights  in S1 
and S3 channels. 
 
4.5 Hydrodynamic simulation 
 
LISFLOOD-FP based on the parameters and DEMs from 
the  previous  stages  extracted  the  water  flow  velocity, 
depth and outflow discharge in any required time (Figure 
11). It gave highly important information to infer the 
melting water conditions. For instance, any S3 inflow 
discharges  considering  seasonal  weight  results  into 
temporal ponding and catastrophic flow. Thus it was 
concluded that S3 channel was formed by episodic/ 
catastrophic flood. On the contrary, S1 enter easily steady 
state and reach the water level observed in LANDSAT 
image. Currently, full outflow  discharge  simulation  
during InSAR period will take 1-2 years CPU times 
without parallel processing. It will be future technical 
challenge to be addressed. 
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S1 channel 

 
S3 channel 
Figure  11.  Inverted  glacier water flow in  S1  and  S3 channels 
 
4.6 Glacial dynamic simulation 
 
To  test  the  reliability  of  our  processing   results,  we 
examined the similarity between input (observed) and 
output (modelled) velocities. ISSM was employed for this 
purpose. The results show a comparable match for the 
velocity in Easting and Northing directions,  in terms of 
both the pattern and magnitude, as shown in Figure 12, 
indicating the model’s convergence and hence guarantee 
the reliability of the modelled ice friction coefficient. In 
addition,   the   magnitude   and   the   main   moving   area 
between two seasons were noted. First, the speed during 
summertime is about three times higher than the speed 
during  wintertime.  Those o u t c o m e s  b y   numerical  
ice sheet model compared to the remote sensing 
observation provided highly important clues between 
bedrock morphology and surface velocity. 
 

 
Figure 12. Results of the numerical ice sheet model of 
summertime (a) and wintertime (b). 
 
 

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
In terms  of the glacial  migration  involving  basal 
hydrology,  we  have  conducted  a  case  study  over  the 
Russell  glacier  in  western  Greenland.  Remote  sensed 
image analyses combined with a numerical model in its 
melt  water  outflow  channels,  and  ice sheet  simulations 
were performed. Employed technical approaches are 
summarized as follows: 1) Collecting migration vectors 
combining InSAR analysis, together with the in-house 
pixel tracking method employing optical flow and sub-
pixel refinement with L band ALOS PALSAR-1/2 images; 
2) a 2D hydrodynamic  simulation  based on the channel 
bathymetry,  which  was  driven  from  calibrated 
LANDSAT images together with along-track stereo DTM, 
and 3) a model to extract the bedrock and basal 
characteristics of the glaciers. 
Various  approaches  to  extract  glacier  migration  from 
space borne observation were tested over Russell glacier 
and the methods produced reasonable migration velocity 
maps. The deference between ALOS PALSAR-1, 
PALSAR-2 migration speed analyses may represent the 
effect by seasonal melts in the corresponding channels. 
Hydrodynamic simulations combining RS outcomes 
revealed correlation between melt water channel activity 
and glacial migration speed. It appeared that geophysical 
inversion is somewhat useful to estimate glacial ice 
thickness   (Figure  10  and  Table  1)  compared   to  
true bedrock  topography.  However,  more  sophisticated 
modeling approaches are necessary. 
The  results   revealed   the  importance   of  hydrological 
channel morphology as a governing factor over migration 
speeds of glaciers. Specifically, the sub glacial processes 
and underlying morphology traced by remote sensing 
observation and the numerical model were correlated with 
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the observed local migration speeds in terminus of the 
Russell glacier. 
In future, improved algorithms for image registration will 
be implemented and integrated with pixel tracking 
approach. Comprehensive 3D velocity vector 
decomposition  combining InSAR and pixel tracking is 
our first priority.  
At the moment, current long revisiting time of PALSAR-
2 InSAR pairs over the target area caused significant 
problems in both pixel tracking and InSAR analyses. 
Therefore, we employed Sentinel-1 InSAR pairs for the 
measurements of glacial migrations as shown in Figure 13. 
The glacial migrations observed with  Sentinel-1 InSAR 
together with ISSM model and visual analyses identified 
potential  supraglacial features (Figure 14). The 
involvements with hydrological simulations are being 
investigated. For details of such studies, refer Tsai et al. 
(2019) [15]. 
 

 
Figure 13. (a) LOS InSAR migrations employing 
Sentinel-1pairs and (b) the ESA CCI annually average 
product projected into LOS direction of our InSAR 
observations (Tsai et al., 2019) [15].  
 

 
Figure 14. Vertical surface lowering regions and the 
corresponding supraglacial features over summer time 
InSAR deformation (a) and vertical subsidence regions (b) 
observed by Sentinel-2 image. The snow-covered 
crevasses/moulins features are clearly represented in all 6 
vertical subsidence regions (Tsai et al., 2019) [15].  
 
Applications of radargrammetry which is showing better 
performance than any other elevation data extraction 
method (see Figure 15) will be tried for a variety of 
purposes such as a base DEM of InSAR and 
hydrodynamics If the resource is manageable, the 
interpretations of new sensors with better spatial and 
temporal  resolutions  (TerraSAR  –X,  COSMO-Skymed) 
will be tested.  

 
Figure  15. 3D model (30m spatial resolution)  extracted 
from ALOS PALSAR-2 radargrammetry 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
An in-depth investigation of glacial movement involving 
supra/under glacial hydrological channel activities is key 
to understanding the acceleration of Greenland’s ice sheet 
changes and needs to be established as an integrated model. 
In terms of the glacial migration involving basal hydrology, 
we have conducted a study over the Russell glacier in 
western Greenland. Remote sensed image analyses 
employing InSAR/optical image analyses combined with a 
numerical model in its melt water outflow channels, and 
ice sheet simulations were performed. 
Employed/developed technical approaches can be 
summarized as follows: 1) Collecting migration vectors 
combining InSAR, together with the in-house pixel 
tracking method employing optical flow and sub-pixel 
refinement with C band Sentinel-1 and L 
band ALOS PALSAR-1/2 images; 2) a 2D hydrodynamic 
simulation based on the channel bathymetry, which was 
driven from calibrated LANDSAT images together with 
along-track stereo DTM, and 3) a model to extract the 
bedrock and basal characteristics of the glaciers. The 
results revealed the importance of hydrological channel 
morphology as a governing factor over migration speeds of 
glaciers. It appeared that the sub glacial processes and 
underlying morphology traced by remote sensing 
observation and the numerical model were correlated with 
the observed local migration speeds in terminus of the 
Russell glacier. 
Overall, the study revealed highly important clues about 
glacial  migration.  First  of  all,  the  importance  of 
hydrological  channel  morphology  as a governing  factor 
over glaciers’ outflowed total melt water was identified. 
Also, it became clear that the reconstruction of sub glacial 
processes and morphology are feasible by employing 
remote sensing observations and model inversions. Those 
experiences will naturally lead to a more comprehensive 
understanding of the processes on the terminus of glacier.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Permafrost is degrading across the Arctic, as evidenced 
by widespread observations of ground warming, deepening 
seasonal thaw depths, and enhancing thermokarst 
processes (e.g., Biskaborn et al., 2019). Thermokarst 
development in ice-rich permafrost regions is a natural 
hazard and causes irreversible geomorphological changes 
(Haeberli and Burn, 2002). Thermokarst is the process by 
which characteristic landforms result from the thawing of 
ice-rich permafrost or the melting of massive ice (Czudek 
and Demeck, 1970). The ground surface subsidence 
produced by thermokarst processes results in surface 
inundation, landscape changes, and causes damages to 
infrastructure. The Sakha Republic, Russia in Eastern 
Siberia, is one of the regions where ice-rich permafrost is 
broadly distributed, and thermokarst has been advancing 
quickly. The majority of northeastern Siberia is situated in 
the area categories of moderate to high risk of geohazard 
(instability of infrastructure), as shown in Fig. 1 
(Shiklomanov et al., 2017; Hjort et al., 2018).  

There are a limited number of quantitative observations 
to examine where and how the surface deforms associated 
with permafrost changes. Recent remote sensing studies 
using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) to 
detect spatiotemporal variations in surface displacement in 
permafrost regions (Liu et al., 2010; Iwahana et al., 2016; 
Antonova et al., 2018) demonstrated the capability of 
monitoring thermokarst subsidence and seasonal surface 
displacement related to ground freezing and thawing. A 
careful interpretation of InSAR results can provide 
essential information to understand geomorphological 
processes in ice-rich permafrost regions, to efficiently 
manage land use, and to mediate the destruction of 
infrastructure due to thermokarst. 
  Our project aims are 1) to conduct DInSAR analysis to 
quantify thermokarst deformation of the ground in three 
selected regions in the Sakha Republic, Russia, and the 
Daisetsu Mountains, Japan, 2) to conduct case studies of 
field validation for the DInSAR analyses for selected areas, 
3) to summarize potential permafrost monitoring system
using L-band SAR. In this paper, we report three case
studies of InSAR analysis and field surveys conducted for
Mayya and Batagai in the Sakha Republic and the summit
area of the Daisetsu Mountain in Japan.

2. MAYYA, CENTRAL YAKUTIA

2.1 L-band SAR analysis  
Mayya (Fig. 1) is located on the right bank of the Lena 
River and 40 km southeast of Yakutsk. Mayya area consists 
of forest, deforested areas for farming, mainly in the 1970s, 
and alasses. An alas is the final geomorphological stage of 
old thermokarst development. Mayya is representative of 
residential areas where thermokarst development has been 
reported in Central Yakutia. 
We used ALOS/PALSAR (2007-2010) and 
ALOS2/PALSAR2 (2015-2018) data to investigate ground 
subsidence caused by thermokarst development. GAMMA 
software (Wegmüller and Werner, 1997) was used to 
generate interferograms and apply stacking treatment 
weighted on the length of the summer period between two 
SAR data acquisitions. Assuming surface displacement 
consisted only of vertical components, the line of sight 
(LOS) change was converted to vertical displacement.  
We detected ground subsidence with a rate of 1-4 cm/yr in 
both PALSAR and PALSAR-2 results (Fig. 2). The most 

Fig. 1 Locations of candidate target areas in 
Eastern Siberia. The background map is a 
distribution of geohazard indices based on risk 
assessment of thermokarst subsidence (Hjort et 
al., 2018; Karjalainen et al., 2018).  
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subsidence signals are found in numerous open areas 
(deforested areas), and the PALSAR-2 results clearly show 
the spatial distribution of the subsidence corresponding to 
the visible observation of thermokarst development in 
high-resolution optical images. The subsidence rate varied 
with time and locations.  

2.2 Field observation 
To validate our InSAR results, we performed leveling 
surveys within five 30 x 30 m areas, in which about 35 
permanent survey stakes were installed and their heights 
were measured in September 2017 and 2018 (Fig. 3). Areas 
A, C, and E showed clear subsidence trend with a rate of 3-
5 cm/yr, and we confirmed occurrence of polygonal ground 
deformation that suggests thermokarst development of ice-
wedge polygons. On the other hand, other two areas (B and 
F) showed negligible surface displacement from 2017 to 
2018. While the overall tendency of the subsidence 
measured in situ is in harmony with the InSAR result (Fig. 
2) quantitatively, the significant subsidence signals at areas 
A and E were not measured by our InSAR. We revisited 
and repeated the same field survey in September 2019, and 
found significant inter-annual surface subsidence at all 
surveyed areas ranging from 3-10 cm/yr. InSAR analysis 
including 2019 SAR acquisitions is underway, and the 
ground truth will be compared with the InSAR in the next 
step. 
We also visited other sites with significant subsidence 
signals in the interferograms at the end of September 2018. 
The two large subsidence signals were found in alasses. 
The subsidence signals could be caused by ground 
consolidation settlement associated with surface soil 
desiccation under recent dry climate conditions. However, 
judging from occurrence of the polygonal ground 
depression at the central areas of alasses, it is possible that 
thermokarst subsidence is still in progress. 

3. WILDFIRES NEAR BATAGAI, NE SAKHA 
REPUBLIC 

 
3.1 L-band and C-band SAR analyses  
Batagai is located in the midstream of the Yana River, 

NE of Sakha Republic (Fig. 1). The area is underlain by up 
to 50-80 m thick ice-rich permafrost as its interior structure 
being revealed on the headwalls of a massive thaw slump 
(Batagaika Megaslump; Murton et al., 2017). Recent 
wildfires burned an extensive area near Batagai, which 
triggered prominent thermokarst activities due to the 
surface disturbance by the fires. The occurrence of large 
wildfires and following thermokarst gathered attention 
from residents, especially land managers and the forestry 
industry. 

The wildfire occurred in July 2014 over a 36 km2 area 
to the northwest of Batagai. We conducted InSAR analysis 
to generate ground deformation maps over the post-
wildfire area. For this area, we used L-band HH-polarized 
SAR images of ALOS2/PALSAR2 (2015-2019) and C-
band VV-polarized SAR images by Sentinel-1 (2017-
2018). Focusing on the seasonal ground deformation in 
2017-2018, we stacked Sentinel-1 interferograms to set the 
temporal coverages nearly identical with ALOS2 
interferograms and compared them to each other. On the 
other hand, to estimate the cumulative satellite LOS 
displacement in the post-wildfire area, we used Small 
Baseline Subset (SBAS)-type time-series analysis, using 
50 quality ALOS2 InSAR images taken in 2015-2019. 

We detected seasonal deformation from 2017 to 2018, 
whose magnitude and spatial patterns of subsidence 
tendencies (Fig. 4a) and uplift (Fig. 4b) were consistent in 
both InSAR results using different satellite data regardless 
of the season. In particular, Sentinel-1 short-term InSAR 
images revealed detailed seasonal surface displacement 
(thaw settlement and frost heave) from the beginning of 

Fig. 2 Surface deformation map in Mayya 
derived from ALOS2/PALSAR2 data acquired 
from 2015 to 2018. The positive and negative 
values mean uplift and subsidence, respectively. 
The cross marks the reference point of InSAR. 
The star indicates the area of ground 
observation shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 (left) Locations of field surveys near 
Mayya; (right) Surface deformation by GPS and 
optical leveling in 2017 and 2018. The values 
show the mean and two standard errors (95 % 
confidence interval).  
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thawing to the end of freezing. L-band ALOS2 data 
detected long-term deformation. The results indicated that 
thaw settlement in the first year reached up to 15cm in the 
LOS direction and continued even three years after the fire. 
The inferred time-series indicated that cumulative 
subsidence has been greater than 30 cm since October 2015 
at the area of greatest deformation (Fig. 5), and the rate of 
subsidence decreased in the 2018 summer.  

3.2 Field observation 
We conducted a field survey (relative height, soil 

moisture, thaw depth, and soil sampling) at the 2014 fire 
scar in late September 2019. Thaw depth comparisons 
between burned and unburned areas of the 2014 fire at 
multiple sites showed distinct differences even five years 
after the fire (45 and 123 cm on average at unburned and 
burned areas, respectively). Our soil pit survey at the 2014 
burned site confirmed a shift of carbon accumulation in the 
soil profile, indicating recent active layer thickening at 
burned sites. The volumetric soil water content profile at 
the burned sites was about 10-20 % higher than that at 
unburned. 
We also visited the 2019 fire scar near Batagai, where 
surface vegetation (mainly larch forest) was combusted 
during Aug 3-8, 2019, and conducted the same survey set 
for the 2014 fire scar. Average thaw depths at the unburned 
and burned areas were 43 and 103 cm, respectively. 
Volumetric soil water content was 5-15 % higher in the 
burned area than unburned. This remarkable difference in 
near-surface physical condition can be attributed to the 
wildfire that occurred only about one and a half months 
before our visit. Our leveling survey will be repeated in the 
following years to compare with InSAR results to 
understand permafrost land responses to the wildfires.   

4. DAISETSU MOUNTAINS 

Occurrence of mountain permafrost has been reported at 
the summit areas of mountains in the Daisetsuzan National 
Park, Japan (e.g., Fukuda & Sone, 1992; Sone, 1992). 
While some field investigations on freeze-thaw-related 
phenomena have been conducted in this mountain area 
(e.g., Matsumoto et al., 2010; Nobuyuki Takahashi, 1992; 

T. Sone & N. Takahashi, 1993), wide-range investigation 
on ground-surface displacement, especially targeting inter-
annual changes, has never done. There is increased 
attention to the consequences of climate warming on the 
mountain environment due to the changes in frozen ground 
status.  
As a preliminary analysis, we used 13 ALOS2 images 
obtained from 2014 until 2019 for the target area, and 78 
interferograms were examined to further analyze ground-
surface displacement. The interferograms from the pair 
images, including snow cover, showed significant 
decorrelation. Five images obtained in the late summer 
(Aug–Sep) were selected because they only produced high 
coherence (> 0.5) interferograms in the majority of the 
target area and were used to extract areas with marked 
displacement areas within the targeted national park area.  
The five images were stacked to calculate the average line-
of-sight displacement during five years (2014-2019).  
Seven areas were identified as areas containing active slope 
movements or ground-surface displacement presumably 
related to permafrost changes, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Considering the ALOS2 observation direction and look 
angle, the measured displacement indicates down-slope 
movement of the ground. The displacement rates ranged 1-
4 cm/year depending on the location and the movement 
persisted during the observation period. Permafrost 
distribution in the Daisetuzan was only confirmed at wind-
swept sites on the summit areas of the mountains. However, 
the moving slopes we found were located at a height of a 
several hundred meters lower than the summit areas.  
Although these moving slopes are slow-moving landslides, 
the consistent displacement indicates occurrences of 
perennially frozen ground in the moving slopes, which may 
be interpreted as periglacial mass movement such as frozen 
debris lobes or rock glaciers. 

Fig. 4 ALOS2 interferograms during summer (a) 
and winter (b). 

Fig. 5 Estimated cumulative deformation using 
ALOS2 InSAR images 
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To validate the InSAR-measured ground-surface 
displacement, we started precise GNSS surveys at some 
selected sites aiming a long-term in-situ observation.  

4. SUMMARY 
 
Three case studies to assess surface displacement 
associated with ground freeze and thaw were conducted 
using the InSAR technique in ice-rich permafrost regions 
and a mountain permafrost area under the climate change 
and surface disturbances. Our InSAR results revealed 
spatio-temporal variations in ground-surface displacement 
in detail. Some open areas near Mayya showed consecutive 
subsidence, while most forested areas were stable. InSAR 
analyses using two different wavelengths consistently 
measured large subsidence (up to 15 cm/yr) in the first 
three years after a wildfire near Batagai. Although we have 
not achieved a complete validation of the InSAR measured 
displacement at this stage, our field surveys strongly 
suggested that degradation of the underlying permafrost 
caused the subsidence. In the Daisetsuzan National Park, 
we identified several areas, where contain ground-surface 
displacement, especially slope mass wasting presumably 
related to frozen ground dynamics. In the next step, we will 
continue the validation efforts for InSAR measurements 
and conduct spatial analysis using InSAR, field 
measurements, and geocryological information. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there are concerns about global sea 
level rise [1] due to increase in ice mass loss from the 
Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) [2]. One of the causes of the 
increase in ice mass loss is considered to be the bottom 
melting of the marine ice sheet [3]. The thinning of ice 
shelves is thought to affect the outflow velocity of the ice 
stream, leading to the increase of ice stream outflow from 
the ice sheet [4]. Therefore, continuous observation of 
fluctuations in the flow velocity is important for 
monitoring the mass balance of AIS.  

In this study, we estimated the flow velocity 
distribution over an ice sheet including the ice stream using 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data. We have applied 
two flow velocity estimation methods suitable for slow-
flowing ice sheets and fast-flowing ice streams, 
respectively, and have created a time-series of flow 
velocity map covering a wide velocity range in the southern 
part of the Soya Coast. Furthermore, we found fluctuations 
in the flow velocity and direction of two glaciers in the area 
from the time series of the flow velocity map. 

2. STUDY AREA AND USED DATA

The study area is the southern part of the Soya Coast in 
East Antarctica located at about 80 km south of Syowa 
Station as shown in Figure 1. In this area, GNSS 
observations have been carried out at more than 10 
locations on the ice sheet and ice stream as a part of the 
Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition (JARE) 
observations. 

Using SAR image data (Path633, Frame5710-5720) 
acquired by the Phased Array type L-band Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (PALSAR) boarded on the Advanced Land 
Observing Satellite (ALOS) of Japan from 2007 to 2011, 9 
velocity maps with a minimum time interval of 46 days 
were created from 10 scene pairs. Table 1 shows the used 
PALSAR scene pairs with temporal baseline in days and 
perpendicular baseline length in meters. All scenes used 
were acquired in ascending orbit. In the analysis process of 
the interferometric SAR (InSAR) method [5], [6], PRISM- 
digital elevation model (DEM) with a ground resolution of 
10 m was applied. The PRISM-DEM is a newly created 
based on the optical image acquired by the ALOS PRISM 
sensor in the area [7].  

For the accuracy evaluation of the obtained flow 
velocity, we compared the flow velocity from the SAR data 

with the GNSS observation data acquired on the ice sheet 
and ice stream by the 56th and 57th JARE in the area in 
summer season.  

Fig. 1 Southern Soya Coast, East Antarctica. The red 
shaded area is the study area, and the rectangle 
indicates the location of the scene (Path633, 
Frame5710-5720). 

Table 1. Used ALOS/PALSAR scenes. 

*Orbit   A: Ascending
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3. METHOD TO CREATE FLOW VELOCITY MAP  
 

The InSAR method is applied to slow flowing areas 
such as ice sheet and upstream areas of the ice stream, and 
the offset tracking (OT) method [8], [9] is applied to fast 
flowing areas such as downstream of ice streams. By 
integrating the obtained flow velocity results, we created a 
flow velocity map covering a wide flow velocity range 
from low speed to high speed. We used the Gamma SAR 
processor software [10] for the InSAR and OT processing. 

In OT processing, range offset and azimuth offset are 
estimated simultaneously, and total displacement during 
the time interval of the pair is obtained by combining the 
offsets of the two direction. On the other hand, in the 
InSAR method, the displacements in the range direction are 
obtained by InSAR processing and those in the azimuth 
direction are obtained by the Split Beam Interferometry 
(SBI) analysis [11]. Normally, the total displacement 
during the time interval of the pair is obtained by 
synthesizing the estimated displacement in the two 
directions. However, we could not estimate the 
displacement in the azimuth direction well because only 
poor quality SBI images were obtained from most scene 
pairs. Therefore, by assuming that the ice sheet flows in the 
direction of the largest inclination, the range flow velocity 
is projected in the inclination direction obtained from the 
DEM to obtain the flow velocity.  

According to Tobita et al. (2006) [12], the InSAR 
method can detect displacement smaller than 2.5m for the 
case of ALOS/PALSAR data. Therefore, in order to 
combine the flow velocities obtained by the two methods, 
we adopted the flow velocity obtained by the InSAR 
method where the flow velocity was lower than 2.5 m / 46 
days and used the flow velocity obtained by the OT method 
where the flow velocity was higher than that. The 
resolution in a map also varies from place to place 
depending on the estimation method. Pixels whose flow 
velocity is estimated by the InSAR method have a 
resolution of 15 m, and pixels estimated by the OT method 
have a resolution of 100 m. 

The accuracies of the flow velocity and direction were 
obtained by comparing the estimated values by the two 
methods with the GNSS observed values. They are ± 0.012 
m / day and ± 12.9 ° for the InSAR method and ± 0.083 m 
/ day and ± 4.1 ° for the OT method, respectively.  
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

We made 9 flow velocity maps from 10 scene pairs for 
more than 3 years from November 23rd, 2007 to January 
16th, 2011, because no good InSAR image was obtained 
from the pair of 20090828 and 20091013 scenes. Figure 2 
shows the combined flow velocity map obtained from the 
first pair (20071123-20080108). The flow velocity is 
displayed on a logarithmic scale, showing a wide range of 
flow velocities from slow flow on the ice sheet to fast flow 
at the end of the ice stream. From this flow map, we can 
find slow-velocity tributaries that flow into the fast-
flowing main-stream of the Skallen Glacier. It is also 
possible to detect a watershed with almost no flow near a 
high-altitude ridge. Figure 3 shows the 9 flow velocity map 
time series from 2007 to 2011. 

We also investigated the temporal changes in the flow 
velocity and direction of the Skallen and Telen Glaciers 
from the 9 flow velocity maps. Figure 4 displays temporal 

change from 2007 to 2011 in flow velocity and direction at 
1 km from the terminus of the Skallen Glacier and at 0.5 
km from the terminus of the Telen Glacier. Flow velocity 
of the Skallen Glacier has slowed by about 7 % in three 
years, while that of the Telen Glacier has increased by 
about 21 %. The flow direction of the Skallen Glacier has 
changed about 15 degrees counterclockwise over three 
years, and that of the Telen Glacier has changed about 19 
degrees clockwise. The Skallen and Telen glaciers meet at 
the termini, and changes in the flow velocity or direction of 
one may affect the other. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2 Ice sheet flow velocity maps of southern part of 
Soya Coast, East Antarctica obtained from the scene 
pair 20071123-20080108. 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 Time series of the ice sheet flow velocity maps 
from 2007 to 2011.  
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Fig. 4 Temporal flow velocity and direction change 
for the Skallen Glacier (left) and Telen Glacier (right). 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

We created a time-series flow velocity map of the 
southern part of the Soya Coast, East Antarctica using 
ALOS/PALSAR data from November 2007 to January 
2011. We applied the InSAR method for ice sheets with 
slow flow velocities, and the offset tracking method for ice 
streams with fast flow velocities. By combining flow 
velocities from the two method, a map covering a wide 
range of flow velocities from low speed to high speed was 
created. 

From the three-year time series of the flow velocity map, 
we examined the temporal change of the flow velocity and 
direction in the terminal region of the Skallen Glacier and 
the Telen Glacier. As a result, the Skallen Glacier showed 
a decrease in flow velocity of about 7% per year, while the 
Telen Glacier showed an increase in speed of about 21% 
per year. In addition, the Skallen Glacier showed a change 
in the flow direction of about 15 degrees counterclockwise 
in the 3 years, and the Telen Glacier showed a change in 
the flow direction of about 19 degrees clockwise. 
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1. INTRODUCTION1
2

Since the Antarctic and Arctic play an important role in 3 
the Earth's climate system, the study of polar regions is 4 
of great importance. Due to the harsh natural 5 
environment in the polar regions, which is not conducive 6 
to field investigation and research, remote sensing 7 
technology has become an indispensable research 8 
method. As an important way to obtain information on 9 
the surface of the earth, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 10 
technology has been using more and more widely, 11 
especially in the polar regions. In this report, we 12 
investigated the application of the L-band PALSAR-1/2 13 
data in ice velocity determination. Moreover, we 14 
expanded the application to more research fields, 15 
including ionospheric inversion, sea ice motion tracking, 16 
grounding line(GL) extraction, and crevasse detection. 17 
 18 

2. ICE VELOCITY IN ANTARCTICA 19 
 20 
Ice velocity is a crucial parameter in glacier dynamics 21 
and mass balance studies[1]. Using remote-sensing data, 22 
particularly SAR data to estimate ice velocity becomes 23 
popular in cryosphere studies[2,3,4,5]. In the past, one of 24 
the widely used sensors is the L-band PALSAR-1 aboard 25 
ALOS. PALSAR-1 contributed to generating the first 26 
circum-Antarctic ice velocity product with full 27 
coverage[5]. Recently, after launched in May 2014, 28 
ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 was also used for investigating the 29 
spatiotemporal pattern of circum-Arctic surface velocity 30 
changes[6]. With ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data, we have 31 
conducted some studies about ice velocity changes of 32 
Grove Mountains and Shirase Glacier in East Antarctica, 33 
and Pine Island Glacier in West Antarctica. 34 
 35 
2.1. Extraction and analysis of ice velocity in Grove 36 
Mountains 37 
 38 
Combining D-InSAR with offset-tracking method, the 39 
high precision surface velocity of the PANDA (Prydz 40 
Bay-Amery Ice Shelf-Dome Argus) section was 41 
extracted. To address the problem of distortion in ice 42 
velocity extraction due to ionospheric interference in L-43 
band ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data, we corrected the phase 44 
error caused by the ionospheric delay with the split-beam 45 
interferogram method (Fig. 1, Fig. 2), thereby effectively 46 
improving the accuracy of ice velocity. The results show 47 
that the maximum ionospheric correction is up to 5 m yr-48 
1 (Fig. 3). Moreover, we utilized the corrected velocity in 49 
May, August, and September 2018 to detect whether 50 
there are seasonal variations of ice velocity in the Grove 51 
Mountains area (Fig. 4). The results suggest that there are 52 
no obvious change in the velocity during austral autumn 53 
and winter.  54 

55 
Fig. 1 Correction of ionospheric phase by split 56 

spectrum method. (a) original differential 57 
interference phase; (b) ionospheric phase; (c) non-58 

dispersive phase. 59 
60 
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 61 
Fig. 2 Ice flow in range direction derived from 62 
PALSAR-2 data in the Grove Mountains area 63 

corrected by the split-beam interferogram method. 64 
 65 

 66 
Fig. 3 Comparison of ice velocity along AA ' in Fig. 2. 67 
 68 

 69 
Fig. 4 Ice velocity along BB’ in Grove Mountains. 70 

 71 
2.2. Monitoring of spatiotemporal variation of ice 72 
velocity at Shirase Glacier 73 
 74 
Time-series velocity changes enable us to investigate the 75 
reflection of ice dynamics on environmental change. We 76 
employed multi-year ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data to 77 
investigate seasonal and interannual changes of ice-flow 78 
velocity at Shirase Glacier with the offset-tracking 79 
method. The results indicate that Shirase Glacier 80 
experienced a continuous interannual increase in the 81 
velocity from 2016 to 2018, and the variation increased 82 
gradually along the upstream toward the glacier front. In 83 
particular, the ice velocity in the grounded region 84 
increased about 0.1 km yr-1 (4.5%), while the interannual 85 
variation reached 0.5 km yr-1 (21%) at the glacier front 86 
(Fig. 5). 87 

 88 
Fig. 5 Ice velocity maps and profiles of Shirase 89 

Glacier. 90 
 91 
2.3. Monitoring of ice velocity at Pine Island Glacier 92 
 93 
For the offset-tracking results at Pine Island Glacier (Fig. 94 
6), it is noteworthy that stripe-shaped features in 95 
azimuthal direction (Fig. 6 (e)) are more obvious than 96 
others, which is related to the influence of ionospheric 97 
disturbance. As for other images (Fig. 6 (f) ~ (h)), the 98 
stripe-shaped features supposed to be related to the 99 
imaging process of the sensor. The results indicate that 100 
the velocity of Pine Island Glacier experienced a 101 
continuous interannual increasefrom 2015 to 2020 (Fig. 102 
7).  103 
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 104 
Fig. 6 Ice-flow velocity derived from PALSAR-2 data 105 
in the Pine Island Glacier. (a)~(d) are ice flow in the 106 
range direction; (e)~(h) are ice flow in the azimuth 107 

direction. 108 
 109 

 110 
Fig. 7 Ice velocity profiles for Pine Island Glacier 111 

from 2015 to 2020. 112 
 113 

3. IONOSPHERE INVERSION OVER 114 
ANTARCTICA BASED ON L-BAND SAR 115 

 116 
The ionosphere significantly affects the SAR signals, 117 
particularly in L-band and lower frequency SAR systems. 118 
Some scholars have attempted to mitigate the impacts of 119 
the ionosphere in SAR measurements, meanwhile, they 120 
discovered that SAR is capable to image the ionosphere 121 
as well. The spaceborne radar system allows capturing 122 
ionospheric structures in two dimensions with relatively 123 
high resolutions (sub-kilometer to a few kilometers), 124 
such as aurora-associated ionospheric enhancement and 125 
plasma bubbles. 126 
It has been demonstrated that faraday rotation (FR) can 127 
be derived from the polarimetric SAR data[7]. As shown 128 
in Fig. 8, the process flow of the ionosphere inversion 129 
approach is summarized. First, the calibration should be 130 
carefully performed for the qualitative use of SAR data, 131 
followed by a multi-looking procedure for noise 132 
reduction. Then, the FR value was computed according 133 
to the calibrated polarization scattering matrix.  134 

 135 
Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the workflow. 136 

 137 
The study area is located in Queen Maud Land, East 138 
Antarctica, with about 800 km long and 50 km wide (Fig. 139 
9). It is covered by 14 PALSAR-1 fully polarized images 140 
on December 5, 2010. The total electronic content (TEC) 141 
calculated from SAR images using the FR method is 142 
shown in Fig. 10. 143 

 144 
Fig. 9 The coverage of PALSAR-1 images. 145 
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 146 
Fig. 10 The derived SAR TEC result. 147 

 148 
4. SEA ICE MOTION TRACKING BASED ON L-149 

BAND SAR 150 
 151 
The feature tracking method is used to track sea ice 152 
motion[8], and the principles for selecting image pairs 153 
are as follows: (1) The two images overlap each other 154 
geographically; (2) The time interval between two 155 
images does not exceed 3 days. 156 
To test the effect of PALSAR-2 in sea ice motion tracking, 157 
PALSAR-2 ScanSAR data (level 1.5) collected in 158 
summer with 25 m resolution and 350 km width were  159 
selected.  160 
 161 
4.1. Comparison of sea ice motion tracking based on 162 
PALSAR-2 co-polarization and cross-polarization 163 
channel images 164 
 165 
Since sea ice characteristics are different in HH and HV 166 
polarization modes, different imaging features have 167 
different effects on sea ice motion tracking. The selection 168 
of appropriate data is crucial for effective sea ice motion 169 
tracking. 170 
Comparing the result of different polarization modes of 171 
PALSAR-2 on sea ice motion tracking (Fig. 11), the 172 
motion vectors obtained by feature tracking with SAR 173 
images in HV polarization are significantly more than 174 
those in HH polarization mode. 175 

 176 
Fig. 11 Sea ice motion using ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 177 

data in different polarization modes. (a) HV 178 
polarization; (b) HH polarization. 179 

 180 
4.2. Comparison of sea ice motion tracking based on 181 
ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 and Sentinel-1 images 182 
 183 
To verify the superiority of L-band SAR data in summer 184 

sea ice monitoring, we compared the sea ice motion 185 
tracking results of ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 with that of 186 
Sentinel-1(Fig. 12). 187 

 188 
Fig. 12 Comparison of sea ice motion obtained by 189 

SAR images in different bands. (a) L-band 190 
PALSAR-2 SAR data on July 7, 2019; (b) C-band 191 

Sentinel-1 SAR data on July 7, 2019. 192 
Comparing sea ice motion from ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 and 193 
Sentinel-1 SAR images in similar time and locations, 194 
more sea ice motion tracking results are observed from 195 
ALOS-2 than from Sentinel-1 in summer. 196 
 197 
4.3. Accuracy verification of sea ice motion tracking 198 
from ALOS-2 199 
 200 
The accuracy of sea ice motion automatically tracked by 201 
ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 was verified by using manual sea 202 
ice tracking. The results are shown in Table 1. 203 
Table 1 Accuracy verification of sea ice motion from 204 

ALOS-2 205 
Polarization 

Mode Mean (m) Standard 
deviation (m) 

HH  269.168 573.892 
HV 284.093 618.262 
 206 

5. GL EXTRACTION USING L-BAND SAR 207 
 208 
GL is the marginal zone between the ice sheet and ice 209 
shelf, and it is one of the key parameters for 210 
understanding ice mass balance. We used PALSAR-2 211 
data to extract the GL of the southern Ronne ice shelf 212 
with the three-pass InSAR analysis method. Fig. 13 213 
exhibits the GL extracted by PALSAR-2 data in red lines. 214 
PALSAR-2 data used in this study are shown in Table 2. 215 

 216 
Fig. 13 GL extraction with PALSAR-2 data. 217 

 218 
Table 2 PALSAR-2 data used for this study 219 

Sensor Mode Scene ID Path Frame 

PALSAR-2 SM3 ALOS2355635510-
201223 71 5510 
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ALOS2357705510-
210106 

ALOS2359775510-
210120 

 220 
The GL was extracted in most areas with the exception 221 
of some decoherent areas (Fig. 13). We compared the 222 
PALSAR-2 GL with MEaSUREs GL[9] and ESA CCI 223 
GL[10]. The PALSAR-2 GL is in good agreement with 224 
the MEaSUREs GL and the ESA CCI GL. This result 225 
demonstrates the effectiveness of GL extraction using 226 
PALSAR-2. 227 

 228 
6. CREVASSE DETECTION FOR FIELD WORK 229 
 230 
Crevasse is a crack of tension, one of the most dangerous 231 
factors for explorers during the field expedition. In the 232 
Antarctic ice sheet, the crevasse is mainly caused by the 233 
weight of the ice sheet and the movement of the glaciers. 234 
The crevasse detection is very important in polar 235 
scientific expedition. Meanwhile, it is meaningful for ice 236 
flow monitoring. Compared with the C-band Sentinel-1 237 
and optical images, L-band PALSAR-1/2 have a stronger 238 
penetrating ability and are capable to detect ice crevasse 239 
covered by snow (Fig. 14). We tried to detect the crevasse 240 
with PALSAR-1/2 data in the Grove Mountains area and 241 
along the PANDA section, East Antarctica (Fig. 15, Fig. 242 
16). 243 

 244 
Fig. 14 Comparison of crevasses observed by 245 

different sensors. 246 
 247 

 248 
Fig. 15 Crevasse detection in Grove Mountains using 249 
PALSAR-2. Red dots are the navigation points along 250 

the expedition route. 251 
 252 

 253 
Fig. 16 Crevasse detection in the PANDA section 254 

using PALSAR-1. 255 
 256 

7. SUMMARY 257 
 258 
We used PALSAR-1/2 to study ice velocity, ionospheric 259 
inversion, sea ice motion tracking, GL extraction and 260 
crevasse detection. In the Grove Mountains area, East 261 
Antarctica, PALSAR-2 data were used to evaluate the 262 
effect of the ionosphere on the calculation of ice velocity. 263 
Through time series analysis of ice velocity, the ice flow 264 
of Grove Mountains presents no obvious seasonal 265 
changes. In addition, time series analysis of Shirase 266 
Glacier and Pine Island Glacier has been conducted and 267 
reveals that the front of the Shirase Glacier changes 268 
rapidly, and the flow velocity of Pine Island Glacier is 269 
also increasing over time. We have made some attempts 270 
with PALSAR-1 and obtained effective ionospheric 271 
information. Through comparative experiments in sea ice 272 
motion tracking, it is found that the results of summer sea 273 
ice motion tracking using HH polarized images are better 274 
than HV polarized images, and more sea ice motion 275 
vectors can be extracted from L-band SAR image than 276 
C-band SAR image. With the PALSAR-2 data, we used 277 
the InSAR method to extract the GL, and the results were 278 
consistent with MEaSUREs GL and ESA CCI GL, 279 
proving the effectiveness of PALSAR-2 in the 280 
application of GL extraction. Due to the penetrability of 281 
the L-band, we detected crevasse in PANDA section, 282 
East Antarctica, which provides a safety guarantee for 283 
field expedition.  284 
In the future, we will study further on ice velocity 285 
changes, ionospheric inversion, sea ice motion, GL 286 
changes, and crevasse detection using PALSAR-1/2 SAR 287 
data and others. Papers on ice velocity of Shirase Glacier, 288 
sea ice motion tracking using SAR data in L and C bands, 289 
and crevasse detection with L band PALSAR-1/2 SAR 290 
data are in preparation. 291 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent changes in Arctic sea ice conditions are well 

documented. There is a new Arctic sea ice regime, 

characterized over the last 35 years by a rapidly declining 

summer ice extent and, since 2007, a shift from 

predominantly thicker multi-year sea ice (MYI) to 

thinner, seasonally decaying, first-year sea ice (FYI) [1]. 

When compared to paleo-environmental records, this 

shrinking and thinning of Arctic sea ice is unprecedented 

in the past several thousand years [2,3]. As sea ice 

normally acts as a barrier between the atmosphere and 

ocean, less ice is linked to increased radiative forcing, 

upper ocean warming, and longer melt seasons [4] and 

acts as an indication of climate change.  

The satellite earth observation (EO) measurements from 

which large-scale sea ice parameters are derived, are 

inadequate for reliably discriminating sea ice types and 

features or seasonal stages related to ice decay during 

spring and summer. There is a rich opportunity to utilize 

modern synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technology to 

develop algorithms for this purpose.   

This project aimed to advance the utility of L-band SAR 

for discriminating sea ice types during the spring/summer 

melt period. It also sought to further our understanding of 

the relationships between sea ice melt pond evolution, sea 

ice melting state, and polarimetric backscatter signals, so 

that SAR may be utilized for the regional scale study of 

sea ice and coupled ocean-sea ice-atmosphere processes 

during the dynamic spring/summer melt season. To 

accomplish these aims a comprehensive in situ, airborne, 

and satellite C- and L-band SAR data acquisition plan 

took place on sea ice in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago 

in 2016-2018. L-band SAR imagery, from ALOS-

2/PALSAR-2 (1.2 GHz), was expected to provide 

enhanced contrast between ice regimes during summer, as 

it is lower frequency compared than C-band and 

penetrates deeper into melting ice. Collection of 

polarimetric L-band SAR data was to enable the 

investigation of fundamental relationships between sea ice 

properties and L-band SAR backscatter mechanisms.  

Critical to the success of the project was the coupling of 

field measurements with satellite acquisitions from 

ALOS-2/PALSAR-2. In particular, sea ice information 

acquired from airborne surveys over PALSAR-2 swaths 

provided key information. Limited aircraft availability 

during summer season, as well as limited PALSAR-2 

acquisitions within the study area during summer (based 

on the background observation scenario) meant that 

several of the key results from this project pertain to 

winter period sea ice instead.    

2. STUDY AREA

The main area of interest was the sea ice within the 

Victoria Strait and M’Clintock Channel portions of the 

waterways located within the Canadian Arctic 

Archipelago (Fig. 1). The site was chosen due to the 

presence of a mixture of winter ice types, typically 

seasonally grown first-year sea ice (FYI), deformed FYI 

(DFYI), and multiyear-ice (MYI) that drifts into the 

region from further north and freezes in situ in the winter 

period [5]. Furthermore, there are some current and tide 

driven ice motion in Victoria Strait that causes the 

formation of leads which can re-freeze in cold conditions. 

The study area containing the mixture of ice types can be 

remotely monitored using spaceborne sensors, as well as 

airborne sensors originating out of the Cambridge Bay 

airport (YCB) or Resolute Bay airport (YRB). An 

additional benefit to studying ice conditions in this region 

is the ice is stationary (landfast) from winter until the ice 

breaks up in summer. Because the ice in this region is 

landfast, the backscattering characteristics of different 

regimes, including FYI of varying deformation states, and 

MYI, could be identified and evaluated according to 

season without the influence of ice dynamics and without 

the need to track ice movement. 

Fig. 1 Study area 
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3. DATA  

 

From 2016 to 2018 acquisitions made of the study area as 

part of the ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 observation scenario 

were acquired for the period of January, after sea ice 

consolidation, through July, before or near to sea ice 

break-up. In total 32 PALSAR-2 scenes were collected 

from the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency/Earth 

Observation Center (JAXA/EOC), including 29 in Strip 

Map and ScanSAR modes, depending on the background 

JAXA observation scenario. These scenes provided L-

band backscatter data in Single HH or Dual HH+HV 

modes at ~6.0 by 4.3 m resolution (range by azimuth) to 

95.1 by 77.7 m resolution, across 55 to 350km swaths, 

and covering an overall incidence angle range of 28.6-

39.0. We also acquired 3 Full (Quad) Polarimetry format 

PALSAR-2 scenes, providing fully polarimetric L-band 

backscatter data at ~6m spatial resolution across 30km 

swaths, to support the project. As part of another project, 

105 RADARSAT-2 scenes in Fine Quad-Pol and Fine 

Quad-Pol Wide formats were collected, providing fully 

polarimetric C-band backscatter data at ~12m spatial 

resolution, across 25 and 50km swaths, and covering an 

overall incidence angle range of 19.4-47.4.  

 

Aerial surveys were conducted on 19 April and 21 June 

2016, and on 08 May 2018. The 19 April 2016 and 08 

May 2018 surveys were conducted during winter (pre-

melt) ice conditions. Ice thickness, using a tethered 

electromagnetic induction device, and 2D ice surface 

topography, using a laser scanner, were collected. Ice 

topography was measured using a Riegl LMS Q120 near-

infrared laser scanner mounted at the bottom of the 

fuselage of the aircraft. Every scan line was 

approximately 120 m wide across-track, at a scan rate was 

50 lines per second. Given an approximate air speed of 

120 knots, scan line spacing was ~1.2 m along track. 

Surface roughness was retrieved following [6]. Each scan 

line was fitted with a flat-earth hyperbolic function and 

surface roughness was calculated from each scan line as 

the standard deviation of the difference between measured 

and fitted flat-earth surfaces. The obtained roughness 

therefore corresponds to the root-mean-square roughness 

(rms), and it is a measurement of the snow surface 

roughness, not the ice surface roughness.  

 

The 21 June 2016 survey was done over the same track, 

this time with an optical survey camera to document the 

amount of melt water flooding, i.e. sea ice melt pond 

fraction, on the ice surface. A total of 1069 digital true-

color aerial photographs were acquired with image 

dimensions of 630 ± 40 m by 421 ± 27 m, and a pixel 

spacing of 0.12 ± 0.01 m (variations are due to changes in 

the aircraft altitude).  In 2016 an ice thermistor buoy was 

installed in the sea ice in early May to capture the 

evolving ice/air temperatures during the winter-summer 

transition period. Regular snow and sea ice measurements 

were also made as part of a field campaign based on FYI 

adjacent to Cambridge Bay, though these measurements 

were made approximately 150km west of the main SAR 

study site documented here.  

 

4. ANALYSIS  

 

The analysis focused on the data collected during 2016, 

especially the winter (pre-melt) period due to the spatial 

match between PALSAR-2 images during this period and 

the airborne geophysical survey conducted on 19 April. 

Spatially co-located scenes were investigated for the 

utility of PALSAR-2 to provide information on the 

surface roughness and hence deformation state of the ice. 

Sea ice surface roughness is important in several scientific 

and operational contexts, including the pre-conditioning 

of the sea ice surface melt pond fraction in the 

spring/summer period. The utility of PALSAR-2 to 

provide proxy sea ice thickness information, an important 

variable in several scientific and operational contexts, was 

also investigated. Together, our study of the PALSAR-2 

relationships with winter period sea ice roughness and 

thickness, despite being focused on the cold period, still 

provides potentially valuable information about the 

melting behavior of the ice once that period begins.  

 

PALSAR-2 images were calibrated to sigma-nought 

backscatter and map projected. We used an in-house 

image segmentation algorithm, applied to Sentinel-1 C-

band SAR imagery (HH-band) of the study area in winter 

condition, to provide a vector layer of discrete sea ice 

segments for aggregating spatially coincident PALSAR-2 

and airborne measured variables. The segments were 

trimmed to the estimated width of the airborne instrument 

coverage along the flight line. The segments were also 

manually labelled accordingly to ice type, based on the 

input Sentinel-1 SAR image and reference Canadian Ice 

Service Ice Charts for the regional sea ice stage of 

development. Despite being made for SAR data at another 

frequency, it was decided to use the Seninel-1 data as the 

basis for segmenting the region into ice type specific 

segments based on past success in separating the study 

region into internally coherent and externally unique 

segments (Fig. 2).  

 

 

Fig. 2 Subset of Sentinel-1 HH band scene used for 

segmentation (a), sample of segmentation (b), and 

segmentation clipped to extend of airborne survey 

instrumentation view (c).  

 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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5. RESULTS 

 

It is important to note that results pertaining to 

relationships between sea ice roughness and PALSAR-2 

backscatter, as well as RADARSAT-2 backscatter in C-

band frequency, are included in a journal publication [7] 

and therefore the same level of detail is not repeated here. 

Information about the images used are also detailed in the 

publication [7]. 

 

From [7], several key outcomes are here noted:  

1. Relationships between sea ice roughness and 

backscatter are only considered for FYI, not 

MYI due to the presence of volume scattering for 

the latter type. 

2. Like-polarization HH and VV backscatter from 

PALSAR-2 is correlated with sea ice surface 

roughness (r = 0.82). The backscatter data were 

acquired at approximately 39° incidence angle.  

3. Correlations between PALSAR-2 backscatter 

and surface roughness are stronger for like-

polarization than they are for cross-polarization 

channels (HV and VH).  

4. Correlation between PALSAR-2 co-polarization 

ratio (VV/HH) and surface roughness is also 

strong (r = -0.82).  

5. The HH band at C-band frequency from 

RADARSAT-2 acquired at a shallow incidence 

angle of approximately 45° shows the strongest 

relationship with surface roughness (r = 0.86).  

6. Estimation error of surface roughness retrieval 

from PALSAR-2 is 5mm.  

 

Subsequent to the published paper on surface roughness 

[7], ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 backscatter was investigated for 

relationship with sea ice thickness. A comparison was 

made using the above-described sea ice thickness data 

acquired by airborne platform on 19 April 2016 and an 

ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 scene in high-sensitive quad-pol 

(HQP) mode acquired on 16 March 2016 at 06:15UTC 

(Fig. 3). The incidence angle range of the scene is 37.7° to 

40.3°. Data were aggregated using the same segmentation 

as in the surface roughness analysis. The studied area was 

composed of 8% level FYI and 92% deformed FYI. The 

level FYI ranged between 1.53m and 2.21m. The 

deformed FYI ranged from 1.83m to 5.44m. No MYI was 

within the studied area.     

 

 

Fig. 3 Sea ice thickness survey and ALOS-2/PALSAR-

2 scene location 

 

Strong relationships between ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 

backscatter and sea ice thickness were found (Fig. 4). The 

strongest relationship was found for the HV channel 

backscatter. It is apparent that the relationship saturates at 

sea ice thickness values above approximately 4m though 

the overall relationship is quite strong and illustrates the 

potential for L-band backscatter based sea ice thickness 

mapping in the CAA region in wintertime.  

 

 

Fig. 4 Relationships between sea ice thickness and 

ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 backscatter in HH (top), HV 

(middle), and VV (bottom) polarizations.  

 
6. SUMMARY  

 

This project aimed to advance the utility of L-band SAR 

for discriminating sea ice types, and for monitoring 

critical stages in sea ice evolution during the 

spring/summer melt period. Some deviation from the 

initial scope was required in order to maximize the 

available data and project outcomes.  

 

On the basis of comparison between airborne derived 

geophysical sea ice data and spatially-coincident ALOS-

2/PALSAR-2 SAR acquisitions, broad consistency 
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between first-year sea ice thickness, roughness, and L-

band SAR backscatter for late winter period sea ice in the 

Canadian Arctic Archipelago was found. The surface 

roughness of FYI in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago in 

the late winter period can be estimated to a 5mm accuracy 

using ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 backscatter. The SAR 

segmentation procedure enabled the comparison between 

airborne and satellite datasets, and allowed for 

comparison of discrete areas corresponding to unique ice 

features.   

 

The findings documented in the project will provide the 

basis for more research on the utilization of L-band 

synthetic aperture radar from PALSAR-2 and the future 

PALSAR-3 for understanding the seasonal sea ice 

evolution cycle linked to winter period sea ice surface 

roughness and for mass balance studies linked to sea ice 

thickness in the Canadian Arctic, with potential for 

extension to other regions in the Arctic, and possibly 

Antarctica. Detailed in situ and airborne observations, 

difficult to acquire in polar regions, will continue to be 

necessary and will constrain analyses related to 

development of new sea ice geophysical retrieval methods 

such as documented here.   

 

For detailed studies of L-band frequency SAR backscatter 

for the discrimination of sea ice types and retrieval of 

information related to melt stages, it is recommended that 

inclusion of acquisitions during seasonal Polar region 

spring/summer periods in a SAR observation scenario 

would be ideal. Moreover, acquisitions made over a 

landfast sea ice environment that contains various ice 

types, like the Canadian Arctic Archipelago region 

detailed in this project, would be ideal for identifying the 

temporal variability in SAR backscatter related to 

seasonal melt cycles.   
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of the project was to utilize high resolution 

ALOS PALSAR and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 imagery 

collocated with oceanographic in situ measurements and 

model results to reveal 3-d structure of sub- and mesoscale 

dynamic processes (internal waves, eddies and surface 

current fronts) in certain key regions of the seasonally ice-

free Arctic Ocean (AO). Utilization of high-resolution 

SAR imaging to study dynamic processes in the Arctic 

region is still rather limited and most up-to-date results 

largely rely on modelling and field measurements, or their 

combination. The project aimed at filling the observational 

gap and benefit from the potential of high-resolution 

PALSAR and PALSAR-2 imaging to observe surface 

imprints of various dynamic processes in the upper AO. 

2. DATA AND METHODS

Upper-ocean dynamic processes such as internal waves, 

eddies and current fronts effectively modulate short wind 

waves and wave breaking properties which enables to 

observe them in 2-d images of spaceborne synthetic 

aperture radars (SAR) under favorable low to moderate 

winds [1]. There are three main physical mechanisms 

responsible for surface signatures of these processes, 

namely wave-current interactions, damping of wind waves 

by surfactant films or drifting ice fields, and atmospheric 

boundary layer transformation over oceanic fronts that, 

though having different surface manifestations, enable the 

detection of ocean dynamics in the SAR images (e.g. [2]). 

During the 5-year project time in 2016-2021 83 ALOS 

PALSAR images and 224 ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 images 

were obtained from the Japan Aerospace Exploration 

Agency (JAXA) AUIG2 catalogue for selected regions of 

interest (ROI) in the AO, these were: 

- southern shelf of the Barents Sea and continental slope

north of Svalbard;

- north-eastern shelf of the Greenland Sea and Fram Strait;

- the Kara Gates Strait connecting the Barents and the Kara

Seas;

- shelf and continental slope regions of the Laptev Sea,

including the Vilkitsky Strait;

- shelf and continental slope regions of the Chukchi and

Beaufort Seas;

- the Bering Sea, including Bering Strait.

Analysis of PALSAR and PALSAR-2 data, and 

quantification of observed dynamic processes were done in 

Mathworks © MATLAB and ESA SNAP software 

(http://step.esa.int/main/toolboxes/snap/). Detection and 

analysis of surface manifestations of sub-to-mesoscale 

ocean dynamic processes in SAR images were done mainly 

for the ice-free periods during the extended summer 

seasons in 2007-2020, collocated with field oceanographic 

experiments in different parts of the AO. 

3. OBSERVATIONS OF EDDIES IN THE

WESTERN ARCTIC OCEAN 

3.1 Statistics of eddies in the Western Arctic 

The aim of this work was to analyze high-resolution 

spaceborne SAR measurements to provide the first detailed 

spatial picture of eddy properties in the Western Arctic 

Ocean, namely in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. For this 

purpose, we have used multi-mission spaceborne SAR 

observations of eddy signatures including data from two C-

band missions (Envisat ASAR and Sentinel-1A/B) and L-

band ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 data. PALSAR-2 data were 

acquired in Scan SAR nominal, Fine and Ultra-fine modes 

with a spatial resolution of 50 m, 12.5 m and 5 m, 

respectively. In total, 592 SAR images were used in the 

analysis. Detailed results of this study are presented in 

Kozlov et al. (2019), and here we briefly mention only 

some results. 

Upon the pre-processing step, every image was visually 

inspected at full resolution in search of eddy signatures. 

Fig. 1 shows examples of eddy manifestation in PALSAR-

2 images owing to three different imaging mechanisms 

mentioned above. Then by looking at eddy boundaries 

outlined due to accumulation of slicks, floating ice or 

enhanced wave breaking, their location, diameter, vorticity 

sign and manifestation type were defined manually. All 

detected eddies were then split into two major groups – 

eddies detected in the open-water regions (open-water 

(OW) eddies), and eddies manifested owing to spatial 

redistribution of drifting ice floes near the ice edge and in 

the marginal ice zone (MIZ eddies). Mean values of 

various eddy properties were then defined on a horizontal 

grid of 30×40 cells with an average cell size of 50×50 km. 

Altogether 7749 eddies were identified during three 

extended summer seasons from SAR observations acquired 

in 2007, 2011 and 2016 with 4078 eddies detected in open-

water regions and 3671 eddies in the marginal ice zone. 
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Fig. 1 Manifestation of ocean eddies in ALOS-2 

PALSAR-2 images acquired in September 2016 owing 

to a) wave-current interactions, b) accumulation of 

surfactant films, c) floating ice fields in the MIZ. 

 

The most prominent feature of the obtained results was that 

cyclonic eddies strongly dominated over anticyclones 

which was true both for OW and MIZ eddies with about 

65-70% of cyclonic eddies versus 30-35% of anticyclones. 

Fig. 2 shows the locations of all identified OW and MIZ 

eddies. OW eddies were predominantly found in the 

southern and central parts of the study region with many of 

them detected over shallow shelfs, shelf breaks and 

continental slopes. 

  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Locations of a) open-water and b) MIZ eddies in 

the Western Arctic Ocean from SAR observations 

acquired in summer 2007, 2011, 2016. Blue (red) 

circles mark cyclonic (anticyclonic) eddies with 

marker size proportional to eddy diameters. The white 

line denotes the boundary of a region where no ice-free 

SAR data were available. 

 

As seen in Fig. 2 (a), eddy locations nicely mark the main 

pathways of the Pacific water crossing the Chukchi Sea. A 

very dense eddy pattern is found along the Alaskan Coastal 

Current going toward the Barrow Canyon where it splits 

and continues northwest along the shelf break to the 

Chukchi Sea and eastward along the entire shelf break 

region in the southern Beaufort Sea. A large number of 

eddies is also found in the vicinity of Mackenzie River 

Delta, west of Banks Island and in the eastern part of the 

Amundsen Gulf. 

As seen in Fig. 2 (b), MIZ eddies were spread more 

homogeneously over the entire study domain as compared 

to OW eddies due to seasonal development and migration 

of the marginal ice zone. They extended from 68.9° N up 

to 84.4° N. Some locations with a higher number of MIZ 

eddies might be noted, e.g. the region over the continental 

slope at the boundary between the Chukchi and Beaufort 

Seas, in the eastern part of the Beaufort Gyre centered at 

75° N, 132° W, and in different locations between the 

Mendeleev Ridge and the Chukchi Plateau. One may also 

note that, in general, MIZ eddies were somewhat larger in 

size than OW eddies. 

b) 

a) 
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As further shown in [2], the normalized yearly-mean 

numbers showed maximum eddy activity in August and 

October, while giving nearly similar results for July and 

August. The maximum occurrence of MIZ eddies was 

recorded in September and October when the marginal ice 

zone was well developed. The number of eddy detections 

in the MIZ and along the ice edge was inversely 

proportional to the background sea ice concentration with 

more eddies detected over less ice-covered waters. 

The range of open-water eddy diameters spanned from 0.5 

km to 61 km. However, diameter values of about 94% of 

OW eddies didn’t exceed 10 km with a mean value of 4.7 

km. MIZ eddies were usually larger in size with a mean 

diameter of about 7 km and a wider range of diameters, 0.3-

106 km. As observed both for OW and MIZ eddies, the 

mean diameter of anticyclones was usually somewhat 

larger than that of cyclones. Interannual variability in the 

number of observed eddies was clearly present, with both 

open ocean and MIZ eddies appearing more frequently in 

2016, compared to 2007 and 2011. The observed 

interannual variability is in line with broad changes of 

FWC in the Beaufort Gyre during the last decade [3] where 

eddies are known to play an important role in buoyancy and 

freshwater budgets [4]. 

 

3.2 Warm-core eddy in the Canada Basin 

 

This part of the work aimed to analyze whether sub-surface 

Arctic eddies would be present in SAR images of the ocean 

surface. As an example, we have considered the case study 

of a warm-core Canada Basin eddy described in detail in 

[5]. The eddy itself was an intrahalocline anticyclone of 

about 11-12 km in diameter observed on the Chukchi slope 

on 16 September 2015 using towed CTD and 

microstructure sections (Fig. 3). According to [5], the 

warm eddy signature was present between 25 and 75 m 

depths with its core located at 30-50 m depth, while the 

anticyclonic rotation was present far beneath its warm core 

down to 250 m depth. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Observations of a warm-core anticyclonic eddy 

over the Chukchi slope in September 2015 from [5]. 

Copyright of the American Meteorological Society 

 

PALSAR-2 data were available only before the period of 

shipborne observations on 4-13 September 2015. Fig. 4 

shows several enlarged fragments of PALSAR-2 images 

acquired over the region of shipborne measurements with 

the approximate location of the eddy core marked by red 

asterisk.  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 PALSAR-2 images acquired on a) 08.09.2015, b) 

09.09.2015, c) 13.09.2015 in the region of the warm-

core subsurface eddy described in [5]. Red asterisk 

shows approximate location of the warm-core eddy on 

16.09.2015 

 

c) 

a) 

b) 
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First, one can see that during this period the approximate 

eddy location is surrounded by the floating low 

concentration ice fields. 

Fig. 4 (a) clearly shows a development of a system of 

dipole eddy structures (marked in yellow) seen on 8 

September 2015. The diameter values of these eddies range 

from 12 to 40 km, with the smallest anticyclone A1 having 

diameter of 12 km. On the next day, a distinct mushroom-

like feature is advected closer to the expected eddy location 

observed on 16 September 2015 (Fig. 4, b). Finally, the 

image of 13 September 2015 shows some features of 

alternating backscatter found in close vicinity to the warm-

core eddy location. Notably, the regions of enhanced radar 

backscatter (e.g. the one marked by the blue circle in Fig. 

4, c) have horizontal scale close to 10 km and potentially 

could be associated with a relatively warmer surface waters 

over the eddy core, enhancing the near-surface winds in the 

marine-atmosphere boundary layer [6]. 

 

4. INTERNAL WAVES 

 

In this section we present the results of internal solitary 

wave (ISW) observations over various regions of the AO. 

First, it starts from ISW observations made during an 

oceanographic experiment over the southern Barents Sea 

shelf in August 2016 (subsection 4.1), followed by 

observations made in August and October 2015 in the Kara 

Gates Strait (subsection 4.2). It continues then with the 

ISW observations over the Laptev Sea (subsection 4.3) and 

in the Western AO (subsection 4.4). 

 

4.1 Southern Barents Sea shelf 

 

This study is based on the results of in situ and satellite 

observations made on 9-22 August 2016 in the coastal zone 

of the southern Barents Sea. The results are presented in 

full in [7], while here we provide only a brief summary of 

main findings. 

The region of observations is located in the southern 

Barents Sea 50 km northeast from Kharlov Island (Fig. 5a) 

over depths of 150-200 m. According to a series of rapid 

CTD casts, 270 ISWs with an average period of about 15 

minutes and a height of 1 to 8 meters were registered in the 

study region.  

Fig. 5 (b) shows an example of vertical temperature 

profiles made on 23 August 2016 between 20:10 to 21:15 

MSK time (GMT-3 hours), where a clear manifestation of 

an ISW train with associated vertical displacements of 

isotherms around 5-8 m and time period of 15 min. Fig. 5 

(c) shows an example of multiple ISW trains seen over the 

ship location in PALSAR-2 image on the preceding day, 

i.e. on 22 August 2016 at 20:48 UTC. As seen, the ISW 

signatures are rather complex, have semi-circular shapes 

with multiple partly overlapping wave trains 

predominantly oriented to the northwest, west and 

southwest. 

It was shown that the intensification of internal waves 

occurred mainly at low tide when the pronounced ISW 

trains appeared against the background of a relatively calm 

pycnocline. Satellite images enabled to identify 82 packets 

of ISWs, with an average of 4 waves per packet. The mean 

crest length of the leading wave in the train was about 27 

km, and the mean wavelength about 700 m. 

 

 

   

 

Fig. 5 ISW observations in the southern Barents Sea in 

August 2016. a) map of the study site with locations of 

measurement site (red star) and ISWs’ signatures 

detected in Sentinel-1 and PALSAR-2 images, b) 

vertical oscillations of temperature during the passage 

of ISW train, c) ISW signatures in PALSAR-2 image 

acquired on 22 August 2016 (20:48 UTC) 

Analysis of the SAR data allowed to divide the observed 

ISWs into two groups. The first typically observed at 40–

100 km distance from the coast with waves propagating in 

the northwestern direction along isobaths. The second one 

moving northeastward off the coast across isobaths (see 

Fig. 5, a). A possible source of generation of these two 

groups of ISWs was an interaction of tidal currents with 

undulating bottom topography. The wavelengths and phase 

speeds derived from in situ and satellite observations 

agreed well. 

 

b) 

a) 

c) 
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4.2 Kara Gates Strait 
 

In this part we present the results of an oceanographic 

experiment onboard R/V Akademik Mstislav Keldysh in 

the Kara Gates Strait (KGS) on 28-29 August and 6-7 

October 2015, complemented by concurrent satellite 

observations and model calculations of internal tide 

generation and propagation in the strait. Full details of the 

study are given in [8]. Fig. 6 (a) shows the study site with 

a marked location of oceanographic transects made during 

the expedition. 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Observations of internal waves in the Kara 

Gates Strait: a) measurement site with locations of 

oceanographic transects, b) vertical section of water 

temperature across the KGS on 28-29 August 2015, c) 

ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 image depicting generation of 

ISWs over the KGS on 1 October 2015 (19:25 UTC) 

To obtain background properties of vertical stratification, 

measurements with an SBE-19 CTD profiler were 

performed on both sites of the strait. To obtain a detailed 

vertical structure of temperature and salinity in the strait, 

towed Idronaut 320+ sounder measurements were used in 

the scanning mode by continuously varying the depth of 

the device. During the studies, several measurement legs 

were completed in different directions along the strait from 

the Barents to the Kara Sea and back, as well as a leg across 

the strait. 

From the scanning-mode sounding results, temperature, 

salinity, and density profiles along and across the strait 

were constructed. Temperature fluctuations caused by an 

internal tidal wave propagating into the Barents Sea were 

clearly observed on the profile made along the strait (Fig. 

6, b). On the Kara Sea side, a hydraulic jump was detected 

with associated deepening of isotherms up to 100 m. In 

terms of distances between the maximum deepening of the 

isotherms on the profile and the location of the underwater 

sill, the first wave had a wavelength around 12 km; the next 

one - 15 km; and the third - 18 km. Similar distances were 

inferred between sequential ISWs observed in PALSAR-2 

image taken over the strait on 1 October 2015 (Fig. 6, c). 

The ALOS-2 image clearly showed surface manifestations 

of ISW packets having a pronounced concentric shape and 

propagating to the west and southwest from the strait (Fig. 

6, c). Analysis of the image allowed to isolate four 

sequential short-period internal wave packets (denoted A, 

B, C, D), the distance between which increased with their 

propagation toward the Barents Sea. From the Kara Sea 

side at the distance of around 30 km east of the strait, 

characteristic narrow curved bands of local 

intensification/attenuation of short wind waves were seen, 

directed to the northeast. These features didn’t have a 

pronounced packet structure like in the Barents Sea and 

were apparently a surface manifestation of the internal tide. 

All in all, analysis of in situ, satellite and model data 

showed that intense internal waves exist in the area of the 

KGS. Owing to the presence of a constant mean current 

from the Barents Sea into the Kara Sea, the internal waves 

propagating into the Barents Sea were intensified. Due to 

the counter current, the wavelengths of IWs decreased and 

their amplitudes increased in the Barents Sea. In the strait, 

nonlinear wave transformation occurred and short-period 

ISWs were generated, which was clearly seen in satellite 

images. In the eastern part of the strait on the Kara Sea side, 

a hydraulic jump was detected with the deepening of the 

isotherms and isopycnals from 50-60 m down to 100 m. 

 

4.3 Laptev Sea 

 

The main aim of the ISW study in the Laptev Sea (LS) was 

to compare the results of recent years (2018-2020) with the 

results of earlier SAR observations performed in 2007 and 

2011 based on C-band Envisat ASAR data [9] in the 

context of intensification of near-surface currents and 

shear, and weakened stratification in the Eastern Arctic 

Ocean [10]. For this purpose, a set of 46 PALSAR-2 

images for summer periods of 2018-2020 were obtained 

from the AUIG2.  

A preliminary analysis of a small portion of PALSAR-2 

images for September 2018 allowed to identify 114 distinct 

ISW trains. These waves (only leading wave trains are 

depicted) are shown in Fig. 7 (a) in blue color versus ISWs 

observed in 2007 and 2011 shown in red.  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Fig. 7 Internal wave observations in the Laptev Sea 

(LS). a) Map of the LS with locations (only for leading 

waves) of ISWs detected in Envisat ASAR images in 

2007-2011 (red color) and in PALSAR-2 images in 

2018, yellow star marks the location of mooring M1, b) 

a zoom of PALSAR-2 image acquired on 19.09.2018 

(13:26 UTC) showing multiple ISW trains over the LS 

north-eastern shelf, c) locations of ISWs observed on 

19.09.2018 superimposed on the PALSAR-2 image of 

that day. 

 

As seen, the ISWs observed in September 2018 were 

primarily located near the shelf break and over the 

continental slope, which was extremely rare in 2007-2011. 

In particular, the waves were also present around the 

location of mooring M1 deployed during NABOS program 

by University of Alaska Fairbanks (see more details e.g. in 

[10]). An example of well pronounced ISW trains observed 

in PALSAR-2 image taken on 19 September 2018 over the 

shelf-break region in the northeastern LS is shown in Fig. 

7 (b). In this example, one can clearly denote multiple ISW 

trains oriented to the south-east (shelfward). These waves, 

in fact, are only a part of the larger circular ISW patterns 

well seen in Fig. 7 (c) showing the ISW locations (only for 

leading wave trains) drawn on top of the PALSAR-2 image 

acquired on 19.09.2018. From Fig. 7 (c) one may denote 

that ISWs seem to emanate from a point-like source located 

over the continental slope, and then radially spread to all 

possible horizontal directions. Yet, the wave trains with 

shelfward direction clearly prevail in the observations. The 

analysis of the full SAR dataset is ongoing and will be 

finished in the near future. 

 

4.4 Western Arctic Ocean 

 

In this study we aimed to reveal the locations and 

properties of ISWs in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. 

Altogether 41 PALSAR-2 images for summer periods of 

2015 and 2016 were obtained from the AUIG2. Analysis 

of the data allowed to identify 54 signatures of ISW trains. 

An example of ISW signatures identified over the 

continental slope region to the northeast from Point Barrow 

in PALSAR-2 image acquired on 8 September 2015 is 

shown in Fig. 8 (a). Similarly as was observed over the 

Laptev Sea slope, the ISW patterns here have quasi-circular 

shape and concentrically spread into different directions 

with the most pronounced signatures oriented westward. 

Fig. 8 (b) shows a composite map with locations of ISW 

signatures detected in Envisat ASAR images in 2007-2011 

(red color) and those detected in PALSAR-2 images in 

2015-2016 (blue color). For information, the dataset for 

2007-2011 counted for 727 Envisat ASAR images with 

233 identified ISW signatures [11]. This means that the 

relative frequency of ISW detections in PALSAR-2 data 

during 2015-2016 was much higher than that of Envisat 

ASAR in 2007-2011. 

As seen in Fig. 8 (b), most of the waves were observed over 

shelf and shelf break regions (93%), while only 7% of them 

were found over depths exceeding 200 m. In the Chukchi 

Sea, the waves were frequently observed in the northern 

part of the sea centered at about 72.6° N, 168° W, in its 

southwestern part, around Herald Shoal, near the Barrow 

Canyon, and in the Bering Strait. 

In the Beaufort Sea, some ISW activity was observed along 

the shelf break, in particular north-east of Point Barrow 

(Fig. 8, a) and north of Cape Bathurst, while a major hot 

spot of ISW generation was found on the Mackenzie Shelf. 

Nevertheless, we should note that in general the number of 

ISW observations in the western AO is relatively small as 

compared e.g. to its Eurasian part. This is most probably 

related to the weak tidal currents and stronger near-surface 

winds in the western AO resulting in less efficient ISW 

generation and weak radar contrasts of their potential SAR 

signatures. 

 

b) 

c) 

a) 
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Fig. 8 Internal wave observations in the Western 

Arctic Ocean. a) An enlarged fragment of PALSAR-2 

image depicting generation and radial spreading of 

ISWs northeast from Point Barrow on 8 September 

2015 (22:56 UTC), b) a map showing locations of 

leading waves in ISW trains identified in Envisat 

ASAR data of 2007-2011 (red) and PALSAR-2 data of 

2015-2016 (blue). 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vertical deformation of land due to natural or man-made 

factors is one of the major environmental threats and is a 

growing concern, especially in low lying environment. 

Local and regional factors such as natural compaction, 

groundwater withdrawal, tectonic activity (regions with 

volcanoes and active faults) and anthropogenic stresses are 

the driving factors of land subsidence and are variable with 

time. Higher subsidence rates were noticed in areas with 

over withdrawal and extraction of groundwater and gas and 

lower in regions with compaction of unconsolidated 

sediments [1]. Sea level rise and extreme events caused due 

to climate change can intensify land subsidence [2]. It has 

been reported that inundation risk maps were 

underestimated by 3.7-90.9% in San Francisco Bay 

without accounting for the contribution of land subsidence 

[3. Further, the rate of subsidence contributes to the 

improved understanding of the risk and vulnerability due 

to sea-level rise. 

Around 48 major coastal deltas of the world were assessed 

for the profile risk using empirical indices [4], in which 

Ganges-Brahmaputra, Krishna and Godavari deltas of 

India ranked high-risk component from the Anthropogenic 

Conditioning Index. Several types of research in terms of 

risk and vulnerability coupled with reduced aggradation 

rate, Sea Level Rise, shoreline retreat and inundation 

flooding, storm surges and cyclones and anthropogenic 

activities such as the construction of dams and barrages has 

been reported in the coast of Andhra Pradesh, India . 

Consequences of these phenomenon's cause a high risk of 

land sinking or subsidence. Understanding the threat of 

land subsidence in densely populated dynamic 

environments must be considered and is poorly studied in 

Indian deltas. 

The Godavari delta is a highly populous delta comprising 

of two major cities, Kakinada, an industrial hub and 

Rajahmundry, situated along the east coast of India. 

Godavari delta is part of two districts of the state of Andhra 

Pradesh (East and West Godavari), and both constitute 

9.09million people, according to the 2011 census report. 

Owing to its high economic importance and value in terms 

of agriculture, aquaculture, hydrocarbon potential, forests 

and wetlands, the Godavari delta is popularly known as the 

“Rice bowl of India”. This prograding and wave dominant 

delta is built by River Godavari and bordered by the Bay 

of Bengal. Holocene Godavari deltaic plain is characterised 

by fluvial plain features such as natural levees and 

abandoned river channels in the upper and beach ridge 

plain marked by mangroves, spits, mudflats and beach 

ridges in the lower region. This low lying delta with an 

elevation of 12m above mean sea level is mainly occupied 

by aquaculture, agriculture farms and urban cities and is 

highly prone to cyclones and storm surges. 

Recent advanced techniques such as Interferometric 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), Global Positioning 

System (GPS) can be used to monitor and assess the 

vertical land deformation with the high spatial and 

temporal resolution, the capability of monitoring all 

weather and good spatial coverage [5]  

Various studies on delta subsidence through Synthetic 

Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) has been carried 

out [6-7]. It raised the concern of the Godavari delta of 

India. Subsidence over these world’s major deltas was 

attributed to the natural and anthropogenic forcing such as 

aquaculture, petroleum extraction, overexploitation of 

groundwater, urban-induced loading, compaction and local 

stratigraphy. 

Subsidence in urban cities of the coastal area represents a 

catastrophic effect on the human population. Extensive 

researches on the subsidence of coastal cities across the 

world were investigated by means of SAR based 

Interferometry. Vertical rates of 5-30 cm/yr in various 

locations of Mexico using ALOS [8] were reported due to 

over-extraction of groundwater. Various parts of Western 

Indonesia revealed subsidence through ALOS-PALSAR, 

with rates up to 22cm/yr, caused by the exploitation of 

groundwater and gas [1]. These studies prove the complex 

pattern of subsidence and the efficiency of satellite driven 

techniques over the traditional methods for time series 

deformation studies for delta regions, with limited or no 

GPS stations. 

[9] has examined the rate of subsidence (2-4mm/yr) of

the Holocene sediments at the flood plain area of Godavari 

delta through borehole sediments. This subsidence was 
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attributed to soil erosion driven by deforestation and 

agriculture. However, deformation of the coastal regions or 

deltaic plains of India has not been examined through SAR 

Interferometry and remains unidentified. Lower coherence 

pixels in agricultural and wetland area, atmospheric delays 

[6] are the major limitations in monitoring deformation 

along the coastal zones.  

 

The main focus of this research is (1) the LOS (Line of 

Sight) vertical deformation of Godavari delta, using the 

time series InSAR analysis, (2) analysing the driving 

factors such as the land use land cover, hydrology and 

morphology contributing to the deformation of the delta. 

 

Detailed land subsidence studies to find out the vulnerable 

locations to flood risk and sea-level rise have not been 

carried out in Godavari delta. This research focused on the 

time period 2006-2011 and recent 2017-2020, employed 

ALOS and Sentinel-1A satellite data. Frame Number 520 

and 521 for ALOS and 535(F2 and F3) of Sentinel were 

considered to cover the entire delta (Figure 1). Frame 

Number 533 and 538 of Sentinel-1A were also included to 

get a continuous time series analysis. The image pairs were 

chosen based on the shorter geometrical and temporal 

baselines. The LOS vertical deformation rates were 

estimated through Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) 

algorithm. Furthermore, land use land cover pattern of 

2006, 2016 and 2020 were classified using Landsat images. 

Hydrological parameters such as groundwater, rainfall and 

Total Dissolved Solids were used from India-WRIS 

(https://indiawris.gov.in/wris/#/ ) to examine their role in 

the rate of deformation in the Godavari delta. 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Study area location, Godavari delta showing 

frames of Sentinel and ALOS in Google Earth Imagery 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Subsidence in the Godavari delta was carried out using 

Interferrometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) 

analysis. ALOS-1(Advanced Land Observing Satellite) 

PALSAR(Phase Arrayed L Band Synthetic Aperture 

Radar) products for the period of 2006 to 2011 were 

acquired from JAXA through RA-6, PINo.3047.  A total of 

14 and 12 images falling in two frame numbers: (a) 320; 

ascending orbits (13269&23582) and path 

numbers520&521 and (b) 321; ascending orbit and path 

number (520)of ALOS L band were acquired between 

2006-2011. Sentinel-1A products were obtained from the 

Alaska Satellite Facility (https://asf.alaska.edu/), and 

Copernicus Data Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu/). 

Sentinel-1A, C band images of three frame numbers in 

Interferometric Wide (IW) beam mode: (a) 535; 

descending orbit (30541) and path number 19, (b) 533; 

descending orbit (26516) and path number 19 and (c) 538; 

descending orbit (27391) and path number 19 comprising 

of 92 images captured between 2017-2020 which covered 

the entire study area were used for the analyses (Figure 1). 

Specifications of these datasets were listed out in Table 1. 

Also, Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) Digital 

Elevation Model (DEM) ( https://topex.ucsd.edu/gmtsar) 

spanning the study area was used for the topographic phase 

corrections. 

 

Table 1  Satellite specifications of ALOS and Sentinel -1A 
Description ALOS Sentinel-1A 

Acquisition 

mode 

Fine beam mode Interferometric 

Wide Swath 

(IW) 

Polarization Dual (HH+HV or 

VV+VH) 

 

Swath 70 km 250 km 

Wavelength L band C band 

Orbital altitude 692 km 693 km 

Orbital direction Ascending Descending 

Revisit 46 days 12 days 

Temporal 

Coverage 

2006-2011 2016-2020 

Spatial 

resolution 

10/20 m 20m 

 

InSAR measures the phase difference between radar 

images of different orbits and times; thereby commonly 

used for ground displacement and is performed using 

Generic Mapping Tools Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(GMTSAR) software. Precise orbital data were used for 

geometric registration of Sentinel image, which removes 

phase mismatching 

(https://qc.sentinel1.eo.esa.int/aux_poeorb/). In this study, 

focussing and image alignment of the SAR images were 

executed to create Single Look Complex (SLC) images 

using the Digital Elevation Model grid and the extracted 

orbital and velocity information. All the images were 

aligned to the master image. Terrain Observation by 

Progressive Scans (TOPS) mode processing is employed 

for Sentinel-1A to achieve sub swaths coverage and more 

even amplitude SAR image and , there should be an overlap 

of minimum 20% between the Doppler centroids of master 

and slave images to achieve phase coherence of the 

interferogram [10-11. 

 

A total of 40(520), 36(521)and 333 interferogram pairs 

were constructed from ALOS-1 and Sentinel-1 images 

respectively using the geometrical and temporal baseline 

information generated during the pre-processing. The 

baseline versus time plot is presented in Figure 2. Most of 

the delta is covered with agriculture, aquaculture and 

wetlands. Ninety days and 700 m for ALOS&50 days and 

100m for Sentinel baseline pairs were considered. The 

Gaussian filter of 200m was applied to estimate the 

Interferometric products like phase, amplitude, coherence, 

phase gradient, line-of-sight displacement and unwrap of 

each pair generated in both geographic and radar 

coordinates. Statistical-cost, network-flow phase-

unwrapping algorithm (SNAPHU) was applied for 

unwrapping phase. The sub swaths (F2 and F3) of Sentinel 

were stitched after interferogram generation. SBAS 

(Small-Baseline Subset) approach was performed with 1019



unwrapped and coherence images to create time-series of 

interferograms. This approach was carried out through the 

python-based Generic InSAR Analysis Toolbox (GIAnT). 

 

 
Figure 2 Baseline vs time plot with the connected 

interferogram pairs for SBAS analysis (a) ALOS 520 (b) 

ALOS 521 and (c) Sentinel 1A images. 

 

To understand the level of permeability of Godavari delta,  

Land Use Land Cover classification for the year 2020 was 

prepared from multispectral optical satellite (Landsat) data. 

Landsat 8 OLI with spatial resolution 30m (Pan sharpened 

15m) from USGS Earth Explorer were downloaded and 

pre-processed for classification. Hybrid classification 

(Supervised and unsupervised) approach was followed to 

classify the images into seven classes, namely urban area, 

vegetation, mangroves, sand, fallow/bare land and cloud 

cover, respectively. These classified maps were grouped 

into three as highly permeable, moderately and least 

permeable based on the level of permeability. Further, 

Groundwater, rainfall and Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 

data collected by Central Ground Water Board (India 

WRIS) were extracted and represented spatially to 

investigate the linkages with Godavari delta deformation. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 Overall rate of deformation of delta 

InSAR derived LOS deformation rate was retrieved from 

ALOS during the period 2006 to 2011 (Figure 3). The two 

different paths of ALOS (520 & 521) covered the entire 

Godavari delta. The maximum rate of deformation ranged 

from 0 to ±25 mm/yr. The frequency distributions of the 

average deformation rate from 2006 to 2011 were plotted 

in Figure 4. Areas with a subsidence rate range of 0 to -

5mm/yr were dominant in path 520 and upliftment rate of 

0 to +5mm/yr in path 521. But, a high subsidence rate, 

range of -5 to -10 mm/yr was found in the region of path 

521. During 2006-2011, the average deformation rate was 

found to be -0.5 to --5 mm/yr at location (a) and 0 to +15 

mm/yr at location (b) along the coastline. Over the 

mainland, deformation rate of -0.6 to -13 mm/yr (c), +2 to 

-4 mm/yr (d), +2 to -6mm/yr (e) and +2 to -7mm/yr (f) were 

estimated. High upliftment range of 8 to 16 mm/yr were 

noted at location g.  Kakinada spit was computed with an 

average deformation rate of -2 to 6mm/yr. 

 
Figure 3 SBAS velocity map of Godavari delta from 2006 

to 2011. The red to green indicates the rate of deformation 

from subsidence to upliftment. Groundwater locations 

(white circles) are numbered from 0 to 5, and the detailed 

discussed regions were marked from a to g. 

 

 
Figure 4 Histogram of average deformation rate (a) 521 and 

(b) 520 

 

The LOS average deformation rate obtained from Sentinel-

1A derived interferometric analyses were shown in Figure 

5. The maximum deformation rate was in the range of ±30 

mm/yr. This suggested a high range value of deformation 

rate during 2017-2020 compared to 2006 to 2011. 

Histogram distribution of deformation rate were dominated 

with the region ranging from 0 to +5mm/yr followed by 0 

to -5mm/yr rate of deformation. Each interval from ±5 to 

±30 mm/yr was overtaken by subsidence values (Figure 6). 

The decorrelation in the interferometric pairs resulted in 

null data at many locations, especially in the southern 

portion of the delta. Along the coastline, upliftment rates of 

+5 to +20 mm/yr, +9 to +20 mm/yr and subsidence rate of 

–0.6 to -13 mm/yr were found at location (a), (b) and (c) 

respectively. At the mainland, high subsided regions were 

noted at the southern portion of the delta. Subsidence rates 

ranging from +2 to -14 mm/yr (d), +3 to -16 mm/yr (e), +4 

to -8mm/yr (f), -6mm/yr to -10 mm/yr (g), -2 mm/yr to -10 

mm/yr (h), +2 to -6 mm/yr (i) were identified. On the 

contrary, upliftment rates of +4 to +12 mm/yr(j) and +5 to 

+12 mm/yr (k) were also estimated. An upliftment rate, +2 

to +8mm/yr were found at the centre and the subsidence 

rate, 0 to -4 mm/yr at the boundary of the Kakinada spit. 
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Figure 5 SBAS velocity map of Godavari delta from 2017 

to 2020. The rate of subsidence to upliftment was marked 

in red and blue encircled with major cities. Groundwater 

locations were marked in white circles. The regions 

discussed were marked in square boxes (a to k) 

 

 
Figure 6 Histogram of the average deformation rate 

between 2017 to 2020 

 

3.2 Deformation along the coastline 

Low lying coast built by unconsolidated soft sediments is 

vulnerable to the impacts of anthropogenic activities, high 

wave actions, cyclones and sea-level rise (Woodruff et al., 

2013). According to IPCC special report on global 

warming, the global mean sea level rise is projected to be 

close to 10 cm by 2100, likely to change based on the future 

global warming emissions(Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2018). 

Satellite altimetry measurements during 1993-2012 

showed a mean sea level of 5mm/yr along the coasts of the 

Bay of Bengal, compared to the global value (3.2 mm/yr). 

 

The coastline of Godavari delta is characterised by 

numerous landforms near the river mouth distributaries.  

The coastal area at the location (b) and (c) has remained in 

the trend of upliftment and subsidence during both time 

periods (Figure4&5). Location (b) was uplifted by 0 to +15 

mm/yr during 2006 to 2011 to the rate of +9 to +20 mm/yr 

during 2017 to 2020. Location (c) was estimated with a 

subsidence rate of -1 to -11 mm/yr during 2006 to 2011 and 

–0.6 to -13 mm/yr during 2017 to 2020. Depositional 

landforms (Nageswara Rao et al., 2005) and mangrove 

restoration activities were found common along the regions 

near river mouths. Kakinada spit was computed with an 

average deformation rate of -2 to 6mm/yr from 2006 to 

2011. An upliftment rate, +2 to +8mm/yr were found at the 

centre and subsidence rate, 0 to -4 mm/yr at the outer 

margin of the Kakinada spit in recent times.  

 

3.2 Effect of Rainfall and Groundwater 

Significant land subsidence caused by the excessive 

withdrawal of groundwater has been reported across many 

cities and deltas of the world(Chaussard et al. 2013; 

Higgins et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2020). The relation with the 

effect of rainfall and the groundwater level and quality in 

the various locations of Godavari delta gave a glint for the 

undergoing deformation. Groundwater level ranges from a 

depth of 10m to 20m in the upland to 0-2m in the coastal 

plain in the Godavari delta. This conveys that the majority 

of the delta plain lies in the shallow aquifer region.  

 

Comparison of groundwater levels during 2011 and 2019 

at four different depths were investigated to understand its 

role in land deformation. A strong relationship between the 

change in level and deformation was noted.  The depth to 

the groundwater level was high during 2011 than in 2020. 

This change in groundwater level is reflected in the 

variation in rate of deformation. The rates of deformation 

values at these locations were found to be in a stable to 

minor subsidence (-0.8mm/yr to -1.9mm/yr) during 2011 

and stable to upliftment during 2020 (9mm/yr to 

14.5mm/yr). The details of the groundwater locations were 

tabulated in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 Groundwater level during 2011 and 2019 with the 

respective rate of deformations at four different locations 

 

Groundwater 

Level (m) 

Rate of 

deformation 

(mm/yr) 

Sl 

No Location 2011(m) 

2020 

(m) 

2006-

2011 

2016-

2020 

0 Amalapuram 1.54 0.41 -1.8 12 

1 Peddapuram -PZ1 26.74 17.79 -0.16 9 

2 Vakalpudi 1.45 0.06 -1.9 10.5 

3 Vegayammapeta 2.36 0.56 -0.8 14.5 

 

 
Figure 7 Rainfall and the depth to groundwater level 

locations. Blue circle represents the upliftment, and red 

circle represents the subsidence. 
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Figure 8 LOS subsidence rate locations with corresponding 

rainfall from 2017-2019 and ground water level from 2017-

2019 

 

The LOS rate at 13 different locations (Figure 7) of the 

Godavari delta were considered to understand the effect of 

rainfall and groundwater level to the change in 

deformations. Figure 8  represents the rainfall and the depth 

to groundwater level from 2017 to 2019 and the 

corresponding LOS rate of subsidence at 6 different 

locations. A correlation with R2 value of 0.5082 and 

0.3426 were obtained for depth to groundwater level and 

rainfall, respectively. Higher subsidence at the rate of -

14mm/yr , -9mm/yr and -5mm/yr  was observed at 

location1, 2 and 4 respectively. AWS station at these 

locations have reported a continuous drop down in annual 

rainfall between 2017 and 2019. Annual precipitation has 

reduced from 832mm to 252.5mm at location 1, 876.15mm 

to 277mm at location 2, and 866mm to 647m at location 4, 

respectively. At these locations, a very slight increase in 

the depth to groundwater level ( 1.96m to 2.08m, 7.56m to 

8.05m& 2.17m to 2.32m) was noted.  

 

On the other hand, the amount of rainfall was found scarce 

during 2018 compared to 2017 at locations 3&5. During 

2019, the amount has regained closer to the value of the 

year 2017.  At the same time, a high increase in the depth 

to groundwater level was observed at location 3 &5 

between the period 2017 to 2019. At location 3, the depth 

was 8.4m below groundwater level during 2017. This has 

increased to 9.73m in 2018 and 10.24m in 2019. Also, at 

location 5, the depth to the groundwater level was 1.11m 

during 2017. The depth has increased to 3.42m and 7.63m 

during 2018 and 2019. The LOS rate found at location 3 

and 5was -7.19mm/yr and -4.10 mm/yr. At location 6, the 

amount of rainfall has increased from 516.2mm (2017) to 

984mm (2019), and the depth to the groundwater level has 

reduced from 2.62m (2017) to 1.92m(2019). The LOS rate 

of deformation was found in a minor subsidence of -

1.2mm/yr. This clearly conveyed that the rate of 

deformation is in relation with the amount of rainfall 

received and the groundwater level of the respective 

locations. 

 

Figure 9 represents the rainfall and depth to ground water 

level during the period from 2017 to 2019 and the 

corresponding LOS rate of upliftment for seven different 

locations in the Godavari delta. A good correlation with R2 

value of 0.8176 was found for groundwater level and an R2 

value of 0.0929 was obtained for rainfall. 

 

High rainfall of 937.5mm, 1039.5mm and 1302.25mm was 

received at locations 1, 4 and 5 respectively, compared to 

the previous years. The depth to groundwater level showed 

a minimal increase from 2017 to 2019. The depth has 

increased from 8.4m to 10.24m at location 1, 3.72m to 

3.39m at location 4 and 2.44m to 2.83m at location 5, 

respectively.  This indicated that high rainfall contributes 

to the recharge of groundwater irrespective of the pumping. 

This recharge through rainfall led to the land's uplifmtment 

to the rate of 4.7mm/yr, 11.7mm/yr and 16.7mm/yr, 

respectively.  

 

Locations 2, 3 and 6 received a good amount of rainfall 

(1006mm, 859mm and 1125mm) during the year 2018, 

compared to 2017 and 2019. At the same time, depth to 

groundwater level has reduced from 2.5m (2017) to 

2.13m(2019) at location 2. Whereas, the depth has reduced 

from 4.09m(2017) to 1.05m(2019) at location 3. Also, at 

location 6, the depth has remained the same in 2019 and 

2019. This condition has implied that the high recharge in 

the groundwater level is correlating to the upliftment of 

these locations to the rate of 5mm/yr, 6.5mm/yr and 

17.4mm/yr, respectively. On the contrary, LOS rate of 

18mm/yr was found at location 7. This location was found 

with reduced rainfall in 2019 compared to other years 

without a change in the depth to groundwater level, which 

has to be explored with other parameters. Overall,  analyses 

at 13 different locations suggested that the amount of 

rainfall and groundwater are one of the important 

parameters that significantly contribute to the LOS rate of 

deformation.  

 

 
Figure 9 LOS upliftment rate locations with corresponding 

rainfall from 2017-2019 and ground water level from 2017-

2019 

 

Alongwith, the groundwater quality was also evaluated 

from the Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) of  East and West 

Godavari districts from 2015 to 2019 using the Central 

Ground Water Board (CGWB) database (Table 3). In 2015 

and 2016, The TDS concentration in groundwater ranged 

from 65-8103 mg/l & 35-8511 mg/l; estimated from 44 

&90 samples in Andhra Pradesh. Whereas, during 2017, 

2018 and 2019, TDS concentration in groundwater ranged 

very high (33-12323 mg/l ,25-12592 mg/l, 30-15287 mg/l) 

in the state from 68, 79 and 76 samples.  The annual 

fluctuation of TDS from 2015-2019 of East and West 

Godavari districts was also nearly doubled. 

 

An increase in the TDS concentration in groundwater was 

analysed during the study period. Increased TDS in coastal 

regions are reflecting the over withdrawal of groundwater 

and the starting of intrusion of saltwater, subsequently 

leading to vertical deformation of the regional and local 
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areas. This study has brought out the local area deformation 

rates also in the Godavari delta. The prolonging 

deformation in this rate may trigger the collapse or damage 

to the structures. 

 

Table 3 Minimum and Maximum TDS concentration in 

groundwater in East and West Godavari districts obtained 

from CGWB database. (2018 values are not considered due 

to incomplete information) 

District 

Values 

(mg/l) 2015(May) 

2016 

(May) 2017(May) 2019(May) 

EAST 

GODAVARI 

Min 190 89 260 135 

Max 2700 4472 2824 6612 

WEST 

GODAVARI 

Min 234 80 161 70 

Max 3444 7234 12323 6118 

 

    

Implications and Limitations 

This is a pioneer study in understanding the coastal 

deformation rates through remote sensing and one of the 

studies with respect to the response of delta for the vertical 

changes. The role of land use/land cover pattern, 

groundwater, rainfall, water quality and urban expansion 

over the period of two decades were significant and this 

study evaluates the changes in deformation rate from 2006 

to 2011 (ALOS) and 2017 to 2020 (Sentinel). The 

deformation rates along the coast found to be moderate, 

but, considering the rising sea levels at more than 3mm/yr, 

this region gives an alarming vulnerable situation in the 

near future.  Lack of  GPS stations in this region is a 

limitation and if available in future, even local area 

deformation rate can be estimated which will provide the 

stability of this region. Linking with InSAR would 

facilitate the whole region’s deformation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mapping the underwater bottom feature and ocean 

bathymetry is essential to support activities such as ship 

navigation, boating, fishing, dredging, pipeline, and cable 

layouts. Apart from these operational activities, the 

bathymetry forms the primary information for any 

numerical models simulating ocean currents and waves. 

Moreover, the updated bathymetry is critical, especially for 

the coastal models used to predict the coastal hazards[1,2]. 

The conventional method to obtain the bathymetric charts 

is through ship/boat borne observations. The dedicated ship 

uses a sonar-based echo sounder that maps the sea bottom 

by sending a swath of sound beams and recording its travel 

time [3]. These ship-based hydrographic surveys are 

expensive and time consuming. Limited spatial and 

temporal capabilities are other drawbacks of such 

measurements. Long-term depth observations are required 

to decipher the future behaviour of coast in order to defend 

the land against flooding under a climate change scenario. 

Depth along the depositional areas such as shoals, sand 

waves, sand ridge, tidal ridge, tidal channels are highly 

dynamic due to the presence of strong current and the 

associated sediment transport. These areas require regular 

mapping and monitoring that are arduous using 

conventional bathymetric observations. The difficulty in 

ship/boat-borne bathymetric observations in the coastal 

areas is enhanced due to the depositional features that 

prohibit a smooth survey along the region. 

Alternatively, remote sensing (RS) techniques are effective 

in specific information acquisition for large spatial 

coverage and non-intrusive measurement from the earth 

surface. RS technique can improve the efficiency of 

bathymetric surveys due to its repeated and instantaneous 

overview of a large area at a relatively low cost. Using the 

optical part of the EM spectrum, various RS based depth-

mapping methods are available. Laser bathymetry [4] is the 

most accurate and conceptualizes simple technique to 

measure bathymetry through space. The passive optical 

bathymetry, [5, 6] relies on the amount of the sunlight 

reflected from the bottom surface in the upwelling 

radiation. Nevertheless, these methods are applicable only 

over shallow and clear water conditions and the clear sky 

condition is another constrain. Microwave remote sensing 

has the advantage to see through the cloud cover.  

The microwave radiations penetrate only a few centimetres 

at the water surface and therefore, cannot image the 

bathymetry directly. The microwave RS detects 

underwater features indirectly by sensing sea surface 

modulations caused by variation in current. These 

variations in current are generated as they flow over the 

submarine feature such as shoals & sand waves. The first 

observation of such a feature was in 1969 by DeLoor and 

his team on real aperture radar image [7, 8]. Moreover, in 

1978 similar observations were made with the SEASAT L-

band SAR image [9] but no theoretical model was available 

to explain the phenomena. Alpers and Henning (1984) [10] 

proposed the first full theoretical model for the SAR 

imaging mechanism of underwater features.  

The flow model, the current-wave modulation by the wave 

model, describes the bottom-current interaction and the 

radar backscatter model explains the interaction of sea 

surface-SAR signal. These models were proposed and 

formulated by various authors [11,12,13,14, 15, 16,17, 18, 

19,20].  Detailed formulation and model equation of these 

processes are given in the methodology section. Other 

wave-current interaction such as internal waves [21] and 

fronts [22] also explains the imaging mechanism for the 

spatial distribution of Bragg waves. Several studies have 

been carried out to estimate the depth from SAR images 

based on the principle of bottom-current interaction and 

associated modulation of backscatter. De Valk et al. (2002) 

[23] and Fillipano et al. (2012) [24]  have estimated depth

based on the above-mentioned imaging mechanism. In

their studies, coarse spaced in-situ depth information is a

necessary condition to produce a depth map.

In the present study, we estimated bathymetry based on the 

linear backscatter model proposed by Alper and Hanning 

(1984). The bathymetry is estimated for the depositional 

features and tidal channels at the Gulf of Khambhat along 

the west coast of India and the results are validated with 

available in situ observation. We also have used temporal 

SAR images to study the dynamics of the bathymetric 

features due to the prevailing strong tidal current in the 

study region. 

2. STUDY REGION

We estimated the depth values for selected bathymetric 

features within the Gulf of Khambhat (GoK). The GoK is 

an inverted funnel-shaped north-south oriented macro-tidal 

region that opens into the Arabian Sea. The gulf lengths 

exceed 200 km measured from the tip of Mahi River to 

edge of the continental shelf and attain its width of 80 km 

at the mouth, which funnels down to 25 km over a 

longitudinal reach of 140 km [25, 26]. The climate of GoK 

ranges from semi-arid through the tropical plain in the 

north (hot dry with moderate rainfall) to tropical rainy in 

the south (consistently hot with pronounced summer 

monsoon and large fluctuations in river discharge), with 

average rainfall exceeding 100 cm per year in the coastal 

area [26, 27].  
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Large tidal flat embedded with numerous tidal creeks 

fringes along the shoreline of the gulf. Tides in the inner 

gulf are semi-diurnal with a spring tide range of up to 10 m 

[28] making the gulf a macro-tidal estuarine environment 

[29]. High tides result in strong flood and ebb tidal currents 

[30] that cause the water to remain turbid with suspended 

sediment loads. The seabed in most parts of the gulf 

remains in quasi steady state and it moves as sandbars with 

the dominant tidal direction [31]. The present study region 

has a major influence from Narmada and Tapti River, 

which alone discharges almost 6x107 tons of sediment 

annually into GoK [25]. Saha et al. (2015) [32] has 

provided a detailed study about the geomorphology of the 

tidal ridges and flats within the GoK. Various bathymetric 

features such as tidal sand bars, tidal sand ridges, and 

sandbanks with distinct characteristics are present in the 

inner and the outer gulf. Figure 1(a) shows the Landsat-8 

FCC image of the study region where the tidal features are 

visible. The inset box named as S1, S2, S3, and S4 are the 

region where bathymetric features are observed in varied 

SAR images. 

 

Fig 1. Landsat-8 image of Gulf of Khambhat, inset area 

representing coverage of ALOS-1/2 PALSAR image. 

The area within S1 (subset1), S2 and S3, S4 are the first, 

second, third and fourth region, where bottom 

topographic features are observed over the SAR 

images. 

 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

3.1 Data 

3.1.1. SAR Data 

 

Table-1 shows the list of ALOS-PALSAR data used to 

estimate the depth values at the GoK. The ALOS 

PALSAR-1/2 imageries were acquired from JAXA under 

RA-6 “Applications of ALOS PALSAR in understanding 

coastal erosion processes through studying nearshore 

dynamics and coastal subsidence.” The 2018 data is used 

to validate the performance of the model and to update the 

depth values of selected bathymetric features. Using the 

SAR data during 2008, 2010, and 2014 years, we identified 

common features and analysed the changes happened 

during the observational period. 

 

3.1.2. In situ Observation 

 

In situ depth measurement was obtained from ship-based 

side scan sonar acquired by Adani port authority during 

peak spring period (mid-April 2017) in a grid format. The 

grid spacing is kept uniformly at 50 m. Each survey was 

supported with DGPS for the position and with Automatic 

Tide Gauge (ATG), installed at Hazira port, for tide 

measurement. Tide measured by ATG was used to reduce 

the sounding data to (LLW) chart datum, which is provided 

along with position (lat/lon) information. The gridded data 

were then converted with respect to MSL for validating the 

SAR estimated depth values.  

 

3.1.3. Wind 

 

We used the global atmospheric re-analysis wind available 

on a 0.125°×0.125°grid from ERA-Interim product 

provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range 

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Re-analysis data of 

meridional and zonal component of wind at 10 m height at 

3-hour interval is downloaded corresponding to the SAR 

pass to observe the wind condition at the study region. 

 

3.2 SAR data analysis 

 

The SAR images utilized for the depth estimation shows 

bright or dark quasi-linear features aligned in parallel 

direction to tidal channel. Detailed analysis of each 

observed features are mentioned in result section. The 

reason behind the SAR images reflect bottom topographic 

features are the three step imaging mechanism: (1) 

Interaction of the current with the underwater topographic 

features (2) Modulation of the sea surface roughness by the 

surface current (hydrodynamic modulation) (3) The 

interaction of electromagnetic (radar) wave with the sea 

surface. Alpers and Henning proposed the first theoretical 

1-model in 1984 [10]. The first step is described by a flow 

model, followed by a wave model solving the action 

balance equation, and the last step involves a radar 

backscatter model. The model calculates the changes in the 

backscattered coefficients as a function of slope, change of 

depth, current velocity, and satellite parameters. We used 

the 1-D radar backscatter model given as:  

 
𝛿𝐼

𝐼𝑜𝑆𝐴𝑅
=  

𝛿𝐼
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𝑅

𝑉
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Equation (1) represents that the total relative SAR intensity 

modulation is the sum of hydrodynamics (Ihydr) and 

velocity bunching (IV.B.) modulations. A detailed 

formulation of equation (1) is given in equation (2), where 1025



both Ihydr and IV.B. are proportional to d’ (slope of depth 

profile in the flow direction) and d2 is the product of 

adjacent depth along the profile. Other terms are constant 

for a given feature and for a given timeframe. These terms 

includes, |Uo| the undisturbed current velocity, do, the 

water depth outside the bottom topographic feature and, φ 

the angle between the flight direction and direction of the 

feature. The term µ is parameter with the inverse of 

relaxation time (ζ) and is called relaxation rate. The 

relaxation time is the time taken by a wave system to 

resume to its equilibrium state after perturbation. The 

larger the relaxation time, the longer the wave can keep its 

imbalance caused by variable current and thus stronger is 

the modulation of the wave amplitude. No measurements 

of relaxation time in the open ocean exist and from theory, 

its value is expected within the order of 10-100 wave-

periods [10]. The 𝛾 term is a function of acceleration due 

to gravity, surface tension, and density of water, and its 

value for gravity waves is 0.5 and capillary waves 1.5 [10]. 

In the velocity bunching term of equation (2), R represents 

the range of the target, V is the platform/satellite velocity, 

Θ is the radar incidence angle. Figure 2 shows the flow 

diagram describing the implementation of the above-

mentioned model.  

 

 

Fig 2. Flow chart of the backscatter model applied on 

SAR images to derive bathymetry. 

 

The modulated radar backscatter coefficient δσ/σ°  is 

calculated from the slope of the bottom surface, current 

velocity and satellite parameters using the radar-

backscatter model (equation (2)). Tidal current is simulated 

using MIKE-21 HD model and the slope of bathymetric 

feature is obtained from the hydrographic chart (guess 

bathymetry). The error is estimated between the modelled 

radar backscatter and the observed backscatter from the 

SAR image. If the error is more than 10% then the slope is 

changed by adjusting the  depth by ± 0.05 m  and a new 

radar gradient in the backscatter coefficient ( δσ/σ° ) is 

estimated. The process is iterated to converge the (δσ/σ°) 

two-backscatter modulations and the depth corresponding 

to the changed slope is considered as the best estimate for 

the real depth. 

 

3.3 Hydrodynamic (HD) model simulation for current 

fields  

 

MIKE-21 HD model has been used to simulate the 

hydrodynamics of the region. The model simulates the flow 

by solving governing equations in two-dimensions using a 

cell centered finite element method. The governing 

equations are depth-integrated equations of conservations 

of volume and momentum in Cartesian co-ordinate. The 

detailed formulation is given in [33]. The domain is 

selected to include the entire Gulf of Khambhat and the 

model is forced with predicted tides along the open 

boundary at the mouth. We have used MIKE 21 toolbox to 

predict the tidal height. MIKE-21 predicted tide is reported 

to perform with the best accuracy in the GoK [34]. The 

strength of wind has a significant influence on the 

hydrodynamics of GoK [31], and the ECMWF re-analysis 

winds are used. Simulated current speed and direction 

along the selected bathymetric features during the satellite 

pass is shown in Table 1.  

Table1: List of ALOS PALSAR-1 and PALSAR-2 

along with environmental conditions at bathymetric 

feature 
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4 
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ALOS-2 

PALSA

R 

02-

02-

201

8 

EBB 3 66° 1.25 S TO SW 

  

 

 

4. RESULTS 

 

We updated the hydrographic chart for selected 

bathymetric features using SAR images and studied the 

temporal changes. The bathymetric feature observed 

represents the tidal bars, ridges, and flats, forming complex 

and transient network of tidal channels. 

To assess the accuracy of SAR estimated bathymetry, in 

situ observations from ship-borne bathymetric survey near 

the Hazira port to the southern GoK have been used. The 

gridded in situ measurement is interpolated to produce a 

smooth depth map shown in figure 3(b). The depth is 

estimated as discussed in section 3, along profiles were 

drawn perpendicular to the bathymetric features (area 

overlaying with the in situ observations) observed from the 

ALOS-2 PALSAR image of 2018. We applied the 

backscatter model along 100 such profiles to estimate the 1026



variation in depth through iteration and are linearly 

interpolated on a grid of 25 m (Fig. 3c). The in situ and 

updated bathymetry ranges between -26.8 m to -1.03 m and 

shows a similar spatial pattern. 

 

Fig 3. : (a) S1 region of ALOS-2 PALSAR image (of 

2018 period) available for validation study (b) In situ 

bathymetry (c) Estimated bathymetry, overlaid on SAR 

image near Hazira port. 
 

The error calculated between the hydrographic bathymetric 

data (initial guess) and the in situ observations resulted in 

RMS error of 3.2 m. The SAR estimated bathymetry 

showed significant improvement, where the RMS error 

reduced to 1.5 m with in situ data. Figure 4 depicts the 

histogram of the difference between the estimated depth 

and in situ observation. More than 80 percent of the data 

points showed the RMS error to be less than 2 m. 

 

 
Fig 4. Histogram plot of the error between estimated 

and in situ bathymetry at Hazira port. 
 

We analysed a series of ALOS PALSAR images from 2008 

to 2014 to estimate the bathymetry and the changes in the 

morphology of the bathymetric features were studied. The 

method is applied to estimate the depth over N-S oriented 

tidal channel shown in Figure 5(a) using ALOS PALSAR-

1 images of 2008 and 2010. The 2008 SAR observation 

was during ebb flow with a speed of 0.8 ms-1, while during 

2010, the satellite pass was during high tide where the 

currents were strong at 1.2 ms-1. The hydro-

meteorological conditions during both the satellite image 

satisfy the optimum range to observe the bathymetric 

features (Table 1) [3]. The feature appears as bright-

elongated streaks, visible in both the satellite images with 

an approximate length of 24 km. As the depth decreased 

rapidly along the outer edge of the tidal channels, the steep 

gradient has caused the variations in the backscatter 

observed from the SAR images.  

 

 
Fig 5. ALOS-1 PALSAR image (2010) of S2 region 

representing the selected bathymetric feature along 

Narmada estuary, estimated depth for (b) 2008 and (c) 

2010 period overlaid on SAR image. 

 

 

Total 200 linear profiles were drawn with 120 m spacing 

across the feature and for each profile d’/d2 and δσ/σ° is 

calculated. The SAR estimated depth values are then 

interpolated using inverse distance technique to produce 

smooth bathymetry maps as shown in figure 5(b) and 5(c) 

for 2008 and 2010, respectively. The depth varied between 

-19.25 m to -0.61 m in 2008 and -18.24 m to -0.61 m in 

2010. The northern region have steeper slopes and deeper 

offshore compared to the southern parts. Figure 6(I) shows 

the difference in depth between 2008 and 2010 and figure 

6(a, b and c) shows a comparison of depth profiles selected 

across the feature at three different regions. The difference 

in depth varies between -2.2 m to 2.0 m, where the 

prominent variations are in the northern part of the 

bathymetric feature. Overall, the comparison shows 

positive changes in the offshore region. 

 

 
Fig 6. (I) Difference between estimated depth of 2010 

and 2008. (a, b, c) Comparison of the depth profile 

across the bathymetric feature. 

 

Figure 7 shows the bathymetric feature on ALOS-1 and 

ALOS-2 PALSAR image acquired over the eastern part of 

GoK on 02-10-2010 & 02-06-2014, respectively. 

Simulated tidal current at the time of satellite pass shows a 

velocity of 1 ms-1 during 2010 and 0.8 ms-1 during 2014. 

We selected two bathymetric features visible from both the 

images to estimate the depth. The tidal bar with an average 

length of 2.8 km and the mudflat fringing parallel to the 

coast with an average length of 8.4 km are the visible 
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bathymetric features selected. The features appear as dark 

and white streaks on the SAR images due to the sudden 

depth change. Figure 7 (b and c) shows the estimated 

bathymetry for 2010 and 2014. The depth from 2010 SAR 

image varies from -8.84 m to -0.70 m and for 2014 the 

depth ranges between -6.65 m to -0.70 m. The change in 

depth ranges from -1.5 to 3 m (Fig 8I). The tidal bar 

oriented in the NW-SE direction shows positive 

bathymetric changes to the leeward direction of the flood 

flow. The offshore region at the southern part also shows a 

positive change in the bathymetry. 

 

 
Fig 7. ALOS-1 PALSAR image (2010) of S3 region 

showing the selected bathymetric feature along 

Narmada estuary, estimated depth for (b) 2010 and (c) 

2014 overlaid on SAR image. 

 

 
Fig 8. (I) Difference between estimated depth of 2014 

and 2010. (a,b,c,d) Comparison of the depth profile 

across the bathymetric feature. 

 

We then analysed the 2018 ALOS-2 PALSAR images and 

identified bathymetric features to estimate the depth and 

provide an updated bathymetric map. Bright, irregular, and 

linear streaks observed in figure 9(I) are the manifestations 

of the undulating bottom bathymetric features that form 

tidal bars, tidal ridges, and mudflats. Depth is calculated 

for identified bathymetric features marked within box over 

SAR image. At the time of the satellite pass, the current 

flow was towards N-NE with a speed ranging from 0.5 to 

2 ms-1.  

 

 
Fig 9. (I) ALOS-2 PALSAR image of 2018 with inset 

box highlighting the visible bathymetric feature. (a,b,c) 

SAR estimated depth. 

  

Figure 9 (a, b, and c) shows the updated bathymetry for the 

feature present in the corresponding inset boxes. The 

feature within the inset box ‘a’, is a tidal ridge along the 

central tidal channel with a depth ranging from -1.23 m to 

-20 m. The ridge forms an elongated deposition tapering to 

the ebb flow direction. The feature ‘b’ is located towards 

the coast, showing the traverse of a tidal channel between 

two shoals. The channel has a maximum depth of -38 m in 

the central part and the shoals are oriented to the left side 

of the channel at the north and right side at the southern 

parts. The shoals have a maximum elevation of about -10 

m to -12 m. The subset ‘c’ is a tidal channel that slopes 

gently towards south deepening to around -36 m. The 

channel ridges slopes on either side and reaches an 

elevation of about -20 to -22 m. Figure 10 shows the 

difference between the updated bathymetry using the SAR 

images and the NHO bathymetry. The updated bathymetry 

have a depth change in the range of -5 m to 4 m. 

 

 
Fig 10. (a,b,c) Difference between estimated 

bathymetry (2018) and NHO bathymetry 

corresponding to bathymetric feature 9(a,b,c). 

 

         5. DISCUSSION 
 

We estimated the depth of selected bathymetric features 

using ALOS 1 and 2 PALSAR images along the Gulf of 

Khambhat coast. The validation study shows significant 

improvement in the accuracy of bathymetry updated using 

the ALOS-PALSAR image over the hydrographic charts. 

The RMS error improved more than half for the SAR 

bathymetry. The percentage-wise distribution of error 

calculated is plotted (Fig 4) as a histogram that found 80 

percent of depth to have an error within the limit of 2 m. A 

small position error may enhance the error in the depth for 
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regions like GoK with a complex network of tidal channels 

and tidal bars. The error is high along regions located to the 

south-west and central parts of the in situ observations 

(Fig.3). The method relies on the modulation of backscatter 

by the bathymetric features that are visible in the SAR 

images. The region with high error is devoid of any 

backscatter features that contribute to the inaccuracy in the 

depth estimation. 

As reported by [8], the region with sudden changes in the 

depth is observed in SAR images due to the bathymetry 

induced spatial variation in the backscatter values. The 

tidal channel and its periphery are clearly demarcated with 

variation in the backscatter observed from the SAR image 

shown in figure 5(a). The estimated bathymetry (Fig. 5b & 

5c) shows steep slopes to the northern part that gradually 

flattens near the mouth of the Narmada river mouth. The 

flattening of the slope is due to the presence of mudflat that 

extends offshore from the northern bank of the river mouth. 

The slope gradually steepens towards the south. The 

bathymetric change is prominent to the northern part of the 

region, where deposition is presumed to happen along the 

offshore region (Fig. 6) that ranges between 1-2m. The 

periphery of the tidal channel is eroded with a depth change 

of -1 to -2.5 m. Bhatti et al. (2018) [30] have reported the 

meandering of tidal channels within the GoK that leads to 

erosion of the outer bank. The changes along the region 

support the erosion of the outer banks of the meandering 

channel where the eroded materials are deposited in the 

channel, leading to a decrease in the depth. 

The region to the south of Narmada estuary shows 

modulation of backscatter due to the presence of mudflat 

fringing to the coast and tidal bar forming an island. The 

tidal bar is aligned in the NW-SE direction (Fig. 7a). The 

mudflat is gently sloped and parallel to the coast forming a 

landward extension of the inner shelf. The model has 

captured the cuspate shaped bathymetric feature parallel to 

the mudflat. The tidal bar is determined as a linear feature 

with an increased elevation that deepens to its leeward 

direction to the flood flow. The change in bathymetry has 

shown a lateral migration of the tidal bar (Fig. 8) that have 

shifted towards the coast. The tidal bar transverse to the 

prevailing current [35] and the migration observed 

indicates the strong NS directed tidal currents [31]. The 

large depth variation at the tidal bar observed in figure 8 

can be considered due to this lateral migration of the bar. 

The region also shows deposition to the leeward side of 

flood flow, where the change in depth ranges between 1-3 

meters. The possibility of sediment deposition by the 

fluvial and ebb flow is considerably large as the region is 

located near the mouth of the Narmada River. The mudflat 

shows deposition to the offshore region where the depth 

has increased between 2-3 meters. 

With the certainty achieved from the validation results, we 

have updated the depth values along selected bathymetric 

features visible from the 2018 SAR images. The 

bathymetric features include tidal ridge, ridge, channels, 

and bars that have sudden bathymetric changes and are 

visible in the SAR images through the variation in the 

backscatter. The tidal ridge (Fig.9a) located to the offshore 

have an elongated ebb spit aligned in the flow direction. 

The slopes are gentle and trappers towards the ebb flow. 

The updated bathymetry showed a change in depth 

(Fig.10a) ranging from -2 to 3 meters range, where the 

positive changes to the south indicate the growth of ebb spit. 

The tidal channel observed as the second bathymetric 

feature (Fig 9b) traverse across the tidal shoals forming a 

pool with increased depth in the central region. The 

updated bathymetry shows a change in depth (Fig.10b) 

ranging between -3 to 3 meters, where the positive changes 

are along the periphery of the tidal channels. The third 

bathymetric feature comprises of a tidal channel sloping 

southwards, where the change is between -4m to 3 meters 

(Fig.10c). The improvement in the validation with in situ 

measurements, observation of new bathymetric features, 

and estimation of its changes shows the importance of 

satellite-based techniques to update the transient 

bathymetry of the coastal region.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

This research project aims at exploiting the polarimetric 

imaging capabilities of the PalSAR sensor on-board of 

Alos-1 and Alos-2 satellite missions for the observation of 

oceans and coastal areas. The core of the project is to 

develop scattering-based approaches to get full benefits of 

polarimetric information in order to produce added-value 

products for a broad range of maritime applications 

including iceberg detection, coastal area classification, 

atoll observation and sea surface geophysical parameter 

retrieval. The outcomes of this project consist of new 

algorithms and improved added-value products that can 

significantly support end-users and stakeholders in the 

frame of ocean and coastal areas monitoring. 

Nowadays, standard single-polarization SAR products 
are widely used to routinely monitor the oceans and coastal 

areas at local scale. However, polarimetric information is 

still underexplored and undervalued, especially at L-band. 

Nonetheless, to transform polarimetric SAR measurements 

into added-value products needs electromagnetic models to 

extract reliable and useful information on the geophysical 

parameters of interest. As a result, new tasks can be 

enabled and improved performance, i. e., in terms of 

accuracy and robustness, can be achieved for standard 

tasks.  

Within this context, the high-quality, i. e., very low 

noise floor (noise equivalent sigma zero, NESZ), and 

advanced polarimetric imaging modes, are key factors that 

promoted an operational use of polarimetric Alos PalSAR 

imagery. To summarize the outcomes of the project, 

different applications are showcased: 

• Analysis of polarimetric scattering from sea surface.

• Marine targets observation.

• Classification of coastal areas, including mangroves.

When dealing with the study of polarimetric scattering 

from sea surface, fine-resolution (9.4 m × 3.6 m, range × 

azimuth) Alos PalSAR-1 single-look complex (SLC) 

products with a NESZ of -29 dB (at near range) are 

considered that were collected in full-polarimetric mode 

under low incidence angle (20° - 25°).  

When dealing with the detection of icebergs and atolls, 

dual-polarimetric Alos PalSAR-2 SLC fine-resolution 

products are used that were collected under the 

transmission of horizontally polarized electromagnetic 

waves.   

When dealing with the coastal area classification, high-

quality fine-resolution (6 m × 3 m, range × azimuth) full-

polarimetric Alos PalSAR-2 SLC images collected at low 

incidence angle (27° - 31°) are considered.   

For all the showcases, when available, ground 

information (e. g., global positioning system (GPS) 

samples, images from field surveys) and external data (e. 

g., wind field from scatterometer, satellite optical imagery) 

are considered. 

2. SEA SURFACE POLARIMETRIC SCATTERING

In this piece of research, which is detailed in [1], [2], full-

polarimetric Alos PalSAR data are exploited to analyze 

polarimetric backscattering of sea surface. In particular, it 

is investigated how SAR imaging parameters as incidence 

angle and sea state affect the standard deviation of the co-

polarized phase difference, which is one of the most 

important scattering-based parameters widely used to 

detect ships and oil spills over sea surface. Results on 

actual SAR data are interpreted according to the X-Bragg 

scattering model, which describes the polarimetric 

covariance matrix associated to sea surface tilted-Bragg 

scattering mechanism. Different incidence angles and 

roughness conditions were considered. 

Experiments demonstrated that the standard deviation of 

the co-polarized phase difference is mainly affected by 

SAR imaging parameters, i. e., incidence angle, while the 

effect of met-ocean conditions, under low-to-moderate 

wind speed, is almost negligible, see Fig. 1. In addition, the 

standard deviation of the co-polarized phase difference is 

expected to increase with the incidence angle under the 

whole range of sea surface Bragg scattering incidence 

angles (20° - 60°). 

Further details can be found in [1], [2], where a larger SAR 

dataset including multi-platform and multi-frequency 

observations were considered for the analysis. 

3. MARINE TARGET OBSERVATION

In this piece of research, which is detailed in [3], [4], dual-

polarimetric Alos PalSAR imagery is used to detect sea 

target. Two showcases are here considered, i. e., the 

detection of the A-68 Larsen-C iceberg (Eastern Weddell 

Sea), which is about 6000 km2 large, and the observation 
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of the Goidhoo Atoll (Baa Atoll archipelago, Republic of 

Maldives). 

 

 

Fig. 1 Behavior of the standard deviation of the co-

polarized phase difference over sea surface under 

different frequencies (by rows) and incidence angles (by 

columns) [1] 

 

When dealing with the A-68 Larsen-C iceberg, two 

segmentation approaches were applied: one is based on the 

Markov Random Fields, while the other one relies on the 

Rice factor, i. e., the coherent versus incoherent 

backscattering power ratio. Results demonstrated that they 

are both able to effectively extract the edges of such large 

iceberg, see the detection mask obtained from the Rice 

factor of Fig. 2. Further details can be found in [3], where 

multi-frequency SAR observations were processed to 

detect the iceberg’s edges according to both approaches. 

 

 

Fig. 2 The A-68 Larsen-C iceberg as detected by Rice 

factor method applied on HH (a) and HV (b) 

backscattering channels [3] 

When dealing with the Goidhoo Atoll, scattering-based 

approaches were developed to extract the coastline and to 

provide a land-cover map. The coastline is extracted using 

a combination of co- and cross-polarized backscattering 

intensities that aim at enhancing the land/sea separability, 

while the land classification of the atoll is performed using 

the eigen-decomposition of the partial polarimetric 

covariance matrix, i. e., according to the Wishart-based 

partitioning of the entropy/mean scattering angle plane. 

Preliminary results showed that partial polarimetric 

information is enough to accurately extract the coastline 

and to effectively map the land-cover, see Fig. 3. Further 

details can be found in [4]. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Scattering-based classification results and 

extracted coastline (in red, superimposed on the 

intensity image) relevant to the Goidhoo Atoll [4] 

 

4. CLASSIFICATION OF COASTAL AREAS 

 

In this piece of research, which is detailed in [5]-[7], full-

polarimetric Alos PalSAR measurements are considered to 

classify coastal areas. Two showcases are here presented, 

i. e., the classification of different mangrove species in the 

Mai Po Marshes Nature Reserve (Hong Kong) and the land 

use/land cover map of the Yellow River delta area (China).  

When dealing with mangrove classification, the 

capability of different polarimetric imaging modes to 

discriminate among various mangrove species is 

investigated with respect to the Wishart statistical distance. 

A polarimetric change detector approach is proposed that 

was shown to achieve satisfactory discrimination 

performance to differentiate two out of the four mangrove 

species present in the study area, see Fig. 4. Further details 

can be found in [5], [6], where a larger multi-frequency 

SAR dataset is exploited. 

When dealing with the Yellow River delta land use/land 

cover classification, the performance of different 

scattering-based classification algorithms is investigated 

with the aim of understanding the role played by 

polarimetric information in the classification process of 

heterogeneous coastal areas. The entropy/mean scattering 

angle and the three-component Freeman-Durden model-

based decomposition classification schemes are considered. 

Experimental results pointed out the differences between 

the two classification approaches in mapping the various 

land cover/land use environments into the output class, see 

Fig. 5. In addition, complex mixtures of scattering 

mechanisms that characterize some of test site areas result 

in poorer accuracy, while some regions of the test site 
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calling for similar scattering properties result in 

classification ambiguities. Further details can be found in 

[7], where a multi-frequency SAR dataset is exploited. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Discrimination capability (pdfs) of the proposed 

change detector with respect different polarimetric 

imaging modes and mangrove species [5] 

 

 

Fig. 5 Classification outputs obtained over the Yellow 

River delta area using the Wishart-based entropy/mean 

scattering angle (a) and Freeman-Durden scattering 

model classifiers [7] 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of our project was the interpretation of 
signatures revealed on the ALOS-2 PALSAR images of 
the sea surface and sea ice by the joint analysis of 
multisatellite, multisensor and ground truth data and 
results of modeling. The signatures were caused by 
dynamic phenomena in the ocean (fronts, currents, eddies, 
upwellings, internal waves, oil spills, forming and 
evolving sea ice) and in the atmosphere (tropical, 
extratropical and polar lows, fronts, mesoscale eddies, 
organized convective cells and rolls, gravity waves, eddy 
chains, rain cells, squall lines, etc. Ancillary data included 
Sentinel-1, -2, -3, GCOM-C, Landsat-8, Aqua and Terra 
MODIS and GPM images, surface analysis maps, coastal 
and island meteostation reports, ship data, results of 
modeling of oceanic and atmospheric phenomena.  

2. OCEANIC DYNAMIC PHENOMENA

Dynamic processes in the ocean and sea ice and oil 
spills show up clearly in variations of the Normalized 
Radar Cross Section (brightness) in SAR images taken 
from ALOS/ALOS-2, Envisat and Sentinel-1A/-1B 
satellites with spatial resolution ∆l = 10-100 m. In the 
absence of clouds, oceanic phenomena are also displayed 
on visible and infrared images from Landsat-7/-8, 
Sentinel-2, Aqua, Terra and SNPP satellites (∆l = 10-1000 
m). The oceanic signatures were studied in the Sea of 
Okhotsk, in the Japan Sea, Asian Marginal Seas and in the 
Northwest Pacific Ocean. The joint analysis of SAR, 
spectral visible and/or IR images provided reliable 
evidences for SAR signature interpretation.  When 
studying dynamic areas in the ocean, time difference 
between observations of various sensors should be small 
due to possible rapid changes in wind characteristics near 
the sea surface. Detailed consideration was performed, in 
particular, for Kuril Straits, Southern part of the Sea of 
Okhotsk, Tatar Strait and Peter the Great Bay of the Japan 
Sea, Oyashio-Kuroshio transition zone and several other 
areas [1-17]. ALOS PALSAR images are valuable source 
of information and were used in submitting reports, 
papers and presentations at international and national 
conferences and symposia [1, 3, 4, 9, 12, 16]. 

Broad variety of oceanic dynamic phenomena is 
observed in the regions of Kuril Islands, Oyashio and 
Kuroshio Currents. The signatures on C–band and L–band 

SAR images of the Kuril Strait area visualize the imprints 
of the various oceanic and atmospheric processes 
resulting from the interaction of water flow with islands 
and rough bottom topography around the islands and air 
flows with island topography as shown in Fig. 1. The 
signatures change as a function of tidal phase, wind speed 
and direction [4, 10, 14, 17].  

Fig. 1. ALOS PALSAR images with HH-polarization 
acquired at 01:20 UTC on 25 September 2017 (a), at 
01:20 UTC on 2 April 2009 (b), at 02:12 UTC on 2 
September 2016 (c) and at 04:10 UTC on 13 July 2008 
(d) showing dynamic oceanic phenomena in Kuril
Straits: packets of internal waves in Ekaterina Strait
and to the south of it (a) and in Friz Strait (c), multiple
cyclonic eddies to the northwest of and in Bussol Strait
(b) and (d) as well as the imprints of atmospheric
gravity waves (a) and wind shadows.

The joint analysis of ALOS PALSAR or/and Sentinel-
1A/1B SAR–C with high resolution infrared and visible 
images is very promising, taking into account the wealth 
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of satellite data available for the transition zone. Fig. 2 
shows the fine SST features associated with several 
eddies and streamers in the Pacific waters adjacent to 
Honshu Island. They manifest themselves on Landsat-8 
TIR image acquired at 01:08 UTC on 14 April 2017. 
ALOS-2 PALSAR image for the same area was acquired 
at 02:35 UTC on 15 April 2017 (Fig. 2(b)). The NRCS 
profiles along the blue and red arrows (Fig. 2(c–e)) allow 
to make the quantitative estimates of the radar backscatter 
variations. Together with the SST profiles, they permit to 
determine the NRCS relationship with wind speed and 
direction at the given angle of incidence. 

 
Fig. 2. Oyashio-Kuroshio Transition Zone to the east 
of Honshu Island on Landsat-8 TIR image acquired at 
01:08 UTC on 14 April (a) and on ALOS-2 PALSAR 
image with HH polarization acquired at 02:35 UTC on 
15 April 2017 (b), and the NRCS profiles along the 
blue (d) and red (e) arrows on SAR image (c). 
 

3. SEA ICE 
 

The East Sakhalin and Soya Currents, eddies, eddy streets, 
mushroom-like structures, and other surface circulation 
features are reliably revealed on the satellite SAR images 
taken during cold seasons. Radar contrasts of the sea ice 
relative to the open sea surface change over a wide range 
due to the high variability of backscattering properties of 

sea ice types and the strong dependence of the sea surface 
backscattering on wind speed and direction [20]. Sea ice 
scattering at L-band was studied by [21-23]. In particular, 
the analysis of SAR images at L-, C- and X-bands showed 
that the combination of high penetration depth, high 
spatial resolution and lower sensitivity to frost flowers 
could make it easier to separate newly formed sea ice 
from the surrounding sea ice and open water in L-band 
than for X- C-band SAR at the same parcel sensing [23].   

ALOS-2 PALSAR images taken with HH and HV 
polarizations at 13:28 UTC on 28 January 2015 show the 
sea ice near Sakhalin, in Terpeniya Bay and to the south 
from it up to Iturup and Kunashir Islands [17] (Fig. 3). 
The brightness of the radar image is determined by the 
NRCS σ0. The dark patches and bands on the images are 
the grease ice. It damps the small-scale waves responsible 
for backscattering of radar signals and thus looks dark on 
SAR images. The large areas of grease ice 1 are detected 
on the HH (Fig. 3(a) and HV (Fig. 3(b,c)) images. The 
backscatter values of the grease ice at HH-polarization 
σHH

0 were equal ≈ – (22.5–24) dB and at HV-polarization 
σHV

0 = – (28.5–30) dB. The contrasts of the grease ice 
against the open sea surface 2 are negative and increase 
with the sea state. The difference of σ0 between the grease 

 
 
Fig. 3. Sea ice in the Sea of Okhotsk on ALOS-2 
PALSAR images with HH polarization (a) and with 
HV- polarization (b) and (c) acquired at 13:18 UTC on 
28 January 2015. The white rectangles in (a) mark the 
boundaries of fragments of HV-polarization image 
shown in (b) and (c). 
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ice and the sea is roughly equal to – 10 dB for HH- and 
about – (3–4) dB for HV-polarizations. The estimates 
were obtained under crossing of the ice-water boundary 
along the white lines in Fig. 3(a,b). The North-northwest 
wind speed here was around 10 m s−1 as was derived by 
MetOp-B ASCAT scatterometer at 11:38 UTC. As 
follows from the surface analysis chart of the JMA for 
12:00 UTC, the wind (NRCS) field in the region under 
consideration changes under influence of a deep cyclone 
over the Northern Okhotsk Sea (P0 = 990 hPa) and a 
second cyclone the centre of which was located over the 
Pacific Ocean at 45º N, 157º E. This cyclone moved fast 
northward. On the JMA chart, the area with gale winds 
covered the whole Sea of Okhotsk. 
 

The roughness of the new ice (the grey band 3 near 
Sakhalin, σHH

0 = –(13–15) dB, σHV
0 = –(23–24.5) dB is 

higher than that of the grease ice but significantly lower 
than the brightness of the light tone band 4 of the drifting 
ice in the Cold East Sakhalin Current (σHH

0 = –(9–10.5) 
dB), σHV

0 = –(20–21) dB. The narrow light bands 5 are 
the typical phenomenon in the marginal ice zone (MIZ). 
Their appearance, shape and orientation are determined 
by the joint action of surface wind, periodic and 
nonperiodic currents. A mushroom-like structure 6 (Fig. 
3(a,c)) consisting of the grease ice and likely pancake ice 
reveals the complicated surface circulation. A spiral eddy 
7 (Fig. 3(a,c)) also consists of the grease ice (darker than 
the sea surface) and pancake ice (brighter than the sea 
surface) [17]. The features 3–7 are typical for Sakhalin 
shelf area. Their location, spatial structure and temporal 
variability reflect the joint impact of the oceanic and 
atmospheric phenomena on the surface circulation and sea 
ice formation. The various types of ice, including grease 
ice, are very sensitive indicator of the multiscale surface 
water circulation, as illustrate the mushroom-like eddy 6 
and anticyclonic eddy 7.  

The satellite SAR images can be used for all weather 
monitoring of processes in Sakhalin shelf important for 
solving scientific and operational tasks. The requirements 
for temporary resolution increase with the passage of 
atmospheric cyclones, accompanied by strong winds and 
precipitation. The distribution and characteristics of ice 
change as a result of the joint action of the environmental 
variables: sea surface temperature, wind speed and 
direction, surface currents, surface air temperature, and 
depend strongly on the local conditions [9-17].  

The analysis of SAR images presented in Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5 demonstrates the importance of high temporal and 
spatial resolution. The southwest part of the Sea of 
Okhotsk is characterized as very dynamic. At weak and 
moderate winds, the mesoscale and small scale features of 
surface circulation have often the form of eddies and 
vortex pairs. They are visualized in fields of the SST, sea 
surface roughness or sea ice [10, 13, 24]. ALOS-2 images 
of the Sea of Okhotsk between Sakhalin and Hokkaido 
Islands were obtained with a time interval of 24 h 22 min 
(Fig. 4). Within one day, the radar contrasts of the ice 
eddies 1 and 2 and ice in zone 3 on the background of ice-

free surface changed from negative to positive. The 
quantitative estimates of the changes in the internal 
structure and properties of the eddy 2 can be obtained by 
comparing the sections from the west to the east through 
the centre of the eddy, shown in Fig. 5(a,d). On 30 
January, the size of eddy 2 was 60 km, the σHH

0 values of 
the grease ice strips were approximately –15dB and 
pancake ice bands — –(6-7) dB. The sea surface was 
characterized by σHH

0 = –(0–5) dB. At Abashiri 
meteorological station, the air temperature Tair = – 0.1º C 
and the southern wind speed W = 4 ms−1. In one day, the 
size of the eddy 2 increased to 70 km, Tair fell to –9.8º C, 
and the speed of the north-west wind increased to 12 m 
s−1. The NRCS values also changed: σHH

0 of the outer 
band of the grease ice was roughly –(20–21) dB and that 
of the inner bands — –(17-18) dB. The scatter of stripes 
of the pancake ice bands  was significantly larger: σHH

0 = 
–(6–7) dB. The values of σHH

0 increase to the centre of the 
eddy where they were equal to –(11–12) dB. The 
backscatter from the sea surface was lower on 
approximately 5 dB. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. The Sea of Okhotsk between Hokkaido and 
Southern Sakhalin on ALOS-2 PALSAR images with 
HH polarization acquired at (a) 02:59 UTC on 30 
January and (b) 03:21 UTC on 31 January 2015. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Spiral ice vortex 2 in a Southwest part of the 
Sea of Okhotsk on ALOS-2 PALSAR images with HH 
polarization acquired on (a) 30 January and (d) 31 
January 2015 and the NRCS profiles through the 
centre of the eddy in the directions the North – South 
(b) and (e) and the West – East (c) and (f). 
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Strong wind and low air temperature accelerate the 
formation and drift of the sea ice. The combined effect of 
wind and temperature is manifested in a change in the ice 
edge location, concentration, types and structure of ice, 
and, as a result, in the NRCS values of sea ice. These 
changes are visible when comparing the overlapping 
regions of the PALSAR images obtained on 30 and 31 
January (Fig. 4). Consider fragments of PALSAR images 
with a spiral ice vortex 2 and surrounding open water, 
shown in Fig. 5. The relationship between changes in 
SAR image brightness and changes in NRCS displays the 
sections through the centre of the vortex in directions the 
north-south (Fig. 5(b, e)) and the west-east (Fig. 5(c, f)). 
The maximum NRCS gradients are observed at the 
intersection of the narrow zones dividing the open sea 
surface with strong wind and grease ice, as well as of the 
zones between pancake ice or drifting grey-white ice and 
the areas of calm sea or grease ice, which dampens the sea 
surface roughness both at weak and strong winds. Within 
the vortex, the σ0 variations are associated with crossing 
of the alternating spirals consisting of open water, and 
various types of sea having the different roughness. The 
highest σ0 values were observed for open water under 
strong winds (Fig. 4(b, c)) and for a band of thick ice (Fig. 
4(d)). Satellite SARs detect the changes of the surface 
roughness regardless of weather conditions. At the same 
time, in the visible image of Aqua MODIS (not shown), 
vortex 2 is practically no detectable due to the low albedo 
(reflectivity) of grease ice (the main component in the 
vortex zone), and the influence of translucent cloudiness. 
In the MODIS image, only bright bands of snow-covered 
ice were clearly visible.  

 
ALOS-2 PALSAR image shown in Fig. 6 illustrates 

the high variations of structure and backscatter of the sea 
ice in the middle of winter in the Southern Okhotsk Sea. 
A broad dark-grey band of solid young ice is adjacent to 
the Sakhalin coast. It is framed by a strip of ice having a 
light tone. Even further east, narrow long light stripes are 
visible against a disturbed sea surface. The brightness of 
the sea is slightly less than that of ice, which allows it to 
be detected. The mushroom structure 1 stands out well on 
the surrounding background. The cap of the mushroom 
consists of alternating light and dark stripes. The most 
contrasting features of the image are the large dark 
patches of the grease ice 2–4. They are visible in the 
fields of radar backscattering on both HH and HV 
polarizations. The average NRCS values of the grease ice 
computed for the large dark area within patch 3 is equal to 
–30.3 dB with standard deviation 1.1 dB for HH-
polarization and –36.8 dB with standard deviation 1.0 dB 
for HV-polarization. For the surrounding open water σHH

0 
= –26.5 dB and σHV

0 = –35.3 dB with standard deviation 
approximately 1.1 dB for both polarizations. The shape 
and structure of spots 3 and 4 indicate that the formation 
of ice occurs in the region of pronounced mesoscale 
circulation typical of the southwestern part of the Sea of 
Okhotsk. 

 
 
Fig. 6. ALOS-2 PALSAR image acquired at 02:40 UTC 
on 12 January 2017 showing the various types and 
structures of the sea ice in the Southern Okhotsk Sea 
 

5. OIL SPILLS 
 
On January 6, 2018, the largest oil tanker disaster in 
decades occurred: the Iranian tanker Sanchi, carrying 
111,000 tons of natural gas condensate and 1,940 tons of 
oil fuel, collided in the East China Sea at 30° 42′ 42′ N, 
124° 56′ 42′ E with a Hong Kong-flagged cargo ship. 
After the explosion, the Sanchi caught fire and the leaking 
condensate ignited on the sea surface. The burning tanker 
drifted into the Japanese exclusive economic zone due to 
the wind. Eight days later, after the second explosion, the 
tanker sank at 28° 22′ N, 125° 55′ E in a depth of 115 m. 
The fire continued until the morning of January 15. Most 
of the condensate that leaked during the drift probably 
dissolved, evaporated, and burned.  

The oil-covered areas of the sea were determined from 
SAR images obtained from ALOS-2 at λ = 23 cm, 
Sentinel-1B at λ = 5.6 cm and Cosmo-SkyMed at λ = 3 
cm, as well as by the Multi Spectral Instrument (MSI) 
camera from Sentinel-2 [18]. The films appear darker than 
the background in the SAR images. The films dampen the 
fine-scale wave, and the values of specific effective 
scattering area (SESA) σº of the polluted surface are 
smaller than those of the excited clean surface. In the MSI 
images, oil slicks on the background of the clean sea 
surface stood out by their light tone, including on the 
edges and in the cloud gaps. The MSI images were 
acquired on January 13, 18, and 20.  

The rapid variability of sea pollution is reflected in Fig. 
7a [25], which shows in different colors the positions of 
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condensate patches from COSMO-SkyMed and ALOS-2 
SAR images for January 15-19, 2018. The tone of the film 
in the PALSAR-2 image varies from nearly black (narrow 
band at the bottom of Fig. 7b) to light gray at the edges of 
the film, possibly due to variations in thickness and 
oil/water ratio in the image pixels. Brightness variations 
are also associated with inhomogeneities in the wind field 
(top right in Fig. 7b) and dynamic phenomena in the sea. 
The film contours in the SAR images for January 17 
(green) and 18 (orange) (Fig. 7a) agree well with the 2 h 
time difference. They are also close to the COSMO-
SkyMed image taken 1.5 h after PALSAR-2 [26].  
 

 
 
Fig. 7. Contours of oil films in SAR images taken by 
COSMO-SkyMed at 06:19 UTC 15 January (dark 
gray), at 04:51 UTC 16 January (blue), at 17:42 UTC 
17 January (green), at 05:32 UTC, 19 January 
(purple) and PALSAR-2 at 03:33 UTC 18 January 
(orange) (a), and PALSAR-2 image in HH polarization 
at 03:33 UTC 18 January (b). The orange lines in (a) 
mark the boundaries of the PALSAR-2 image, and the 
dashed rectangle in (b) marks the boundaries of the 
fragment in Fig. 8. Red asterisk marks the place where 
the tanker sank. Fig. 7a is an adapted and updated Fig. 
1 from [25]. 
 

On January 18 radar (PALSAR-2) and optical (MSI) 
images of the oil spill were acquired at the interval of 1 
hour 13 minutes. The MSI camera installed on Sentinel-
2A satellite captures a 290 km wide swath in 13 spectral 
bands within the range of 443-2190 nm with resolution 
from 10 to 60 m. The swath width of the PALSAR-2 SAR 
on the ALOS-2 satellite is 50 km with the pixel size of 2.5 
× 2.5 m. The data were processed in Sentinel Application 
Platform (SNAP). The PALSAR-2 data processing 
included averaging of the original image to 10 × 10 m. A 
25 × 25 m Lee filter was used to reduce speckle noise. 

The 10×10 km fragments of PALSAR-2 and MSI 
images (Fig. 8) show a sharp change in the condensate 
drift direction between sites A and B [18]. At section A, 
the width of the film is ≈0.5-0.6 km, and at sections B and 
C — ≈0.8-1.0 km. In area D, the band is blurred, 
apparently due to variations in wind direction and speed.  

In the MSI image, the brightness of the condensate 
film is noticeably higher than that of the clear sea surface 
(Fig. 8b). Despite interference in the form of bright 
(clouds) and dark (cloud shadows) spots, the film is 
reliably identified in areas A-G. In area D, narrow bands 
of condensate alternate with bands of water, which can be 
better seen in Fig. 8b, as well as in areas of the sea after 
the oil comes to the surface, shown with better resolution 
in Fig. 8c, d.  

The NRCS and reflection coefficient R profiles along 
sections 1, 2, and 3 (red arrows) are shown in Fig. 3d, f. 
The difference in the NRCS values of the sea surface and 
the oil film was ≈2-2.5 dB even in the vicinity of the place 
where the oil comes to the surface (profile 3 in Fig. 8g). 
Here, judging by the brownish color of the film (Fig. 8c), 
bunker oil and/or emulsion of oil with water was present. 
The contrast of the dark gray films (with a small 
percentage of pure water) is ≈1.0-1.5 dB, and for the films 
with a light gray tone on the SAR image (band E in Fig. 
8), the contrast is < 1 dB (profiles 1 and 2 in Fig. 8d,e). 
 

 
 
Fig. 8. Oil films in the area of tanker Sanchi flooding 
on the images, acquired on January 18 at 03:33 UTC 
by PALSAR-2 from ALOS-2 satellite (а) and (c) and 
at 02:20 UTC by MSI (channels 4, 3, 2) from Sentinel-
2 satellite (b) and (d); NRCS profiles σº (e), (f), (i) and 
reflectance R (h) along sections 1-3 in (a)-(d). Red 
asterisk on (a)-(d) marks the place of tanker flooding. 
The dotted rectangles in (a), (b) mark the boundaries 
of fragments (c) and (d), respectively. 
 

In addition to the films, internal and wind waves, eddy 
formations, and current fronts were recorded on the SAR 
images, which definitely influenced the drift and 
transformation of the condensate patches. Organized 
brightness variations caused by cell convection in the 
marine atmospheric boundary layer were observed in 
almost the entire area of the SAR images for January 20. 
Typical cell size is ~1.5-2.0 km. The cells serve as an 
indicator of ocean-atmosphere interaction. It follows from 
the analysis of the totality of data that to assess the current 
state and forecast the evolution of the oil spill and to 
reduce pollution damage, satellite optical and radar 
images with high resolution, which visualize the position 
of spills, eddies, currents and other dynamic formations in 
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the ocean, as well as wind fields recovered from satellite 
data, covering a large area, but with a resolution 
significantly inferior to that of radar and instruments in 
the visible range, are of the greatest value. 
 

6. ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA 
 
Data from satellite active (scatterometers, radars) and 
passive (radiometers) microwave sensing are the main 
source of quantitative 2D– and in recent years 3D–
information about the characteristics of the underlying 
surface and various layers of the atmosphere. This 
information is particularly important for studying fast 
moving intensive processes, which undoubtedly include 
tropical cyclones, especially those whose trajectory passes 
near or crosses the land.  

The tropical cyclone Hagibis reached the tropical 
storm stage late October 5 as it shifted westward (Fig. 9). 
Shortly thereafter, Hagibis rapidly intensified and reached 
its maximum development stage on October 7, which 
lasted about three days. Hagibis then began to weaken. On 
October 12, the typhoon already in category 2 entered Izu 
Peninsula, and the next day transformed into an 
extratropical cyclone. Stormy winds and high waves 
combined with very heavy precipitation resulted in 
landslides, destroyed buildings and caused extensive 
damage throughout Japan, especially in the Kantu region. 
According to Japanese sources at least 98 people were 
killed and 7 were missing. The economic damage 
exceeded 15 billion dollars. The central zone of the 
typhoon on October 8 and twice on October 11 was 
within the SAR swath of ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1A 
satellites. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Typhoon Hagibis track 
 
The spatial resolution of SAR is 30-100 m in the wide 

swath mode, which allows recording fine details of the 
image brightness distribution caused by variations in wind 
speed and direction (roughness) and precipitation 

intensity, affecting the roughness spectrum. In the X- and 
C-bands, brightness variations can also be affected by 
attenuation of PCA signals as they twice pass through the 
precipitation layer and scattering on hail (watered hail) in 
convective rain cells.  

Of particular interest are the eye and the region around 
the eye of the typhoon, encompassing the wall of the eye 
and the spiral bands nearest to it, where brightness 
variations are associated with abrupt changes in wind 
speed, and intense rain cells. Fig. 10 shows an image of 
the central region of Hagibis acquired by the ASAR SAR 
from the Sentinel-1A satellite on October 8, 2019. The 
cross section (b) drawn through the eye of the typhoon (c) 
shows a number of characteristic features: low scattering 
(weak wind) in the eye of the storm, reduction of 
scattering (wind speed) with distance from the center, 
narrow peaks of strong scattering from the ring of storm 
winds covering the eye, reduction of scattering when 
crossing the rain band. The brightness of the rain cells can 
be both below and above the background, which depends 
on the combination of wind speed and direction and rain 
intensity (d) and (e). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. The Sentinel-1A ASAR image with VV 
polarization, obtained at 20:31 UTC October 8, 2019: 
a - ASAR image, b - cross-section through the eye of 
the storm in grayscale, c - eye of the storm, d and e - 
precipitation zones 
 

On October 11 the image of Hagibis was received by 
the ALOS-2 PALSAR. PALSAR operates in the L-band 
and therefore the signal attenuation even in heavy 
precipitation is small. The variations of NRCS (σº) 
(brightness) are entirely due to the properties of the 
scattering surface - its roughness. The geophysical model 

    а        b       c 
 

d   e 
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function, describing the dependence of σº on wind speed 
W, incident angle θ and on the angle between radar signal 
propagation plane and wind vector φ is poorly studied, 
and data on W > 15 m/s are extremely rare. Nevertheless, 
the brightness distribution in the PALSAR image (Fig. 
11) gives an idea of the roughness field caused to a large 
extent by the sea surface wind. The brightness profile in 
grayscale, drawn through the eye of the storm (Fig. 11b), 
has both general features and differences from the profile 
in the C–band (Fig. 10b).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. The image of Typhoon Hagibis obtained by 
ALOS-2 PALSAR with VV polarization at 14:42 UTC 
October 11, 2019: a - image band through the eye, b - 
cross section through the eye in grayscale, c - the 
central region of the typhoon 
 

Both in C– and L–bands the scattering (brightness) is 
minimal in the typhoon eye. The eye is surrounded by a 
bright ring, a ring of storm winds. The width of the ring in 
Fig. 11 is noticeably wider than in Fig. 10, which is 
probably due to the decrease of the typhoon intensity. On 
8 October, the pressure at the center P0 = 915 hPa, Wmax = 
53-55 m/s. When measured on 11 October, P0 = 940 hPa, 
Wmax ≈ 40 m/s. With distance from the center, the σº value 
decreases. At crossing of spiral rain bands it decreases 
even more. Noticeable differences are noted in the 
typhoon eye. In the decimeter range, the roughness in 
center of the eye is noticeably higher than in the outer 
region adjacent to the ring of storm winds. It can be 
assumed that in the center there is a crowd of waves 
coming from different directions. Waves with lengths L > 
40 cm attenuate more slowly than waves with L < 10 cm, 
which are responsible for C–band scattering, which leads 
to the difference in the profiles in Figs. 10b and 11b.   
 

7. Conclusion 
 

Applications of L-band data for sensing of the land 
surface, ocean, sea and continental ice are numerous and 
have not been fully studied. The expediency of continuing 
satellite experiments is obvious if we consider not only 
scientific directions, but also the possibility of operational 
practical use of all-weather measurements of surface 
characteristics. Only some of the possible applications are 

mentioned in the project report. Additional information is 
given in the list of references. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ecosystems of coastal waters (henceforth 
abbreviated as coastal zone) are highly productive and 
provide a place for the reproduction of many fishery 
resources. Coastal ecosystems such as seagrass beds, tidal 
flats, coral reefs and mangrove forests are very important 
for biodiversity as an ecotone between the sea and land. On 
the other hand, coastal terrestrial areas are heavily 
populated and subject to human pressure to alter the 
environment through land reclamation and marine 
pollution. It is also complex, with many stakeholders 
involved in fisheries, aquaculture, ports, shipping and 
recreation. As there is an urgent need to build a sustainable 
society for future generations, we need to accurately assess 
the current state of coastal areas and manage them in a 
rational manner. Japan, as the host country of the 
Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) held in Nagoya in 2010, is making 
national efforts to conserve coastal ecosystems such as 
seagrass beds and tidal flats, whose importance in terms of 
biodiversity has been recognized.  

In Southeast Asia, coastal ecosystems are being 
degraded by eutrophication caused by land reclamation and 
pollution from cities and factories, similar to what occurred 
in Japan during the period of rapid economic growth in the 
1960s. In developing countries, rising national incomes 
have increased the demand for fish protein and eventually 
fishing pressure. Furthermore, in the context of economic 
globalization, since the 1970s shrimp farms have been built 
by cutting down mangrove forests in order to export shrimp. 
The Earth Summit in Rio Janeiro, Brazil in 1992 and the 
UN Conference on Sustainable Development in June 2012, 
the 20th anniversary of the Earth Summit, have raised 
awareness in South East Asian countries of the importance 
of sustainable use of coastal areas. 

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the 
goals set out by the 193 member states of the United 
Nations to be achieved in the 15 years between 2016 and 

2030, were adopted at the UN Summit in September 2015. 
Among these, SDG 14 “Life below water” aims to “Goal 
14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and
marine resources for sustainable development”. Target
14.2 is “By 2020, sustainably manage, and protect marine
and coastal ecosystems to avoid significant adverse
impacts, including by strengthening their resilience and
take action for their sustainable development. By 2020,
sustainably manage, and protect marine and coastal
ecosystems to avoid significant adverse impacts, including
by strengthening their resilience and take action for their
restoration, to achieve healthy and productive oceans"

The mapping of coastal ecosystems by satellite imagery 
has only recently begun with the improvement of the 
spatial resolution of the visible bands reaching into the sea. 
In particular, ALOS is now available at 10m resolution, 
compared to 15m for LANDSAT ETM and ASTER VNIR, 
allowing a wide range of levels of coverage without the 
need for expensive commercial satellite imagery such as 
IKONOS, Geoeye and Quickbird. However, not only in the 
tropics of South-East Asia, but also along the coast of Japan, 
it is very difficult to obtain sufficient images for mapping 
coastal ecosystems due to seasonal cloud cover, and 
ground-truth surveys synchronized with satellite imagery 
often end in failure. On the other hand, aircraft-borne 
synthetic aperture radar using microwaves is less affected 
by cloud cover, allowing full polarimetric observations at 
high spatial resolution. This makes it possible to extract 
more detailed distribution structures, which were 
previously impossible to detect. Therefore, it will be 
possible to understand the installation of aquaculture rafts, 
buoys, aquaculture ponds, fixed nets and small fishing 
boats spread over the sea surface. In particular, by 
monitoring the recovery process of the Sanriku coastline 
destroyed by the tsunami of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake of 11 March 2011 using Pi-SAR-L2 imagery, 
we aim to support the relevant local governments and 
fishery cooperatives by providing them with data that will 
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contribute to integrated coastal zone management for the 
sustainable recovery of the Sanriku coastline. This is one 
of the objectives of this study. 

In this study, we investigate the feasibility of mapping 
coastal ecosystems such as tidal flats and mangrove forests 
using high spatial resolution L-band microwaves. 
Furthermore, we aim to investigate the possibility of 
mapping aquaculture facilities in the coastal zone. 

2. RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENT AND RESULTS

Detection of aquaculture facilities in Sanriku Coast hit 
by huge tsunami on 11 March 2021 

We developed a mapping method for raft and longline 
aquaculture facilities deployed in Hirota Bay based on 
PALSAR-2 full polarization observations with a spatial 
scale of 6 m and HH single polarization observation of a 
spatial scale of 3 m. When applying the four-component 
decomposition method (Fig. 2), surface scattering and 
volume scattering were effective for detecting raft 
aquaculture facilities, and volume scattering and helix 
scattering were effective for longline aquaculture facilities. 

Fig. 1 Longline (left) and raft (right) aquaculture 
facilities deployed in Hirota Bay, Japan 

 
 

Fig. 2 Surface, double-bounce, volumetric and helix 
scattering values obtained from the four-component 
decomposition of full polarization for the area where 

longline (a) and raft (b) aquaculture facilities are 
located in Hirota Bay on 31 August 2017 

HH single polarization observation on 28 May 2015 
showed that most of the raft and longline aquaculture 
facilities were separately detected on a single unit basis, 
while some of the longline aquaculture facilities were 
detected only as an area. In the latter facility area, the buoys 
attached to a longline are considered to have sunk below 
the surface of the sea because the growing, heavy masses 
of cultured oysters are suspended by ropes. The HH single 
polarization observation with a spatial resolution of 3 m is 
able to detect raft and longline aquaculture facilities. The 
meteorological conditions at the time of the observation, 
23:20 hrs on 28 May 2015, were as follows: precipitation 
0.0 mm, wind from the south with a maximum wind speed 
of 1.5 m/s and a significant wave height of 1.62 m. Thus, 
for the detection of aquaculture facilities by HH 
polarization, relatively calm sea surface conditions are a 
necessary condition. 

Fig. 3 HH images of raft (a) and longline (b) 
aquaculture facilities in Hirota Bay on 28 May 2015 

with a spatial resolution of 3 m 

Fig. 4 Images of the aerial photography (a), Pi-SAR-
L2 (b) and PALSAR2 (c) on the areas occupied with 

longline oyster culture facilities in the inner area of the 
Shizugawa Bay. In (a), red, green and blue are 
allocated to surface, volume and double bounce 

scatterings of four component decomposition of Pi-
SAR-L2 full polarizations, respectively. In (c), a grey 
scale is allocated to HH polarization. Areas where the 
facilities were deployed are encircled with white lines 
producing rectangles. Those of (a), (b) and (c) were 

taken on 15 January 2014, 12 June 2014 and 6 August 
2015, respectively 

We investigated the feasibility of mapping longline 
oyster farms in Shizugawa Bay, Miyagi Prefecture, using 
SAR (Fig. 4). HH polarization image of PALSAR2 could 
detect longline oyster culture facilities as the same as an 
aerial photography (Fig. 4). There were some areas that 

(a) 

(b)
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were difficult to detect due to wave height and ripples of 
the sea surface.  

There is concern that longline oyster culture facilities 
may affect the exchange of seawater between the outer and 
inner areas of the bay. To estimate the impact of longline 
aquaculture facilities on the marine environment, the total 
area where longline oyster culture facilities are deployed in 
the inner area of the bay was determined. The results 
showed that the total area of oyster culture facilities in the 
inner area of Shizugawa Bay was less than 10% of the total 
area of the inner area required for the certification of 
sustainable bivalve aquacultures given by the Aquaculture 
Stewardship Council (ASC). 

The size of the raft oyster culture facility deployed off 
Kitakyushu City, Fukuoka Prefecture, is 10m x 20m, which 
is larger than that in Hirota Bay, Miyagi Prefecture. 
Therefore, we analyzed the data by assigning RGB values 
to the double-bounce, volumetric scattering, and surface 
scattering obtained from the Yamaguchi’s four-component 
decomposition using the PALSAR-L2 full polarimetric 
observation data. As a result, it was found that the raft 
oyster culture facilities could be accurately mapped. 

Detection of fishing gear in Lampung Bay, Indonesia 
   Lampung Bay is located in southmost Sumatra Island, 
Indonesia (Fig. 5). Our field survey was conducted in 
October 2015. One of the most important fishing gear is a 
light fishing gear, bagan, deployed on the sea surface of 
Lampung Bay (Fig. 6). However, we could not detect 
bagans with use of Google Earth because the area where 
bagans were deployed was not supported. 

Fig. 5 Maps showing the location of Lampung Bay 
indicated with broken line in left upper panel and the 

enlarged bay in right lower panel (Source: Google 
Earth) 

Since Sumatra Island is located in a tropical zone, it is 
difficult to obtain multi band data without clouds. Then, we 
used PALSAR2 data with high spatial resolution to map 
bagans in the bay. Then, we used PALSAR2 SAR images 
to detect bagans in Lampung Bay. In HV polarization 
image, the bagans are represented as white dots because 
HV scattering of a bagan is stronger than the sea surface 
(Fig. 7). Our field survey verified that the white dots on the 
image corresponded to the bagans (Fig. 8). 

Fig. 6 Picture showing a bagan deployed in Lampung 
Bay 

Fig. 7 PALSAR2 HV polarization image taken on 13 
July 2015. White dots correspond to bagans. An area 

encircled with a yellow line indicates the picture taken 
during the field survey. 

Fig. 8 Picture on bagans deployed on the sea in the 
area indicated in Fig. 7. 

It is also examined whether we could detect shrimp 
ponds with SAR images in Lampung Bay.  In an image of 
Google Earth, shrimp ponds are shown as rectangle areas 
(Fig. 9). According to Fig. 10, we can detect shrimp ponds 
with the HV polarization image as red areas where HV 
scattering is low due to flat surface. 

Fig. 9 Google Earth image 
on shrimp ponds in 
Lampung Bay 
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Fig. 10 Sar polarization images of HH (left panel) and 
HV (right panel) on the area indicated in Fig. 9 

Detection of a tidal flat along the coast of Kitakyushu 
City 

There is a large tidal flat along the coast of Kitakyushu 
City. Tidal flats are defined as the intertidal zone between 
the mean high and mean low tide levels formed by sand 
and mud along the coast, which is maintained. Because of 
the upward and downward fluctuations of sea level due to 
the tides, the terrain repeatedly becomes land and sea level 
depending on the time. It is a flat landform with less wave 
action, a gentler slope, smaller grain size and more diverse 
biota than sandy beaches. The tidal flats are used as a 
resting and feeding place for many species of migratory 
birds to play an important role in biodiversity.  

The tidal flats that are dried out from the sea surface 
appear as ochre colour as shown in the figure of Reference 
4, and the same colour is represented by PALSAR-2data 
on 20 September 2018 and 19 September 2019. 

Fig. 11 Aerial photograph of tidal flat along the coast 
of Kitakyushu City 

Fig. 12 Images of a tidal flat (orange area) allocated 
double bounce, volume and surface scatterings based 
on Yamaguchi’s four-component decomposition to red, 
green and blue, respectively, for full polarization 
observed on 20 September 2018 and 19 September 2019 

Orange area corresponded to the tidal flat area. Therefore, 
it is possible to detect tidal flats by using Yamaguchi’s 
four-component decomposition.  
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• 研究目的

沿岸部の海域（以降沿岸域と略す）の生態系は生産力が高く、多くの水産資源の再生産の場所

となっている。沿岸域に広がる、藻場、干潟、サンゴ礁、マングローブ林などの生態系は、海と陸

の間のエコトーンとして、生物多様性の上で非常に重要である。一方で、沿岸部の陸域には人口

が集中しており、埋めたてや海洋汚染など人間による環境改変の圧力を受けている。また、漁業、

養殖、港湾、船舶、リクレーションなどに関係する利害関係者も多く複雑である。次世代のため

に持続的な社会を築くことが急務となっている現在、沿岸域の現状を正確に把握し、合理的に管

理にしていく必要がある。日本では、2010 年に名古屋で開催された生物多様性条約締結国会議の

ホスト国として、生物多様性の上で重要性が認識されている沿岸域生態系の藻場や干潟などの保

全を国家として取り組んでいる。また、東南アジアでは、我が国の 1960 年代の高度経済成長期に

生じた、沿岸域の埋め立てや歳や向上からの汚染による富栄養化により沿岸生態系が劣化してい

る。さらに、経済のグローバル化の中で、輸出のためにマングローブ林を切り倒してエビ養殖が

1970 年代から始まっている。国民所得の向上で、魚類のタンパク質の需要も増加し、漁獲圧力も

高まっている。しかし、これら東南アジアの国々においても、1992 年にブラジルのリオでジャネ

イロでの地球サミットおよびその 20 周年にあたる 2012 年 6 月の「国連持続可能な開発会議」が

開催され、持続的な沿岸域の利用が重要であるという認識が高まっている。2015 年 9 月の国連サ

ミットで国連加盟 193 か国が 2016 年から 2030 年の 15 年間で達成するために掲げた目標である

持続的開発目標(Sustainable Development Goals: SDGs)が採択された。この中で、SDG14「海の

豊かさを守ろう」では、「2020 年までに、海と沿岸の生態系に重大な悪い影響がでないように、

回復力を高めることなどによって、持続的な管理や保護をおこなう。健全で生産的な海を実現で

きるように、海と沿岸の生態系を回復させるための取り組みをおこなう。」ことがターゲット 14．

2 となっている。

 衛星画像による沿岸生態系のマッピングは、海中に届く可視域バンドの空間分解能の向上に伴

って、近年、ようやく始まったところである。特に、LANDSAT ETM や ASTER VNIRで 15m

であったものが、ALOS で 10mとなり、IKONOS、Geoeye、Quickbird といった高価な商業衛星

の画像を用いずに広範囲なレベルでの利用が可能となってきた。しかし、東南アジアの熱帯域だ

けにとどまらず、日本の沿岸においても、季節によっては雲などの影響で、沿岸域生態系のマッ

ピングに十分な画像を得ることは、大変困難で、衛星画像の撮影に同期したグランドトゥルース

調査も空振りに終わることが多々あった。一方、マイクロ波を用いる航空機搭載の合成開口レー

ダでは、雲の影響を受けることは少なく、高空間解像度での FULL の偏波観測が可能になる。こ

のことで、今まで検出が不可能であった、より詳細な分布構造を抽出することが可能となってき

た。そのため、海面に広がる養殖筏やブイ、養殖池、定置網、小型の漁船などの設置状況も把握

できるようになると考えられる。特に、2011 年 3 月 11 日の東日本大震災の大津波で破壊された

三陸沿岸の復興過程について Pi-SAR-L2画像を用いてモニタリングすることで、持続的な三陸沿
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岸の復興のための統合的な沿岸域管理に資するデータの提供を、各関係自治体や漁業協同組合に

行うことを通じて支援することも本研究の目的の一つである。 

 本研究においては、沿岸生態系の藻場、干潟、マングローブ林を対象に、高空間分解の L バン

ドのマイクロ波を用いて沿岸生態系のマッピングが可能であるか検討する。さらに、沿岸域に広

がる養殖筏やブイ、養殖池、定置網、小型の漁船などのマッピングが可能であるか検討すること

を目的に研究を行う。 

• 研究分野における意義・重要性

世界銀行の出版した「世界開発報告 2003：変化し続ける世界における持続可能な開発」という

レポートにおいて、『2025 年までに世界の人口の 4分の 3 が海から 100km以内の地域に住み，沿

岸地域の生態系にはかりしれない圧迫をかけるようになるかもしれない．』と述べられている。持

続的開発のための沿岸域資源の利用が水産学の課題として注目されている。また、海洋生態学に

おいても、生物多様性の保全研究、いわゆる保全生態学、あるいは遺伝的多様性などを含むより

広義の保全生物学が愁眉の課題としてあげられている。高い多様性をもつ沿岸域生態系である干

潟、藻場、流れ藻、マングローブといった生息場のマッピングは、生物多様性を構成する生息場

多様性の上で重要であるという認識が形成されつつある。2010 年に名古屋で開催された COP10

では、海洋における EEZ の 10%を海洋保護区（Marine Protected Area）として保全することが、

愛知目標の一つとして合意されており、水産学および生態学の研究者は、環境省の環境研究費を

用いて、生息場のマッピング、ハビタットの種多様性についての研究を 2011 年から開始してい

る。

 さらに、沿岸域に設置されている漁具や養殖筏の配置が、詳細に明らかにできれば、持続的な

沿岸域の利用のための基礎的な情報が整備される。それだけではなく、給餌型の養殖筏の場合に

は、餌の食べ残しや糞からの有機物が富栄養化や海底におけるそれらの分解を通じて底質の酸素

の減少など環境を悪化させる。藻場や干潟の分布が漁具や養殖筏で制限されているかなどという

関係、汚染負荷量など海洋環境との関係など海洋環境を考える上で不可欠な情報が得られる。 

 また、リオサミットで合意された沿岸域の統合的管理を現場でどのように実行するかという研

究も、水産学、水産社会学、生態系工学で始まっている。このような分野においては、利害関係

者の特定とそれらの海域における活動、沿岸域で保全しなければならない貴重な生態系の把握が

不可欠であると言われている。しかし、今までのところ、面的な区画を記入した地図で示される

行政的な海面の利用図（定置網、養殖筏などを設置可能な範囲を示す区画漁業権の分布図）や各

県の担当者へのアンケートなどで得られた藻場や干潟の分布図（環境省関連の生物多様性センタ

ーで公開されている自然環境保全基礎調査）しかない。これらの図では、統合的な管理のための

実態把握に使えるほどの情報は得られない。 

雲による影響を受けず、Pi-SAR-L2の高空間分解能の SARデータをもとに正確な干潟、濃密な
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藻場、流れ藻の分布という自然的な情報と、漁具や養殖筏などの人間活動の情報とを取得できる

新しい手法が確立され、水産学、水産社会学、生態系工学、沿岸生態学など広い分野でのブレー

クスルーが可能となる。そして、その成果は、日本だけでなく、東南アジアへと広げることが可

能となり、持続的な社会の構築へ向けて SDG14 のターゲット 14．2 に貢献することができる。

• 今年度の研究成果の概要

PALSAR-2 の全偏波観測と HH 単偏波観測から岩手県広田湾（図 1）に設置されている筏式養

殖施設および延縄式養殖施設を対象として，マッピング手法の開発を行った。 

図 1 広田湾の場所を示した地図 

2016 年 10 月 13 日，2017 年 8 月 31 日に PALSAR-2 によりアセンディング方向，オフ

ナディア角 30.4°で取得された地上分解能約 6 m の全偏波観測データおよびを 2015 年 5 月

28 日に PALSAR-2 によりアセンディング方向，オフナディア角 29.2°で取得された地上分解

能約 3 mの HH 単偏波観測データを用いた。全偏波観測データは 4 成分分解により表面散乱，体

積散乱，二回反射，ヘリックス散乱の散乱に分解し，画像を作成した。Cloud et al. (1996)に従い、

固有値・固有ベクトル分解によりアルファ角，エントロピー，アニソトロピーに分解し，画像を

作成した。これらに加えて HH，HV，VV 偏波についても考慮して，Cmean を応用して，筏式養

殖施設および延縄式養殖施設それぞれのマッピングに最適な方法を調べた。Cmean は次のとおり

定義されている(Sugimoto et al., 2013)。

図 2 広田湾における延縄式<Alongline>、
筏式<Arack>および養殖施設のない海域
1<Abackground1>および海域2<Abackground2>
を示した地図 
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𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = �〈𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢〉−〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏〉
〈𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢〉+〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏〉

�,                     (1) 

 

ここで Acultivationと Abackgroundは、それぞれ、養殖施設のある海域および養殖施設のない海域の偏波

である。𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  は，静穏なすべて海面の状態が均一である閉鎖性海域においては有効であると思

われるが，本対象地域のような開放的なリアス式海岸においては適用が難しいと考えた。そこで，

式(1)をもとにとして，海面の状態が異なる 2 つの海域である Abackground1 と Abackground2の偏波を考

慮する𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2を以下の式(2)で定義した。 

 

𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2 = �
〈𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚〉 − 〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏1〉
〈𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚〉+ 〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏1〉

� 

               + �
〈𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚〉 − 〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏2〉
〈𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚〉+ 〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏2〉

� 

               −�
〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏1〉 − 〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏2〉
〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏1〉 + 〈𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏2〉

� 

 

  

この式（2）を用い、図 2に示した、延縄式と筏式養殖施設が設置されている海域および養殖施設

が設置されていない海域 1と海域 2、それぞれから 700 × 700 m のエリアを𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2を計算するた

め抜き出した。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

図 3 広田湾に設置されている延縄式（左）および筏式（右）の養殖施設 

 

 

,                (2) 
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表 1. 延縄式(左)および筏式（右）養殖施設の偏波、固有値・固有ベクトル分解、

4 成分分解の結果を示した表 

筏式養殖施設が設置されている海面の Cmean2，延縄式養殖施設が設置されている海域の Cmean2

の結果について表 1 に示す。2016 年 10 月 13 日と 2017 年 8 月 31 日のデータともに高い

値を示したのは筏式養殖施設では表面散乱，体積散乱で，延縄式養殖施設では体積散乱とヘリッ

クス散乱であった。これらはいずれも 4 成分分解であった。そこで，4 成分散乱のそれぞれの成

分のグレースケールで示した画像を筏式養殖施設，延縄式養殖施設について図 4 に示す。 筏式

養殖施設は体積散乱で一台毎に検出することが可能であった。延縄式養殖施設は一台毎では検出

されなかったが、体積散乱やヘリックス散乱では帯状に分布域が示された。これは，PALSAR-2

全偏波観測の地上の空間分解能が約 6 m であり，延縄式養殖施設の大きさが約 1 × 120 m と小

さいために，検出できないためであると考えられる。しかしながら，面的に延縄式の筏が設置さ

れている海域は特定できたことから，延縄式養殖施設が海面に影響を及ぼし，他の海面とは区別

して検出できることが示された。また，筏式養殖施設と延縄式養殖施設ともに体積散乱画像がマ

ッピングに適していた。

図 4. 2017 年 8 月 31 日の広田湾における延縄式（a）と筏式(b)の養殖施設が設置さ

れている海域の、地上分解能約 6mの全偏波の 4成分分解で得られた、表面散乱、ダ

ブルバンス、体積散乱、ヘリックス散乱の結果をグレースケールで表した図。図の数

値はそれぞれの Cmean2の値を示す。 

(a) (b) 
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6 

全偏波観測では，4 成分分解から得られる体積散乱画像が養殖施設のマッピングに有効である

ことが分かった。筏式養殖施設は一台毎，延縄式養殖施設は面的なマッピングが可能であった。 

海面の状態と筏検出について検討する。観測時刻 2016 年 10 月 13 日 23 時 20 分頃の気象

条件は，降水量 0.0 mm，最大風速 4.4 m/s の西北西の風，有義波高 1.29 m であった。2017 年 

8 月 31 日 23 時 20 分頃の気象条件は降水量 0.0 mm，最大風速 0.3 m/s の西からの風，有義

波高 3.43 m であった。2016 年は，風による影響は 2017 年に比べて大きかったが，波による影

響は小さかった。一方，2017 年のデータは，風による影響は小さかったが，有義波高 3m 以上

のうねりが沖合から湾内に入っていた。このような影響が、表 1 に表した 2016 年と 2017 年の値

の違いに影響を及ぼしているものと考えられる。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

図 5 2015 年 5 月 28 日の広田湾の筏式（a）と延縄式(b)養殖施設を撮影

した空間分解能役 3mの HH 単偏波画像 

 

地上分解能役 3m の HH 単偏波観測では，筏式養殖施設と延縄式養殖施設ともに一台毎の検出

が可能であった(図 5)。地上分解能と観測偏波数の異なる２つの画像を用いることで，より正確に

筏式養殖施設と延縄式養殖施設を区別してマッピングすることが可能である。 

2015 年 5 月 28 日に観測された HH 単偏波観測による筏式養殖施設と延縄式養殖施設のマッ

ピング結果について図 5 に示す。筏式養殖施設と延縄式養殖施設の大部分が一台毎に検出された

が，延縄式養殖施設の一部は，面的に検出された。観測時刻 2015 年 5 月 28 日 23 時 20 分

頃の気象条件は，降水量 0.0 mm，最大風速 1.5 m/s の南からの風，有義波高 1.62 m であった。

このように、海面の状況は比較的穏やかであったため、垂下している養殖カキの水中での浮力が

小さく海面下に沈んでいたものと考えられる。 

SAR は海面の状況を検出する。そのため，海面養殖施設の検出にあたっては，風，雨，波とい

った条件を考慮する必要があると考えられる。本研究で使用した HH 単偏波観測データ取得時

の気象条件は今後の海面養殖施設マッピングにおけるデータ選択時の参考となるものと考えられ

る。 
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7 

PALSAR-2 の全偏波観測と HH 単偏波観測から広田湾に設置されている筏式養殖施設および

延縄式養殖施設を対象として，マッピング手法の開発を行った。その結果，全偏波観測では，四

成分分解から得られる体積散乱画像がマッピングに有効であることが分かった。筏式養殖施設は

一台毎，延縄式養殖施設は面的なマッピングが可能であった。HH 単偏波観測では，筏式養殖施

設と延縄式養殖施設ともに一台毎の検出が可能であった。これら空間分解能の異なる２つの画像

を用いることで，筏式養殖施設と延縄式養殖施設を区別してマッピングすることが可能である。

また，SAR は海面からの散乱をよく捉えるため，風，雨，波といった気象条件を考慮しなければ

ならない。本研究で使用したデータで海面養殖施設の検出が可能であった。東アジアにおいて行

われている海面養殖施設のマップにも十分に応用できることが示された。今後，世界的プログラ

ムである Marine Spatial Planning にも積極的に使用していく予定である。  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Indonesian territorial waters cover about three million 
square kilometres and are home to more than 3.000 species 
of fish and more than 500 species of corals. The Indonesian 
coastline is longer than 80.000 kilometres, and the 
Indonesian archipelago encompasses more than 17.000 
islands. Major ship traffic routes, connecting the economic 
centres on the South China Sea (and beyond) with Europe, 
Africa, Australia, or the Persian Gulf, run through 
Indonesian waters. 

Although its total oil production has decreased by 25% 
during the past decade, Indonesia still ranks amongst the 
top 25 oil producing countries worldwide and is the third-
largest oil producer in Pacific Asia [1]. However, not only 
because of a continuously increasing demand Indonesia, 
along with its neighbouring countries, has always been 
importing oil from other countries worldwide. 

The marine ecosystem in Indonesia is under increasing 
pressure due to social and economic growth in the entire 
region. Parts of the so-called Coral Triangle, a six million 
square kilometres area in Pacific Asia, lie in Indonesian 
territorial waters, where the coral reef area is estimated to 
be 20,000 square kilometres in size. Along with mangrove 
forests and seagrass meadows on the coasts, these areas are 
particularly vulnerable to pollutants. Several marine 
protected areas (MPAs) have been defined in Indonesia, 
where part or all of the enclosed environment is protected 
by law or other effective means. Continuous monitoring is 
of key importance in these areas, but can only be done in 
an effective manner by taking advantage of state-of-the-art 
remote sensing and numerical modelling techniques. 

The goal of this project, IndoSOPS³, was to provide 
input for, and complement results achieved in, a Pilot Study 
funded by the European Space Agency (ESA), whose goal 
was to improve the information on the state of the 
Indonesian marine environment that is gained from 
satellite data [2]. In particular, synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) data were used to produce oil pollution density maps 
of two dedicated areas (regions of interest, ROI, see Fig. 1) 
in Indonesian waters [3][4]. 

The gained information sets on existing pollution in the 
vicinity of sensitive coastal areas was used as input for 
tracer experiments, in which it was demonstrated that this 
approach can be used to identify strongly affected coastal 

areas (with most oil pollution being driven onshore), but 
also sensitive parts of major ship traffic lanes (where any 
oil pollution is likely to be driven into marine protected 
areas. 

2. DATA ANALYSIS

In total more than 2000 PALSAR-1/2 images acquired in 
2006 – 2018 were analysed. The SAR imagery was made 
available through JAXA and was complemented by SAR 
data provided by the Alaska SAR Facility (ASF). Approx. 
1500 images were acquired over the ROI “W Java Sea” and 
600 over the ROI “Makassar Strait”. Fig. 2 shows the total 
coverage of both ROIs by PALSAR-1/2, indicating a more 
homogeneous coverage in the Java Sea than in the 
Makassar Strait, where the coastal area off the oil 
production centre in Balikpapan was imaged more 
frequently. 

An example of detected oil pollution on PALSAR 
imagery is shown in Fig. 3. The composite of two PALSAR 
images acquired on 11 December 2006 indicates that 
marine oil pollution can well be detected by the HH-pol L-
band SAR under favourable wind conditions: in the upper 
right part of the composite, vast areas appear black, 
because of lower wind speeds at the SAR acquisition time. 
Moreover, atmospheric convection causes that the SAR 
image looks patchy in that area, with strong variations in 
image brightness and sharp local contrasts. Such lookalikes 
make it difficult to identify dark patches caused by oil 

Fig. 1 Two regions of interest (ROI): “W Java 
Sea” with borders 105.0°E / 111.0°E and 7.0°S / 
3.0°S, and “Makassar Strait” with borders 
116.0°E /120.0°E and 5.5°S / 1.0°N. 
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spills. However, all other parts show a sufficiently strong 
radar return from the sea surface, which allows for a 
detection of those dark patches. Note the L-shaped dark 
line in the right image centre, which is due to an ongoing 
oil pollution: the polluting vessel was travelling eastward 
and changed its course to north-west. For about 40 km oil 
was released from the vessel, which can be identified as 
small bright spot at the top of the oil spill. Another oil 
pollution in that region can be identified in the upper left 
part of the SAR image composite as a dark ‘wavy’ 
elongated patch. For all identified oil spills their centre 
position, length and width were recorded, and they formed 
the basis of our statistical analyses. 
 

3. RESULTS 
 
In the ROI “W Java Sea” a total of 775 manifestations of 
oil spills were found, that is, on average, an oil spill on 
every other image (0.52 per image). In contrast, in the ROI 
“Makassar Strait” a total of 452 oil-spill manifestations 

were found (0.76 per image). Fig. 4 shows the geographical 
locations of all detected oil spills, binned into a 
0.05°×0.05° grid, for the ROI “Makassar Strait” (top) and 
“W Java Sea” (bottom). In general, more oil spills were 
found in the ROI “W Java Sea”, because of the larger 
amount of SAR images available for that ROI. 

In the ROI “Makassar Strait” the majority of oil spills 
were found in the western part of the Strait, off 
Kalimantan’s coast. This area, however, also has the 
highest SAR image coverage, see Fig. 2. In addition, many 
oil spills were found on the open sea. In the ROI “W Java 
Sea” more oil pollution was found in total. Clearly visible 
are areas of intense oil pollution north of western Java, 
where more than one spill per (0.05°×0.05°) grid cell was 
found. Large quantities of oil spills in the eastern part of 
the ROI cannot be explained by intense oil production, but 
must be due to high ship traffic in that area. 

In both ROIs areas of frequent oil pollution are marked 
by high ship traffic (‘W Java Sea’) and by intense oil 
production (‘Makassar Strait’), both putting the local 
environment under severe threat. We also note, however, 
that the areas of maximum detected oil pollution coincide 

 

 

  
 

Fig. 2 Coverage of both ROIs (left: “W Java 
Sea”; right: “Makassar Strait”) by more than 
2000 PALSAR images acquired in 2006 – 2018. 

 
Fig. 3 Composite of two PALSAR scenes 
acquired on 11 December 2006 at 15:36 UTC 
over the ROI “W Java Sea”. In the right image 
center a 40 km long L-shaped oil spill with the 
polluting vessel at its top can be seen. Another 
(15 km long) oil pollution manifests in the upper 
left part of the composite. 
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with those areas, where the SAR image coverage is highest 
(Fig. 2). 

The length and width of each detected oil spill were 
protocolled and were used to calculate the spill’s size, for 
simplicity assuming an elliptical shape. Spill size 
distributions for both ROIs are shown in Fig. 5. Added to 
each histogram are best-fit Burr distributions as black solid 
curves. Also added in red are the respective percentile 
curves and a horizontal dotted line indicating 95%. In both 
ROIs the largest number of oil spills were of size 
0.1 km² - 0.3 km². However, oil spills found in the ROI 
“Makassar Strait” were generally smaller: about 81% of the 
detected oil spills were smaller than 1 km² (upper panel of 
Fig. 5), while it was only 72% in the ROI “W Java Sea” 
(lower panel). In both ROIs about 95% of the oil spills were 
smaller than 5.5 km². Major oil spills found in the open 
Java Sea mainly contribute to these findings. 

The axes ratio, defined as the ratio of the spill’s length 
and width, allows insight into the pollution dynamics, 
either due to a moving pollutant (vessel) or due to local sea 
surface currents, or both. Large aspect ratios indicate that 

the pollution occurred during a longer time, while the 
vessel or the upper water body was moving, while small 
aspect ratios (i.e., more circular patches found on the SAR 
images) indicate a spontaneous release of oil or no sea 
surface currents at the time of pollution. Fig. 6 shows the 
distributions of the axes ratio for both ROIs, “Makassar 
Strait” (upper panel) and “W Java Sea” (lower panel). 
Again, best-fit Burr distributions, percentile curves and the 
95% percentile are added as solid black, solid red, and 
dotted black curves, respectively. 

Both distributions show a similar qualitative behaviour: 
the majority of the found oil spills have axes ratios smaller 
than 20, and in both ROIs about 85% have axes ratios 
smaller than 50. However, the fitted curve for the ROI 
“Makassar Strait” has its maximum at a slightly higher 
value (axes ratio 7) than that for ROI “W Java Sea” (axes 
ratio 6), and accordingly, 50% of the oil spills found in ROI 
“Makassar Strait” have axes ratios of up to 16, while 50% 
of those found in ROI “W Java Sea” have axes ratios of up 

 

 
Fig. 4 Geographical distribution of all oil spills 
found on PALSAR-1/2 images of the Makassar 
Strait (top) and Java Sea (bottom), binned into a 
0.05° × 0.05° grid. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Distribution of the size of oil pollution in 
the ROIs “Makassar Strait” (top) and “W Java 
Sea” (bottom), as found on all PALSAR-1/2 
images of 2006 – 2018. 
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to 14. These numbers indicate that the distribution is 
broader for ROI “Makassar Strait” and in turn, that the 
pollution in the Strait was more dynamic than in the Java 
Sea. 

We define the normalised mean polluted area as the 
ratio of the total spill-covered area (i.e., the sum of all spill 
sizes in a grid cell) and the SAR coverage (Fig. 2), for 
simplicity given in km² for an amount of 100 SAR images. 
The normalised mean polluted area is rather independent 
of the heterogeneous data coverage, and assuming a 
‘critical SAR coverage’ at any place in both ROIs, allows 
comparisons of both ROIs and objective conclusions. 
Normalised polluted areas are shown in Fig. 7, again, 
binned into a 0.05° × 0.05° grid. 

Because of the overall homogeneous SAR image 
coverage in ROI “W Java Sea”, the lower panel of Fig. 7 
shows very similar patterns than the lower panel of Fig. 4. 
The rather inhomogeneous coverage of ROI “Makassar 
Strait”, in turn, causes a lower weighting of the previously 

mentioned oil pollution off Kalimantan’s coast and a 
higher weighting of the pollution in the central Strait. 

In both ROIs the derived patterns confirm that ship 
traffic is a major source of marine oil pollution, but also 
that coastal pollution sources exist. Large normalized 
polluted areas were found in regions of intense offshore oil 
production, primarily in ROI “W Java Sea”. This supports 
the above-mentioned finding of a less dynamic pollution in 
that ROI, given that the average speed, at which polluting 
vessels are travelling, is higher than the average surface 
current. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the frame of the project IndoSOPS³ (Indonesian Seas Oil 
Pollution Seen by Spaceborne SAR) a large amount of 
PALSAR-1/2 SAR images of two ROIs in Indonesian 
waters were analysed. On more than 2000 SAR images of 
the Western Java Sea and the Makassar Strait we found 
more than 1200 imprints of marine oil pollution, whose 

 

 
Fig. 6 Distribution of the aspect ratio of oil 
pollution in the ROI “Makassar Strait” (top) and 
in the ROI “W Java Sea” (bottom), as found on 
all PALSAR-1/2 images of 2006 – 2018. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Normalized polluted area in km² per 100 
SAR scenes, as derived from PALSAR-1/2 
imagery of the ROI “Makassar Strait” (top) and 
ROI “W Java Sea” (bottom), binned into a 
0.05° × 0.05° grid. 
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geographic coordinates and spatial dimensions were used 
for statistical analyses, and as input for an assessment of 
the environmental state of Indonesian waters based on 
satellite SAR imagery. 

Our results demonstrate that marine oil pollution is a 
major threat on the marine environment in the study area. 
High ship traffic and intense offshore oil pollution are the 
main drivers of that oil pollution. 

The analysed PALSAR-1/2 imagery was acquired at L-
band, which is known not to be the first choice for marine 
pollution monitoring [5]. As such, we compared our results 
with similar results obtained through analyses of SAR 
imagery acquired by C-band SAR sensors aboard ERS-1/2, 
ENVISAT and Sentinel-1A/B. Those results are shown in 
Fig. 8 and are based on almost 6500 SAR images (“W Java 
Sea”: about 4000; “Makassar Strait”: about 2500), on 
which imprints of more than 10500 oil spills were found 
(“W Java Sea”: more than 5500; “Makassar Strait”: more 
than 5000). 

A comparison of both statistical results, as shown in 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, reveals that PALSAR-1/2 can be used for 
long-term analyses as presented herein. Pollution hot spots 

such as major ship traffic routes or offshore oil production 
sites are as well identified, though the much larger amount 
of the reference (C-band) data makes that identification 
easier. However, we also note that the average number of 
oil spills per PALSAR-1/2 image is considerably smaller 
than for C-band SAR sensors (“W Java Sea”: 1.40; 
“Makassar Strait”: 2.17). This explains why the 
quantitative results, i.e., the averaged polluted areas per 
100 SAR images shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, differ. 
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7, but based on all ERS-1/2, 
ENVISAT, PALSAR-1/2, and Sentinel-1A/B 
analysed in the Pilot study IndoNACE. 
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1. SUMMARY

Worldwide, the largest intertidal flats can be found on the 
German, Danish and Dutch North Sea coast and on the 
western coast of South Korea, in a distance of up to 10 Km 
offshore. Those areas fall dry once during each tidal cycle 
and consist of fine sediments such as (fine) sand and mud, 
and they are only partly vegetated. Not only because they 
are impacted by the stress of the global sea level rise and 
the expected increasing frequency of storm events, a 
frequent surveillance is of great importance, though this is 
a difficult task by boat, foot, or land vehicles. This is when 
remote sensing techniques come into play, though a 
classification system based on spaceborne remote sensing 
data would strongly benefit from the additional utilization 
of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. 

Depending on the type of sediment, but also on the 
water level and on environmental conditions (wind speed) 
exposed sediments may show up on synthetic aperture 
radar (SAR) imagery as areas of enhanced, or reduced, 
radar backscattering [1]. The (multi-temporal) analysis of 
series of such images allows for the detection of mussel 
beds, and our results show evidence that also single-
acquisition, multi-polarization SAR imagery can be used 
for that purpose. The combined use of PALSAR-2 data 
with those acquired at different radar bands yielded 
information on the Wadden Sea surface roughness, which 
in turn was used to derive indicators for different sediment 
types [2].  

UPSCIM aimed at analyzing high-resolution SAR data 
of dry-fallen intertidal flats in the German Wadden Sea 
with respect to the imaging of sediments, macrophytes, and 
mussels. In this respect, the L-band PALSAR-2 imagery 
added significantly to the information, which was 
previously inferred from X- and C-band SAR imagery 
acquired by TerraSAR-X and Radarsat-2, respectively. 
SAR images of five test areas along the German North Sea 
coast acquired from 2008 formed the basis for the present 
investigation and were used to demonstrate that pairs of 
SAR images, if combined through basic algebraic 
operations, can already provide useful indicators for 
morphological changes and for bivalve (oyster and mussel) 
beds.  

Our analyses are based upon the Kennaugh element 
framework, and we show that different targets on exposed 

intertidal flats exhibit different radar backscattering 
characteristics, which manifest in different magnitudes of 
the Kennaugh elements. Namely, the inter-channel 
correlation’s real (K3) and imaginary (K7) part can be used 
to distinguish bivalve beds from surrounding sandy 
sediments, and together with the polarimetric coefficient 
(i.e., the normalized differential polarization ratio, K0/K4) 
they can be used as indicators for bivalve beds using multi-
frequency dual-polarization SAR data [3].  

These findings were used for an extension of a 
previously proposed classification scheme based upon 
polarimetric decompositions of SAR data, along with a 
Double-Bounce Eigenvalue Relative Difference (DERD) 
parameter and a Random Forest (RF) classifier [4]. The 
extension was done adding indicators derived from the 
(polarimetric) Kennaugh elements and was applied to dual-
copolarization PALSAR-2 data and to SAR data acquired 
at shorter wavelengths (C- and X-band) [5][6]. Further, it 
was demonstrated that the new FCDK-RF scheme is 
capable of distinguishing between different sediment 
types, namely mud and sand, at higher accuracies, and that 
it has good potential in the detection of bivalve beds.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coastal areas are the transition buffers between land and 

the sea, which have been constantly affected by the 

dynamical interaction from estuary and waves activities, 

river and coastal currents, tidal forces, and the many ill-

planned coastal constructions for economic development 

[1, 2]. 

Fig 1. Near shore bathymetry around Tra 

Vinh 

Vietnam is of no exception, a country with 3260 km 

coastline running along 29 provinces, and there have been 

significant erosions of coastal areas across the country. The 

main factor that causes coastal erosion – accretion is 

obviously the ocean waves, and the waves in turn are 

governed by wind (and sometimes the seismic activities 

under the sea). Annually there are two dominant wind 

fields in Vietnam, the Northeast, the East and the 

Southwest. Consequently, the coastlines that face 

perpendicularly to these wind fields are most vulnerable to 

erosion. Our collected data showed that in most areas of 

Vietnam, the average wave height is about 1.3 to 1.5 meters, 

regardless of the specific win direction, with the isoheight 

1.3m running almost along the coastlines. Another factor 

effecting the behaviour and magnitude of waves is the near 

shore bathymetry (Figure 1). 

Due to lack of on-site data, our study area was selected to 

focus on a coastal province in the Mekong delta -  Tra Vinh. 

Furthermore, the specific area is Duyen Hai district, the 

only coastal localities of this province, namely communes 

Hiep Thanh, Truong Long Hoa, Dan Thanh, Dong Hai and 

Long Vinh. 

Fig 2. The study area – Duyen Hai district, Tra Vinh 

Our research has shown that temporal satellite data, 

combined with GIS analytical tools, can give good results 

in monitoring the shoreline changes through the time, 

which are both qualitative and quantitative. Namely in this 

paper the optical Landsat and radar Palsar images were 

used, which gave also a comparison prospect of the erosion 

and accretion [10]. Also, our earlier research has shown the 

usefulness of using Landsat data for analyzing and 

quantifying the erosion – accretion process [15]. In this 

study, ALOS PALSAR data were used in parallel with 

Landsat to compliment the study, which give also a 

comparison view of the two types of data. 

Cử 

Cử 

Vị  trí khu vử c 
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2. DATA USED AND METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Four satellite images from two sensors, Landsat OLI and 

ALOS Palsar in two period of time 2014 and 2018, were 

used. For tidal affect correction, we have collected the 

corresponding sea level from the hydrology gauge station 

in that region (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Specs of satellite date used 

 

No Satellite Sensor 

Spatial 

res 

(m) 

Data acquisition Water 

level 

wxtide 

(m) 

Date Hour 

1 

Landsat-

8 

OLI_TIRS 30 10/03/2014 10h15 2,91 

2 OLI_TIRS 30 22/04/2018 10h13 3,02 

3 

ALOS 

PALSAR 25 19/10/2014 11h42 2,82 

4 PALSAR  25 29/04/2018  11h41  2,83 

 

 

The Landsat images were radiometrically and 

geometrically corrected for the WGS-84 zone 48N 

matching with our base map. The bands Green and MIR 

then were used to compute the Modified Normalized 

Difference Water Index (MNDWI), which was in turn used 

for the process of shoreline extraction [11]. 

As for the ALOS Palsar data, which consist of two 

polarizations HH and HV, were first converted to back 

scatter sigma-nought (in dB) using the standard formulae 

recommended by JAXA, then were noise-filtered and 

geometrically corrected before they are ready for shoreline 

extraction, which was indeed a thresholding operation on 

the HH data [3, 4]. 

All the four pre-processed images were inputs for the 

shoreline extraction procedures which were realized by the 

module DSAS (Digital Shoreline Analysis System [14]). A 

total of 549 transects have been made to support this DSAS 

algorithm, and the results are shown in Section 3. 

 

The erosion – accretion rates of each transect (totally 549 

transects) were calculated using the following formulae 

𝑅𝑠
𝑖 =

𝐷𝑡𝑗

𝑖 − 𝐷𝑡𝑗−1

𝑖

𝑡𝑗 − 𝑡𝑗−1
             

where, 

𝐷𝑡𝑗

𝑖  is the distance from the considered shoreline to its 

baseline at time period tj 

𝐷𝑡𝑗−1

𝑖  is the distance from the considered shoreline to its 

baseline at time period tj-1 

𝑅𝑠
𝑖  is the erosion – accretion of the considered transect in 

the period [t-1, t]. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The erosion-accretion analysis results from Landsat and 

PALSAR sensors between two time period 2014 and 2018 

give an analogous figure in qualitative aspect (their trend), 

but a slight deviation in quantitative (Figure 3 and 4). This 

could be from the different procedures for shoreline 

extraction used for the two types of data, and also from the 

difference in spatial resolution (which favours PALSAR as 

it has higher resolution). 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Erosion/accretion rates analysis from Landsat-8 

images (the vertical axis shows the Transect No, the 

horizontal shows erosion/accretion rates) 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4. Erosion/accretion rates analysis from ALOS 

PALSAR images (the vertical axis shows the Transect 

No, the horizontal shows erosion/accretion rates) 

 

Our analysis showed that for Erosion, the average rate 

computed from Landsat-8 occurred in top at Hiep Thanh 

commune (-10.9m/yr) and least at Dan Thanh (-5.2m/yr); 
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while computed from PALSAR occurred in top at Dong 

Hai (-11.4m/yr) and least at Dan Thanh (-6.7m/yr). This 

shows a deviation between two sensors. 

Meanwhile for maximum Erosion rate analysis, the two 

sensors showed a good agreement. Namely, they are top at 

Long Vinh and Hiep Thanh communes, and least at Dan 

Thanh commune.  

The overall classification of erosion – accretion rates of the 

five communes are shown in Figure 5. 

 

Fig 5. Classification of the erosion-accretion rates 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

The shoreline changes of the study area, consisting of five 

coastal communes of Duyen Hai district have shown a 

complicated fluctuation, with alternating erosion and 

accretion in spatial dimension. While Landsat imageries 

were believed efficiently appropriate for shoreline change 

analysis, the higher resolution PALSAR images are 

promising for this task thanks to water – nonwater 

delineation techniques applied for these data. Moreover, 

PALSAR, being a radar sensor, is cloud-free and sunlight-

free, which can enlarge the time scale for the acquisition of 

images for analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wind maps in ocean and coast regions are important to 
improve meteorological applications, marine control and 
energy related strategies [1], for some applications wind 
maps are required to produce wind power density maps 
[2]. L-Band SAR imagery can be used to obtain a 
kilometer resolution wind maps on the sea. High 
resolution wind maps can be used to characterize 
mesoscale ocean phenomena [3] [4], also these maps can 
help to set limits on the detectability of oil spills from 
SAR data [5]. 

We implement a fast response algorithm based on an 
empirical model that establishes a relation between the 
Normalized Radar Cross Section (NRCS) and surface 
wind velocity, known as the Geophysical Model Function 
(GMF) [6] [7] [8]. We generate the wind velocity  maps 
from L-Band PALSAR-2 and SAOCOM 1A and compare 
with the ECMWF/ERA5 [9] wind map and buoy data. 

2. PROCEDURE

We use PALSAR-2 images with processing level 1.5 
StripMap dual-pol HH/HV with a nominal pixel spacing 
of 6.25m provided by JAXA over a selected region of the 
United States coast (Fig. 1). Fig. 1 PALSAR-2 imagery and buoy location. 

A. Wind direction

The algorithm we propose uses as initial condition the 
low resolution wind direction map provided by ERA-5 of 
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather  
Forecast (ECMWF) [9] which provides the north and east 
wind neutral velocity at 10 meters over the sea level with 
a latitude and longitude resolution of 0.25º and 0.25º 
(global coverage with around a 30 km grid). 
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B. Buoy data 

 
The wind speed and direction in-situ were obtained from 
the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in Fig. 
2. We use the continuous wind measurements which are 
10-minute average values of wind speed and direction 
reported each hour [8]. We select the two buoys with 
anemometers working at the ALOS2 acquisition time Fig. 
2 
  

BUOY ID Latitude Longitude Anemometer 
altitude (m) 

44007 43°31'30" N 70°8'26" W 4.1 

46080 57°56'51" N 150°2'30" W 3.8 

Fig. 3 Buoy information 

 
C. L-band wind velocity estimation with the 

GMF 
 
We obtain the wind speed and wind direction from 
PALSAR-2 images. We use the GMF for L-Band 
developed by Isoguchi and Shimada, 2009 [7] for images 
with HH polarization. The relation between the radar 
cross section and the wind velocity it is given by 
 
𝜎𝜎𝑜𝑜 = 𝐴𝐴0(𝑤𝑤, 𝜃𝜃) ⋅ �1 + 𝐴𝐴1(𝑤𝑤, 𝜃𝜃) ⋅ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜙𝜙) + 𝐴𝐴2(𝑤𝑤,𝜃𝜃)

⋅ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(2𝜙𝜙)� 
 
where 𝜎𝜎𝑜𝑜is the Normalized Radar Cross Section (NRCS 
lineal units), w is the wind speed at 10 meter height, 𝜙𝜙 is 
the direction of the wind relative to the look angle of the 
image, 𝜃𝜃  is the radar signal incidence angle, 𝐴𝐴0(𝑤𝑤, 𝜃𝜃) , 
𝐴𝐴1(𝑤𝑤,𝜃𝜃)  and 𝐴𝐴2(𝑤𝑤, 𝜃𝜃)  are functions of the wind speed 
and radar incidence angle. This GMF L-Band is well 
defined for incidence angles between 17º to 43º and wind 
speed smaller than 20 m s-1 [7]. 
 

 
Fig. 4  Implementation diagram from SAR images to 
wind map. 

 
The SAR images with polarization HH are calibrated, the 
land is masked if necessary using a Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM). We include a speckle smoothing with a 
box filter of 9x9 pixels [10]. We implement a fast 
converging comparison method between NRCS and the 
GMF inverse function that inputs incidence angle and 
initial condition for wind direction taken from ERA-5 
map with low resolution (latitude and longitude spacing 
of 0.25ºx0.25º).  
 

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁� =  𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺−1(𝑤𝑤, 𝜃𝜃,𝜙𝜙) 
 
The wind map is then iterated to obtain the wind direction, 
using the GMF inverse function with the wind speed from 
the previous run as an input. Finally the last iteration 
recalculates the wind speed using the calculated wind 
direction from the previous iteration as it is shown in Fig. 
3. The last step is to average the wind velocity to a grid of 
1 km size to get in this way a high resolution wind speed 
map reducing the statistical fluctuations of the clutter.  
 

D. Model validation 
 
To validate the GMF results from PALSAR-2 data we use 
measurements from buoys [8] and the data extracted from 
ERA-5 [9] maps.  
To be able to compare the wind speed from the wind 
reported from buoys we have to extrapolate the results to 
10 meter height neutral velocity which is the standard 
reference. To do that we use the expression proposed by 
Hsu et al, 1994 [9].  
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𝑢𝑢2
𝑢𝑢1

= �
𝑧𝑧2
𝑧𝑧1
�
0.11

 
 
where  𝑢𝑢2  is the wind speed at 𝑧𝑧2  height and 𝑢𝑢1  is the 
wind speed measured by the buoy at 𝑧𝑧1. We set 𝑧𝑧2 to 10 
meters to compare it with our model [11]. We plan to 
improve this adjustment using the method proposed by W. 
T. Liu et al. (1979) [12] [13] which involve solving 
equations with air-sea exchange of heat, humidity and 
momentum. 
 
 

3. RESULTS 
  
The wind maps we obtain from SAR match the low 
resolution speed provided by ERA-5 with approximately 
30 km grid size. We made the comparison with the speed 
averaged over 14 km radius obtained from the GMF 
estimation at SAR resolution the plot is presented in Fig. 
4. The slope of the fit is consistent with one ( 0.97 ±
0.04) and we have a bias of  (1.3 ± 0.9)m s−1.  

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Correlation between wind speed calculated from 
GMF and ERA-5 data with 68% and 95% CL 
boundaries.  

 
Also we compare the estimated wind speed from GMF 
SAR data with the speed from buoys, in  Fig. 5. This 
preliminary result shows a bias for speeds greater than 12 
m s-1, the speed we get from SAR with an average over a 
5 km radius underestimates the speeds greater than 12 m 
s-1 measured with buoys and readjusted to 10 meter height.  
We think this is related to the proximity of the buoy to the 
coast line. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Correlation between wind speed calculated from 
GMF and buoy measurements (red diamond) 
superimposed the low resolution wind speed from 
ERA-5 data..  

 

In .Fig. 7 we present the wind speed map with a 1 km 
resolution (0.01°) obtain from the SAR data. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Sea wind speed at 10 meter height obtained 
from SAR PALSAR-2 with a resolution of 0.01°.  

 
 
 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Fig. 4 shows the correlation between the wind speed 
from SAR NRCS for L-Band high resolution StripMap 
data with wind speed maps from ERA-5 data using the 
GMF developed by Isoguchi and Shimada, 2009 [7]. We 
have an agreement of  ±1.5 𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑐−1  with a 68% CL 
between the speed maps from our implementation and the 
ERA-5 data.  
 
We are currently testing the same model for SAOCOM 
high resolution StripMap and low resolution TOPSAR 
data. Also we are developing a technique that adds both 
polarizations HH and HV to improve the results already 
obtained with only HH images; this technique is 

m s-
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motivated by the work than in the polarization ratio VV 
VH [14]. 
 
As a continuation of this work we plan to generate high 
resolution wind power maps from the 1 km wind velocity 
obtained from the GMF [7]  
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1. INTRODUCTION

In remotely sensed Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
images, scattering from a target is often the result of a 
mixture of different mechanisms. For this reason, detection 
of targets and classification of SAR images may be very 
difficult and very different from other sensor imagery. 
Fully polarimetric data offer the possibility to separate the 
different mechanisms, interpret them and consequently 
identify the characteristics of the targets. To achieve this 
task, several target decomposition techniques have been 
proposed in the literature to improve the interpretation of 
this kind of data. Among these, the physical based 
techniques are the most considered.  
This study proposes the application of a novel approach for 
target decomposition based on the use of Autoassociative 
Neural Network (AANN) applied to ALOS-2 data. 
Different from physical based target decomposition 
techniques, the proposed method is based on a nonlinear 
decorrelation of the received polarimetric SAR (POLSAR) 
signal into few elementary components that can be 
statistically associated to the different scattering 
mechanisms present in the image. The AANN approach 
has been applied to the oil spill detection problem and other 
NN modules have been developed to implement the other 
steps required by this application. In particular object 
extraction performed with PCNN (Pulse Coupled Neural 
Networks). This latter architecture has been considered 
also per another maritime applications with SAR: coastline 
extraction. 

2. OIL SPILL DETECTION WITH SAR IMAGES
AND NEURAL NETWORKS 

The presence of an oil film on the sea surface damps the 
small waves due to the increased viscosity of the top layer 
and drastically reduces the measured backscattering 
energy, resulting in darker areas in SAR imagery [1]. 
However, the identification of hydrocarbon over the sea 
surface is not easy due to many natural phenomena, for 
instance, when the wind is weak the electromagnetic 
response is similar to that of natural films, which are a 
source of ambiguity [2]. Polarimetry has been 
demonstrated to be a valuable tool for interpreting and 
separating different scattering mechanism present in an 
observation area [3]. 

This research project aims at developing neural network 
architectures able to extract nonlinear components from 
full polarimetric products minimizing the loss of 
information and at obtaining a new level of added-value 
products suitable for maritime application, as oil spill 
detection, obtained with a processing chain characterized 
by a very high level of automation.  
In fact, the availability of fully polarimetric SAR data is 
significantly increased and such a trend will continue with 
the next generation of satellite instruments. This claims for 
the possibility of using suitable and adequate tools for 
image processing, so as not to miss a significant percentage 
of the information contained in the acquired images. To 
achieve this task, as far as oil spill detection from SAR is 
concerned, the research activity aimed at combining 
different topologies of neural networks in order to design 
an effective processing system applied to polarimetric 
ALOS-2 data. More in particular, we experiment the 
application of an innovative approach for target 
polarimetric decomposition based on the use of 
Autoassociative Neural Network (AANN).  
The AANN implementation precedes the other needed 
steps (Fig. 1). They consist in object extraction, which is 
performed using a Pulse Couple neural network (PCNN), 
and aims at the detection of dark objects in the image; 
characterization of the extracted object according to the 
physical and geometric parameters; and its classification 
between real oil spills and look-alikes by means of Multi-
layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network.  

3. RESULTS WITH AANN

In the following, as an example, we report some results 
obtained using ALOS-2 full polarimetric product acquired 
on oil spill event occurred near the coast of Niger Delta the 
13th of April 2016. The original image is represented in 
terms of Nonlinear principal components (NLPCs) 
generated by the bottleneck of the AANN. In fact, the 
implemented AANN architecture has three hidden layers, 
including an internal “bottleneck” layer of smaller 
dimension than either input or output (Fig. 2). The network 
is trained to perform the identity mapping, where the input 
is approximated by the output. Since the number of units in 
the bottleneck layer is lower than those in both input and 
output a dimensionality reduction scheme is implemented.  
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Fig. 1 Processing chain  

 

 

Fig. 2 Auto-Associative Neural Network 

 

 

Fig. 3  First row. Left: HH image, centre: VV image, right: NLPC1. Second row. Left: HV image, 
centre: VH image, right: NLPC2 
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Indeed the output corresponding to the bottleneck nodes 
are able to encode the input information for subsequent 
reconstruction in the output. This process results in a 
nonlinear feature extraction from the input vector.  
As input of the AANN the HH, HV, VH, VV polarizations 
have been considered. In Fig. 3 we show the results of the 
bottleneck components provided by the AANN, compared 
with the 4 original inputs at VV, HV, VH and HH 
polarizations. It has to be noted that, in such an analysis, 
we preferred do not consider the phase difference between 
channels due to the lower signal to noise ratio values. From 
Fig. 3 we see that the two NLPCs seem to resemble all the 
features contained in the original images. But for our 
application what is most important is that, with respect to 
the original data, the contrast between the oil spill 
candidate and the background looks higher in one of the 
generated NLPC. Therefore using this generated image 
will have positive effects in object extraction. 
As mentioned above, the complete scheme for the oil spill 
detection, once the polarimetric image has been given as 
input to the system, consists of the following steps: 1) 
polarimetric decomposition, 2) object extraction, 3) object 
characterization, 4) object classification.  In step 2 the 
extraction of the candidate oil spill object is processed 
through a PCNN algorithm. Our group has already 
experimented how segmentation provided by PCNNs can 
be effective on SAR X-band [4] and SAR C-band [5] data 
and in this project we tested them with ALOS data.  
PCNNs are unsupervised and context sensitive algorithms. 
A PCNN is a neural network algorithm that, when applied 
to image processing, yields a series of binary pulsed 
signals, each associated to one pixel or to a cluster of 
pixels. It belongs to the class of unsupervised artificial 
neural networks in the sense that it does not need to be 
trained. The network consists of nodes with spiking 
behavior interacting each other within a predefined grid 
(Fig 4). The architecture of the net is rather simpler than 
most other neural network implementations. PCNNs only 
have one layer of neurons (Fig. 4), which receive input 
directly from the original image, and form a resulting 
“pulsing” image (Fig. 5). These characteristics make 
PCNN a rather suitable algorithm for image edge detection. 
In order to automate at the highest level the whole 
processing chain it is important to understand at which 
iteration the PCNN activity needs to be stopped  (Fig. 5). 
In our study we found out that 2 or 3 iterations are good 
enough to obtain satisfactory results.  
Once the object is extracted, a number of morphological 
and physical parameters are computed. The features 
extracted from the dark object are given as input to a 
classifier that estimates its probability of being an oil slick. 
Normally these features consider the geometry of the dark 
object in terms of its extension and of its shape, as well as 
the physical behavior in terms of the characteristics of the 
backscattering intensity of the pixels belonging to the 
object, to the background, and to the area around the 
border. In our study also the statistical polarimetric features 
computed from the NLPC images have been considered. 
The classification task is performed using a MLP. These 
are feedforward networks, where the input flows only in 
one direction to the output, and each neuron of a layer is 
connected to all neurons of the successive layer but has no 
feedback to neurons in the previous layers.  

At the moment is not possible to provide a quantitative 
results about the classification accuracy because the 
number of collected examples is not statistically 
significant, however, based on past experience, we’re 
expecting an accuracy percentage value higher than 85%.  
In conclusion an ensemble of neural networks 
characterized by a different architecture has been designed 
for detecting oil spills in full polarimetric ALOS SAR 
images. The neural networks are shown to effectively play 
various roles, from object extraction to classification, in a 
highly automated processing chain. In particular the 
AANN applied to the polarimetric data increases the 
contrast between the object of interest and the background 
with respect with the single polarization acquisition.  
 

3. RESULTS WITH PCNN FOR COASTLINE 
EXTRACTION  

 
Encouraged by this achievement, we tested the PCNN 
algorithm also for another type of maritime application, 
namely coastline extraction. Satisfactory results in this 
field were already shown in [6] for X-band. In Fig. 7 we 
show the outputs corresponding to the PCNN first 8 
iterations applied to an ALOS VH image reported in Fig. 
6. We can see the algorithm is very helpful to differentiate 
between land and sea. In Fig. 8 the final results, where also 
an additional algorithm stitching unconnected lines is used, 
are shown for two different areas extracted from the image 
of Fig. 6. 
 
Unfortunately, due to the COVID 19 pandemic, the 
research could not be completed according to the original 
plans. 
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Fig. 4  Pulse Coulpled Neural Network system   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5  PCNN iterative outputs 
 

 
 

Fig. 6  Original ALOS HV image 
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Fig. 7 output obtained by the first 8 PCNN iterations applied to the image in Fig. 6. Note that the output image are 
binary images which facilitates the subsequent coastline extraction operation 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8  Coastline extraction results 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Jharia coal field which is one of the major coal mine 
belt in India where coal is extracted by two mining 
approaches open cast and underground[1]. In underground 
mining techniques either bord & Pillar or longwall, large 
rectangular blocks of coal are extracted. Strips of coal, 
excavated by protecting the coal gallery with hydraulic 
supports. Once the coal block is fully extracted, the void 
becomes too large to support itself which causes its roof to 
sag and finally, the roof and overlying rock collapse into 
the void. This typically results in horizontal and vertical 
movement at the land surface, which can extend beyond 
the mine footprint. These risks associated with mining 
voids is causing subsidence at the land surface which 
effects on surface infrastructure. The magnitude and extent 
of subsidence is dictated by the extent of coal extraction, 
the depth of the coal seam and the thickness of the 
excavated material (the height of the void)[2].  

Underground mining can result in a shallow flat-
bottomed rectangular trough at the surface, sometimes 
accompanied by cracking, heaving, buckling, humping and 
stepping. These effects can impact built environments such 
as roads and buildings as well as cause disturbances to river 
courses and other surface water features Generally, 
uniform vertical movement does not cause surface damage 
but differential vertical movement does. Instead, the 
damage is caused by tilting and horizontal displacement of 
the overburden, which accompanies the lowering of the 
land surface [3].  

In the Jharia coalfield area, subsurface coal fires occur 
mostly at shallow depth (<40 m) [4] . In the Jharia 
Coalfiled land subsidence occurs primarily due to 
underground mining and subsurface coal fire causes 
different types of underground mining as bord-and-pillar, 
longwall mining, depillaring and caving, water logging of 
the abandoned underground mine workings and subsurface 
coal fire. These reasons are diverse in nature, spatio-

temporally haphazard and gives rise to irregular and 
complex deformation pattern [5]. 

Jharia coalfield is facing subsidence problems due to 
the presence of old workings, which are generally 
waterlogged and about a dozen of area have subsided in 
recent times, causing severe damages to surface 
topography and properties Coal fire related subsidence is 
more important parameter to be ‘Jharia coal field’. About 
a dozen of the unapproachable old workings have subsided 
in recent past causing severe damages on the surface in the 
form of wide cracks, large depressions, sinkholes 
(potholes), blockage of roads and rails, damage to 
buildings and other surface properties. The main 
characteristics of these subsidence were that indications on 
the surface are seen only a few hours in advance, they do 
not follow any pattern, they cause marked depressions with 
wide cracks and steppings, and they are associated with 
rumbling sound[6]. 

To detect & to derive subsidence related parameters in 
the Earth’s surface because of the coal mining activities, 
both ground-based and space-based techniques can be used. 
The techniques should applied for more frequent and 
repeated observation to know how the subsidence pattern 
evolves over time in the mine footprint[7]. 

The techniques used for observing and measuring 
subsidence will depend on the spatial extent of the 
anticipated deformation and magnitude of the expected 
subsidence. Among the available spaceborne techniques 
DInSAR appears to be very efficient in terms of spatial and 
temporal resolution of the measurements vs feasibility[8]. 
PSInSAR (Permanent Scatterers Interferometric Synthetic 
Aperture Radar) is an advanced form of DInSAR which 
uses multiple interferograms created from a stack multiple 
SAR images [9]. In PSInSAR, pixels that display stable 
radar reflectivity characteristics throughout every image of 
the dataset are referred as Permanent Scatterers (PS) [10]. 
This algorithm was developed to overcome the errors 
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produced by atmospheric artefacts on signal phase. Once 
these errors are removed, a history of motion can be created 
for each target, allowing the detection of both linear and 
non-linear motion. PSInSAR measures ground movement 
with millimetre accuracy. Persistent Scatterer 
Interferometry (PSI) is more suitable than the DInSAR 
time series for identifying most stable scattering pixels 
where pixel properties do not vary with time and look angle, 
in a stack of SAR images than DInSAR time series process 
[11]. PSI allows individual point targets’ temporal analysis 
of the interferometric phase. PSI technique provides better 
accuracy for the measurement of the surface target 
displacement than the DInSAR process [9], [12]. PSI also 
reduces the consequence of phase path delay which occurs 
during SAR image acquisition as a result of atmospheric 
heterogeneity [13]. Phase unwrapping process in PSInSAR 
technique is very important to accurately determine ground 
movement. Also, PSI has limited capability for the 
detection of high movement rate of displacement [14]. 
However, PSInSAR combines with DInSAR time series 
process allow the detection of high rate of linear and non-
linear deformations [15]. 

 
The minimum displacement detection in PSI technique 

depends on the spatial density of the scatterers; the 
temporal resolution and the wavelength of SAR signal. To 
accomplish millimetre level precision of land displacement 
measurement in PSInSAR technique, greater than SAR 
pairs are required to generate a sufficient number of 
interferogram. Moreover, real-time monitoring is not 
possible in PSI technique[14]. 
 
Various Polarimetric parameters can be extracted using 
PolSAR data like SPAN detector, H/A/alpha, polarimetric 
correlation coefficient, etc. which could be used to 
highlight the metallic objects like Heavy Earth Moving 
Machineries (HEMM) from opencast mines for tracking 
the active mining faces & its dynamics in and around 
opencast mines[16] [17].  
 
The objectives of this project is time series analysis by 
DInSAR for monitoring of linear and non-linear motions 
for characterization of subsidence due to underground 
mining and/or coal fire and identification of active mining 
faces & its dynamics in opencast mines using PolSAR data 
 
 
 
 

2. STUDY AREA AND DATA USED 
Study area 
The study area, chosen for analyzing surface deformation 
occurring in ‘Jharia coal field’ situated in Dhanbad, in the 
state of Jharkhand. The Jharia coal field is located in the 
Damodar River Valley, and covers 447 km2 area. The coal 
field is situated between 23°40'00'' to 23°50'00'' N latitude 
and 86°10'00'' to 86°30'00'' E longitude. These coal mines 
which are the largest coal producer of bituminous coal in 
India are consisting of total twenty three underground and 
nine open cast mines. Dhanbad which is known as the 
“Coal Capital of India” is the major city situated in the 
study area. Surrounding townships of Dhanbad in the north 
are Maheshpur, Katrasgarh, in the east, Jharia, Dobari and 
Bokaro steel city. Also surrounded by Damodar river in the 
south [18].  
 

 
Fig.1 Location map of study area, Jharia Coal Field 
Dhanbad, Jharkhand. 
 
Datasets used 
In this project, ALOS PALSAR-2, Fine mode Dual (FBD) 
polarization Level 1.1 single-look Complex (SLC) time 
series SAR data (Table 1 and 2) is used for advanced 
DInSAR processing  for deformation monitoring [19]. 

Table 1. Description of used dataset used 

Specification  ALOS PALSAR-2 
Sensor Mode FBD 
Wavelength L-band, 23.5 cm  

Scene width (km) 70 

Polarization HH 

Interferometric wide-swath mode 70 km swath 
Date 2016-2019 
Range and Azimuth resolution 9.1x5.3m 

Pass Ascending 
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Table 2 List of ALOS PALSAR-2 data used for the 
PSInSAR analysis of the study area, the master scene 

(highlighted) 

№ Mission Produc
t Date 

Perpendicul
ar 

Baseline 

Tempor
al 

Baseline 
1  

 
 
 
 
 
ALOS 
PALSAR
-2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SLC  

2014.10.0
4 

-389.12 728.00 

2 2015.02.2
1 

336.75 588.00 

3 2015.10.0
3 

-111.60 364.00 

4 2016.02.2
0 

216.73 364.00 

5 2016.10.0
1 

221.05 140.00 

6 2017.02.1
8 

0.00 0.00 

7 2017.09.3
0 

229.17 -224.00 

8 2018.02.0
3 

25.41 -350.00 

9 2018.03.0
3 

55.83 -378.00 

1
0 

20190119 118.70 -700.00 

1
1 

20190302 22.63 -742.00 

 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
This study involves time series SAR data processing using 
L band SAR datasets for monitoring land deformation 
using advanced Differential Interferometric Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (DInSAR) algorithm referred as Persistent 
Scatterer (PS) InSAR technique. The advantage of using 
PSInSAR is that, it deals with both the decorrelation and 
atmospheric delay errors of conventional InSAR and 
provide the deformation history with subcentimeter 
accuracy[8], [15]. 
  

 
 

Fig. 4: Flowchart for PSInSAR processing using Time 
Series SAR data 

 
Baseline estimation  

The baseline is the distance, in three-dimensional 
space, between the satellite positions at different 
acquisitions ‘distance between two SAR platform’. The 
distance between the satellite location at the second 
acquisition and a point along the range direction of the 
satellite at the first acquisition is perpendicular baseline. 
Baseline estimation is required to understand the exact 
location of the satellite along its orbital path each time it 
acquires radar data over the targeted swath. On the other 
hand the baseline estimation also important because if the 
perpendicular baseline between a master image and any 
slave image is larger than the critical baseline, then there 
will be loss of coherence between the pair and, therefore, a 
loss of InSAR capabilities [15].     

 

Co-registration  

Co-registration is one of the essential step of 
spatial alignment of multiple SAR images geographically, 
Image pixels with similar coordinates are referenced to one 
another. For InSAR processing, two or more SAR images 
must be coregistered with each other to sub-pixel accuracy. 
One of the image is selected as the master image and the 
other SAR images are treated as the slave images[20]. 

 
PSInSAR processing begins with the co-

registration of all slave images with the master image in the 
interferometric stack. In order to superimpose the pixels of 
each image in slant-range geometry co-registration takes 
care of any translational, rotational, or scaling differences 
between the stack of SAR images. To co-register the stack 
of SAR images a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is also 
required [21]. 
 
Generation of Interferogram 
 

The interferogram is generated by cross 
multiplication of master image with the complex conjugate 
of the slave image. The amplitude of both SAR scenes is 
multiplied and the phase represents the difference in phase 
between the two SAR images. After co-registeration the 
interferograms were generated by computing the hermitian 
product of master and slave images. 
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Interferometric fringes normally represents a 2π cycle, 
whereas fringes appear as cycles of arbitrary colours, and 
every cycle represents half the sensor’s wavelength.  
Relative surface movement between two points can be 
computed by counting the fringes and by multiplication 
with half of the wavelength. The closer the fringes, larger 
is the strain on the surface[20] [23]. 

The interferometric phase of each SAR scene pixel 
depends on the difference in the travel paths from the two 
SAR images. The variation in interferometric phase “Δϕ” 
is directly proportional to the range difference ΔR and 
divided by the wavelength λ. 

 

 
 
The generated interferograms indicated the phase 

difference between co-registered master and slave SAR 
scenes. The difference in the phase is due to the topography 
and is seen in the form of interferogram fringes. 
 

Five different sources contributes in the phase 
difference which are:  

 

• Δϕflat   Phase contribution due to the earth 
curvature also called as flat earth phase.  

• Δϕelevation Phase contribution due to topography.   
• Δϕdisplacement Phase contribution due to surface 

deformation  
• Δϕatmosphere  Phase contribution due to 

atmospheric noise. This got introduced due to the 
atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity 
change between the two acquisitions.  

• Δϕnoise  Phase contribution due to noise by 
scatterers, temporal change, different look angle 
and volume scattering. 
  

InSAR processing, tries to eliminate other sources of 
error to be left with only the contributor of interest which 

is typically the elevation or the displacement. During the 
formation of interferogram first step is to remove the flat 
Earth phase which is due to the curvature of the earth 
surface. This phase is estimated using the orbital 
information and subtracted from the interferogram [22].  

 
Coherence estimation 
 
The coherence (γ) between two co-registered master 

and slave SAR images is defined as the absolute value of 
the normalized complex cross correlation between the two 
SAR signals: 

 
Where,        N = no. of pixels in the N-sample  
                                 moving window                                       

     P1 = complex Master SAR image                                       
     P2  = complex Slave SAR image                                        
     P*

2 = complex conjugate of slave SAR  
                  image  

 
The coherence value ranges between 0 (incoherence 

or noise) and 1 (completely coherent signal). It is a function 
of systematic spatial decorrelation, natural image 
decorrelation and additive noise. Therefore, pixels which 
is highly coherent will have nominal decorrelation and 
nominal noise. The two major purposes of coherence data 
are: 
• Determining the quality of the interferometric phase 

measurement. InSAR pairs with low coherence 
cannot be used for deriving reliable phase 
measurements.  

• To extract thematic information related to surface 
features and their temporal changes.   

The purpose of adaptive filtering is to eliminate the 
pixels that display low coherence or high noise from the 
generated interferogram. The coherence threshold is 
directly used in adaptive filtering, and is a user-defined 
variable. [24] 

 
The coherence image shows how similar each pixel is 

between the master and slave images in a scale ranging 
from 0 to 1. Highly coherent areas will appear bright and 
areas with poor coherence values will appear dark. In the 
coherence image, vegetation is normally shown as with 
poor coherence values and buildings with very high 
coherence.  
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  Topographic phase removal  
 
The Interferogram needs to be flattened for removing 

the topographic phase. This can be done by simulating an 
interferogram based on a reference DEM and needs to be 
subtracted from processed interferogram. Generation of 
Flattened interferogram via DEM excludes the topography. 
The number of fringes in the final interferogram is reduced 
and now excludes local topographic information. 

The flattened interferogram with fringes are only 
related to changes in elevation along with surface 
displacement atmosphere and noise. In this step, the phase 
due topography is removed from the residual phasev [25] . 

The phase corrected for the Earth curvature effect is 
given by: 

 
 

Phase Unwrapping 
  
Phase unwrapping process resolves 2π ambiguity of 

the SLC phase data and wrapped phase values are 
translated to absolute phase values. SAR receiver, records 
the phase as a function of location along the wavelength 
and phase ranges from 0 to 2π. Once the phase reaches a 
value of 2π, it then automatically resets to 0. Phase 
unwrapping is required to create an absolute, continuous 
phase signature by reconstructing the wrapped phase into a 
continuous phase ramp. The absolute phase are used to 
calculate the change in distance between satellite and 
pixels of the imaged area. 

The interferometric phase in the interferogram is 
ambiguous and within 2π. The phase must be unwrapped 
to relate the interferometric phase to topographic height. 
The altitude of ambiguity “ha” is defined as the difference 
in altitude which generates an interferometric phase change 
of 2π after flattening of interferogram[25]. 

 
 
 
Phase unwrapping unravels the ambiguity by 

integrating difference in phase between neighbouring 
pixels. The variation in phase between two points on the 
flattened interferogram provides accurate measurement of 

the actual variation in altitude, after deleting the integer no. 
of altitudes of ambiguity. 

The quality and reliability of unwrapped phase is 
dependent on the input coherence. The results are reliable 
only in areas with high coherence [20].  
 

Phase filtering 
 
Phase Filtering is required as interferometric phase are 

affected by noise due to temporal decorrelation, geometric 
decorrelation, volume scattering and processing error. 
Many scatterers present per resolution cell and their 
temporal changes introduces phase noise. The interference 
pattern is lost, when there is loss of coherence. The signal-
to-noise ratio needs to be better by filtering the phase for 
proper phase unwrapping. The ultimate objective of 
interferogram filtering is phase noise reduction which 
makes the phase unwrapping simple, robust and 
efficient[20], [25] . 
 
Identification & selection of Persistent scatterers 
 

PSInSAR is an interferometric stacking technique 
which measures small ground deformations for a long 
period of time[28]. The PSInSAR procedure involves 
almost all the InSAR processing steps, but the results 
differs due to the fundamental purpose of PSInSAR: 
• This technique searches consistently coherent 

features in the study area throughout the image stack. 
Surface feature which is relatively stable (no spatial 
or temporal decorrelation) are consistently coherent.  

• This can be combined with a backscattering 
mechanism which has high-amplitude radar returns 
(e.g., single or double bounce).  
Earth surface features which fulfil these criteria are 

normally man-made features, like buildings, bridges, roads, 
and dams etc. and some natural features which lack 
vegetation like rock outcrops or cliff faces. These features 
which yield high radar returns consistently are called as 
Persistent Scatterers (PS) and they are the only points with 
surface displacement information in the result – all other 
non-PS pixels, which do not qualify, are discarded and 
provide no output information[10] . 

 
Atmospheric phase screen estimation & its 

correction 
 
The Earth’s atmosphere is a mixture of many gases 

with its own physical properties and containing fine 
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suspended particles. The atmosphere has different layers 
namely troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, 
thermosphere and exosphere and among them, troposphere 
and ionosphere are main cause of delay in SAR signal. The 
SAR wave passes twice to these atmospheric layers which 
have varying refractive indices and cause propagation 
delays which results into excess path length [29]. After 
PS’s selection in PSInSAR processing it estimates and 
correct the troposphere and ionosphere induced range 
errors. The delay in tropospheric phase which is causing 
APS was removed for each image which got obtained 
during the SAR acquisition time. The atmospheric changes 
which caused phase delay were analysed and its estimation 
is based on the variation in the residual phase between the 
connected PS candidates. 

 
After calculation and subtraction of the APS for every 

acquisition, the success rate of unwrapping increases The 
APS  has  been  estimated  with  the  Persistent  Scatterers  
technique    using   ALOS-2 PALSAR time series SAR  
data  in  Jharia coal field. Master atmosphere and orbit error 
phase is computed at the same time. [28].  

 
Persistent scatterer coherence map generation 
 
The phase noise can be computed from the InSAR 

pair with the help of the local coherence γ. The γ is the 
cross-correlation coefficient of the InSAR pair computed 
on a moving window of few pixels in range and azimuth, 
after all the deterministic phase components due to the 
terrain elevation are corrected. As a first approximation, 
the deterministic phase components in a small window are 
linear, both in slant-range and azimuth direction. This can 
be estimated from the interferogram using the frequency 
detection of complex sinusoids in noise. 

 
The coherence image of the data is then generated by 

calculating the absolute value of γ on a moving window 
which covers the complete SAR image. 

 
The amount of correlation between the PSCs in different 
interferograms were estimated in the process of 
identification of PS candidates and removal of the APS 
error. PS coherence map was produced by analysing the 
images over different time periods. The coherence value 0 
indicates that interferometric phase is just noise whereas 1 
indicates absence of phase noise. 
 

The relationship between the coherence and 
interferometric phase dispersion can be found using 
complicated mathematical computation[9]. 

 
Generation of cumulative displacement map and 
monitoring deformation history 

 
Deformation velocity estimation for cumulative 

displacement map is the final step for generating 
deformation map. This process consists of computation of 
deformation velocity from the time series data. The final 
result is a deformation map, deformation velocity, and the 
deformation accumulated at each acquisition time. The 
deformations estimated are in the direction of satellite LOS. 
The aim of monitoring deformation induced due to mining: 

• measurement to derive subsidence parameters, which 
can further be related to causing damage for buildings, 
roads, bridges, railways and other manmade features 
and landforms. 

• To provide information for planning and designing 
future mine layout for subsidence mitigation[21]. 

 
Processing of PolSAR data 
 
In order to monitor active mining faces fully polarimetric 
data is used and various polarimetric parameters were 
derived 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Flowchart for PolSAR processing 
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Coherency Matrix generation 

The PolSAR data contains all the four polarization as 
scattering matrix and its polarization state changes when it 
gets interacted with the target features. These backscatter 
responses from each of the polarization channels are stored 
in a scattering matrix. 

[𝑆𝑆]= �𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

� 

where, 

SHH = Backscatter response from HH Polarization channel 
SHV = Backscatter response from HV Polarization channel 
SVH = Backscatter response from HV Polarization channel 
SVV = Backscatter response from HV Polarization channel 
 

The above matrix gives information only about the clear 
targets. But the earth surface has more complex structures 
and targets where the information provided by the 
scattering matrix is not enough. Therefore, the second 
order statistics is calculated by making use of the 
vectorized form of the scattering matrix S. This is known 
as the coherency matrix. Pauli’s vectorized form of 
scattering matrix is given by, 

𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 =
1
√2

𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

2𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
 

The dot product of this Pauli vector with its transpose, form 
the coherency matrix and was converted from SLC to 
multilook image to turn the data from slant to ground range 
resolution[31]. The coherency matrix is given  as, 

〈[𝑇𝑇]〉 =
 〈𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃

† 〉=

�〈(
〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻   + 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉 〈(𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)〉 2〈(𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻〉

𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)〉 〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻    − 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉 2〈(𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻〉
2〈𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻(𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)〉 2〈𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻(𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 − 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)〉 4〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉

� 

Where † represents the conjugate and the transpose and ˂˃ 
represents the averaging over the whole data. The sum of 
the diagonal elements gives the total backscatter intensity 
values called as span.   

Span= 〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻   + 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉 + 〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻    − 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉 +
4〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉 

The SLC to MLC conversion is given as,Slant range 
resolution to Ground resolution= 𝐶𝐶 𝜏𝜏 /2(1/𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜗𝜗) 

where,  C τ /2 = Pixel spacing in range direction and 

  Sin ϑ = Incidence Angle 

Various speckle filters namely the Gamma, box car filters 
Lee refined filter and Lee sigma filter were applied to 
reduce the speckles. It was observed that the Lee Refined 
filter with a window size of 3 provided a good result in 
terms of reduced smoothening of the image.  

Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors decomposition 

According to the H/A/α decomposition [8] [9], the 3x3 
Hermitian Matrix < [𝑇𝑇] > can be decomposed as follows: 
Where ∞ >𝜆𝜆1>𝜆𝜆2>𝜆𝜆3> 0 are its real Eigen values and [𝑈𝑈3] 
is a unitary matrix and their columns correspond to the 
eigenvectors 𝑢𝑢1 ,𝑢𝑢2 and 𝑢𝑢3 of [T]. 
The eigenvectors 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 for i=1, 2, 3 of [T] can be given as 
follows: 
𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 = [ cos𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 sin𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 cos𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 sin𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 cos𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖  ], 

where 
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 : The arc cosine of the 1st element of the 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡ℎ 

eigenvector,  
𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 : The arc cosine of the ratio between the 
modulus of the second element of the 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡ℎ   
eigenvector andsin𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 ,  
𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 : The argument of the 2nd  element of the 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡ℎ 

eigenvector  
 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖 : The argument of the 3rd  element of the 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡ℎ 
eigenvector 
Thus the coherence matrix [T] can be decomposed into a 
sum of 3 coherence matrices [𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛], each weighted by its 
corresponding eigenvalue λn: 

[𝑇𝑇] =  �𝜆𝜆𝑛𝑛[𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛] =  𝜆𝜆1(𝑢𝑢1𝑢𝑢1∗) +  𝜆𝜆2(𝑢𝑢2𝑢𝑢2∗)

+ 𝜆𝜆3(𝑢𝑢3𝑢𝑢3∗) 
It is seen that Eigenvalue 𝜆𝜆1 shows a high reflective value 
for metallic features, while 𝜆𝜆3 shows the least value for 
metallic features. 
H/A/α Decomposition 
H/A/α [5] stand for Entropy (H), Anisotropy (A), and 
Alpha (α). Entropy (H) be calculated from the coherency 
matrix as: 

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 =  
𝜆𝜆1

∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘3
𝑘𝑘=1

 

   𝐻𝐻 =  −  �𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 log (𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖)
3

𝑖𝑖=1

 

 

< [𝑇𝑇] > = [𝑈𝑈3] �
𝜆𝜆1 0 0
0 𝜆𝜆2 0
0 0 𝜆𝜆3

� [𝑈𝑈3]∗) 
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Where, the values of 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  may be referred as the relative 
intensity of the 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡ℎ scattering process. 
H varies between 0 and 1;  
where: 
H = 0 is  the randomness in the pixel is 0 meaning pure 
target, 
H = 1 indicates that the received wave from this pixel is 
distributed, meaning a mixed target. 
Alpha (α) is derived from the eigenvector decomposition. 
It identifies the type of scattering mechanism:  

𝛼𝛼 =  �𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

3

𝑖𝑖=1

 

 where, 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 is the alpha angle corresponding to the  𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 
eigenvector. 
α varies between 0∘ and90∘, where: 

• If α = 0∘, denotes a single bounce produced by a 
rough surface 

• If α = 45∘, denotes that the scattering mechanism 
is volume scattering 

Anisotropy (A) is the complementary parameter of 
entropy. It is added to extend the classification capability. 
It is a relative measure of the second and third eigenvalues 
of the eigenvalue decomposition 

𝐴𝐴 =  
𝜆𝜆2 −  𝜆𝜆3
𝜆𝜆2 + 𝜆𝜆3

 

It is employed as a source of discrimination only when H 
is greater than 0.7 
A varies between 0 and 1, where:  

• A = 0 represents one dominant 
scattering process 

• A = 1 represents multiple scattering 
process 
 

Polarimetric Correlation Coefficient 
Polarimetric Correlation Coefficient(P.C.C) is the measure 
of correlation between the two co-polarized channels in 
polarimetric radar. 
The co-polarization channels are often HH and VV. The 
correlation coefficient is complex and is computed as the 
average of the product between the complex amplitude of 
the HH channel and the conjugate of the complex 
amplitude of the VV channel. It is normalized by the square 
root of the product of the powers in the HH and VV 
channels[31]. 

𝛾𝛾 =  
< 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻∗ >

�|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2
 

 

MCSM Decomposition 

Multiple component scattering model decomposition was 
proposed by [32]. It is an extension of  the yamaguchi four 
component scattering model. Here, the fifth component 
known as the wire scattering is added to it. The wire 
scateering is very much prominent in urban areas. In the 
urban areas, the wire scattering is observed by the the 
canonical structures, walls, vertical buildings, etc. The total 
backscatter value is considered as the contribution of the 
five types of scattering mechanisms namely the Double 
bounce, Volume, Helix, Surface and Wire scattering. 
These scatterings depend on the scattering behaviour of the 
scatterers based on their orientation, shape, surface 
roughness, geometrical structure, etc. [32] explained that 
the MCSM decomposition as the linear combination of five 
scattering mechanisms which describes the total received 
backscatter.  

Below description of the MCSM model is based on the 
work of [31]. 

The total coherency matrix of MCSM decomposition is 
given as, 

[𝑇𝑇] =  𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠[𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠] + 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑[𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑] + 𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣[𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣] + 𝑓𝑓ℎ[𝑇𝑇ℎ] + 𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤[𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤] 

[T] = Total Coherency Matrix 

[Ts], [Td], [Tv], [Th] and [Tw] are the coherency matrices of 
the individual scattering components and fs, fd, fv, fh, fware 
the expansion coefficients of individual scattering 
components. The individual matrix elements of Surface, 
Volume, Helix, double bounce and wire scattering 
components are explained below. 

Surface Scattering 

The Surface scattering is prominent in the slightly rough 
surface regions where the cross polarization is negligible. 
For example, the road features, water bodies, barren land 
are the surface scatterers.  The coherency matrix of the 
surface scattering is given as, 
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〈[𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠]〉 =  �
1 𝛽𝛽∗ 0
𝛽𝛽 |𝛽𝛽|2 0
0 0 0

� ,𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝛽𝛽 =  𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻−𝑅𝑅𝑉𝑉
𝑅𝑅𝐻𝐻+𝑅𝑅𝑉𝑉

  𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎 |𝛽𝛽| < 1

  

Where RH and RV are the Fresnel reflection coefficients 

Double bounce Scattering 

This type of scattering is displayed in the urban region 
where there are dihedral structures and also by the ground 
tree trunk. The coherency matrix is given S,

where RTH, RTV, RGV, RGH reflection coefficients of ground 
and tree trunk surface for horizontal and vertical 
polarization. According to [33], this particular model is 
generalized by adding the propagation factors as shown in 
the equation to represent any propagation attenuation and 
any phase change effects. 

Volume Scattering 

This type of scattering corresponds to the multiple 
scatterers for example the dense forest canopy. The 
coherency matrix is given as,   

 [𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻] =  �
2 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

� 

Helix Scattering 

This type of scattering is prominent in the urban regions 
where there are complex man-made structures [32]. A left 
handed and a right handed circular polarization are 
generated by a helix target. The corresponding coherency 
matrix is given by, 

[𝑇𝑇ℎ] =  
1
2
�
0 0 0
0 1 ±𝑗𝑗
0 ±𝑗𝑗 1

� 

Wire Scattering 

The thin canonical structures and the edges of the buildings 
contribute to the wire scattering [32].  
   

[𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤] = �
𝛾𝛾 𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌 1�, Where γ = 𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
,𝜌𝜌 =  𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
 

The coherency matrix is given by,    

〈[𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤]〉 = 

1
2 
�

|𝛾𝛾 + 1|2 (𝛾𝛾 + 1)(𝛾𝛾 − 1)∗ 2(𝛾𝛾 + 1)𝜌𝜌∗

(𝛾𝛾 − 1)(𝛾𝛾 + 1)∗ |𝛾𝛾 − 1|2 2(𝛾𝛾 − 1)𝜌𝜌∗

2(𝛾𝛾 + 1)∗𝜌𝜌 2𝜌𝜌(𝛾𝛾 − 1)∗ 4|𝜌𝜌|2
� 

From the above obtained coherency matrices of the 
individual scattering elements the total coherency matrix of 
the MCSM decomposition is given as, 

 

The individual scattering powers of the five scattering 
elements are obtained as follows, 

𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠= 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠(1 + |𝛽𝛽|2) 

𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑= 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑(1 + |𝛼𝛼|2) 

𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 = 𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣 

𝑃𝑃ℎ = 𝑓𝑓ℎ 

𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤 = 𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤(1 + |𝛾𝛾|2 + 2|𝜌𝜌|2 

The expansion coefficients present above in the equations 
can be obtained as follows, 

From T23 element we get, 

𝑓𝑓ℎ=2 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑇𝑇23) 

and            𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 =  𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑇𝑇23)
(𝛾𝛾−1)𝜌𝜌∗

 

Therefore              𝑃𝑃ℎ = 𝑓𝑓ℎ 

and                            𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑇𝑇23)
(𝛾𝛾−1)𝜌𝜌∗

(1 − |𝛾𝛾|2 + 2|𝜌𝜌|2) 

The volume component is determined based on the 
copolarized components namely the HH and VV.  

 10 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �〈|𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉|2〉
〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉

� = 10 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �𝑇𝑇11+𝑇𝑇22−2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑇𝑇12)
𝑇𝑇11+𝑇𝑇22+2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑇𝑇12)

� 

𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 10 log (〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉/〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉) <  −2𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑, 

 〈|𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻|〉 = 1
30
�
15 5 0
5 7 0
0 0 8

� 
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𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 − 2𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 <  10 log (〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉/〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉) <  2𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 , 

                              〈|𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻|〉 = 1
4
�
12 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

� 

𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 10 log (〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉/〈|𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻|2〉) >  2𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑,  

〈|𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻|〉 =
1

30
�

15 −5 0
−5 7 0
0 0 8

� 

Based on the coherency matrix of the volume scattering 
component the power of volume scattering is obtained as, 

  𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 = 4𝑇𝑇33 − 2𝑃𝑃ℎ − 8𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤|𝜌𝜌|2   𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 =
15
4
𝑇𝑇33 −

15
8
𝑃𝑃ℎ −

15
2
𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤|𝜌𝜌|2 

The equations containing the coefficient for surface and 
double bounce scattering is given as, 

 𝑆𝑆 =  𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠+  𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑|𝛼𝛼|2 = 𝑇𝑇11 −
𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣
2
− 𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤

2
|𝛾𝛾 + 1|2 

𝐷𝐷 =  𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑|𝛽𝛽|2 + 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 = 𝑇𝑇22 − 𝑇𝑇33 −
𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤
2

(|𝛾𝛾 − 1|2

− 4|𝛾𝛾 + 1|2) 

𝐶𝐶 =  𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝛽𝛽∗ + 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝛼𝛼 = 𝑇𝑇12 −
𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤
2

(𝛾𝛾 + 1)(𝛾𝛾 − 1)∗ 

Based on the sign of   Re〈𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆∗𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻〉  the surface and double 
bounce scattering is estimated. In terms of coherency 
matrix elements, the Re〈𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆∗𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻〉   term is estimates as 
follows,  

𝐶𝐶0 =  𝑇𝑇11 +  𝑇𝑇22 +  𝑇𝑇33 + 𝑃𝑃ℎ 

If there is a dominance of surface scattering.  Then 
Re〈𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆∗𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻〉> 0    i.e. 𝐶𝐶0 > 0 . In this case, the double 
bounce scattering is negligible. The surface and double 
bounce scattering power is given as, 

 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 = 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠(1 + |𝛽𝛽|2) = 𝑆𝑆 + |𝐶𝐶|2

𝐷𝐷
 

𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 = 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑(1 + |𝛼𝛼|2) = 𝐷𝐷 −
|𝐶𝐶|2

𝐷𝐷
 

If  Re〈𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆∗𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 〉< 0    the 𝛽𝛽 = 0  , the double bounce 
scattering is dominant. Then the power of the double 
bounce and the surface scattering is obtained as follows, 

𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 = 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠(1 + |𝛽𝛽|2) = 𝑆𝑆 −
|𝐶𝐶|2

𝐷𝐷
 

𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑 = 𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑(1 + |𝛼𝛼|2) = 𝐷𝐷 +
|𝐶𝐶|2

𝐷𝐷
 

Above are the power of different scattering elements. 
These parameters were extracted for identification of 
active mining faces. 

 
4. RESULS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The results obtained from time series ALOS-2 L-band SAR 
data was shown and discussed in this section. Differential 
interferograms generated and vertical displacement-land 
subsidence maps were prepared from pairs of ALOS-2 
PALSAR data (figure 6). DINSAR based LOS 
displacement rates were determined for the mining 
localities, the deformation fringes were observed at various 
locations. The deformation fringes are very clear and 
prominent in L-band DInSAR (figure 6). 

 
 

Fig. 6 Vertical displacement map using ALOS-2 
PALSAR differential interferograms. 

From differential interferograms generated each year’s 
vertical displacement map (in cm) as shown in ( figure 7-
10). In every year the rate of vertical displacement is 
increasing around the mining area in Jharia coal field 
(Figure 11). 
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Fig. 7: 2016-Vertical displacement map 

 

 
Fig. 8: 2017-Vertical displacement map 

 

 
Fig. 9: 2018-Vertical displacement map 

 
Fig. 10: 2019-Vertical displacement map  

 

 
Fig. 11: Vertical displacement rate using ALOS -2 
PALSAR time series datasets  
 
In this study biggest subsidence fringes were observed in 
and around Joyrampur, East Basuriya, Kujama, Rajapur 
and North and West Tisra minings, their around 
settlements. In the study area, land subsidence rates in 
different mining sites was obtained from cumulative 
displacement map. As per the results the rate of subsidence 
observed in different mining sites varies from a few cm to 
tens of cm per year.  
 

Table-3: Validation with ground observation 

TEST 
SITES 

Spaceborne 
observation 

Ground- based 
observation 

Spaceborne 
observation 

Ground- 
based 
observation 

ALOS-2 
PALSAR L 
band DINSAR, 
Vertical 
displacement 
(cm/year) 

Vertical 
displacement 
rate by 
precision 
levelling 
(cm/year) 

ALOS-2 
PALSAR L 
band PSInSAR, 
Horizontal 
displacement 
(cm/year) 

Horizontal 
displacement 
rate by GPS  
(cm/year) 

East 
Basuriya 19.86177 16.6 8.5 8.9 

Joyrampur 32.47769 33.1 10.5 9.2 

 
The results from spaceborne DInSAR and PSInSAR were 
validated using, Ground-based precision levelling and GPS 
observations in Joyrampur and East Basuriya test sites 
observation Table 3. The observed results from ALOS-2 
Time Series SAR analysis were found similar with the 
ground observations. The rate of land subsidence observed 
in and around mines was almost ± 30 cm/year in the Jharia 
coal field. 
Various polarimetric parameters like SPAN image, 
H/A/alpha, polarimetric correlation coefficient, scattering 
components of multi component scattering decomposition 
etc were extracted. The extracted polarimetric parameters 
were not able to identify the HEMM features as many other 
manmade features were also getting identified in the 
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resultant images. This may happened due to the limited 
resolution of the PolSAR data. The results suggested that 
these can be used for detection and identification of large 
size man made features present in the study area. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

The study was carried out for obtaining cumulative 
displacement map in Jharia coal Field from multi-temporal 
time series L-band SAR data of 2016-2018 using advanced 
DInSAR technique ‘PSInSAR’. Following conclusions are 
made from the obtained results: 

• The highest rate of subsidence were observed in and 
around mining area and their surrounding settlements. 
The rate of land deformation observed was almost ± 
30 cm/year in the Jharia coal field mining area.  

• The deformation fringes are much more clear and 
prominent and the subsidence were well detected in 
the cumulative displacement map obtained from L-
band time series SAR data. 

• The results were validated using the ground 
observations and two mining sites were considered 
for comparison. It can be concluded from the results 
that ALOS-2 L-band time series SAR data for 
accurately monitoring the deformation history of 
those mine induced subsidence.  

• Since PSInSAR approach is using time SAR data it 
can provide cumulative displacement map and rate of 
deformation is more accurate which is up to mm level. 
So, the adopted methodology can be used for 
detection, mapping and monitoring of deformation 
history in the affected coal mining areas where the 
causes of subsidence due to mining.  

• This approach will also help in suitability planning 
and designing of surface characterisation and other 
structural development activities in the mining areas 
and delineate future scene of mining. 

• Information related to the subsiding areas spatial 
extent and subsidence rate can help in identification 
of the deformed areas for recommending probable 
mitigation measures for any further hazards. 

 
The conclusion made for polsar data processing is that all 
extracted polarimetric parameters were not able to identify 
the HEMM features as they are getting confused or mixed 
with manmade structures as well as rock outcrops in the 
resultant images.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several L-band missions are being planned, or are close to 
be launched. Among them there are ALOS-4, ROSE-L and 
NISAR. Tandem-L was also studied in the last years at 
DLR. All of the mentioned missions are capable of repeat-
pass interferometry, and are able to support surface 
deformation products. L-band is particularly attractive for 
such applications for its high coherence. 
As we develop new algorithms, especially for stacks, or 
large collection of acquisitions that cover several years of 
the mission time, we need to better understand the 
performance and characterize the decorrelation 
mechanisms. 
Analyzing L-band data, which are still rather rare today, 
allows us to gain experience and test hypothesis about the 
nature of the decorrelation. This makes it possible to 
predict future product performance and adapt algorithms 
and processing concepts to the behavior of the target. 
Now we understand that decorrelation is also related to 
deterministic phase changes, that coherence can come back 
after a loss. We also understand that short-term 
interferograms tend to be biased because of vegetation 
influence and integration of short temporal baselines, even 
if it might seem the best thing to do in terms of coherence, 
can propagate those biases into long-term velocity biases. 
The work in this collaboration has helped understand these 
issues, along with analysis of C-band data from Sentinel-1, 
which provide very dense time series of acquisitions. 

2. CLOSURE PHASES

Closure phases are the phases of the circular combination 
of interferograms. To be different from zero it is necessary 
that the interferograms are multilooked [1]. An example is 
given in Fig. 1. The Kumamoto earthquake of 2016 is 
imaged in two of three possible pairs. The resulting closure 
phase reveals some strange patterns. Local negative closure 
phases on a background of positive closure phases. We 
have shown, thanks to the work of Natsumi Yokoya, that 
the patterns are related to rainfall events just before one of 
the three acquisitions (see Fig. 2). 

Fig. 1 Closure phases over the region of Kumamoto. 

This has been a first confirmation of previous work on 
soil moisture with airborne datasets [2,3]. We have then 
proceeded with moisture retrieval on a full ALOS-2 
scene. 

Fig. 2 Location of phase inconsistency. 
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Fig. 3 Location of local precipitation from weather 

radar. 

 
 

3. MOISTURE INVERSION 

 

Moisture inversion from closure phases alone is not 
straightforward. The model tends to yield many solutions 
with similar configuration of closure phases. It is a typical 
situation where the inversion is ambiguous. We have 
analyzed first the nature of the ambiguities and we have 
recognized that they appear like a cyclic arrangement. The 
moisture order is preserved among all solutions, but the 
wettest and driest date appear side by side. Therefore, we 
have devised ways of solving this ambiguity. For L-band 
the best solution we found is based on looking at 
coherences together with closure phases [4]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Moisture inversion on the Kumamoto dataset. 

Fig. 4 shows our results on an ALOS-2 dataset (full scene).  
Details are in the corresponding paper [5]. In the same 
work we have realized that the original closure phases 
signal was clearer over forested areas than on grasslands 
and pastures. Indeed, we were surprised to find that the 
moisture inversion worked better on strongly vegetated 
areas. We took this as an indication that closure phases can 
be useful to sense the vegetation water variations. This 

opens up possibilities for future products, provided that the 
observation scenario foresees sufficient temporal 
sampling. 
An independent confirmation that we are sensitive to 
vegetation effects comes for an additional polarimetric 
analysis in which we have examined the closure phases as 
a function of different polarizations. As one can see in Fig. 
5, the close phases are in general more prominent in HV 
than in HH+VV. We have also checked that this 
corresponds to vegetated areas. It seems that forest itself is 
responsible, at least in a number of cases, of the phase 
inconsistency. Excluding pure volumetric-polarimetric 
effects, we can only conclude that the dielectric status of 
trees is the main driver of the effect under examination [6]. 
 

 

Fig. 5 Closure phases over the region of Niigata for 

different polarimetric combinations. 

 
 

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR DEFORMATION 

RETRIEVAL 

 
The presence of closure phase is not only puzzling by itself 
but it can have important consequences on deformation 
retrieval. If the closure phases have a similar behavior in 
time, this produces a bias in the retrieved velocity. This is 
indeed what seems to indicate the analysis of several 
closure phase in an ALOS-2 dataset over Mt-Hakone and 
Mt-Fuji. In the dry season the closure phases take a defined 
and almost constant value over forested areas (Fig. 6).  
 
The effect is very important for L-band and should 
discourage the usage of algorithms based on short-term 
interferograms, which normally attract users’ sympathy 
because of their higher coherence. Unfortunately, the time 
series with ALOS-2 are not really long and we have 
preferred to analyze the effects on C-band, given the 
coverage of Sentinel-1. We have shown that the biases of 
short-day interferograms can be ~10 mm/yr at least in C-
band [7]. We can expect 40+ mm/yr of bias for L-band, 
simply by scaling with the wavelength ratio. 
The effect can be avoided if long-term interferograms are 
included. 

 

 5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
ALOS-2 data have helped confirming the nature of phase 
inconsistencies in SAR interferometry. The same effects 
are present in higher frequencies but are less evident and 
more difficult to study. 
Closure phases can be exploited to retrieve moisture 
variations or biomass accumulation in the vegetation. On 
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the other hand, their detrimental effect on long 
interferometric series should be considered in designing 
algorithms for deformation retrieval. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6 Closure phases over the region of Mt. Fuji and 

Mt. Hakone, colorscale +/- 40 deg, 2014-2015, ALOS-2. 
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1. 序論

高層建築物の建設に伴う都市空間の高密度化は周

辺地域に急激な変化をもたらし、インフラの整備不

足やヒートアイランド現象などの問題を引き起こす。

このような問題を解決する際、もしくは将来発生す

る地域を予測する際に、都市構造を把握することは

重要である。衛星 SAR 画像は都市構造を比較的安価

に推定できる可能性を秘めているものの、計測され

る反射強度データは建物の方位角に鋭敏に影響を受

けてしまうため、方位角の異なる区画ごとに強度の

バラつきが見られる。筆者らの研究グループでは、

まず多偏波 SAR 画像から都市域を安定的に抽出する

手法を提唱した[1]。引き続き一都市内での相対的な

都市密度推定手法[2]を確立した後に、多都市間で比

較できる絶対都市密度推定手法[3]へ拡張し、世界の

メガシティに適用しその有用性を確認した。

このような都市密度に加えて、都市の環境変化を

把握するために、地盤変動量も重要視されている。

例えばバンコクやジャカルタ等では、地下水のくみ

上げによる地盤沈下が局所的に進行中で、その影響

を評価するために地盤変動二次元分布図を使った解

析事例が報告されている。しかしながら、干渉 SAR
画像と地下水モデルの組合せにはまだ課題が多い。

地下水モデル自体にも課題が多い中で、まずはより

高精度な地盤変動分布図の生成が求められている。

2. 実施内容

本研究では、研究題目に含まれる都市の建物密度

については既に一定の技術が確立できたと考え、地

盤高、地盤変動を推定する技術に焦点を当ててきた。

具体的には、1) 河川堤防の定期点検に代わり得る衛

星 SAR を用いた標高値推定、2) 空港を対象とした衛

星 SAR と global navigation satellite system (GNSS) デー

タの統合に地盤沈下推定時における精度改善の 2 点

に集中的に取り組んだ。以下の節で詳細を説明して

いく。

3. 時系列衛星 SAR 解析による河川堤防の標高値推定

3-1. 背景

近年，インフラストラクチャーの維持管理が問題

となっており，その原因として，対象となるインフ

ラの膨大な数や，少子高齢化による人手不足，公共

事業関係費の不足等が挙げられる．今後より一層深

刻になると考えられ，インフラの維持管理をより効

率的に行う必要がある．本研究では河川堤防に着目

するが，堤防の沈下が進行すると，堤防の越水や決

壊の危険性が高まる．そのため，河川堤防の維持管

理では，堤防天端の標高値の測量が行われる．既存

の測量方法には水準測量，GPS 測量，航空機レーザ

ー測量が存在するが，手間や時間，費用がかかる反

面，観測頻度が少ない点が支障となっている．その

ため，より効率的な河川堤防の監視手法が求められ

ている．

衛星リモートセンシングでは広範囲を定期的に観

測できるため，観測データ数が増えるだけでなく，

結果的に安価に観測できる．マイクロ波を用いる合

成開口レーダ(Synthetic Aperture Radar: SAR)で得られ

る複数時期の観測データにおける位相の変化から，

地表面の変動を算出する差分干渉 SAR (Differential 
Interferometric SAR: DInSAR)という手法が広く普及

している．これを多時期の画像に適用する時系列

SAR 解析では，地表面の変動が理論上数 mm の精度

で推定可能といわれている[4]．本研究では，時系列

SAR 解析を通じて河川堤防の変動量を算出し，既知

の標高値データに変動量を加えて標高値を算出する

手法の有効性を検討した．

3-2. 対象地域及び使用データ

本研究では，円山川の出石川合流部から立野大橋

の間の堤防を対象地域とした．円山川は兵庫県但馬

地方を北に流れ，豊岡盆地を貫流し，日本海に注ぐ

一級河川である．この円山川の地形的特徴としては，

豊岡盆地の大半を含む河口から 16 km 地点までは河

川の勾配が 1/10000 程度と大変緩やかで，河口から

の高低差が 1 m ほどしかない．一方，それより上流

では勾配が 1/500 程度と，かなりの急勾配である．

そのため，山地部で降った大雨が，上流河川に流出
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して急流を一気に下って低平な豊岡盆地で氾濫する

ため，洪水災害が発生しやすい．直近では，2004 年

台風 23 号の豪雨によって，豊岡市内だけで 9353 戸

の浸水被害が発生した[5]. 
 本研究では， 2015 年 6 月から 2018 年 3 月にかけ

て ALOS2/PARSAR2 によって上昇軌道で撮影された

SAR 画像 21 枚，下降軌道で撮影された SAR 画像 24
枚を用いた．時系列 SAR 解析を行う過程で用いる標

高値データは国土地理院が提供している 10 m メッシ

ュの数値標高モデル(Digital Elevation Model: DEM)を
用いた．標高値計算過程で必要となる標高の初期値

については，2009年に実施されたLiDARによる測量

の結果を，推定標高値の検証データには 2015年に実

施された LiDAR による測量結果を用いた．  
 
3-3. 推定手法 

SAR 画像から変動速度を求めるために Persistent 
Scatterers Interferometry (PSI)[3]を用いた．PSI は多時

期の SAR 画像から後方散乱が強く，かつ安定した画

素(Persistent Scatterer: PS)のみを抽出し，その時系列

変動を推定する．しかし PS点となり得る地表の物体

は主に人工構造物や岩であり，本研究で対象とする

河川堤防にはそのような物体は少ない．そこで PS以
外の後方散乱が弱いピクセル(Distributed Scatterers: 
DS)について，周辺のピクセルとともに平滑化を行

うことでノイズを減少させ，PS として扱えるように

した[5]．このようにして PSI を行い，まず衛星視線

方向の変動速度を推定した． 
 次に衛星視線方向の変動速度から，鉛直方向の変

動速度を推定した．衛星視線方向は，上昇軌道

(Ascending: ASC)と下降軌道(Descending: DES)で撮影

した SAR 画像の二方向存在する．また SAR は衛星

の真横下方を観測するため，衛星視線方向は東西方

向となり，それと直交する南北方向の変動を捉える

感度は低い．そこで，南北方向の変動速度を 0 と仮

定し，東西方向と鉛直方向の変動速度を推定した．

最後に，対象とする堤防は線形変動しているという

仮定の下，2009年の標高値に変動量を加算して 2015
年の標高値を推定した．推定値の誤差を図 1(a)，(b)
に，推定標高値の誤差の平均値，Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE)を表 1 に示す． 
 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

図 1 堤防推定標高値の誤差．(a) 天端，(b) 法面 
 
 

表 1 標高推定誤差 
 

 天端 
(左岸，右岸) 

法面 
(左岸，右岸) 

誤差の 
平均値 

4.7 cm, -3.8 cm -3.4 cm, -6.0 cm 

RMSE 6.2 cm, -5.1 cm 25.2 cm, 28.6 cm 

 
 
3-4. 考察・結論 
まず推定誤差を評価する．許容誤差は公共測量作

業規程の準則を参考にし，誤差の平均値は 25 cm 以

下，RMSE は 30 cm 以下とした．表 1 より，天端と

法面の推定値はどちらも許容誤差の範囲に収まって

いるが，法面の RMSE は大きく，30 cm に近い．そ

の理由として，LiDAR の法面の観測データに大きな

誤差が含まれたことが挙げられる．これは，天端は

アスファルト舗装であるが法面は植生で覆われてお

り，その植生によって LiDAR が観測で用いる近赤外
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線が反射され，観測データに植生の高さが含まれた

と考えられるためである．以上より，本手法による

天端の標高値推定は有効であったが，法面について

は有効でなかった． 
また，堤防の右岸と左岸で堤防における標高値推

定の傾向が異なる．表 1 より，左岸では推定値が平

均 4.7 cm 大きいが，右岸では 3.8 cm 小さい．これは

年間沈下速度で左岸は 8 mm 小さく，右岸は 6 mm 大

きく推定された．このことから，初期，検証標高デ

ータを観測した 2009 年と 2015 年の間と SAR 画像を

観測した 2014 年から 2018 年間の変動は線形でなく，

左岸は沈下が収束し，右岸は沈下が加速していると

考えられる． 
本研究では，時系列 SAR 画像を用いて河川堤防の

天端，法面の標高値を推定し，その有効性を検証し

た．その結果，堤防天端については本手法の有効性

を確認できたが，法面ではできなかった．今後の課

題として，初期，検証標高データと SAR 画像の観測

時期が合致する地域について本手法を適用し，その

有効性，汎用性について検証を行う． 
 

4. 重み付き最小二乗法を用いた衛星 SAR データと

GNSS データによる地表面の三次元変位推定 
 
4-1. 背景 
近年, 気候変動や地下水のくみ上げ等が原因で, 世

界の様々な都市で地盤沈下が起こり, 社会問題とな

っている. そのため, 安価, 高精度, 広範囲に地表面の

変動を推定する技術が求められている. そのような

技術の一つに, 衛星搭載の SAR データを用いた変動

推定が挙げられる. 伊藤ら[7]は, SAR 画像と global 
positioning system (GPS) データから地表面の三次元変

位を推定する方法を考案した. この方法では, SAR 画

像, GPSデータそれぞれから推定された変位量に対し

て, 最小二乗法を適用し, 三次元変位の最終推定を行

っている. しかし, この手法では各々のデータによる

推定変位量の精度の違いが考慮されていない. 仮に

精度の低い推定変位量が含まれていた場合, 最終推

定結果はその影響を過度に受けることが考えられる. 
これを解決する方法として, 重み付き最小二乗法の

適用が挙げられる. 従って本研究では, SAR 画像と

GPS データから地表面の三次元変位推定を行う際の, 
重み付き最小二乗法の有効性について検証を行う. 
 
4-2. 対象地域及び使用データ 
本研究の対象地域は, 関西国際空港 2 期島とした. 

関西国際空港 2 期島は, 開港以来地盤沈下が継続して

おり, 2015 年の 1 年間で 34 cm 沈下した[8].  
SAR 画像は, 上昇軌道で 2014 年 9 月から 2018 年 3

月に ALOS2/PALSAR2 が撮影した画像 13 枚, 下降軌

道で 2014年 3月から 2018年 5月に ALOS2/PALSAR2

が撮影した画像 17 枚を用いた. また, 干渉位相に対す

る地形の影響を除くために, 国土地理院が公開して

いる 10 m メッシュ数値標高モデルを用いた.  
GPSデータとして, 関西エアポート株式会社により

計測された水準測量点 54 か所, GPS 測量点 26 か所を

用いた. 内挿用データとして, 水準測量点 32 か所と

GPS 測量点 18 か所, 検証用データとして残りの水準

測量点 22 か所と GPS 測量点 8 か所を用いた. 
 
4-3. 三次元変動速度推定 
本節では, 三次元変動速度の推定手順について説

明する. まず, 上昇軌道, 下降軌道の SAR 画像から, 
Persistent Scatterers Interferometry (PSI) [6]を用いて, 
地表面の各衛星視線方向における変動速度を推定す

る. 次に, 内挿用の GPS データから, クリギングを用

いて, 面的な地表面の三次元変動速度を推定する. 以
上より, 観測方程式は以下のように表される.  
 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
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𝑢𝑢𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃 𝑢𝑢𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃 𝑢𝑢𝑈𝑈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃
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ここで, 𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 ,𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃は上昇軌道, 下降軌道の SAR 画像

か ら 推 定 さ れ た 各 衛 星 視 線 方 向 変 動 速 度 , 
𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷 ,𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑁𝑁 ,𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑈𝑈 はGPSデータから推定された東西, 南
北 , 鉛 直 方 向 変 動 速 度 , [𝑢𝑢𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 𝑢𝑢𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 𝑢𝑢𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴] , 
 [𝑢𝑢𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃 𝑢𝑢𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃 𝑢𝑢𝑈𝑈𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃]は上昇軌道, 下降軌道における衛

星視線方向速度を東西, 南北, 鉛直の三次元方向速度

に変換する単位ベクトル, [𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁 𝑉𝑉𝑈𝑈]𝑇𝑇は最終的に

推定される東西, 南北, 鉛直方向の変動速度である. こ
の観測方程式を, 式(2)をもとに, 重み付き最小二乗法

によって解くことで, 三次元変動の推定を行う.  
 

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐿𝐿 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑽𝑽𝑡𝑡･𝑷𝑷･𝑽𝑽 (2) 

 
ここで, 𝑽𝑽は残差, 𝑷𝑷は重み行列を表す.  
 
4-4. 重みの計算 
式(2)の重み𝑷𝑷は一般的に, 測定誤差の分散の逆数で

表される. PSI による変動速度の誤差は以下のように

して求める. PSI による変動速度から鉛直方向の速度

の算出, 当該 PS[3]に最も近い内挿用 GPS デ―タから

鉛直方向の速度の算出を行う. これら 2 つの鉛直方向

の速度の差を誤差とし, 重みを算出する. 一方, GPS デ

ータから内挿された変動速度の誤差は, 当該データ

以外のデータを用いて内挿して得られた変動速度と

の差とする. この計算をすべての内挿用 GPS データ
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点について行い, 誤差分散, 重みの算出を行う. 算出し

た重み行列を用いて, 式(2)を解く. 
 
4-5. 結果 

本節では, 関西国際空港を対象として提案手法を

適用した結果を述べる. まず, 重みの計算結果を示す. 
上昇軌道, 下降軌道 SAR 画像から推定した変動速度

についての重みの値は(3.9 ∗ 10−4)−1, (5.6 ∗ 10−4)−1

であった. GPSデータから推定した変動速度について

の重みは(1.3 ∗ 10−3)−1, (1.1 ∗ 10−3)−1, (1.1 ∗ 10−2)−1

であった.  
次に, 重み付き最小二乗法を適用して推定した関

西国際空港の東西方向変動速度を図 2(a), 南北方向変

動速度を図2(b), 鉛直方向変動速度を図2(c)に示す. 重
み付き最小二乗法を適用した際の Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE)は, 東西, 南北, 鉛直方向の順に, 5, 13, 10 
mm/year であった. 重み行列を単位行列とした時の最

小二乗法を用いた RMSE は, 6, 13, 16 mm/year であっ

た. 
 
4-6. 考察 
本節では, 重み付き最小二乗法が通常の最小二乗

法より, SAR データと GPS データから三次元変動を

推定することに有効であるか考察を行う. RMSE の値

より, 重み付き最小二乗法の適用が水平方向の変動

速度の推定精度に対して影響を与えることはなかっ

た. しかし鉛直方向の変動速度の推定精度について

は, 16 mm/year から 10 mm/year という改善が確認で

きた.  
この要因として, 重み（誤差分散）の大きさの違

いが考えられる. 各データの誤差分散を比較すると, 
SAR データ, 水平方向の GPS データ, 鉛直方向の GPS
データから求めた変動速度の誤差分散は , 概ね

1: 2: 20である. このことから, 極端に精度が悪い GPS
データから求めた鉛直方向変動速度の影響が, 重み

付き最小二乗法によって抑えられ, 鉛直方向の推定

精度向上につながったと考えられる. 
 
4-7. 結論 
本研究では, 重み付き最小二乗法を用いて, SAR 画

像と GPS データから地表面の三次元変動を推定する

ことの有効性を検証した. その結果, 通常の最小二乗

法を適用した場合と比べ, 鉛直方向の変動の推定精

度を改善することができた. 今後の課題として, GPS
データが比較的少ない地域に対して本手法を適用し, 
その有効性について検証を行う. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
図 2 提案手法で推定された変動速度．(a) 東西方向，

(b) 南北方向，(c) 鉛直方向の変動速度 
 
 

5. 結論 
 
本研究では、時系列 SAR 解析により、地盤高や地

盤変動を推定する技術に焦点を当て、推定精度の向

上を目指すと共に推定における問題点を明らかにし

てきた。河川堤防の標高値推定においては、アスフ

ァルト舗装である天端では推定精度が良好である一

方、法面は植生で覆われていることが推定精度を低

下させる要因となることが判明した。また法面自体

傾斜しており、衛星から見てレーダシャドウとなり

えること、またレーダの照射方向と法面の法線がな

す相対方位角が大きい場合も生じることを原因とし

て、そもそも観測されない、観測されても反射強度

mm/year 

mm/year 

mm/year 

東 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
西 

北 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
南 

上 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
下 
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が低い事例も発生する。したがって、全ての堤防に

おいて時系列 SAR 解析が有効であるとは言い難い。 
空港を対象とした地盤沈下推定においては、三次

元変動を推定する際に SAR 画像と GNSS データと異

なる精度を有するデータを統合する。その際に重み

付き最小二乗法を適用する有効性を検討した。その

結果、鉛直方向の変動の推定精度を改善することが

できた。一方で本手法を他地域に適用する際には、

GNSS データの数が重要となる。よって、比較的

GNSS データが少ない地域に対する有効性を実証し

たい。 
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1. はじめに

偏 波 合 成 開 口 レ ー ダ （ PolSAR:Polarimetric 
Synthetic Aperture Radar）はターゲットからの散乱電

力に加えて偏波情報の取得が可能であり，ターゲッ

ト形状に依存した散乱特性を把握することができる

[1]．つまり，映像化した際に散乱電力だけでは明瞭

でない観測領域についても，偏波情報を活用した解

析を行うことで地表面の詳細な把握が可能である．

このプロジェクトでは，PolSAR システムを搭載

したプラットフォームのである地球観測技術衛星

ALOS-2（だいち 2 号）PALSAR-2の polarimetricモー

ドにおけるデータの利活用をより進めることを目的

としている．

偏波データを活用するための処理手法として，散

乱モデル電力分解法がある．この手法は数多く提案

されている PolSAR 解析手法の一つであり，ターゲ

ットの散乱電力を図 1 に示す表面散乱，二回反射散

乱，体積散乱の三成分に分解し評価するものである

[2]．各成分の電力比は，観測領域の物理構造に依存

するため，この手法により，領域を特徴づけること

ができ，土地の被覆分類など様々な問題に応用でき

る．この分解法は各散乱モデル行列の未知パラメー

タを推定することで実現されるが，観測された

PolSAR データの独立の観測量に対して全体の未知

パラメータの数が多く解を一意に定められないとい

う課題がある.
そのため従来の散乱モデル分解法では一部のパラ

メータは仮定の下で決定されており，これまで推定

誤差を最小にすべく様々な仮定が模索され，多くの

分解法が検討されている[3] [4] [5].

この問題を解決する一つのアプローチとして，筆

者らのグループでは，マルチベースライン PolSAR 
データを用いることで独立の観測量を得て，仮定を

用いずに未知パラメータを直接推定するマルチベー

スライン三成分分解法を検討している[6] [7] [8]．し

かしながら，MUSIC 法を用いた文献[9] において，

明らかにしたように，体積散乱成分混在時の課題と

して，体積散乱モデルにおける未知パラメータの推

定時に解が一意に定まらないという問題点が存在す

る．本プロジェクトでは，数値計算によりこの問題

点の要因を明らかにした．さらに，最尤推定手法の

一つ EM（Expectation Maximization）アルゴリズムに

よる最適解を用いた分解法に関して，数値計算によ

る精度評価を行い，体積散乱電力（Pv），および表

面散乱と二回反射散乱電力の和（Ps+Pd）を推定する

上で有効であることを示す．また，実験による従来

手法（Y40）[3]との比較検討結果についてしている． 
なお，現時点では，マルチベースラインデータセ

ット用いて，全ての未知パラメータを一意に決定す

るまでには至ってはいないが，この問題点解決のた

め試験を得たので，その点に関してもコメントする．

2. マルチベースライン散乱モデル電力分解法

マルチベースライン散乱モデル電力分解法はマル

チベースラインデータセットを用いて独立の観測量

を増やすことで，従来手法では仮定の下で決定され

ていた未知パラメータを直接推定する手法である．

ここで K 個の PolSAR データが利用できるものとす

ると，マスター画像自身の Covariance 行列，および

マスター画像とスレーブ画像の Covariance 行列は以

下のように表される．

,  0,1, , 1k s s s d d d v v vf f f k Kγ γ γ= + + = −C C C C   (1) 

ここで ,l kγ は l =s, d, v 成分（s:表面散乱, d:二回反射散

乱, v:体積散乱）の k 番目の Covariance 行列の複素コ

ヒーレンスであり，k = 0 の場合はすべて 1 （自己

Covariance 行列）である．それ以外の場合マスター

と各スレーブのベースライン長に応じた干渉位相差

(a) 表面散乱 (b) 二回反射 (c) 体積散乱

図 1: 基本散乱モデル 
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が生じ，が複素数（相互 Covariance 行列）となる．

また，fs,  fd,  fv は各散乱成分の電力寄与，Cs, Cd, Cv は
各散乱成分のモデル行列である．ここで，Cs, Cd に
ついては，以下で示す従来手法と同様のモデル 
行列を使用する． 
 

2 *

* 2

0 1 0
0 0 0 ,  0 0 0

0 1 0
s d

β β α

β α α

  
  

= =   
  
    

C C   (2) 

また，体積散乱モデル Cv に関しては，Covariance 行
列 Ck から直接定まる要素以外は本質的に未知パラメ

ータであるため，ここでは以下のように見なす． 
 

 
12

21 23
*

32

1v

C
C C

C

ξ η

η ζ

 
 

=  
 
 

C



 



    (3) 

 
ここで， ijC はCovariance 行列の(i, j) 要素であり，こ

こでは (2, 2) 要素で正規化している．Covariance 行列

は 3 × 3 のエルミート行列であり，対角要素は実数，

非対角要素は複素数である．そのため，式（3）の

未知パラメータξ，ζ は実数である． 
 次に式(1) に対して，次式のような行列ベクトル変

換を施す． 

[ ] 1 2, , ,
TT T T

Nvec  = =  c C c c c    (4) 
 
ここで ci は行列 C の i 番目の列ベクトルであり，N 
は列数，T は転置である．各Covariance 行列を変換し

た Covariance ベクトルは，次式となる． 
 

[ ]k kvec=c C  

[ ]
,

,

,

s k s

s d v d k d k

v k v

f
f
f

γ
γ

γ

   
   = =   
     

c c c CG f  (5) 

 
上式は MUSIC（Multiple SIgnal Classification）法[10] 
における空間平均法（Spatial Smoothing Preprocessing, 
SSP）[11]と同型である．従って，これらの手法を用

いることにより C, f の推定が可能となる．SSP を施

した相関行列は， 
 

1
†

0

1 K

ave k k
kK

−

=

= ∑C c c     (6) 

 
となる．ここで， † は複素共役転置である．この行

列の主要な固有値の個数（L）が成分の個数であり，

三成分分解を仮定しているので L≦ 3 である．また

主要固有値以外の固有値に対応する固有ベクトル

(eL+1, · · · , e9) を列とする行列 EN として，表面散乱

成分の未知パラメータβ は，次式のピークの位置か

ら推定される． 
 

†

† †

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )MUSIC

N N

P β ββ
β β

=
a a

a E E a
   (7a) 

( ) [ ( )]svecβ β=a C     (7b) 
 
ここでβ は複素数であるので複素平面上での探索と

なる．2 回反射散乱のαも同型の式を利用して推定

される．探索範囲はβが実部が正の領域，αが実部

が負の領域での探索となる．体積散乱成分時も同様

に， 
 

†

† †

( , , ) ( , , )( , , )
( , , ) ( , , )MUSIC

N N

P η ξ ζ η ξ ζη ξ ζ
η ξ ζ η ξ ζ

=
a a

a E E a
 (8a) 

( , , ) [ ( , , )]vvecη ξ ζ η ξ ζ=a C    (8b) 
 
のピークから推定される．各要素の Covariance ベク

トルが推定されれば，係数 f は， 
 

† 1 †
0( )−=f C C C c     (9) 

 
から導出される． 
 

3. 体積散乱成分存在時の問題点 
 
前節で示した手法は，表面散乱 and/or 二回反射散

乱成分のみ，および体積散乱成分のみが存在する場

合には良好に動作することを文献[8] で報告した．し

かしながら，体積散乱成分と他の成分が混在する場

合について，MUSIC 法では不定解問題となっており

体積散乱のパラメータが一意に定まらない問題が発

生する．本節では，表 1 のモデル I を用いて示す． 
モデル I は三成分が全て混在するモデルを想定し

ている．図 2 に数値計算結果を示す．図 2(a)はβ, α 
を推定した結果であり，β, α のピークが明瞭に表

れている．図 2(b)は体積散乱パラメータη の推定結

果であり，PMUSIC(ξ, ζ, η) を最大とするξ, ζの時

のη に対するピーク特性ある，ここでは，ξ, ζ に
真値を入れてη を探索した結果を示している．モデ

表 1: 数値解析モデル 
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ル通りの位置にピークが表れており，真値にピーク

が現れることが分かる． 
しかしながら，このη は一意に定まらない．図

2(c)は各ξ, ζ においてピークが最大となるη に対

するピーク特性，すなわち PMUSIC(ξ, ζ) のピーク分

布である．この図からピーク位置が一意に定まらず，

帯状に最大値が分布していることが分かる．したが

って最大値領域内にξ, ζ, η の真値が存在するが，

一意に定まらないことが分かる． 
この解が定まらない要因は式（2）から分かるよ

うに表面散乱および二回反射散乱モデル行列の 2 行
目および 2 列目の要素が全て 0 であることで，展開

式が C12, C21, C22, C23, C32 要素で構成される連立方程

式(式 I) と C11, C13, C31, C33 要素で構成される連立方

程式（式 II）に分離しているからである．そのため，

ベースラインデータセット群により確保した独立の

観測量が正しく機能していないと考えられる．この

問題を解決するには体積散乱パラメータに対して一

般性を失わない拘束条件を付加し，解の組み合わせ

を制限する必要がある．これらをさらに解析すると，

体積散乱電力（Pv），および表面散乱と二回反射散

乱電力の和（Ps+Pd）の比率が不定となり，その影響

が図 2 の結果として現れることが分かった． 
 

4. EM アルゴリズムを用いた推定 
 

三成分混在時に解が不定となる問題を緩和する解

決策として，EM アルゴリズムによる最適解を用い

たマルチベースライン電力分解法を検討した．EM 
アルゴリズムは雑音成分の多いデータからパラメー

タを推定することが得意なことで知られる最尤推定

手法である[12] [13]．EM アルゴリズム手法では式

（4) で定義されたデータセットを次式として扱う．  
 

[ ]
s

s d v d

v

f
f
f

 
 = = 
  

c c c c Cf    (10) 

 
ここで，C は列が表面散乱，二回反射散乱，体積散

乱の成分ベクトルで構成される行列，f は cl におけ

る各散乱成分における電力寄与である．この手法は，

残差が最小となるように C と f を交互に推定する反

復手法である． 
 
数値計算 

数値計算により，EM アルゴリズム手法の精度評

価を行う．評価には表 1 に示すモデル II を用いて，

全電力を 100 とした時に電力比 Pv/(Ps+Pd) を 0 ∼ 2 の
範囲で変化させ，推定された各電力成分と体積散乱

パラメータに生じる誤差について調べた．EM アル

ゴリズム手法は初期値の設定が収束特性に影響を与

える．ここでは，表面散乱，二回反射パラメータに

は理論値（β = 1, α = −1），体積散乱パラメータに

は Yamaguchi モデル（確率密度関数 P(θ) = sin(θ/2)）
を初期値とした． 

数値計算結果を図 3 に示す．各電力成分の推定精

度は，図 3(a)，(b)から表面散乱電力 Ps，二回反射散

乱電力 Pd の誤差レベルが 14% 程度，体積散乱電力

Pv，表面散乱と二回反射散乱電力の和 Ps+Pd の誤差

レベルが0.2% 程度で推定可能であることが分かる．

体積散乱パラメータに関しては図 3(c)， (d)より

Ps+Pd が支配的な領域で誤差レベルが高く，Pv が支

配的になるにつれてξ，ζ は 3% 程度，η は 20% 程
度で推定可能であることが分かる． 

以上より，すなわち，個々の電力の推定は困難で

はあるものの，表面および二回反射成分の和電力と

体積散乱成分電力に関しては，ほぼ正確に推定でき

ることがわかる． 
 
 

 
(a) β,  α 推定結果 

 
(b) η推定結果 

 
(c) ξ, ζ推定結果 

図 2: MUSIC 法によるモデルパラメータ推定結果 
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実 験 
 実験には表 2 に示す ALOS-2 により新潟領域を

観測した 4 つの PolSAR データを用いた．表 3∼5 に
図 4 の領域 A∼C を解析した結果を示す．ここで，領

域 A は建造物がレーダ照射方向に対して 45◦ 傾き体

積散乱成分が支配的な領域，領域 B は建造物が正対

しており表面散乱および二回反射散乱が支配的な領

域，領域 C は建造物が 15◦ 傾き三成分が混在する領

域である． 
表 3 では，EM 法と Y40（Yamaguchi 分解法）の

解析結果が概ね一致し，EM 法は正しく動作してい

ると考えられる．しかしながら，表 4 では，Y40 と
EM 法（Cs, Cd, Cv）の結果は大きく異なり，EM 法は

体積散乱電力 Pv が過剰に推定されているのが確認で

きる．これは，表面散乱と二回反射散乱が支配的な

領域に対して，三成分モデルを用いて解析したため，

表面散乱と二回反射散乱パラメータの推定精度が低

下し，結果として体積散乱に電力がバイアスしたと

考えられる．体積散乱モデルを除いた EM 法（Cs, Cd）

の解析結果が Y40 と概ね一致することからも EM 法
では画素毎にモデルの選択をする必要があると思わ

れる．最後に表 5 では，体積散乱成分が EM 法より

Y40 の方が強く推定される結果となった．この結果

は一概にどちらが正確か判断することはできない．

EM 法は数値計算により，Pv，Ps+Pd の推定精度が高

いことが確認できているが，先に述べたモデル選択

の課題がある．一方で Y40 は体積散乱成分が植生領

域で支配的になることから，木の枝や幹をランダム

に分布した dipole (wire) の集合体として仮定し体積

散乱モデルを作成しており，表 5 で解析した住宅領

域から発生する体積散乱成分には適合していない可

能性がある． 
 

5. まとめと今後の課題 
 

本プロジェクトでは，マルチベースライン散乱モ

デル分解法の体積散乱成分混在時に解が不定になる

要因を明らかにした．また，EM アルゴリズムによ

る最適解を用いた電力分解法に関して，数値計算と

実験解析を行った．数値計算による精度評価では，

Ps，Pd 成分には最大 14% 程度の誤差が生じるのに対

して，Pv，Ps+Pd は 0.2% 以下の誤差レベルで推定で

きることを確認した．すなわち，個々の成分の

表 2: 解析データ諸元 

 
 

表 3: 解析結果（領域 A）Pv支配的 

 
 

表 4: 解析結果（領域 B）Ps,Pd支配的 

 
 

表 5: 解析結果（領域 C）3 成分混在 

 

 
(a) 電力推定結果    (b) 電力推定誤差 

（実線：真値，点線：推定値） 
 

 
(c)  ξ, ζ推定誤差    (d) η推定誤差 
 
図 3: EM 法によるモデルパラメータ推定結果 

 
図 4: 実験領域 1101



Covariance 行列の未知パラメータの推定までは至っ

ていないものの，体積散乱成分電力と，それ以外の

電力（表面および二回反射）に関しては，行列内の

未知パラメータに依らず正確に推定できるというこ

とである．表面および 2 回反射成分の変化や，体積

散乱成分電力の変化は，PolSARデータにおける時系

列（被覆の経時変化）解析の精度・感度を改善すこ

とが期待できる． 
今回，課題として残った Covaiance 行列内の未知

パラメータの推定の解決には，式(10)とは独立なも

う 1 つの方程式があればよい．先に示した比率は完

全偏波である 1回反射，2回反射成分(Ps, Pd)と部分偏

波である体積散乱成分(Pv)に関するものである．こ

れらに関する独立な（新たな）情報を得るには偏波

度(Degree of Polarization)が有効であるものと予想し

ている．この点に関して．引き続き検討を進めてい

る． 
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ABSTRACT 

It is well-known that the backscatter of high-resolution 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery is non-Gaussian 
in nature. As a result, corresponding heavy-tailed models 
have been successfully incorporated for the design of 
improved SAR target detectors. However, Gaussian-based 
detectors are by and large still applied for selection of 
persistent scatterers (PS) in Interferometric Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (InSAR) imagery, and implications for the 
performance of PS techniques have not been well-studied. 
Here, we extend an existing Gaussian model for PS to 
incorporate non-Gaussian behavior. We then implement 
the model for PS detection and compare its performance to 
its Gaussian counterpart, finding that the non-Gaussian 
model finds a slightly denser network of PS. Further work 
will focus on analyzing the characteristics of this disparity, 
including its relationship with terrain, and explore the 
incidence of false positives by analyzing the phase 
characteristics of the selected points. Such an 
understanding of the limitations of Gaussian models will 
be critical for informing the design of improved PS 
detectors, which could enable the broader application of 
InSAR for challenging applications such as observing 
small strain rates in natural terrain. 

1. INTRODUCTION

The non-Gaussian nature of backscatter observed using 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a well-recognized and 
well-studied phenomenon [1]–[3]. These statistics are 
particularly prominent at steep viewing angles and at high 
resolution, where there are not enough scatterers to apply 
the Central Limit Theorem. Instead, the observed statistics 
are much more impulsive, commonly termed “heavy-
tailed”, with a greater probability density of high-powered 
points than would be suggested by Gaussian-derived 
statistics [4], [5]. These observations have enabled the 
development of improved target detectors in non-Gaussian 
clutter that significantly outperform Gaussian detectors 
[6]–[8]. 

Gaussian models are still commonly implemented for 
studies using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(InSAR), which measures ground deformation through 
observed phase changes between passes. These 

approximations have proven to be useful and effective, 
enabling InSAR data products to become critical data 
sources for geodetic studies [9]–[11]. However, despite the 
convenience and computational ease of Gaussian models, 
they are poor approximations for modern high-resolution 
SAR datasets, given that radar backscatter becomes 
increasingly heavy-tailed at finer resolutions, especially 
over urban areas [12].  

These limitations are particularly important to consider 
with respect to the detection of persistent scatterers (PS) in 
InSAR imagery. PS techniques are powerful tools for 
InSAR time-series analysis, making use of phase-stable 
elements that act as a network of reference points and 
enable deformation measurement even in regions that may 
be difficult to analyze otherwise [13], [14]. PS tend to be 
strong scattering elements, such as buildings, which are 
associated with heavy-tailed statistics, and recent work has 
indeed shown that both PS and clutter indeed exhibit non-
Gaussian behavior for different sensor resolutions and 
wavelengths [15]. However, PS detection theory still relies 
on the assumption that the underlying signals are Gaussian 
in nature [16]–[18], and the effects of these approximations 
for PS detection are not well-characterized. We aim to 
better understand these effects by comparing the 
performance of two PS detectors: the existing Gaussian-
based Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) detector by 
Agram [19], and a modification of the same detector we 
have developed that extends the model to incorporate non-
Gaussian behavior. 

2. NON-GAUSSIAN EXTENSIONS TO PS
DETECTION THEORY 

In PS detection theory, an additive model is usually 
assumed to describe radar backscatter, which can take the 
general forms of a constant or Gaussian signal model [19], 
[20]. For this work, we will apply the version of the 
constant signal model adopted in [21]. However, the 
methodology can be generalized to the Gaussian signal 
model or alternative models as well.  

Here, we let 𝑥!  be the complex return from one 
resolution element (resel) in a single image 𝑖 out of 𝑁 total 
acquisitions, where 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑁. We assume that 𝑥! can be 
expressed as a sum of two components: the contribution 
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from the dominant scatterer 𝑑,  which is taken to be 
constant across the acquisitions, and the contribution from 
the distributed scatterers (clutter) 𝑐! , which varies from 
image to image: 

 
𝑥! = 𝑑 + 𝑐! . (1) 

 
In the constant signal model, 𝑑  is a deterministic but 
unknown value, while 𝑐!  is taken to be a zero-mean 
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with variance 𝜎". 
The power |𝑥|"  is then distributed with respect to the 
noncentral chi-squared distribution with 2 degrees of 
freedom and noncentrality parameter 𝜆 = 2𝛾, where 𝛾 can 
be defined as the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) of the resel 
if we take 𝛾 = #$|&|!'

#[|)|!]
= &!

"+!
 where 𝜎" = 1, such that 𝛾 =

&!

"
. As derived in [21], the corresponding phase distribution 

can be written  
 

𝑝(𝜙) =
1
2𝜋 𝑒

!" #$%!& *𝑒!" '(#!&

+,𝜋𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 11
− 𝑒𝑟𝑓1−,𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙556 . (2) 

 
Eqn. (2) is directly parameterized by 𝛾. When 𝛾 = 0, 

𝑝(𝜙) is uniform, while for higher values of 𝛾, the distribution 
increasingly peaks around 0, as shown in Fig. 1. In the 
MLE technique, 𝛾 is taken as a proxy for phase stability to 
select PS, after filtering out other phase terms due to 
deformation, topography, and atmosphere with a low-pass 
filter. 𝛾  is estimated by taking the maximum likelihood 
value given the observed phases of the interferogram stack, 
and pixels with a value of 𝛾 above a certain value defined 
to be PS [16], [17]. This threshold can be selected by a 
combination of analysis of simulated detection curves and 
trial-and-error. 

In practice, the observed power of the resel fluctuates 
more than can be described by Gaussian statistics, 
particularly for high-resolution imagery and over urban 
terrain. One common method for capturing this increased 
variation is with a mixture model, which arises by starting 
with a Gaussian-based model and allowing one or more of 
the parameters to randomly vary. Conte and Longo 
previously showed that the majority of non-Gaussian 
models for radar backscatter can be described by Rayleigh 
mixture models, including the multiplicative model [22]. 
Once the underlying distribution of the varying parameter 
is chosen, the resulting PDFs of the power and phase can 
be numerically calculated as well; in some cases, closed-
form expressions exist. 

These models can be easily generalized for the nonzero 
mean case by allowing 𝛾  to randomly vary in Eqn. (2). 
Then the phase is given by 

 

𝑝(𝜙) = 8 𝑝(𝜙|𝛾)𝑝(𝛾)𝑑𝛾
)

*
	

= 8
1
2𝜋 𝑒

!" #$%!& *𝑒!" '(#!&
)

*

+,𝜋𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 11 − 𝑒𝑟𝑓1−,𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙556	 
∙ 𝑝(𝛾)𝑑𝛾. (3) 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Approximate study area outlined in red. Image courtesy 
of Google Earth. 

 
where 𝑝(𝛾) is the distribution of 𝛾 . Once 𝑝(𝛾) is chosen, 
Eqn. (3) can be substituted for Eqn. (2) in the MLE detector to 
yield a non-Gaussian extension for the method.  
 

3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
 
We apply the two algorithms to UAVSAR data over the 
Hayward Fault in California courtesy of NASA/JPL-
Caltech. The data is taken at L-band at HH polarization 
with a slant range resolution of 1.67 m and azimuth 
resolution of 0.6 m. We used coregistered single look 
complex (SLC) data from 2015-2018 over Segment 1, then 
further subset the data to a small area over the San Pablo 
Reservoir containing both some urban and natural terrain, 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Here, we assume that 𝑑"  follows the inverse gamma 
distribution. In the zero-mean case, this leads to the G0 
distribution for the backscattered power, which has shown 
to be effective in describing high-resolution radar 
backscatter over highly heterogeneous terrain [23]. In this 
case, if we again take 𝜎" = 1 , the SCR is defined 𝛾 =
𝐸+|𝑑|2-
𝐸+|𝑐|2-

=
𝛼
𝛽−1
2

, where 𝛼 is the shape parameter and 𝛽 is the 
scale parameter. We assume that the image is characterized 
by one value of 𝛼, while 𝛽 varies from pixel to pixel. Thus, 
once 𝛼  is determined, the value of 𝛽  will determine the 
SCR of the pixel.  

We assume the power backscatter can be approximated 
by the G0 distribution; differences for the zero-mean and 
non-zero mean case in power backscatter are small. We 
thus estimate 𝛼  by fitting the G0 distribution to the 

 
Fig. 1. Phase distribution for the constant signal model for 

different values of SCR. 
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Fig. 4. Difference map for detected PS between the Gaussian and 
non-Gaussian MLE detectors. All points that were selected in one 

but not the other have been marked in red. 
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observed power of an SLC image and obtain a value of 𝛼 =
1.5.  The corresponding phase distributions for different 
values of 𝛾  can then be calculated using Eqn. (3). The 
phase distributions for SCR = 0.5 and SCR = 1 for this 
model are shown in Fig. 3, with comparisons to the 
Gaussian-derived expression. Clearly, the phase for the 
non-Gaussian expression is more peaked for the same SCR 
compared to the Gaussian case, but the general shape is 
otherwise similar. 

Next, we select the PS threshold for each detector by 
computing theoretical detection curves for different SCR 
threshold values and selecting the thresholds that 
correspond to a probability of false alarm of 5%. We 
simulate a stack of SLC images that are described by Eqn. 
(1), where 𝑑"  is distributed according to the inverse 
gamma with a shape parameter of 𝑎 = 1.5, as observed for 
our data, and 𝑐! are zero-mean Gaussian random variables 
with 𝜎" = 1 . The “true” value of 𝛾  for each resel is 
calculated by taking the empirical value  #$|&|

!'
#[|)|!]

, and all 
resels where 𝛾 ≥ 1.5  are deemed as PS. The MLE 
detectors are then applied, and the detection curves 
calculated.  

A probability of false alarm of 5% for the Gaussian 
detector corresponds with an SCR threshold of 2.1, while 
for the non-Gaussian detector, the threshold is 2.3. Of note 
is that the probability of PS detection for the non-Gaussian 
case is higher than that for the Gaussian case for the same 
probability of false alarm of 5%. This suggests that the 
approximation from applying a Gaussian model to a non-
Gaussian signal adds an additional noise source to the 
detector.  

Finally, we run the Gaussian and non-Gaussian 
detectors on the data with the chosen thresholds and 
compare the resulting PS density. 

 
4. RESULTS 

 
We observed that the density of PS identified using the 
Gaussian model is slightly lower than that for the non-
Gaussian model. For the Gaussian model, PS account for 
2.45% of the image (1923019 pixels) while the non-
Gaussian case yields 2.53% (1988461 pixels). The 
differences in between the PS detection maps for the two 
algorithms is shown in Fig. 4. Pixels that are detected as PS 
in one algorithm but not the other are marked in red. 
Generally, the differences align with the overall density of 
PS: there are more differences over the urban areas than the 
natural areas, but denser PS are found in both types of 
terrain.  

These preliminary results show that the non-Gaussian 
detector results in a slightly denser network of PS, 
suggesting that implementing non-Gaussian models that 
more accurately describe radar backscatter improves PS 
detection performance. Further analysis will aim to better 
understand the differences with terrain and resolution, as 
well as the incidence of false positives or other errors. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
In this work, we have extended a part of PS detection 
theory to incorporate non-Gaussian behavior that more 
accurately reflects observed radar statistics. We have 
implemented a simple extension to the MLE detector for 
PS with this new model, using UAVSAR data over the 
Hayward Fault in California, and preliminary results have 
shown that the detector finds a slightly denser network of 
PS compared to the original Gaussian version. However, 
further work is required to better understand the nature of 
the differences in PS detection between terrain types and 
other system parameters. In addition, the detector could be 
further tuned and improved in several ways, such as using 
the temporal statistics to estimate the shape parameter for 
each resel instead (rather than estimating one value for the 
entire image) and implementing an adaptive SCR 
threshold. This would better generalize the method for 
areas where the underlying terrain is highly variable. The 
non-Gaussian extension could also be applied to other 
Gaussian-based PS detectors in addition to what we have 
analyzed here. Overall, even subtle improvements in the 
detected PS density could potentially be significant for 
extended PS analysis to traditionally challenging 
applications, such as for the observation of small strain 
rates in natural terrain. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

我々は、本課題において合成開口レーダの干渉解析

（Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar: InSAR）の

研究を行った。研究内容は不要波の検知のような干

渉解析に至るまでの基礎的な部分から、InSAR の解

析によるインフラモニタリングや災害情報収集と言

った社会利用を見据えたものまで、多岐にわたる。

これら RA6 期間中の研究成果について以下の通り報

告する。

2. 干渉コヒーレンスを利用した災害検知

InSAR における干渉の度合いの指標である干渉度

（Interferometric coherence） は、干渉ペアとなる二

回の観測の間で散乱源がどの程度変化したかを定量

的に示すものである。都市部などでは散乱源となる

建物が恒久的に変化しないため高いコヒーレンスを

もつ一方で、農地や山間部などは植生の季節変化か

ら時間的なコヒーレンスの低下が大きい。

図 1 2019 年台風 19 号に関連して発生した千曲川の

氾濫における浸水検知の事例。赤は振幅情報のみ、

青と緑は別個の軌道から観測したコヒーレンス変化

を利用した検知結果[1] 

この性質を利用して、災害発生時に都市部の被災状

況を、干渉コヒーレンスを用いて計測する技術が近

年注目を浴びている。発災前-前に比べ発災前-後の

干渉ペアで、干渉コヒーレンスが低下していれば被

災したと判定するのが基本的な方針である。このと

き、二つの干渉ペアは同一軌道から観測したもので

あることを一般的には前提としているが、災害発生

時には即応性を重視するために過去の観測履歴が少

ない軌道からの観測が行われる場合もある。そこで、

災害前-前と災害前-後の干渉ペアがそれぞれ異なる

軌道からの観測となる場合にどの程度精度が変化す

るかを比較した[1]。この結果、軌道違いであっても

他時期の干渉コヒーレンスを組み合わせた方が検知

精度の向上を見込めることが判明した。

また、2016 年熊本地震において多くの建物が被災し

た益城町の観測結果をもとに、地上での建築学的な

被災判定基準（EMS-98）と干渉コヒーレンスによる

被災判定の関連性についても研究を行った[2]。その

結果、EMS-98 において 5 段階評価中被災度 3 以上

と判定された建物が、より多くコヒーレンス解析に

より被災と判定されることが判明した。このほか、

ALOS-2 が観測した洪水 [13]や火山噴火[16]の事例祖

含む、各種の災害発生時の緊急観測について、被災

範囲の絞り込みや航空写真等との比較を行った

[21][22][23]。 

図 2 2016 年熊本地震における益城町の被災状況につ

いて、建築学的な被災指標（EMS-98）と ALOS-2 
の干渉解析により得られた被災状況の比較[2] 
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3. 適応的な不要波検知技術 
 
ALOS-2 をはじめ、SAR は他の電波利用システム、

測位衛星（GNSS）や通信、レーダなどと帯域を共

有している。このため、SAR データには多くの不要

波に由来する虚像や雑音が重畳されている。これら

は当然画質の劣化や解析精度の低下をもたらす。そ

こで、ALOS-2 のデュアルレシーバシステムを利用

した干渉解析をベースとする新たな不要波検知手法

を考案した[3][8][9]。これらは、地表からの散乱信

号は 2 受信機間で十分相関性が低く、一方で直接波

として到来する不要波は相関性が高いことを想定し

たものである[12][14][15]。また、不要波の偏波状況

や時間的な変化、アジマスアンビギュイティとの相

似 性 な ど に つ い て も 研 究 を 行 っ た

[18][19][20][26][29][30][31][32]。 
 
 

4. SCANSAR の校正検証 
 
ALOS-2 の広域観測モード（ScanSAR）は、軌道制

御の高度化に伴い干渉解析が常時可能な計画であっ

た。しかし、打ち上げ当初の解析結果 [24]によれば

ScanSAR のバーストずれが起きていた。その原因の

究明と対策以前のどのペアが干渉解析可能かを検討

した[4][24]。その結果、ALOS-2 の初期においては

約一年の周期をもつ章動の補正が抜け落ちており、

パルスの送信タイミングが最大で約 1 秒程度ずれて

いた可能性があることが判明した。 

 
図 3 ALOS-2 ScanSAR モードにおけるパルス送信タ

イミングのずれ[4]  

 
5. 適応的な干渉解析による変動検知 

 
ALOS-2 は従来の L-band SAR 衛星よりも高分解能化

されているため、より小さな個々の社会インフラス

トラクチャの解析にも適用可能である。そこで、港

湾施設の変動や災害時の被災状況推定に関する研究

を行った [5][6][7][34]。また、災害時の港湾施設が

SAR によりどのように観測されるかについて、共著

した書籍で解説をした [35]。 

  
図 4 港湾被災時の SAR による解析の模式図[35] 

 
差分干渉解析（DInSAR）が計測する変動量は、地

殻変動などの三次元的な運動を衛星-地表間の視線方

向の変動量である。これをもとの三次元の動きに戻

す研究も行った。これは、3 方向以上から同じ範囲

を観測し、それぞれの視線方向の変動量が三次元の

変動量を視線方向へ射影したものであると仮定し、

連立一次方程式を解くことで元の三次元の変動を推

定する。観測する視線方向が異なればよいので、異

なる周波数帯を利用する衛星を組み合わせることも

でき、西之島の事例では ALOS-2 と Cosmo-SkyMed 
で観測した結果を利用する研究も行った[10][33]。ま

た、三次元の変動を推定するため、別の軌道からの

観測結果を推定することも可能である。これを応用

して ALOS と ALOS-2 が観測した変動量を直接比較

する研究も行った[27][28]。 

 
図 5 ALOS が捉えた 2011 年北茨城地震の差分干渉

画像（左）と ALOS-2 の干渉画像から推定した 2016
年北茨城地震の地殻変動量を ALOS の視線方向へ再

投影した疑似干渉画像（右）[28] 
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6. 適応的な偏波干渉解析 
 
InSAR を偏波解析に適用した PolInSAR における時

間的な基線長の研究を行った[11]。干渉解析におけ

る干渉度の低下（decorrelation）は空間的な基線長

（ spatial baseline ）と時間的な基線長（ temporal 
baseline）の二つがある。このうち、時間的な基線長

には季節変化などにともなう散乱源の物理的性質の

変化が関連する。偏波解析においては物理的な性質

を扱うため、その推定手法が正しく機能しているか

を評価するため、同一地点を観測した長期の干渉ペ

アと短期の干渉ペアの PolInSAR 解析結果を比較し

た。 

 
図 6 PolInSAR の位相推定における時間的な基線長

の長さと干渉縞の干渉度の比較[11] 

 
7. SCANSAR を利用した広域の電離層把握 

 
また、ScanSAR InSAR の応用として、これを利用し

た広域の電離層の状態把握に関する検討も行った

[17]。ScanSAR は広域観測ができるため、当然広域

の電離層縞を得ることができる。通常、電離層の影

響は L-band SAR において数十～数百 km の規模で生

じるため、広域観測モードを利用した干渉解析が電

離層の瞬間的な状態を知る手段として利用できるこ

とを前駆的な実験として行った。 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
 
本研究課題は、干渉 SAR の精度向上などを主眼に

置いたものであるところ、その枠にとらわれず災害

の被災検知から不要波の観測まで広範にわたる研究

成果を挙げ、発表文献の総数は 35 報に上る。 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Active faults are mostly distributed along the boundary 
between plain, where large cities are located, and 
mountains. Earthquakes generated on them are serious 
threat to the society. Strains are accumulated during 
interseismic period, but its rate is usually smaller than 10 
mm/year, which can be measured with modern space 
geodetic techniques such as GNSS and InSAR. Spatial 
resolution of strain rates obtained with GNSS, which gives 
the highest accuracy and high temporal resolution, strongly 
depends on distribution of observation sites. Therefore, it 
is essential to utilize InSAR for the detection of high spatial 
distribution of strain rate. 
Based on the above recognition, I processed ALOS-
2/PALSAR-2 images that cover a couple of interesting and 
important regions. I also processed coseismic deformations 
associated recent large inland earthquakes, but I focus on 
results of detection of slow movements in three areas 
around active faults in southwestern Japan; Kyoto-Osaka 
plains, Wakayama plain and damaged area of the 2016 
Kumamoto earthquake. 
It is already noticed that ionospheric disturbances affect 
largely phase of microwave. Previous studies [1,2] did not 
properly deal with this problem. Recently correction 
technique was established and equipped to commercial 
software such as Gamma [3]. I apply this technique to 
obtained SAR images and reveal average motion of the 
earth’s surface since the launch of ALOS-2. 

2. APPROACH

I processed ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 images with conventional 
2-pass interferometry, and applied split-spectrum method
[4,5] to correct ionospheric disturbances to images of the
Wakayama and Kumamoto areas. I utilized Gamma
software [3] and ASTER GDEM ver.2 [6].
However, I still found trend in ionosphere-corrected
interferograms, which might be caused by orbit error, and
corrected this trend by fitting bi-linear function and filtered.
Then, I stacked interferograms and obtained average line-
of-sight (LOS) rate. Finally, average LOS rate from
ascending and descending orbits were converted to quasi-
EW and UD components.

3. KYOTO-OSAKA PLAINS

I already presented ground deformation during 19 years 
with ALOS-1/PALSAR-1, ERS-1/2 and Envisat [1]. In this 

research I found rapid uplift in southern Kyoto basin and 
subsidence localized along the Arima Takatsuki Tectonic 
Line fault zone (ATTL). It is important to examine whether 
these deformations continue after 2010, because these 
zones are located closely to big cities such as Osaka, Kyoto 
and Kobe. 
I collected images of Paths 127 Frame 680-690 (ascending) 
and Path 21 Frame 2910-2920 (descending) during 2014 - 
2019, which cover the Kyoto and Osaka areas well and 
processed them. Two frames of scenes are concatenated. 
Fig.1 shows distribution of E-W component of average 
velocity. Red dot is the reference point in this map. 
Eastward motion of up to 5 mm/year is detected on the 
north side of ATTL and the Median Tectonic Line fault 
zone (MTL). These areas are mountains, where 
tropospheric error was not properly reduced. South of 
ATTL, we recognize some patches of westward motion of 
~ 4 mm/year. We also find westward motion of ~ 5 
mm/year on the south side of the MTL. These two faults 
are right lateral strike slip faults. Therefore, the above 
observations are consistent with the characteristics of faults. 
Eastward motion of ~3 mm/year can be seen in the coastal 
area, south of Osaka. Deformation along the coast may be 
related to soft foundation, though it is interesting that its 
eastern coincides with an N-S trending active fault 
(Uemachi fault). 
Fig. 2 shows vertical component of average velocity. I 
obtained uplift of ~3 mm/year in southern Kyoto area. In 
the previous study [1], I found similar uplift here, but 
amount and extent are much larger than the present one, 
which implies that uplift still continues but is decaying. 
Subsidence along the ATTL found in the previous study is 
not clear in this map, but we can recognize a tiny spot of 
subsidence between two surface traces. Instead, a small 
spot of subsidence, which corresponds to area of westward 
motion south of ATTL, is remarkable.  I found subsidence 
in a triangle region bounded by active faults, west of this 
spot. However, this triangle region turned to uplift in this 
study. 
As a whole, the pattern of surface deformation in the Kyoto 
and Osaka plains may be changing between periods of 
operation of ALOS-1 (2006 - 2011) and ALOS-2 (2014 -
2019). Because there are big cities in this area, it is essential 
to monitor surface deformation that is related to active 
faults with InSAR. 
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Fig. 1 Quasi E-W components of average deformation 
rate in the Kyoto and Osaka area during the period of 

2014 - 2019.  Red dot indicates reference point of 
displacement. Red solid lines are surface trace of 
active faults [13]. ATTL: the Arima Takatsuki 

Tectonic Line fault zone. MTL: the Median Tectonic 
Line fault zone. 

 
Fig. 2 Quasi vertical (right) components of average 

deformation rate in the Kyoto and Osaka area during 
the period of 2014 - 2019.  

 
 

 
4. WAKAYAMA PLAIN AND MTL 

 
Old leveling revealed a sharp local uplift in the Wakayama 
plain [7]. Recent continuous GNSS observation also 
detected another local uplift near the Median Tectonic Line 
fault zone [8]. The author’s previous analysis of ALOS-
1/PALSAR-1 images also found uplift [2]. Therefore, it is 
important to examine what is going on afterward.  
For this purpose, I processed ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 images 
acquired during 2014 - 2020 to obtain current motion of the 
ground in the Wakayama area. They are Path 128 Frame 
670 (ascending) and Path 20 Frame 2930 (descending). 
Fig. 3 shows quasi-EW component of surface deformation. 
Average E-W velocity is in the range of ±2 mm/year, which 
is comparable to estimated error. In the Kaisai International 
Airport (KIX), we recognize westward velocity of ~ 10 
mm/year. Fig.4 shows vertical component of surface 
motion. A slight uplift of ~ 3 mm/year is obtained in the 
city of Wakayama. This area coincides with the uplift zone 
detected by old leveling survey [7]. Compilation of 
leveling data till the end of 20th century shows us that uplift 
found by Imamura [7] stopped around 1960’s [9]. The 

present result implies that the ground in this area may have 
been resurgent. Because ascending images does not cover 
the uplift zone found by Yoshida et al. [8] and my previous 
study [2], it is not clear if the uplift continues or not. 
However, we can see slight uplift around (135.4°E, 
34.2°N) in Fig.2. It suggests that uplift in south of the MTL 
still continues, though this area might have suffered from 
tropospheric disturbances. 
 

5. POSTSEISMIC DEFORMATION AFTER THE 
2016 KUMAMOTO EARTHQUAKE 

 
In April 2016, a series of Mw6 or larger earthquake 
occurred in the Kumamoto area, Kyushu. During this 
activity including the largest shock of Mw7.0 on April 16, 
the Futagawa and Hinagu faults slipped by more than 5 m 
[7]. Many surface ruptures and large deformations were 
found along the Futagawa and Hinagu faults and in the city 
of Kumamoto. Considering the size of earthquake, large 
postseismic deformation was expected.  
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Fig. 3 Quasi E-W components of average deformation 
rate in the Wakayama plain during the period of 2014 

- 2020. Red dot indicates reference point of 
displacement. Red solid lines are surface trace of 
active faults [13]. Squares are 1st order leveling 

benchmarks. Green ones are fundamental or junction 
benchmarks and tide station. MTL: the Median 

Tectonic Line fault zone. 

 
Fig. 4 Quasi vertical components of average 

deformation rate in the Wakayama plain during the 
period of 2014 - 2020. See also legend of Fig. 3. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Quasi east–west components of average velocity 
that are derived from ascending and descending 
interferograms during about 2 years after the 2016 
Kumamoto earthquake. Diamonds are continuous 
GNSS sites operated by Geospatial Information 
Authority (GSI). Diamond painted in white are 
reference points (GEONET 960700 and 970833) for 
the conversion of LOS displacement. Black and red 
solid lines are surface trace of active faults [13] and 
coseismic surface ruptures [14,15,16]. Dark green lines 
delineate boundary of igneous rocks [17]. Arrows with 
letters are points discussed in the text.  

 
Fig. 6 Quasi vertical components of average velocity. 
See also legend of Fig.5. 
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In order to detect postseismic deformation of the 
Kumamoto earthquake, I analyzed ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 
and Sentinel-1 images. However, owing to shorter 
wavelength of microwave, Sentinel-1 image could not 
properly reveal deformation in mountains on the southeast 
side of the Futagawa and Hinagu faults. Therefore, I show 
results of the analysis of ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 images. I 
collected descending images (Path 23, Frame 2950-2960) 
and ascending images (Path 131, Frame 640; Path 130, 
Frame 650) till April 2018. The first images after April 16, 
2016, were taken as the primary one for three paths and 
LOS changes were calculated. 
Fig. 5 shows quasi-EW component of average rate of 
deformation that was derived from ascending (P130 and 
131) and descending images (P23) during April 18, 2016 
and April, 2018.Westward motion is prevailing on the 
southeastern side of Futagawa (E-W trending red line) and 
Hinagu (NE-SW trending red line) faults, implying right-
lateral afterslip on the source faults (arrows b and f). 
However, there is a region of westward shift on the north 
side of Futagawa fault (arrow e), implying another 
mechanism of postseismic deformation. It is interesting 
that this zone roughly coincides with the distribution of 
pyroclastic deposits of the Aso volcano. It is also important 
to note that there is also a zone of westward motion in the 
Aso caldera (arrow j). 
Fig. 6 shows vertical components of average surface 
motion during two years after the Kumamoto earthquake. 
A narrow zone of rapid subsidence trending in NW-SE in 
the city of Kumamoto is clearly recognized (arrow h), 
which can be interpreted by afterslip of normal faulting on 
a subsidiary fault. Subsidence is also remarkable between 
two traces of surface ruptures (arrow b). More remarkable 
deformation is uplift on the western frank of Aso caldera 
(arrows c and d). They are hard to understand with afterslip 
and possibly related to movement of groundwater. 
So far, I tried to interpret these observations with afterslip 
model, but only westward motion on the south side of 
Futagawa and Hinagu faults and local subsidence in the 
city of Kumamoto. Other mechanism such as viscoelastic 
relaxation, poroelastic rebound etc. must be applied to 
these complicated deformations. Detailed processing and 
results are already published [11]. Please refer for further 
reading. 

 
6. SUMMARY 

 
In this study, I applied conventional 2-pass interferometry 
with ionospheric correction and obtained spatial 
distribution of average velocity of surface deformation. 
However, I could not obtain temporal variation, because I 
applied a simple stacking. I tried to apply time series 
analysis to some of datasets, but did not succeed, partly 
because of large volume of images. Recently, a new 
processor for time series analysis which can deal with 
ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 images, LiCSBAS, was developed 
[12]. I will try to reanalyze present data with such a tool in 
the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Snow parameter data collections by conventional and 

ground-based methods are cumbersome, both in terms of 

cost-effective considerations and sporadic occurrences. 

Radar sensors are ideally suited for day/night monitoring 

because those are almost weather independent, and 

microwaves propagate through the atmosphere with little 

deteriorating effects due to clouds, storms, rain, fog, haze, 

and with a synoptic coverage. The availability of more 

sophisticated high resolution and precision data from 

recent polarimetric radar satellites (TerraSAR-

X/TanDEM-X, RadarSat-2, ALOS-2) provides a big 

opportunity for the development of operational methods 

for monitoring the glaciated terrain parameters. It is 

proposed to use the ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data for the 

development of methodology/algorithms/models for 

monitoring the spatio-diversity in snow density and depth 

in different ranges of glaciated regions (including 

Himalaya) which also includes the development of 

scattering modeling in snowpack, density and depth 

inversion models. The main objectives of the research work 

are:  

1. Development of new POLSAR data processing

method for complete use of phase and polarization

information.

2. Development of the methods for estimation of

snow density and depth by using PolSAR

technique.

3. Analysis of Spatio-diversity in snowpack/ice

characteristics and validation of the developed

techniques through extensive field measurements.

In addition, glacier ice movement is also retrieved by using 

DInSAR data pair of ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 measurements. 

2. METHODS

2.1 6-Component Scattering Power Decomposition: 

6SD 

The new six component decomposition is expressed by [1] 

and Fig. 1 using newly developed scattering models [𝑇]𝑜𝑑
and  [𝑇]𝑐𝑑.

〈[𝑇 (𝜃)]〉 = 𝑃𝑠 [𝑇]s + 𝑃𝑑  [𝑇]d + {
𝑓𝑣 〈[𝑇]〉v

dipole

𝑓𝑣 〈[𝑇]〉v
dihedral

+

𝑃ℎ[𝑇]helix + 𝑃𝑜𝑑[𝑇]𝑜𝑑 + 𝑃𝑐𝑑[𝑇]𝑐𝑑             (1)

where 𝑃𝑠 , 𝑃𝑑 , 𝑃𝑣 , 𝑃ℎ , 𝑃𝑜𝑑  and 𝑃𝑐𝑑  are scattering powers

to be determined. [𝑇]s , [𝑇]d , [𝑇]h , [𝑇]𝑜𝑑  and [𝑇]𝑐𝑑  are

expansion matrices corresponding to surface, double-

bounce, helix scattering, oriented dipole scattering and 

compound dipole scattering (oriented quarter wave 

scattering), respectively. 〈[𝑇]〉v
dihedral  and  〈[𝑇]〉v

dipole
 are

the volume scattering matrices for oriented dihedral 

structures and wires (ensemble average of dipoles), 

respectively.  

The total power (TP) is divided into surface scattering 

power 𝑃𝑠 , double-bounce scattering power 𝑃𝑑 , volume

scattering power 𝑃𝑣 , from dipole and/or oriented dihedral,

helix scattering power 𝑃ℎ , oriented dipole scattering power

𝑃𝑜𝑑  and compound dipole scattering 𝑃𝑐𝑑  as shown in Fig.

1.  

Fig. 1.   New 6-component scattering mechanism with 

rotation of coherency matrix 

2.2. 7-Component Scattering Power Decomposition: 

7SD 

The new seven component scattering decomposition is also 

expressed in (2) without using an orientation angle 𝜃 

compensated coherency matrix [𝑻 ] , surface, double-

bounce and volume scattering models [2] and newly 

developed scattering models [3], [4] as 

[𝑇] = [

𝑇11 𝑇12 𝑇13
𝑇21 𝑇22 𝑇23
𝑇31 𝑇32 𝑇33

] 

= 𝑃𝑠 [𝑇]s + 𝑃𝑑  [𝑇]d + {
𝑃𝑣[𝑇]𝑣𝑜𝑙

𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒

𝑃𝑣[𝑇]𝑣𝑜𝑙
𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙

+ 𝑃ℎ[𝑇]h

+𝑃𝑜𝑑[𝑇]𝑜𝑑 + 𝑃𝑐𝑑[𝑇]𝑐𝑑  + 𝑃𝑚𝑑[𝑇]𝑚𝑑

=
𝑃𝑠

1 + |𝛽|2
[
1 𝛽∗ 0

𝛽 |𝛽|2 0
0 0 0

]

+
𝑃𝑑

1 + |𝛼|2
[
|𝛼|2 𝛼 0
𝛼∗ 1 0
0 0 0

] 
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+𝑃𝑣

{
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 1

4
[
2 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

] ; 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

1

30
[
15 −5 0
−5 7 0
0 0 8

] ; 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

1

30
[
15 5 0
5 7 0
0 0 8

] ; 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

1

15
[
0 0 0
0 7 0
0 0 8

] ; 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙
}
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

+
𝑃ℎ
2
[

0 0 0
0 1 ±𝑗

0 ∓𝑗 −1
] +

𝑃𝑜𝑑
2
 [
1 0 ±1
0 0 0
±1 0 1

]       

+
𝑃𝑐𝑑
2
 [

1 0 ±𝑗
0 0 0
∓𝑗 0 1

] +
𝑃𝑚𝑑
2
 [
0 0 0
0 1 ±1
0 ±1 1

]  (2) 

 

The seven-component powers in [3] are denoted as surface 

scattering power 𝑃𝑠 , double-bounce scattering power 𝑃𝑑 , 
volume scattering power 𝑃𝑣  from oriented dihedral, 

quarter wave plate scattering power 𝑃𝑞𝑤 , helix scattering 

power 𝑃ℎ , oriented dipole scattering power 𝑃𝑜𝑑  and mixed 

dipoles scattering power 𝑃𝑚𝑑 .  
 

2.3. POLSAR Snow Density Inversion Algorithm 

 

The density inversion procedure from POLSAR data [5] - 

[8] in summarized in Fig. 2.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Methodology for Snow Density Inversion 

Algorithm [8]. 

 

 

2.4. Glacier/Ice-cap Movements 

In the present study, DInSAR technique [9] – [13] is 

adopted to estimate the glacier movement with the help of 

ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 L- band SAR data. The topographic 

phase correction is made using 12 m DEM obtained from 

TanDEM-X and 30 m ASTER DEM for Chandra-Bhaga 

basins and Severnaya Zemlya archipelago respectively. A 

brief methodology of the technique is elucidated in Fig. 3 

[11], [13]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Methodology for DInSAR technique [11]. 

 

2.5. Co-Polarization Coherence and Snow Depth  

After analysing all possible polarimetric combination 

for the snow depth (d) estimation, one of simple and best 

regression relation is preferred [14], which is based on co-

polarization coherence (Ƴ). It is given as  

 

𝑑 = (2.2006 × Ƴ) + 0.5661                              (3) 
                         

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. 6SD Interpretation  

Six Component Scattering Matrix Power Decomposition is 

applied on ALOS/PALSAR and ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data 

sets [15]-[20]. Fig. 4 shows the RGB image, formed by 

assigning a standard color code to model based 

decomposition powers (Red: double-bounce scattering, 

Green: Volume scattering, and Blue: Surface scattering). 

Color coded image indicates mostly volume scattering 

dominance over the glaciers in Fig. 4. The blue color 

pattern is observed on Siachen glacier and surroundings, 

which detects dominate surface scattering contribution in 

this part of glacier. A special pattern of cyan/light green 

colors is noticed clearly in the firn area at the head (see red 

line ellipse area) of glaciers. It is formed due to strong 

contributions of surface and volume scattering powers in 

firn region of glacier. Thick firn in the accumulation areas 

of glaciers provide higher backscattering because of low 

absorption of the signal and the likelihood of scattering by 1117



large snow grains (Rayleigh scattering regime of 

microwave).   

Furthermore, it is observed that Svalbard glaciers (West 

Dahlfonna, Erdmannbreen, Fridtjovbreen and Vestre 

Grønfjordbreen) exhibit noticeable portion of firn area but 

firn area ratio is small as compared to the total area of these 

glaciers. Firn area ratios of Austre Grønfjordbreen and East 

Dahlfonna are also not considerable. However, the 

variation in the surface, volume, and double-bounce 

scattering is noticed over Austre Grønfjordbreen similar to 

other glaciers as shown in Fig. 5. All six scattering powers 

(surface, volume, double-bounce, oriented dipole, complex 

dipole, and helix) are plotted over Austre Grønfjordbreen, 

as shown in Fig. 6. Variation in compound scattering 

powers (helix, oriented dipole and compound dipoles) 

represents heterogeneity of the medium. It can also be 

related to spatial variation in deposition of snow over the 

glacier. These fluctuations can be related to 

inhomogeneous accumulation rate and associated 

anisotropy effect. The inhomogeneous accumulation and 

settling leads to the horizontal and vertical orientation of 

the snow particles in the snowpack. This leads to dielectric 

anisotropy and fluctuating returns observed as oriented and 

compound-oriented dipole scattering [14]. 

 

 

Fig. 4. 6SD scattering powers RGB image over the part of 

Siachen glacier, India. Firn area is indicated by red colored 

line’s ellipse. 

 

Fig. 5. 6SD scattering powers shown in RGB 

composite over the glaciers in western part of 

Nordenskiöld Land, Svalbard.  

 

Fig. 6. Variations in 6SD scattering powers along the 

transect A-B over the Austre Grønfjordbreen (shown in 

Figs. 5). (Left): scattering powers of PS, Pv, and Pd, and 

(Right): Ph, Pod, and Pcd. 

3.2. Interpretation of 7SD in Snow-Covered Region 

To implement proposed 7SD [3] and existing 

decomposition G4U [2] methods and to identify the 

complete scattering from coherency matrix at which the 

scattering interaction truly occurs, ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 

data sets for two dates were analysed. The results are 

displayed in Fig. 7. It is clear that the results 7SD are 

improved, especially for the interpretation of seven 

independent observation parameters of coherency matrix 

for model-based decompositions.  As mentioned earlier 

and in next sub-section, the existing methods could not 

have interpreted and accounted for complete relative fully 

polarimetric phase information due to missing of inter-

target observation dependencies involvement in the 

physical scattering coherency models.  

Clearly, the decomposition results using the 7SD improve 

the surface scattering power values over wet snow 

conditions significantly. The 7SD results help greatly in 

presenting the compound signals of various targets that 

reflect coupling between Pauli scattering vectors.  

 
Fig. 7. Decomposition images of terrain corrected fully 

polarimetric ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 during moist snow (left) 

and wet snow (right) cover over the Dhundi area, Himachal 

Pradesh Province, Indian Himalaya: top row G4U images; 

bottom row 7SD images {the color code G4U and 7SD 

decomposition: Red: double bounce scattering power, 
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Green: volume Scattering, and Blue: surface scattering 

power}. The discovered scattering interpretation of 

polarimetric elements in coherency matrix [4] made a 

future roadmap of advanced model-based scattering power 

decomposition methods with upcoming mission ALOS-

4/PALSAR-3. 

Another example of the presence of compound scattering 

over natural targets is demonstrated over the Gangotri 

glacier in the Himalaya (Fig. 8). Situated in the northern 

state of Uttrakhand, the glacier is the origin of the river 

Ganges. L-band ALOS/PALSAR and ALOS-2/PALSAR-

2 data sets acquired in June 2010 and, in March and April 

2015 respectively are used for the analysis. The multilook 

factor for ALOS/PALSAR is 12 × 2 in azimuth × range 

directions, while that of ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 is 9 × 5.     

 
Fig. 8. Left Column: Decomposition RGBs of L-band 

ALOS/PALSAR and ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data acquired 

over the Gangotri glacier in the Himalaya. The datasets 

span over three months in two different years and details 

are as follows: (a) ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data set is acquired 

on March 22, 2015, (b) ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 on April 19, 

2015, and (c) ALOS/PALSAR is acquired on June 06, 

2010. The color-coded RGBs for 7SD; red: double-bounce 

scattering, green: volume scattering, and blue: surface 

scattering). The radar direction of illumination is from left 

to right, and flight direction is highlighted by the airplane 

cartoon.  Right Column: Decomposition mean power 

statistics over the region of interest (ROI) highlighted by 

the yellow polygon in the decomposition RGB images. The 

ROI is taken over the ablation zone of the glacier. All 

values in the pie chart indicate percentages [4]. 

 

Spanning over three different months, the data indicates 

different stages of the glacier. Radar backscatter from 

snow-covered glaciers comprise of contributions from 

air/snow interface, from within the snowpack, from 

snow/background interface, and in case of longer 

wavelengths, from the surface beneath the snow cover. The 

presence of snow also aids in minor interaction within the 

snowpack, as longer wavelength can penetrate inside, 

causing contributions from compound scattering powers 

[4].  

 

3.3 Snow Density 

The density retrieval algorithm utilizes fully polarimetric 

ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data sets acquired on April 04, 2015 

field observations, and other ancillary information. The 

algorithm also involves the utilization of generalized 

volume scattering parameters from the generalized Singh-

Cloude decomposition model. The estimation of snow 

density using fully polarimetric SAR data is based on 

physical modeling of the permittivity. The volume 

permittivity of the snowpack is derived from the Fresnel 

transmissivity coefficients. The retrieved permittivity is 

used to determine the snow density using an empirical 

model. The mean absolute error of snowpack density is 

found to be 23.8 kg/m3, which is well within the range of 

acceptable value. The snow density map is shown in Fig. 

9. 

 

Fig. 9. Snow / Firn density (g/cm3) variability 

map for April 04, 2015 1119



3.4 Snow Depth: Spatial and Temporal Variability  

The SD inversion maps over the glaciers in western part of 

Nordenskiöld Land region and the test region using 

equation (3) is shown in Fig. 10. In addition to the snow 

depth estimated, we also demonstrate the spatial and 

temporal variability in SD. This is performed using 

POLSAR data acquired over three dates of April 4, April 

13 and May 15 in 2015. Figs. 10(a), (b), (c) show the 

inverted SD maps for the western part of Nordenskiöld 

Land region, Svalbard area on the three dates. Between 

April 13, 2015 and May 15, 2015, several significant snow 

events were recorded. The total amount of snow 

precipitated between April 2-13, 2015 was 10.2 mm 

compared to a significantly large value of 64.6 mm of snow 

between April 13, 2015 and May 15, 2015. Concentrating 

our study, on the test glacier only, we observed that the SD 

has increased over more regions, indicated by more snow 

depth (shade of blue) over the glacier. However, the area 

situated on the left side of the terminus shows increased 

snow depth in all three maps. The reason for this may be 

explained as follows: the presence of a big surface channel 

with depth of several meters, situated on the left side of 

terminus, assists in the accumulation of much more snow 

than compared to the surrounding flat glacier surface. But 

snow depth near the snout is overestimated due to snow-ice 

interface scattering which produces high co-polarization 

coherence.  

 

 

Fig. 10. SD inversion using POLSAR data acquired on 

(a) April 4, 2015, (b) April 13, 2015 and (c) May 15, 

2015, over glaciers in western part of Nordenskiöld Land 

region (Svalbard) based on coherence equation. (d) 

shows an enlarged view of the SD inversion results over 

Austre Grønfjordbreen using POLSAR data set of April 

15, 2015 [14]. 

3.5 DInSAR based Glacier Velocity  

Two DInSAR pairs of ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 data are 

acquired during March to May 2015, for interferogram 

generation with a 14-days temporal baseline. Using 

DInSAR technique (Fig. 11), glacier velocity was 

estimated in LOS (Figs. 11(a) and (b), which was 

converted into horizontal flow velocity for the glaciers in 

Chandra (Fig. 11(c)) and Bhaga sub-basins (Fig. 11(d)). 

Confidently, we can conclude 14 days repeat pass cycle 

ALOS-4/PALSAR-3 can also retrieve 2-pass DInSAR 

based glacier movements   

 

 
Fig. 11. (a) Spatial distribution of Chandra sub-basin ( 

Himalaya) LOS velocity map generated using the DInSAR 

technique; (b) spatial distribution of Bhaga sub-basin LOS 

velocity map generated using the DInSAR technique (c) 

spatial distribution of Chandra sub-basin HFV (magnitude)  

map generated using the DInSAR technique; (d) spatial 

distribution of Bhaga sub-basin HFV (magnitude)  map 

generated using the DInSAR technique and observed fast-

moving glacier in Bhaga sub-basin named as ‘A’, ‘B’ and 

‘C’. ‘P’ is the Patseo glacier which is one of the benchmark 

glacier in Bhaga sub-basin used to check its velocity profile 

with the slope for comparing with the glacier ‘A’, ‘B’, and 

‘C’ [11] 

 

Another example of glacier flow rate is shown over the 

Severnaya Zemlya archipelago mainly, Academy of 

Sciences, Rusanov, Karpinsky and University ice caps 

using the two-pass DInSAR technique. DInSAR calculates 

the movement in the LOS direction (as shown in Fig. 12).  

Among all the glaciers/ice caps, Academy of Sciences is 

the fast-moving glaciers in this archipelago. Most of the 

Karpinsky glaciers are found to be moving in a north-

easterly or easterly direction, as observed in the LOS 

velocity map. For the Kropotkin Glacier (Zone IV in Fig. 

12(a)), flow rate is considerably low.  
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Fig. 12.  Glacier movement in LOS direction of Severnaya 

Zemlya archipelago using 2 pass DInSAR technique. (a) 

Complete Severnaya Zemlya archipelago region; (b) 

Academy of Sciences ice cap; (c) Rusanov ice cap; 

(d)Karpinsky and University ice caps. 

 

3.6 Disintegration/Fracture Line/Collapse of Glacier 

The POLSAR analysis is performed using scattering power 

images derived from 7SD model. In addition to that, 

calibrated HH-polarized backscattering (𝜎𝐻𝐻
0 ) image is 

utilized to highlight the formation of the 

disintegration/fracture line in the glacier (Fig. 13). As seen 

in Figs. 13 and 14, the disintegration and the fracture lines 

were not fully developed in the data of March 27, 2015. 

These lines are clearly visible in the data of April 24, 2015. 

An enlarged view of the 𝜎𝐻𝐻
0  image is shown in Fig. 14. 

Position of the disintegration and the fracture lines due to 

glacier collapse in between March 27 and April 24, 2018 is 

clearly visible as a dark patch in the 𝜎𝐻𝐻
0  image. These 

portions of fractures and disintegration are highlighted by 

the yellow ellipse and dashed white ellipse on the 𝜎𝐻𝐻
0  

image for April 24, 2015 data set, respectively. As it can 

be seen from the two images, there is also a shift in the 

glacier flow line due to the formation of the collapse 

feature. Further, the explanation for the dark patch is given 

as: collapse in the glacier occurs due to several factors, 

such as bed deformation, high velocity, melt water from 

adjoining tributaries, cause cracks or fault-like structures 

in the glacier. Focusing our analysis on only the collapse 

area, we can observe more red tinge in that area. This is 

indicative of the double-bounce scattering occurring for 

those pixels. As earlier mentioned, the collapse lines are 

created by the cracks appearing in the glacier. A pictorial 

representation of the SAR signal interaction with the cracks 

is ingested with the image. The cracks form a dihedral 

structure (between the base and the walls of the crack as 

shown in the cartoon) such that the radar signal undergoes 

two (even) bounces at the base and the walls before it is 

return and received at the receiver. These results in the 

double-bounce scattering that impart the red color. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Visualization and interpretation of the 

disintegration and the fracture lines in (top) backscattering 

images and (bottom) 7SD color coded images {blue, red 

and green colors are assigned to surface (Ps) double-

bounce (Pd) and volume (Pv) scattering power images, 

respectively}. The radar LOS (indicated by the blue arrow) 

is such that fracture area is perpendicular to it.  

 

 
Fig. 14. Enlarged view of black line rectangular patch 

(disintegration line) and yellow line rectangular patch 

(fracture line) in Fig. 16 for clear visualization of the 

disintegration and fracture lines interpretation in (top) 

backscattering images and (bottom) 7SD color coded 

images. The radar LOS (indicated by the blue arrow) is 

such that fracture area is perpendicular to it.  
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4. CONCLUSION 

• The physical scattering mechanism of four out of 

the nine independent parameters of the coherency 

matrix have been modeled and interpreted, and well 

established in existing work. The physical 

scattering interpretation and matrix model of the 

remaining five elements of coherency matrix were 

not justified until now. This work establishes the 

physical interpretation of the five elements from a 

physical scattering point of view. Although 

microwave interaction is more complex but this 

study provides the understanding and/or scattering 

interpretation the real polarimetric radar data in a 

practical manner. We can now think about more 

ambitious studies in future on more complex targets 

using appropriate measurements with the aim of 

guessing more precisely the knowledge that could 

be acquired due to polarimetric radar 

measurements. Decomposition development with 

detail analysis will be performed in next work with 

ALOS-4/PALSAR-3. 

• It is also found that the model-estimated snowpack 

density of ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 is highly congruent 

with the field-measured snowpack density  

• The study is taken further by introducing a snow 

depth inversion algorithm using the combination of 

these polarimetric parameters. The proposed 

methodology is useful in continuous monitoring of 

the spatial and temporal variability of snow cover 

depth. 

• Anomalous glacier dynamics information is 

discovered using 2-pass DInSAR of ALOS-

2/PALSAR-2. Influx of melting water from 

adjacent glaciers is major cause for anomalous 

dynamics of glaciers. Disintegrating behaviour in 

glaciers is also observed due to influx of melting 

water.  

• ALOS-2/PALSAR-2 has shown several potential 

applications in the field of cryosphere with its 

receptivity cycle of 14 days. It is also expected that 

ALOS-4/PALSAR will perform with a similar or 

better accuracy.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

   The purpose of this research project in RA6 is to show 
the effectiveness of fully polarimetric (equivalently Quad 
Pol or QP) ALOS-2 SAR data for monitoring the earth 
cover. The model-based scattering power decomposition 
has been carried out to create web-based archive images 
aimed at publisc viewing. Fig. 1 and Table 1 clarifies the 
relation among single, dual,  and quad polarization 
acquaition data and corresponding number of independent 
radar parameters. There are nine (9) independent 
parameters in Quad Pol data which are much larger than 
those of single and dual polarization ones. 

Dual pol.

Quad pol

Single pol
HH

HH+HV
HH+VV

HR+VR
etc.

HH+HV+VH+VV

  VV，

Fig. 1  Relation of polarimetric data

   Using the advantage of 9 parameters, it is possible to 
create color images by scattering power decomposition of 
fully polarimetric SAR data. Scattering poewr is the most 
fundamental radar parameter bearing the scattering 
mechanism. Based on the physical scattering models, 
scattering powers caused by surface-,  double bounce-, 
volume-, helix-, compound dipole-, and oriented dipole-
scattering can be retrieved from an ensemble averaged 
coherency matrix in an imaging window which retains the 
second order statistics.  These scattering powers are color-
coded to compose a RGB color image. The resultant RGB 
color images are easy to understand for everyone and to 
interpret actual scattering phenomena. For example, 
scattering change can be identified by a change of color, 
which serves change detection such as landslide, forest-
cut, or vegetation growing very easily and quickly. The 6-
component scattering power decomposition schemes have 
been developed so far (named 6SD) and utilized to cretate 
more than 800 scenes during the RA6 research period. It is 
our purpose to create a web-based archive using ALOS2 
fully polarimetric data over worldwide and Japan. The 

web-based archive images will serve to general utilization 
of Quad Pol data worldwide.

    Table 1 The number of independent parameters for 
single, dual, and quad data.

1

4

9SHH SHV
SVH SVV

SHH SHV
SHH

2 SHH SHV*

SHV SHH* SHV
2

SHH
2 SHH SHV* SHH SVV*

SHV SHH* SHV
2 SHV SVV*

SVV SHH* SVV SHV* SVV
2

Scatteig matrix

Dual

Quad.

SHHSingle SHH
21

3

5

Acquisition 
data

independent 
number

number of the 
second order 

statistics Covariance

2. MODEL-BASED 6-COMPONENT
SCATTERING POWER DECOMPOSITION 

(6SD)

   Using the advantages of 9 independent parameters 
derived from Quad Pol data, we have been engaged in the 
development of model-based scattering power decom-
position [1]-[5]. According to the number of scattering 
mechanisms, it is possible to obtain corresponding 
scattering powers. It should be noted that any dual pol 
mode (such as HH+HV) containing 4 parameters cannot 
deal with scattering power decomposition. 

   We have chosen to show the six-component scattering 
power decomposition scheme [3] for ALOS-2, after 
checking the performance of several decomposition 
schemes using 3, 4, 6, and 7 scattering components [1]-
[6]. The advantages of six-component method are 
generation of natural and intuitive color image for 
scattering mechanisms, and applicability to almost all 
radar scenes. 
   The 6-component scattering model-based expansion can 
be written as follows:

] | E x p r | [ B 6 4 X X x F e H B y f F s j Y i B A Y G J f X 1 9 9 K T M j I G I k T D x j I S x R X j x j I T 1 R K C I i I C p + O i A 7 Y l A 3 J m M 1 N S p U P G M h J D F e I i F T e W 1 i b 2 x e O i E m Y y 0 1 I n F 9 f X 1 9 f A 0 J f D o g J m M 1 N S o g L F 0 g J F 5 Q X n N f I C R e P G M h P V F e V H 1 e c 1 8 g L E s g J F 5 Q X m R f I C R e P G M h P V F e V H 1 e Z F 8 g L E s g J F 5 8 D Q l 8 U F 5 2 X y A k X j x j I T 1 R X l R 9 X n Z f f S Y g Y i E o I G I i M C B i I z g g Y i R A I G I l S C B i J l A g V 1 d 9 X X x b D Q = = ] | [
T = Ps T s + Pd T d + Pv T v

] | E x p r | [ B 6 4 X X x F e H B y f F s j Y i B A Y G J f X 1 9 9 K T E j I G I k T C I g K n 4 6 I D t i U D c m Y z U 1 K i x L I C R e U F 5 o X y A k X j x j I T 1 R X l R 9 X n w N C X x o X y A s S y A k X l A o I W 9 k f V 8 g J F 4 8 Y y E 9 U V 5 U f S g h b 2 R 9 X y A s S y A k X l A o I W N k f V 8 g J F 4 8 Y y E 9 U V 5 U f S g h Y 2 R 9 f A 0 J f F 9 9 J i B i I S g g Y i I w I G I j O C B i J E A g Y i V I I G I m U C B X V 3 1 d f F s N ] | [
+ Ph T h + Pod T od + Pcd T cd (1)
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where, the left-hand side is the rotated coherency matrix 
(2) of measured data with rotation angle θ (4).

  
] | E x p r | [ B 6 4 X X x F e H B y f F s j Y i B A Y G J f X 1 9 9 K S g j I G I k T D x j I S x R X j x j I T 1 R K C I i I C p + O i A 7 Y l A 2 J m M 1 N S p U P G M h J D F e I i F T e W 1 i b 2 x e O i E m Y z U 1 I n F 9 f X 1 9 f A 0 J f D o g J m M 1 N S o g L F 0 g P G M h P V E o I l I 8 Y y E k M V 4 6 I S Z j N T U i c X 1 9 f T o g J m M 1 N S o g P G M h L F F e P G M h P V F e V H 1 9 J F 5 8 D Q l 8 P G M h P V E o I l I 8 Y y E k M V 4 6 I S Z j N T U i c X 1 9 f V 9 e O i A 7 Y l A 3 J m M 1 N S p 0 f A 0 J f H 0 m I G I h K C B i I j A g Y i M 4 I G I k Q C B i J U g g Y i Z Q I F d X f V 1 8 W w 0 = ] | [
T = R T R t   (2)

Rotation matrix, 
] | E x p r | [ B 6 4 X X x F e H B y f F s j Y i B A Y G J f X 1 9 9 K S U j I G I k T D x j I T 1 R K C I i I C p + O i A 7 Y l A 2 J m M 1 N S p S P G M h J D F e I i F T e W 1 i b 2 x e O i E m Y z U 1 I n F 9 f X 1 8 D Q l 8 O i A m Y z U 1 K i A s X S A 8 Y y E 9 U S g i W y M h I F 4 x X j B e M H 1 b I y I g X j B e M C g k Y 2 9 z I D I 6 I S Z j N T U i c X 0 o J D o g J m M 1 N S p z a W 5 8 D Q l 8 I D I 6 I S Z j N T U i c X 0 o J j o g J m M 1 N S o s T S B z a W 4 g M j o h J m M 1 N S J x f S g k O i A m Y z U 1 K m N v c y A y O i E m Y z U 1 I n F 9 f X 1 9 f A 0 J f H 0 m I G I h K C B i I j A g Y i M 4 I G I k Q C B i J U g g Y i Z Q I F d X f V 1 8 W w 0 = ] | [

R =
1
0
0

0 0
cos 2 sin 2
- sin 2 cos 2

  (3)

Rotation angle,  
] | E x p r | [ B 6 4 X X x F e H B y f F s j Y i B A Y G J f X 1 9 9 K S k j I G I k T C I g K n 4 6 I D t i U D Y m Y z U 1 K j I i I V N 5 b W J v b F 4 6 I S Z j N T U i c T o g J m M 1 N S o g f A 0 J f C x d I D w y X j F e M n 0 7 Y l A 4 I C Q o I T t i U D Z 0 Y W 5 9 X y g j L E 0 g M X 0 8 Y y E k M V 4 8 M i g l M j t i U D c g O 2 J Q N l J l I D x j I S h B f A 0 J f F 4 k X l Q o I T I z f V 9 9 f S g l J F 5 U K C E y M n 1 f I C x N I C R e V C g h M z N 9 X 3 1 9 f X w N C X x 9 J i B i I S g g Y i I w I G I j O C B i J E A g Y i V I I G I m U C B X V 3 1 d f F s N ] | [

2 = 1
2 tan- 1 2 Re T23

T22 - T33
  (4)

The coefficients Pi are the scattering powers of each 
scattering model, and the corresponding scattering 
mechanisms are shown in Fig. 2. 

     

   Ps: surface scattering power
   Pd: double bounce scattering power
   Pv: volume scattering power
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Fig. 2  Scattering mechanisms and powers (Ps, Pd, Pv, Ph, 
Pod, and Pcd).

   [T]i is the corresponding sub-coherency matrix with unit 
trace. The total power TP must have the relation such that
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TP = T11 + T22 + T33   (5)
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TP = Ps + Pd + Pv + Ph + Pod + Pcd  (6)

Since 
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Re T23 = 0by rotation operation, the number of 

independent parameters reduces to eight (8) in the 
coherency matrix. The right-hand side accounts for eight 
parameters in total.  Therefore, all parameters 8/8 are 
accounted for in this decomposition (100%).

   For example, we expand the measured coherency matrix 
in an imaging window with m by n pixels for the case of 
volume scattering with 
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By comparing elements,  6 powers can be determined [3]. 
Once these powers are obtained, we assign RGB colors to 
create full color images. 

   A flow chart of six-component scattering power 
decomposition is shown in Fig. 3. First, we discriminate 
the HV contribution using the branch condition C1. If the 
HV comes from natural vegetation,  we go to the natural 
tree volume scattering. If the HV is caused by double 
bounce scattering,  we go to check the double-bounce 
scattering mainly in man-made structure by oriented and 
compound dipole scatterings. Then the same procedure 
determines if each scattering power is executed. 

3. PROCESSED QUAD POL DATA

   It is possible to create full-color image by assigning 
Red-Green-Blue color code to scattering powers after the 
decomposition. The major scattering powers are Ps (Blue) 
caused by surface scattering, Pd (Red) by double bounce 
scattering, and Pv (Green) by volume scattering as shown 
in Fig. 4.  Although the magnitudes of Ph, Pod, and Pcd are 
small in magnitude, they contribute to form a vivid color 
images. The final color-coded image is straightforward for 
everyone to interpret the scene because the colors in the 
image directly represent scattering power mechanisms. 
The full color image by polarization is superior to optical 
image in the sense that it is cloud-free, vivid,  and that each 
color represent typical scattering objects. 

   Fig. 4 Color-coding for 6SD

The scattering power decomposition images are processed 
by both the general four-component scattering power 
decomposition scheme with unitary transformation G4U 
[2] and the six(6)-component scattering power 
decomposition 6SD [3]. The number of processed data by 
ALOS PALSAR exceeded more than 1600, and more than 
900 for ALOS2 PALSAR2 as shown in Table 2. 

Ps Pd Pv Ph
Pod  
Pcd

Red = Pd + 3/5 (Pcd + Pod) + Ph/2!
Green = Pv + 2/5 (Pcd + Pod) + Ph/2!
Blue = Ps!
Yellow = Ph (helix) = Ph/2 + Ph/2!
Orange = 3/5 (Pcd + Pod) + 2/5 (Pcd + Pod)
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  Fig. 3   Flowchart of 6-component scattering power decomposition (6SD)
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FIGURE 8.13 Flow chart of six-component scattering power decomposition (6SD).
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Table 2 Number of processed data as of Nov. 1, 2020

ALOS1 ALOS2

Japan 643 371

World 1043 548

4. ARCHIVED IMAGES

   These scattering power decomposition images are 
uploaded in the website for public viewing: 
           http://www.wave.ie.niigata-u.ac.jp/yamaguchi/
where the slant range images are displayed individually 
based on level 1.1 data together with corresponding data 
acquisition information such as date, off nadir angle, etc. 
The window size of ensemble averaging was chosen as  3 
(range) x 18 (azimuth) for ALOS QP data, and 5 (range) x 
10 (azimuth) for ALOS2 QP data, to ensure statistical 
property of the second order versus radar resolution 
compromise. 
   In addition, global scattering power decomposition 
images are available at the following website:
       https://gsrt.airc.aist.go.jp/landbrowser/index.html 
       https://landbrowser.airc.aist.go.jp/polsar/index.html  
where the scattering power decomposition images are 
directly mapped onto the earth surface.
   Common to the images, the surface scattering is 
typically created in bare surface such as paddy field, crop 
field, sea surface, river, bare soil surface created by land 
slide, etc. The double bounce scattering can be seen right-
angle structure such as building wall to road surface in 
urban area, houses, man-made structures, bridge-water 
surface, ships, etc. The volume scattering is generated by 
the cross-polarization term in complex urban structures, 
vegetation area, forest, trees,  and slope surfaces. Some 
eamples are shown for each scattering case.

4.1 Rain Forest - Mangrove Area

   The typical difference of images obtained by ALOS2-
PALSAR2 quad pol SAR data and optical data is shown in 
Fig. 5. Since L-band wave can penetrate mangrove forest 
to some extent, it is possible to create full color image as 
shown in Fig. 5, where we can see clearly the details of 
rain forest, mangrove, as well as vegetation difference, 
small rivers, together with urban area. Green color area 
with reddish color indicates tall vegetation by double 
bounce scattering. It is impossible to see the details by 
optical data. This example shows the significant 
advantage of L-band QP data.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of QP SAR and optical image over 
Nigeria, Africa. Left: 6SD scattering power decomposition 
image of ALOS2109100080-160530, Right: Google Earth 
optical image.

4.2 Paddy Fields

2014110520160504

Rice paddy field in Bangladesh Fig. 6  Difference of scattering mechanisms: 
     Blue=>surface scattering=>short stem, 
     Red=>double bounce scattering=>tall stem, 
according to the growing stage of rice over Bangladesh.
ALOS2105220440-160504, ALOS2024490440-141105

   Rice monitoring is one of the agricultual applications. 
With growing stage of rice stem, the double bounce from 
water surface and bounch of rice stems increases as shown 
in Fig. 6. The data have been acquired on a growing stage 
(short stem) and a riping stage (longer stem) over 
Bangladish rice padddy fields.  When rice is small just 
after planting, the dominant scattering mechanism is 
surface scattering from water and bare soil.  This causes 
surface scattering with balck and blue color. When rice 
stem becomes tall, the double bounce occurs as shown in 
Fig. 6.
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   If the planting raw is orthogonal to radar illumination at 
the ripping stage of rice in paddy fields, strong double 
bounce occurs as shown in Fig. 7.  Pink colored areas 
correspond to rice paddy fields just before harvesting. 
Planting raw and muddy floor of the field caused strong 
double bounce scattering with Bragg scattering. In 
addition to surface scattering (blue), this double bounce 
scattering (red) caused pink (blue+red) color. The 
difference of color in each paddy is result of ripping stage 
difference. 

Fig. 7 Ripping stage of rice in paddy fields of Echigo 
plain, Niigata, Japan. ALOS2283810740-190825

4.3 Crop (corn) monitoring

   Tall crop vegetation such as corn, suger cane, etc.,  also 
cause double bounce scattering. Fig. 8 compares the 
scattering difference of the corn growth in Argentina. Red 
color shows the corn has grown up.

2015051020141109

Crop field near wetland, Ramallo, Argentina
Fig. 8   Corn growing stage according to height along 
Parana River, Ramallo, Argentina. 
ALOS2024996500-141109, ALOS2051906500-150510

4.4 Snow capped mountain

   Next decompsoition images compare the snow capped 
mountain in Japanese North ALPS in fall and in winter 
season. The valley in the center image is extended along 
Itoigawa-Shizuoka great fault-line.  Dark black area in the 
right hand side is Japan sea. Before snow accumulating, 
the mountain area exhibit volume scattering caused by 
forests,  trees,  and vegetations. When snow covers the 
area, the scattering mechanism changed into surface 
scattering with small reflection. This cause dark blue in 
the mountanious snow-capped area. Snow capped 
mountains always exhibit dark blue color. 

ALOS2127230730-160930

ALOS2141720730-170106

Fig. 9 Snow capped mountains in Japanese North ALPS.

4.5 Deforestation

   Deforestation is one of the critical problems for 
preserving the earth environment. Monitoring of rain 
forest is important task for maintaing the sustainable 
environment.  In this regard, L-band polarimetric SAR is 
expected to play the most important role. It has great 
advantages of penetration capability into cloud and forest/
vegetation in rainforest areas. It brings back a lot of 
scattering information. If scattering decomposition is 
applied to QP data, we can immediately identify the 
forest-cut region as shown in Fig. 10. Since forest-cut 
changes the scattering mechanism from the volume 
scattering by trees to surface scattering by soil, the cut-
area exhibits blue in the decomposition image. It is 
straightforward to identify the area by dark blue color as 
shown in Fig. 10. The detection performance of forest-cut 
seems surpirior to those of dual-pol data due to the 
abundant information of QP data. 
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ALOS2048140010-150414 © JAXA
Off nadir angle  30.4°

Sri Aman, Malaysia 

Ps Pv

Pd
N

Fig. 10 Deforestation in Malaysia. Dark blue areas 
correspond to forest cut and changed into Palm plantation 
area.

   Natural forest areas are changed into Palm oil plantation 
fields in these regios. The descrimiation of vegetation 
(natural forest against plantation) can be clearly 
recoginized by the color in Fig.  11, where dark blue areas 
show plantation fields.

ALOS2048137130-150414 © JAXA
Off nadir angle  32.7°

Seruyan Regency, Indonesia 

Ps Pv

Pd N

Fig. 11 Descrimination of natural forest and plantation 
area in Kalimantan, Indonesia.

4.6 Ship Detection

   Ship is ususally larger than radar range and azimuth 
resulutions. Sea surface and side walls of ship body 
constitute right angle structures where the double bounce 
scattering is induced. Using this double bounce scattering, 
it is easy to detect big ships on sea surface or on river. Fig. 
12 shows one example of ship detection result near 
Singapore.  It is possible to identify numerous ship echos 
on the sea shore in the decomposition image. 

Singapore
Fig. 12 Ships around Singapore. 

ALOS2096640020-160307, ALOS2106990020-160516 

4.7 Forest Fire

   When forest fire occurs, tree leaves and small branches 
are burned and fallen down, leaving thick vertical stem 
alone. This vertical stem standing on the ground causes 
double bounce scattering in radar observation. Fig. 13 
shows an example of forest wild fire before and after the 
event around Fort McMurray, Canada, in 2016. The 
burned areas exhibit more orange color by the increase of 
double bounce scattering within the volume scattering 
forest area. 

20150511 20160509

Forest fire in Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada
before after

Fig. 13 Scattering power decompsoition images of Fort 
McMurray forest fire in Canada. 
ALOS2052071130-150511 (before), 
ALOS2105891130-160509 (after).

4.8 Flooding

   Flooding frequently occurs everywhere in the world 
caused by local heavy rain due to global warming. If 
flooding occurs in forest area such as Amazon, the 
inundated gound surface causes mirror reflection of 
incident wave. The reflected wave hits vertical tree trunks 
and returns back to radar,  in a similar way to the double 
bounce scattering. Hence the mixture of double bounce 
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and volume scattering yields Yellow (=Green+Red) color 
in the decomposition image.  We can immediately identify 
the inandated area and its extent by yellow color as shown 
in Fig. 14. 

ALOS2104987050-160503 © JAXA

Amazon

Off nadir angle  28°

N
Ps Pv

PdFlooding

Fig. 14 Flooding can be identified by yellow color due to 
the increase of double bounce scattering power in forest 
volume scattering.

   Fig. 15 shows the case of Bizen-cho, Okayama, Japan. 
Tall vegetations were wiped out by flooding  river flow. 
Although the data was acquired after one month later, the 
effect of flooding can be identified by the scattering 
mechanism change.  Red color of double bounce scattering 
by tall vegetation (left) faded away by flooding flow along 
river (right).

  

20190822 (before)  20200820 (one month after flooding)

 Fig. 15 Urban area flooding. 

4.9 Landslide

   When a big earthquake occurs, it induces landslide in 
mountainous area. Fig. 16 shows one example of landslide 
occurring in Atsuma-cho, Kokkaido, caused by Iburi-Tobu 
earthquake on Sept. 6, 2018. The color coding of the 
scattering is changed to enhance the landslide area with 
red: surface scattering, and blue: double bounce scattering. 
It is straightforward to find landslide areas by red color in 
this decomposition image.

!"# $%&&$'&&$(&&$) *+,-

ALOS2231910840-180908 © JAXA厚真町　Atsuma-cho

Fig. 16 Landslide areas caused by Ibri-Tobu earthquake. 
Landslide areas are colored by red in the scattering power 
decomposition image.

4.10 Sea Iceberg

   Global warming causes speed-up of snow and ice 
melting in antarctic region. Icebergs delivered from a 
glacier spread into ocean. Fig. 17 captured the release 
situation close to “Shirase Glacier” in Antarctica. 

ALOS2103035740-160419 © JAXA
Off nadir angle  30.4°

Antarctic Glacier and Iceberg N

Ps Pv

Pd

69.59S
36.79E

Fig. 17  Scattering power decomposition around Shirase 
Glacier in Antarctic.

   It is interesting to see green color is dominant, which is 
caused by the volume scattering. However, this volume 
scattering is caused by the cross-pol HV component. 
Therefore we can understand the HV component is 
important parameter in cryosphere area. It is possible to 
see the ice flow in the glacier and iceberg in the sea 
clearly.

4.11 Lava flow by volcano

   Volcano activity and its lave flow can be monitored by 
6SD decomposition clearly. The next image is Anguang 
volcano eruption in Bali Island, Indonesia. It is possible to 
see blue color lines caused by lava flow surface scattering.
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 Fig. 18 Volcano lava flow in Indonesia 

5. CONCLUSION 

   The scattering power decomposition image provides us 
straightforward interpretation of physical scattering 
mechanisms at the region of interest. As shown in Section 
4, change detection can be easily found by color-change in 
time series data. The decomposition can be used for 
further analyses such as classification, change detection, 
time-series analysis, monitoring for anything (disaster, 
flooding, land slide, etc) on the earth surface. The detailed 
principle and procedures on the scattering power 
decomposition are explained in a recent book [6]. 

   The decomposition images of ALOS2 QP data sets have 
been uploaded to display for the purpose of public 
viewing in our laboratory website, 
       http://www.wave.ie.niigata-u.ac.jp/yamaguchi/ 
and in AIST websites,  
       https://gsrt.airc.aist.go.jp/landbrowser/index.html  
       https://landbrowser.airc.aist.go.jp/polsar/index.html   

which will serve to understand fully polarimetric SAR 
remote sensing for preserving the healthy earth cover. 
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5. CONCLUSION

   The scattering power decomposition image provides us 
straightforward interpretation of physical scattering 
mechanisms at the region of interest. As shown in Section 
4, change detection can be easily found by color-change in 
time series data. The decomposition can be used for 
further analyses such as classification, change detection, 
time-series analysis, monitoring for anything (disaster, 
flooding, land slide, etc) on the earth surface. The detailed 
principle and procedures on the scattering power 
decomposition are explained in a recent book [6].

   The decomposition images of ALOS2 QP data sets have 
been uploaded to display for the purpose of public 
viewing in our laboratory website,

       http://www.wave.ie.niigata-u.ac.jp/yamaguchi/

and in AIST websites, 

       https://gsrt.airc.aist.go.jp/landbrowser/index.html 

       https://landbrowser.airc.aist.go.jp/polsar/index.html  

which will serve to understand fully polarimetric SAR 
remote sensing for preserving the healthy earth cover.
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1. INTRODUCTION

SAR interferometry is one of the most effective 

techniques to investigate and manage the environmental 

impacts of mining activities during mine life time. This 

research aims to evaluate the capabilities the ALOS 

PALSAR-2 data covering potash mining areas in Russia 

to monitor progressive land deformation in those areas.  

In October 2016 occurred an unexpected flooding at the 

first potash mining area of Uralkali Company (BKRU-1) 

in Berezniki City, western Ural region, Russia. This 

phenomenon caused a huge sinkhole in July 2007. The 

geological and mining situation of the area was critical 

and more disaster was expected. In December 2011 and 

December 2012 two other sinkholes were opened up in 

the city. [3] 

Solikamsk is another mining city, which is located in the 

north of Berezniki (ca. 37 Km). In November 2014, a 

huge sinkhole was opened up in Solikamsk (about 3.5 

kilometers east of the Solikamsk-2 mine). [4] 

IGMC of TU Clausthal has been monitored the land 

deformation in Berezniki between May 2008 and 

December 2016, and in Solikamsk between December 

2014 and December 2016 using TerraSAR-X data. The 

Sentinel-1 data of the area are available since April 2015. 

Meanwhile there is a few available geodetic information 

of Perm land deformation. The PALSAR-2 data due to 

their spatial (ground resolution about 10 meters) and 

temporal (every 14 days) characteristics are highly 

appropriate to monitor vertical displacement in Perm area. 

Comparing C- and X- Bands, PALSAR-2 data with 

longer wavelength (L band) should be result less 

decorrelation in the rural areas.  

The objectives of using PALSAR-2 data for this project 

were defined as follows: Comparing the results of both 

methods of Differential SAR Interferometry (DInSAR) 

and Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) to evaluate 

the potential and limitations of PALSAR-2 for monitoring 

land deformation in the area;  comparing these results 

with the simultaneous results of both methods by sing 

TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1 data to evaluate the potential 

of the PALSAR-2 data during the winter time and in 

different atmospheric conditions of the case study. 

The next section of this report describes the study area, 

section three presents the available PALSAR-2 data, in 

section four the applied techniques of radar 

interferometry will be presented, section five presents the 

results and dissections and section six contains the final 

conclusions of this project. 

2. STUDY SITE

Berezniki (latitude and longitude: 59°25'N and 56°47'E) 

is a mining city in the perm region, which is well known 

due to producing around 10% of the world potash (Fig. 

1). The area around Berezniki is mainly covered with 

forests. [3] 

Solikamsk (latitude and longitude: 59°38'N and 56°46'E) 

is located ca. 33 in the north of Berezniki (Fig. 1). In 

November 2014 a sinkhole occurred about 3.5 kilometers 

east of the Solikamsk-2 mine. [4] 

Figure 1 presents the location of the PALSAR-2 data 

(with two different operation modes) used for this project 

and PALSAR-2 backscatter intensity images of 

PALSAR-2 data in map geometry (more details is section 

3). 

3. SAR-DATA

For the study areas the number of 13 scenes were used 

in the StripMap mode. The main characteristics and the 

acquisition dates of these PALSAR-2 data are 

summarized in Table 1. The dada were ordered and 

downloaded through the ALOS2/ALIS User Interface 

Gateway (AUIG2). The operation mode of the first five 

data presented in the Table 1 is SM3 and it is SM1 for the 

rest of the data. 

Regarding the acquisition dates of PALSAR-2, there was 

a little possibility to compare the DInSAR results with 
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those from TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1 data (more details 

in sections 5 and 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Berezniki and Solikamsk in Perm region, 

Russia, the PALSAR-2 data frames covering the area: 

green frame/center of frame presents the data with 

SM3 operation mode, red frame/center of frame 

present the data with SM1 operation mode (up),  

PALSAR-2 backscatter intensity images in map 

geometry: Middle: SM1 operation mode, down: SM3 

Operations mode. [7] 

 
4. METHODOLOGY 

 

Differential SAR Interferometry (DInSAR) technique was 

used to monitor land deformation in Brezniki and 

Solikamsk. Applying Scatterer Point Interferometry (PSI) 

method was not possible. Because for applying PSI 

technique at least 30 scenes would be necessary to 

reasonably evaluate the potential of the point target. 

 

Tab.1 PALSAR-2 data parameters and acquisition 

dates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to calculate the interferograms, the procedures of 

the differential SAR interferometry were followed using 

GAMMA software. Differential SAR interferometry 

enabling us to attain the differential interferometric phase 

by combining every two complex SAR images by the 

following steps: ([6], [1], [2], [5]) 

 

a. Reformatting PALSAR2 level 1.1 SLC data in CEOS 

format and generation of ISP parameter file (readable 

for the GAMMA Software) were done.  

b. Multilooking of SLC data and their co-registration 

were completed. Mooltilooking helps to eliminates 

some of the noise and reduces geometrical and 

atmospheric errors and squint angles.  

c. The interferograms were calculated. 

d. The SRTM digital elevation model (C band) was 

used to remove the topographic phase of the 

interferograms and finally calculation of differential 

interferograms. Selection of a small perpendicular 

baseline between every two radar data reduces the 

topographic error. However, we calculated all 

possible combinations of SAR data without 

restrictions of spatio-temporal baselines to investigate 

potential of ALOS-2. 

Area 
Perm 

Berezniki and Solikamsk 

Product SM1 SM3 

Acquisition date 

(yyyymmdd) 

20160513 

20160610 

20160708 

20160805 

20161209 

20161223 

20170106 

20170303 

20170609 

20150206 

20150821 

20150918 

20151016 

20160318 

 

Swath 70 km x 70 km 

Orbit Direction Ascending 

path number 168 

Frame 1190 

Incidence angle 32,4366 31,4296 

Resolution: 

Ground-Range 

Azimuth 

 

1,43 m 4,29 m 

1,81 m                 6,42 m 

Revisit Time 14 days 

Frequency L-Band (1,2 GHz) 
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e. An adaptive filter, originally by GOLDSTEIN & 

WERNER (1998), was used on the interferograms to 

reduce noise contribution in the interferometric 

phase. In this step, the degree of coherency of 

interferograms was defined. Higher coherency value 

shows less decorrelation between two radar images.  

f. The interferograms were unwrapped by minimum 

cost flow (MCF) algorithm.  

g. g) The calculated interferograms were projected to 

the UTM coordinate system by geocoding. Every 

individual interferogram records the difference phase 

between two radar acquisition dates, which is in fact 

an indication of the land deformation between these 

two dates. This results shows are interferometric 

phases (in radian). These values were converted to 

deformation along the Line-of-Sight (LOS) in metre 

by multiplying , where   is the wavelength of the 

PALSAR-2 data (ca. 24 cm). The LOS displacements 

were converted to vertical displacement by dividing 

into the cosine of incidence angle ( ) of the ALOS 

PALSAR-2 data (Table 1). The PALSAR-2 

differential interferometry procedures were done 

successfully. The result are presented in the next 

section. 

 

5. RESULTS 

 

The results of DInSAR showed two advantages of 

using PALSAR-2 data in Perm Region: 

 

- Firstly, the PALSAR-2 could map land 

deformation over the winter time and snow cover in the 

area. It shows low decorrelation of the PALSAR-2 data 

because of snow or atmospheric artifact. 

- Secondly, the PALSAR-2 data could map land 

deformation in the forest part of the case study.   

 

By using TerraSAR-X, ENVISAT ASAR and Sentinel-1 

data there was no chance to map land deformation over 

winter months and existing snow cover and also over the 

forest areas of Perm. However, the geodetic information 

of the area are also not available for us and therefore we 

could not validate most of the results of the PALSAR 2 

data. 

 

5.1 DInSAR results in Berezniki 

 

Figure 2 presents the result of one differential 

interferogram between 05.08.2016 and 09.12.2016. In 

spite of snow cover in the area in December the 

subsidence areas are well mapped. One color cycle 

corresponds to one phase cycle and shows the 

deformation equals to the half of the PALSAR-2 

wavelength. The maximum subsidence value was 

calculated ca.16 mm between 05.08.2016 and 09.12.2016 

(by using displacement map of this interferogram, see 

section 4.g). 

 

Figure 3 presents the subsidence area, which partly 

occurred in the forest. There is no allowance to access the 

geodetic data of this area to validate the DInSAR results. 

However, the university Uralkali has confirmed the 

agreement of the results with the geodetic data. 

 

 

Fig. 2 PALSAR-2 differential interferogram between 

05.08.2016 and 09.12.2016. PALSAR-2 data show 

correlation over longer time and in spite of snow cover 

of the area in December. One color cycle corresponds 

to one phase cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 

PALSAR-2 differential interferogram between 

2015.02.06 and 2016.03.18 (up, left), displacement map 

of the interferograms (up, right), contour lines of 
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subsidence extracted from displacement map 

superimposed on the average intensity image, the right 

part of the contour line are mapped in the forest area 

(down). 

 
5.2 DInSAR results in Solikamsk 

 

In Solikamsk no considerable land deformation was 

mapped and the calculated interferograms shows high 

correlations between the PALSAR-2 data. Only a few 

interferograms showed some signals of land deformation 

near the sinkhole of 2014 (about 3.5 kilometers east of the 

Solikamsk-2 mine). The maximum subsidence value in 

this area was calculated ca. 15 mm between 06.02.2015 

and 16.10.2015. A subsidence area was mapped in the 

northern part of the sinkhole in the forest. This 

subsidence area was not observed by using TerraSAR-X 

and Sentnle-1 data. The maximum subsidence value in 

this area was calculated ca. 20 mm between 06.02.2015 

and 16.10.2015. (Fig. 4) 

 

Fig. 4 PALSAR-2 backscatter intensity image of 

Solikamsk area, the sinkhole area of 2014 is located in 

the orange circle (left), PALASR-2 differential 

interferogram between 06.02.2015 and 16.10.2015, the 

upper fringes were mapped a forest area, one color 

cycle corresponds to one phase cycle (right). 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The differential interferometry processing showed high 

correlation of the PALSAR-2 data over longer time spans, 

against atmospheric artifacts and in the area with 

vegetation cover. These potentials was expected because 

of radiometric properties of PALSAR-2 data. However, 

the spared acquisition dates made difficulties for 

calculation of DInSAR time series and applying PSI 

method. We processed several TerraSAR-X over years 

2015 and 2016 and Sntinel-1 data over years 2015, 2016 

and 2017. But the spared and irregular acquisition dates 

of PALSAR-2 data and also different radiometric 

properties of PALSAR-2, TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1 

data gave us only a few comparable DInSAR results. 

There is no descending PALSAR-2 data available for this 

area. It would be great, when the scientist could access 

simultaneous descending and ascending PALSAR-2 data 

freely and continuously in the specific time spans without 

restrictions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The expanding urban areas of the world has been 
considered as one of the essential indicators of economic 
growth and development of a country. At the same time, it 
has caused various environmental issues for the 21st 
century such as loss of agricultural land, surface and 
groundwater depletion, changes in geomorphic features, 
flooding, and landslides. Among them, large-scale natural 
disasters, such as earthquakes have a tremendous impact on 
urban areas with concentrated populations. The remote 
sensing is one of the tools to acquire the urban information 
over large areas. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has 
particularly been widely used for disaster monitoring in 
recent years, and both new analytic approaches and new 
sources of data are necessary.  
Therefore, many researchers have studied estimation of the 
damaged area caused by earthquakes, floods, landslides, 
volcanic eruption, etc., by utilizing the change detection 
methodology. However, notwithstanding this, as most 
studies point out, several factors (land cover, acquisition 
times, orientation of the building, and water vapor) are 
responsible for difficulties in using the method. They affect 
the image quality and threshold value, and the detection 
accuracy varies depending on the situation. The primary 
reasons for these difficulties are insufficient understanding 
of the sensor’s features and the applicability of the 
methodology. 
The goal of our study was to develop the method to acquire 
the knowledge about the feature of the interferometric 
noise. Currently, ALOS-2, launched in 2014, is operational. 
ALOS-2 carries PALSAR-2, providing improved spatial 
resolution (3 m for the ultrafine single mode) and 
radiometric sensitivity. It is series of Japanese L-band SAR 
(JERS-1/SAR launched in 1992, and ALOS/PALSAR in 
2006). In this projects, we firstly acquired information on 
the phase noise of PALSAR-2 through interferometric 
synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) analysis. In addition, it is 
necessary to validate the estimated noise value. Therefore, 
we secondly estimated the errors of the displacement using 
PALSAR-2 data by SBAS methodology, and tried to 
evaluate the noise component calculated by the errors. This 
report is mainly summarized from the previous papers 
[1][2][3]. 

2. PHASE NOISE ESTIMATION

2.1 Data and study site 

ALOS-2 was placed into a 628 km sun-synchronous orbit 
with local Equator-passing times of noon (descending) and 
midnight (ascending). PALSAR-2 irradiates the 
microwave from east to west for descending, while from 
west to east for ascending. The orbit is maintained within a 
tube of 500 m accuracy, with a frequent 14-day revisit 
cycle, which is three times faster than the previous ALOS 
(46-day cycle) [4]. Table 1 shows the used PALSAR-2 data. 
Six data were acquired from both descending and 
ascending orbits with the same acquisition condition.  

Table 1. Specifications of the PALSAR-2 data used in 
this study. 

Mode Ultra Fine 
Resolution 3m 
Polarization HH 
Acquisition 
Date 

2015 Jan.15, Sep.24  
2016 Mar. 10, Jun. 16 

    Aug. 11, Nov. 17 

2015 Apr.12, Sep.13
Oct.25, Dec.20 
2016 Jul. 3, Dec. 4 

Off-nadir 
Angle 

32.4° 35.4° 

Orbit 
Direction 

Descending Ascending 

The study site was located in the city of Tsukuba in the 
southern part of Ibaraki Prefecture and measures roughly 
64 km2 (8.5 km × 7.5 km; Fig. 1(a)). The flat topography 
of 20–30-m elevation was covered by the loamy layer of 
the Kanto Region (Fig. 1 (b)). Tsukuba has undergone 
rapid development owing to recent urbanization. High-rise 
apartments have now been constructed around the Tsukuba 
station at the center of the study site (Fig. 1 (c)). The 
atmosphere over the small, flat site was assumed to be 
spatially homogeneous to a certain extent. Man-made fixed 
objects are suitable to be selected as validation points, but 
the elevation of tall buildings is inaccurate because of the 
associated phase unwrapping difficulty, thereby yielding 
an inaccurate DEM. Therefore, the validation points were 
selected from the areas of fixed objects with a flat terrain 
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(Fig. 1(a)) such as 17 roads, 23 parking lots, and 21 ground 
objects (points with large error deviations were removed 
from the analysis to evaluate the noise). The validation 
points can be recognize using the PRISM DEM.  
 
 
(a) 

	     
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Study site (yellow box) of Tsukuba City in 
Ibaraki Prefecture and DEM validation points (roads, 
parking lots, and parks), (b) elevation (PRISM DEM 
[5]), and (c) land cover [6] of study site. Red: Urban and 
built up, Blue: Rice paddy, Pink: Other crops, Yellow: 
Grassland, and Green: Forest. 
 
 
2.2 Methodology 
 
2.2.1 Evaluation of the accuracy of DEM 
 
The procedure for DEM generation is depicted in Fig. 2. 
Firstly, two single look complex (SLC) products (called as 
master and slave) were coregistered using the DEM to align 
the same points in the two images, and the perpendicular 
baseline was estimated from the orbit ephemerides. Then, 
an interferogram [number of looks: 4 (azimuth) × 4 
(range)] was generated after spectral shift filtering was 
performed on the image pair. Synthetic fringes were 
generated from a coarse-resolution SRTM DEM using a 
backward geocoding approach and were then cross-

multiplied by the SAR interferogram in the next step. After 
that, a Goldstein filter was used to filter the interferogram 
phase because it significantly improves fringe visibility 
and reduces the noise introduced by temporal- or baseline-
related decorrelation, and the corresponding coherence was 
subsequently generated. The interferogram phase was 
further unwrapped using the Delaunay Minimum Cost 
Flow method and an unwrapping coherence threshold of 
0.2 (pixels with coherence values smaller than this 
threshold were not used for unwrapping). As a result, only 
the points with good coherence were unwrapped, without 
any influence from the low-coherence pixels. In the next 
step, the refinement and re-flattening were performed using 
SRTM DEM, which is an important step for accurately 
transforming the unwrapped phase information into height 
values. In the final step, the absolute calibrated and 
unwrapped phase was recombined with the synthetic phase 
of SRTM DEM and was then converted to height. 
Geocoding was performed using the most commonly 
adopted Range-Doppler method. The pixel size was 10 m. 
To evaluate the DEM errors, the height of each validation 
point was extracted from each image, and a comparison 
was conducted between PALSAR-2 and the reference 
ALOS PRISM (horizontal resolution: approx. 30m; 
accuracy: 5 m) acquired between 2006 and 2011 [5].  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the production of DEM maps, and 
the evaluation of DEM. 
 
 
2.2.2 Estimation of the height of ambiguity 
 
The height of ambiguity is defined as the height difference 
that generates an interferometric phase change of 2π after 
interferogram flattening. The height of ambiguity is 
inversely proportional to the perpendicular baseline: 

 
  !"

!#
= %&'()*

+,
   (1) 

 
where h is the height, φ is the phase, λ is the wavelength, R 
is the slant-range length, θ is the incidence angle, and BP is 
the perpendicular baseline. In principle, the longer the 
baseline, the more accurate the height measurement 
because the phase noise is equivalent to smaller DEM 
errors. 
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2.3 Results 
 
We regarded the phase errors (α) as the ratio of root mean 
square (RMS) errors of DEM (DEM_ERR) to the 2π 
ambiguity height at stable points of the flat terrain as 
follows.  
 
  𝐷𝐸𝑀0&& = 𝛼 !"

!#
+ 𝛽  (2) 

 
Table 2 shows the RMS errors of DEM for each object. The 
master was fixed to Jan. 15th, 2015 for descending, and 
Apr. 12th, 2015 for ascending. The table shows that the 
RMS errors increased as the baseline shortened for all 
targets. The difference in these values by objects also 
increases when the baseline shortens. This table further 
shows that the road and parking lot had similar features, 
except on Mar. 10, 2016. However the RMS errors of the 
ground were higher, especially for the short baseline. This 
implies that the road and parking lot are stable choices as 
validation points.  
Fig. 3 shows the relationships between the RMS errors of 
the DEM and 2π ambiguity height. RMS errors were 
estimated using the value of all objects. The figure also 
shows the result of PALSAR acquired using the same 
analysis as a reference. The regression analysis indicated 
significant positive relation (r=0.89 and 0.88 for PALSAR-
2 and PALSAR, respectively) between these parameters. 
The noise for PALSAR-2, estimated from the slope of the 
equation, was 2%, half that of the estimated value for 
PALSAR (4%) [7]. Therefore, the larger 2π ambiguity 
height, caused by the stable orbit control, explains why the 
DEM produced by PALSAR-2 was noisy and inaccurate 
compared to that produced by PALSAR (Fig. 3). 
 
 
Table 2. RMS errors of DEM for each slave image. 
Objects were classified for road (RO), parking lot 
(PA), and ground (GR). 
 
(a) Descending 
 

Slave Baseline 
(m) 

RMS Errors (m) 
RO PA GR 

Sep.24, 2015 184 9.4 8.8 8.5 
Mar.10, 2016 24 29.6 62.0 39.2 
Jun.16, 2016 208 5.3 7.4 7.8 
Aug.11, 2016 132 14.5 10.7 17.4 
Nov.17, 2016 226 5.5 7.4 6.2 

 
(b) Ascending 
 

Slave Baseline 
(m) 

RMS Errors (m) 
RO PA GR 

Sep.13, 2015 200 9.7 8.9 18.9 
Oct.25, 2015 78 37.5 23.4 41.1 
Dec.20, 2015 56 18.7 22.4 29.1 
Jul. 3, 2016 169 18.4 15.6 19.9 
Dec. 4, 2016 61 27.2 28.2 45.6 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Relationship between RMS errors of DEM and 
2π ambiguity height for PALSAR-2. The result for 
PALSAR is also shown. 
 
 

3. VALIDATION OF THE PHASE NOISE 
 
3.1 Study site and used data 
 
To validate the value of phase noise estimated in previous 
chapter, we estimated the errors of displacement by 
interferometric analysis and discussed the value. The study 
site was located inside Chiba Prefecture, part of the Tokyo 
metropolitan area (Fig. 4). The Boso Peninsula, southern 
part of Chiba Prefecture, is the large peninsula just east of 
Tokyo across Tokyo Bay. South Kanto gas field spreading 
out in the whole Kanto district around Chiba produces 
natural gas dissolved in water. The production was 
conducted through withdrawal of groundwater from the 
depth of 500 to 2400 m [8]. Land subsidence has been 
found since the 1960s. To monitor the temporal changes in 
land subsidence caused by the extraction of natural gas, this 
study estimated the land displacement within the Chiba 
Prefecture from 2015 to 2019 using time-series satellite 
SAR data. In this study, we collected 15 PALSAR-2 scenes 
from January 15, 2015, to March 7, 2019, for the InSAR 
stacking process (Table 3). All of the scenes were observed 
in ultrafine single mode (with 3 m spatial resolution), the 
descending direction, and right-looking mode.  
The levelling survey measurement data have been 
exploited for the validation of the InSAR derived 
deformation [9]. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Location of study area. Red stars indicates GeoNET 
station. 
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Table 3. List of used PALSAR-2 data (path number: 
18). 
 

No Acquisition Date 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

January 15, 2015 
September 24, 2015 
March 10, 2016 
June 16, 2016 
August 11, 2016 
November 17. 2016 
March 9, 2017  
June 15, 2017 
August 24, 2017 
November 16, 2017 
March 8, 2018 
June 14, 2018 
August 23, 2018 
November 15, 2018 
March 7, 2019 

 
 
3.2 Method and estimated displacement 
 
We adopted the SBAS technique, and fifteen PALSAR-2 
data points were used. The SARScape module for ENVI 
5.5 software provided by Harris Geospatial Solutions was 
used to perform the interferometric analysis. The overall 
SBAS processing workflow included the following steps 
(Fig. 5): creation of connection graph (generating all 
differential interferograms from the input images stack that 
fulfil criteria of temporal and geometric baseline within a 
given interval in time or respectively normal baseline 
respect to the critical one), differential interferogram 
generation (spectral shift and adaptive filtering), phase 
unwrapping (either with a conventional 2D or with a 
combined 3D approach), orbit refinement and reflattening, 
first estimation of the average displacement, atmospheric 
phase screen, and final estimation of the average 
displacement [10]. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Flowchart of the SBAS processing used in this 
study.  
 
 
 

As the results show that the SBAS method underestimated 
the velocity for the whole range from -25 to 0 mm/year. 
The trend can be expressed by the following linear 
regression,  
 
    𝑉50605 = 0.89𝑉;+<; − 6.69  (3) 
 
where VLEVEL is the mean velocity per level and VSBAS is 
the velocity calculated by SBAS [11]. Using Equation (3), 
we calculated the corrected mean displacement velocity 
values from 2015 to 2019, as shown in Figure 6. Positive 
values indicate movement toward the satellite. Small 
displacement was observed around the coast of Tokyo Bay, 
while obvious displacement was observed around the 
Kujyukuri area. The maximum velocity of displacement 
derived from the map after the bias correction was found to 
be approximately 20 mm/year in the Kujyukuri area in the 
period 2015–2019; however, this value is higher than that 
obtained for 2006-2010. This can be explained by an 
increase in the horizontal displacement after the Great East 
Japan Earthquake that occurred in 2011. The spatial 
distribution of the mean velocity agreed with that of the 
levelling data. The mean displacement rate in the study 
area was −7.9 ± 2.9 mm/year. From 2006 to 2010, the 
displacement rates for this area derived from PALSAR data 
were −3.3 ± 5.8 mm/year in previous studies [12].  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 6. Corrected mean displacement velocity from 2015 
to 2019, derived from the PALSAR-2 data. 
 
 
3.3 Evaluation of phase noise 
 
Table 4 displays the differences between the validated 
mean displacement velocities of the values obtained from 
the corrected PALSAR-2, the original PALSAR-2, and the 
PALSAR data points. The RMSE of the original PALSAR-
2 data was twice that of the PALSAR data because of the 
bias in the displacement derived from the PALSAR-2 data. 
However, the high correlation coefficient for the linear 
regressions indicates that the deviation from the regression 
is relatively small. Therefore, after correcting the mean 
displacement velocity using linear regression, the RMSE 
of the PALSAR-2 data was reduced to 2.0 mm/year, almost 
half that of the PALSAR data. Based on this result, we 
assumed that the temporal displacement errors of 
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PALSAR-2 were also reduced to half those of PALSAR. If 
this assumption is correct, this result is in agreement with 
the results of a previous study in which the phase noise of 
PALSAR-2 was found to be half that of PALSAR. 
 
 
Table 4. Comparison between the validated mean 
displacement velocities of the values obtained from the 
corrected PALSAR-2, original PALSAR-2, and 
PALSAR data. 
 
 Corrected 

PALSAR-2 
Original 
PALSAR-2 

PALSAR 

Time 2015-2019 2006-2010 
Number of points 310 519 
RMSE of the 
mean velocity  

2.0 mm/year 6.8mm/year 3.5 mm/year 

Linear regression 
slope 

1.00 0.89 0.96 

Linear regression 
intercept 

-0.03 -6.69 -1.44 

Correlation 
coefficients 

0.82 0.70 

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The motivation of this study was to acquire the basic 
knowledge related to the radiometric feature of ALOS-2 
PALSAR-2 for disaster monitoring. In previous studies, 
authors developed the method to evaluate the phase noise 
by the errors of the elevation at the targets acquired by 
InSAR analysis, and applied the method to the pairs of 
ALOS PALSAR and TerraSAR-X data at Tsukuba study 
site in Japan. Through the InSAR analysis at the same study 
site using several pairs of data, this study revealed that the 
phase noise of PALSAR-2 data, and the results showed that 
the phase noise was about 2 %, half of PALSAR. The 
significant relation was seen between RMS errors of DEM 
and 2π ambiguity height for PALSAR-2 as well as 
PALSAR and TerraSAR-X. Comparing with ALOS, 
ALOS-2 controls the orbit precisely, and it affected the 
errors of DEM though the coherence was not changed so 
much.  
To validate the acquired phase noise, we evaluated the 
displacement errors derived by SBAS analysis in the next. 
We estimated the land displacement within Chiba 
Prefecture from 2015 to 2019 using time-series satellite 
SAR data. We adopted the SBAS technique, and 15 
PALSAR-2 data were used. The estimated displacement 
had similar spatial trend with that derived from PALSAR. 
This study quantitatively evaluated the accuracy of the 
annual displacement rate determined using PALSAR-2 
data by comparing this data with in-situ levelling survey 
data, and revealed that the RMSE of the displacement 
velocity derived using the SBAS method was reduced to 
2.0 mm/year, about half that of PALSAR. This study 
implied that the estimated displacement errors agreed with 
the estimated phase noise. Therefore, the knowledge 
derived from this study would be utilized for the disaster 
monitoring using phase data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

This project aims to protect the phase discontinuity of very 

high resolution Radar interferograms in complex urban 

environment using 3D urban models. 

The proposed research methodology is composed of SAR 

image intensity simulation based on DSM, topography 

removal for high resolution interferograms, phase 

discontinuity preservation for high resolution 

interferograms, and a case study in building dense area. 

Instead of the forward approach proposed, a backward 

approach is used to estimate InSAR height and deformation, 

due to the complexity of SAR simulation in urban area.  

Generally, the report is organized as follow:  

I. An InSAR height estimation is performed from spotlight

images and the InSAR height is assessed with DSM.

II. A displacement filed is generated in Shenzhen from

ALOS2 strip map images.

III. The ionospheric effects are evaluated using split

spectrum method.

2. TOPOGRAPHY PHASE FOR SPOTLIGHT

INTERFEROGRAMS 

Three ALOS2 SPOT images with 3m resolution is 

available in Pearl River delta from Path 29, 30 and 142, 

which however is not enough for a time series analysis. 

Alternatively, TerraSAR-X (TSX) staring spotlight (ST) 

images were used to produce interferograms with buildings 

and phase discontinuities (Fig. 1 & 2). Currently we are 

testing topography removal and phase unwrapping in 

building dense area with DSM using X band staring 

spotlight data with ground range and azimuth resolution of 

1.01 and 0.23 meters of in Bao’an central area of Shenzhen. 

We have also ordered 11 and 8 ALOS2 SPOT images from 

Path 27 and 143 respectively in an urban area of north china 

plain (NCP), and a test for topography removal and phase 

unwrapping with L band spotlight data is planned when 

DSM of the L band images is available. 

Fig 1. TSX ST image (20171106) in Shenzhen. 

Fig 2. TSX ST interferogram (20141205-20141113) in 

Shenzhen. 

3. PHASE UNWRAPPING VIA GRAPH CUT

Firstly, a conventional differential InSAR approach is 

adopted to evaluate the topography phase in urban 

environment. PUMA algorithm was used to unwrap a 

single interferogram. This algorithm solves integer 

optimization problem by computing a sequence of binary 

optimizations solved by graph cut techniques [1]. Phase 

discontinuities can be identified from PUMA solution (Fig 

3b). However, the fine structures of buildings and 

infrastructures are not well delineated in the unwrapped 

interferogram. 

Fig 3. Phase unwrapping for a single interferogram 

using PUMA [1]. 
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4. INSAR HEIGHT AND DSM 

 

We were trying to simulate the topography phase in an 

interferogram using DSM. Ray tracing methods are 

proposed to simulate the topography phase [2]. However, 

it is still difficult to simulate the topography phase using 

urban models due to different scattering signatures 

associated with object types [3], surface materials, scene 

geometries, and even scattering times [4].  

Furthermore, the heights estimated from InSAR and 

LiDAR cannot be simply aligned together even for the 

same area. For example, the heights in the area of Bao’an 

stadium in Shenzhen estimated from InSAR and LiDAR 

are actually from different surfaces. Radar waves may have 

echoed from the bleachers of the stadium, while Lidar 

signals are more likely from the canopy of the stadium (Fig. 

4). 

Alternatively, a backward approach is used for topography 

removal and phase unwrapping, and a DSM is used to 

assess InSAR height estimations. A work on this approach 

is submitted to the ISPRS P&RS and the manuscript is 

under review. 

 

Fig 4. InSAR and LiDAR heights of Bao’an stadium 

 

5. DEFORMATION 

 

Repeat pass Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(InSAR) has been used to detect Earth surface 

displacements, including earthquakes, volcano activities, 

landslides, and subsidence. Time series InSAR methods 

are developed to estimate displacements in time series 

scenario when topography errors, atmospheric effects, and 

other noises are well constrained [5-8]. 

Subsidence is a common problem in coastal area due to 

sediment compaction, underground water abstraction, and 

artificial loading. Using ALOS2 strip map (SM) images, 

displacements along the coastal area of Shenzhen is 

produced between 2015 and 2018. Subsidence is found in 

land reclamation area of Shenzhen. This work is published 

in IGARSS 2019 [9]. 

ALOS2 SM images obtained from a descending track with 

3 m resolution is used for subsidence mapping in Shenzhen 

(Tab. 1). 

Tab. 1. Acquisition dates and spatial perpendicular 

baselines of ALOS-2 images (Frame 3160, Path 31) 

No. Date Baseline (m) 

1 07-Mar-2015 68 

2 15-Apr-2017 406 

3 10-Jun-2017 122 

4 05-Aug-2017 -6 

5 30-Sep-2017 1 

6 25-Nov-2017 0 

7 20-Jan-2018 210 

8 17-Mar-2018 109 

9 12-May-2018 73 

10 07-Jul-2018 209 

 

SRTM was used to remove the reference phase [10]. The 

StaMPS package is used to analyze displacements in 

Shenzhen from ALOS2 images [11]. PS points are selected 

through phase analysis. SNAPHU algorithm is employed 

to recover the phase ambiguities [12]. Due to the good 

coherence of L band dataset, millions of PS points are 

detected from a series of interferograms with a common 

reference image (Fig 5). 

 

Fig 5. Displacement rates estimated from ALOS2 

images between 2015 and 2018. Coastlines of different 

ages are shown to map the land reclamation area. The 

reference area is marked in triangle. 

Subsiding areas are identified in Houhai (Fig. 6), Qianhai 

(Fig. 7), and the area to the south of Bao’an airport (Fig. 

8). 
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Fig 6. ALOS-2 mean rates in Houhai area. 

 

 

Fig 7. ALOS-2 mean rates in Qianhai area. 

 

Fig 8. ALOS-2 mean rates to the south of Shenzhen 

Bao’an International Airport. 

 

6. ALOS2 IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS 

 

For L band InSAR, ionospheric contributions can be 

significant. A bilinear plane was used to remove 

ionospheric effects of ALOS2 SM interferograms in 

Shenzhen, which however is not the ideal way. Afterwards, 

the split spectrum (dual frequency) method [13, 14] is used 

to remove ionospheric effects (Fig. 5) for ALOS2 dataset 

using GMTSAR. A study is planned to evaluate whether 

ionospheric correction should be performed before 

topography removal and phase unwrapping. 

 

Fig 5. Ionospheric corrections 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

 

I. DSM can be used to assess InSAR height, but it should 

be noted that the scattering mechanisms associated with 

InSAR and LiDAR are different. The height estimated 

from DSM and InSAR can be from different surfaces. 

II. Costal subsidence is obtained from ALOS2 observations 

in Shenzhen. The results from ALOS2 are consistent with 

S1 results [15]. Since L band images exhibit better 
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coherence than C band images, some signals that are not 

found in S1 results are seen from L band results. 

III. The ionospheric effects in L band interferograms can 

be substantial. It may affect the interpretation of long 

wavelength deformation signals. A phase ramp can be used 

to mitigate homogeneous ionospheric pattern, but split 

spectrum method should be called to assess if the 

ionospheric effects are correctly estimated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the main achievement of the RA-6 

ALOS-2 project (PI: 3321). The initial purpose of our 

project is the deformation study on Altyn Tagh Fault, but 

this area is difficult for InSAR deformation monitoring 

because of the heavy vegetation, complicated topography-

related atmospheric phase delay, ionospheric phase delay, 

uneven distribution of measuring points and lack of ground 

truth validation (such as GPS, leveling and GNSS data). 

Moreover, there are few scientific papers related to the land 

deformation, makes it even harder for validation. Therefore, 

we have carried out the following three parts of research 

work in our RA-6 JAXA project. 

The first part is about the study of the ionospheric phase 

delay removal method. The ionosphere, which distributes 

60~1000 km away from the Earth’s surface as a part of the 

atmosphere, is one of the primary error sources for InSAR 

measurements [1]. Correcting for ionospheric phase delay 

is especially critical to SAR sensors’ measurements 

operating in low-frequency microwave bands, such as the 

L-band and P-band sensors [1-2]. Although ionospheric

distortions of polarimetric SAR data have gained recent

notoriety (see e.g. [3-5]), interferometric SAR processing

can also be significantly affected by the ionosphere (see e.g.

[6]). Relative range shifts between interferometric partners,

internal image deformations, range and azimuth blurring,

loss of coherence, and interferometric phase errors are the

most significant effects to be considered. So we carried out

research on ionospheric correction methods.

The second part is about the impact of InSAR ionospheric

and tropospheric corrections on source parameters

modeling. InSAR observations can be used as inputs of

geophysical models for monitoring volcanoes and seismic

faults. However, ionospheric [7] and tropospheric

distortions [8-9] introduce extra phase components to SAR

interferograms, which if not compensated, decrease the

accuracy of InSAR measurements and modeling results so

that must be eliminated or mitigated. Previous studies [10-

13] have already had some understanding of the effects of

ionospheric and tropospheric delays, but the quantitative

analysis of the impact on geophysical modeling is

insufficient. In the meantime, there is no consensus on the

importance of InSAR ionospheric and tropospheric error

correction. In this study, we firstly investigated the errors

in the interferogram caused by the phase delays. Then, the

effect of the sequence of each correction on the simulation

results was studied. Finally, quantitative assessments of the

inputs (different Line-of-sight (LOS) displacements) and 

the impact on the output source parameters were performed. 

The third part is about the modified time series InSAR 

method and application to the landslide deformation 

monitoring. At present, traditional TS-InSAR technology 

such as persistent scatters interferometry (PSI) [14] and 

small-baseline subset (SBAS) [15] use single threshold to 

identify the measuring points. For complex ground 

environments, the spatial distribution of the measuring 

points is extremely uneven, and some areas do not have 

measuring points, which will cause unreliable deformation 

measurement results in these areas. So, in this study, in 

order to improve the distribution of measuring points and 

accuracy of the deformation monitoring results, we 

develop a modified time series InSAR method. 

2. IONOSPHERE ESTIMATION OF THE SPLIT-

SPECTRUM INSAR BASED ON IRI MODEL

The accuracy of low frequency space-borne 

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is 

seriously affected by ionospheric path delay. Range Split-

Spectrum (RSS) method is a widely-used method to 

remove ionospheric delay phase from interferogram. This 

method distinguishes ionospheric component from other 

non-dispersive components for its dispersive character. 

However, the estimated ionospheric delays differ a lot with 

different parameters (including multilook number and filter 

window). For general remote sensing users, setting above 

parameters is more subjective and arbitrary, which will 

finally affect the ionospheric delay correction effect. Based 

on International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model, we 

present a method to determine RSS parameters. 

Ionospheric delays estimated by RRS method with 

different parameters are compared and evaluated referring 

to IRI. Meanwhile, we find that there is a bias between the 

ionospheric delays estimated by RSS and IRI. Removing 

this bias may further improve the effect of ionospheric 

delay correction. 

Study Area and Method: The study area is located in 

North Dingxi City, Gansu Province, China. We used two 

ALOS-2 PALSAR SLCs acquired on May 22, 2018 and 

July 17, 2018 to estimate the ionospheric delay phase with 

different parameters. ALOS-2 PALSAR is an L-band 

sensor with center frequency of 1.236 GHz, and nominal 

range bandwidth of ALOS-2 FBD mode (Stripmap Fine 

mode) is 28 MHz. We used GMTSAR and some Python 

scripts to process SAR images. 

Final Report on the 6th ALOS-2 Research Announcement 
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INSAR TIME SERIES ANALYSIS METHOD 
PI No 3321 
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The complete processing workflow is shown in Fig 1. 

 
Fig.1 The workflow of Range Split-Spectrum method 

with IRI model as a reference. 

Ionospheric Phase Calculated By IRI: The latest version 

IRI-2016 was used to calculate the TEC, and the 

FORTRAN source code is provided by IRI official website. 

In order to reduce the time costing, we calculated the TEC 

at 1000 m resolution and then interpolated it to 10 m 

resolution, which is same as the resolution of SAR images. 

The Ionospheric delay phase on May 22, 2018 and July 17, 

2018 are shown in Fig 2 (a) and 2 (b). Fig 2 (c) is the 

difference between (a) and (b). It shows that the 

ionospheric delay pattern is regular and almost parallel. 

The ionospheric delay phase varies small, which is less 

than 1 rad. 

 
(a)May 22,2018       (b)Jul 07, 2018      (c)Difference 

Fig. 2 Ionospheric delay maps calculated by IRI, the 

white rectangle is the study area. 

Ionospheric Delay Phase Estimated By RSS Method: 

To achieve a σ(ΔSTEC)  of 0.22 TECU for topographic 

mapping [6], an averaging over 25000 pixels is needed. 

Multilook numbers in azimuth (az) and range (rng) 

direction were selected as 16 ×  08 (az ×  rng)  and 

32 ×  16 (az ×  rng) , and Gaussian filtering was used 

with the kernel size of 200, 400, and 600, respectively. The 

estimated ionospheric delays are shown in Fig 3 (a)-(f). 

 
(a) 16×08_200      (b) 16×08_400       (c) 16×08_600 

 
(d) 32×16_200      (e) 32×16_400         (f) 32×16_600 

Fig. 3 Ionospheric delay maps estimated with different 

multilook numbers and filter windows. The sub 

caption means multilook numbers (az×rng)_filtering 

window. The black lines are profiles where statistical 

analysis was conducted. 

For the smaller multilook number or filter window, the 

estimated ionospheric delay pattern is more irregular, 

which may be caused by the remaining high-frequency 

noise. For the larger multilook number or filter window, 

the ionospheric distribution looks smoother, but small scale 

ionospheric variations might be smoothed. 

Analysis: Comparing Fig 3 with Fig 2, the ionospheric 

delay pattern in Fig 3(e), which is estimated by RSS 

method with 32 ×  16 (az ×  rng) multilook number and 

400 filter window , is more regular and the closest to the 

IRI result. Fig 4(a) shows ionospheric delay profiles along 

the meridian both by IRI and RSS, and Fig 4(b) presents 

the profiles only by RSS to show more details. Similarly, 

Fig 4 (c) and Fig 4 (d) show them in similar way along the 

parallel. 

The ionospheric delay calculated by IRI is almost a 

constant along profiles, which changes less than 1 rad, 

while delay estimated by RSS changes larger than 10 rad. 

So in the study area, IRI result can only provide a value and 

general pattern of ionospheric delay phase, but cannot 

show the details. 

 
(a)                                         (b) 

 
(c)                                         (d) 

Fig. 4 Ionospheric delay phase profiles, (a) and (b) 

along 𝟑𝟓 ° 𝟑𝟏′𝟓𝟒"N parallel, (c) and (d) along 

𝟏𝟎𝟒 °𝟑𝟗′𝟑𝟎 "E meridian. The red line presents the 

profiles of ionospheric delay calculated by IRI, while 

the orange and blue lines are profiles of ionospheric 

delay estimated by RSS with multilook number 𝟏𝟔 ×
𝟎𝟖 (𝐚𝐳 ×  𝐫𝐧𝐠) and 𝟑𝟐 × 𝟏𝟔 (𝐚𝐳 ×  𝐫𝐧𝐠) respectively. 

The different line styles mean different filter window. 

In this study, we estimated ionospheric delay phase by RSS 

with different parameters, and evaluated the results using 

IRI model as a reference. By conducting statistical analysis 

on the profiles both along parallel and meridian, we found 

there is a bias between the ionospheric delay phases 

estimated by the RSS method and IRI, and removed the 

bias with the IRI model might improve the result. However, 

IRI might not work well in some area without enough data 

when modeling, and more tests are needed to verify the 

applicability of this method.  

 

3. QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT TO THE 

IMPACT OF INSAR IONOSPHERIC AND 

TROPOSPHERIC CORRECTIONS ON SOURCE 

PARAMETER MODELING: APPLICATION TO 

THE 4TH NUCLEAR TEST, NORTH KOREA 
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InSAR provides a new inspiring research method for 

underground nuclear deformation monitoring since 

Vincent et al. [16] firstly studied the InSAR observations 

of surface displacement caused by underground nuclear 

tests at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). Although many studies 

have revealed that the atmospheric effects of 

electromagnetic wave propagation (including ionospheric 

and tropospheric water vapor) have serious impacts on 

InSAR measurement results, atmospheric corrections have 

not been thoroughly and comprehensively investigated in 

many well-known cases of InSAR focal mechanism 

solutions, which means there is no consensus on whether 

atmospheric effects will affect the InSAR focal mechanism 

solution. Moreover, there is a lack of quantitative 

assessment on how much the atmospheric effect affects the 

InSAR focal mechanism solution. In this project, we 

emphasized that it was particularly important to assess the 

impact of InSAR ionospheric and tropospheric corrections 

on the underground nuclear explosion modeling 

quantitatively. Therefore, we investigated the 4th North 

Korea (NKT-4) underground nuclear test using ALOS-2 L-

band SAR images. Because the process of the underground 

nuclear explosion was similar to the volcanic magma 

source activity, we modeled the ground displacement using 

the Mogi model. Both the ionospheric and tropospheric 

phase delays in the interferograms were investigated. 

Furthermore, we studied how the ionosphere and 

troposphere phase delays could bias the estimation of Mogi 

source parameters. 

Study Area and SAR Data: The Punggye-ri nuclear test 

site is located in the northern part of North Korea with 

severe vegetation cover, high altitude and mountainous 

terrain (Fig. 5). Two ALOS-2 10 m resolution single look 

complex (SLC) images covering the NKT-4 event (Fig. 5) 

were used to generate the interferograms. The ALOS-2 

data completely covers the nuclear test area, and because 

of the strong penetrability of the L-band, the applicability 

is high in the case of mountain vegetation coverage, which 

is convenient for research. 

 
Fig. 5 Location of the nuclear test site and SAR image 

coverage 

Table 1. Detail information of ALOS-2 SAR images 

used in this study. 

Acquisition time (UTC) 15:14 

Dates (Master/Slave) 
17 December 2015/ 14 

January 2016 

Range band width (MHz) 28 

Pixel spacing 

(Range/Azimuth, m) 
4.29/3.80 

Incidence Angle (°) 36.3 

BPerp (m) -81.68 

Method: The general workflow of this study is shown in 

Fig. 6, including D-InSAR processing, Ionospheric and 

tropospheric phase delay correcting and Mogi modeling. 

 
Fig. 6 The general workflow of this study. 

Quantitative Analysis of Atmospheric Phase Delay on 

InSAR Deformation Results-Ionospheric Correction: 

The methodologies of the split range-spectrum technique 

have been used to remove ionospheric phase delay. The 

full-frame ionospheric correction results are shown in Figs 

7(a), (c) and (e). The co-seismic interferogram clearly 

showed long-scale signals through the full-frame 

interferogram. The full-frame standard deviation of 

“Uncorrected” (Fig. 7a) and “Ion corrected” (Fig. 7e) was 

1.83 cm and 0.85 cm, respectively. The estimated 

ionospheric phase delay (converted to displacement in 

LOS direction) was shown in (Fig. 7c). The full-frame “Ion 

corrected” interferogram (Fig. 7e) showed no long-scale 

trends. A single deformation center with maximum 

deformation of ~5 cm in the LOS direction could be 

identified much clearer. 

We focused on the main deformation area and find that the 

deformation pattern was enlarged both in magnitude and 

area (Fig. 8). Two profiles across the test site were drawn 

to quantitatively analysis the ionospheric correction result 

in the test site area. Generally speaking, the ionospheric 

correction reduced the magnitude and pattern of the 

displacement. The ionospheric delay introduced a ~0.23 

cm deformation bias in the uncorrected interferogram. At 

the peak of profile AA’, the maximum uncorrected LOS 

displacement was ~4.87 cm, when the ionospheric 

correction was applied, the displacement value increased to 

~5.10 cm. The spatially varied ionospheric phase delay 

(Fig. 8b) was between -0.58 cm and 0.27 cm. The mean, 

standard deviation and Root Mean Square (RMS) values of 

the estimated ionospheric phase delay (Fig. 8b) were -0.23, 

0.18 and 0.29 cm, respectively. In the near filed of the 

displacement center (~5-8 km distance from ridge A) in Fig. 

8(f), the ionospheric phase delay was not constant. 
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Fig. 7 Full-frame correction results. Color red 

represents the movement from the ground to the 

satellite. Color blue represents the movement from the 

satellite to the ground. (a) “Uncorrected” 

interferogram. (b) “Both corrected” interferogram. (c) 

Estimated ionospheric delay. (d) Estimated 

tropospheric delay. (e) “Ion corrected” interferogram. 

(f) “Tropo corrected” interferogram. (g) Profile AA’ 

along the azimuth direction. (h) The difference of 

profile AA’. 

Tropospheric Correction: Based on the GACOS system 

we generated the differential tropospheric phase delay (Fig. 

7d). The tropospheric correction added the long-

wavelength phase variation to the interferogram (Fig. 7e 

and b). When applying the GACOS correction to the 

“ionospheric corrected” interferogram, the overall standard 

deviation of the LOS displacement increased from 0.85 cm 

to 1.16 cm (Figs 7e and b). 

The enlarged tropospheric correction results were shown in 

Fig. 9. The mean, standard deviation and RMS values of 

Fig. 9(b) were -0.35, 0.231 and 0.42 cm, respectively. 

Before the correction (Fig. 9a), the max LOS displacement 

along the profile AA’ (Fig 9d) was ~4.87 cm. After the 

tropospheric phase correction, this value increased to ~4.96 

cm, indicating the phase bias caused by the tropospheric 

delay was ~0.09 cm. These biases are typically ignored 

when the surface deformation is significantly greater. But, 

it is proposed that this level of bias should be taken into 

consideration when modeling small or medium sources 

with small surface displacements. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Enlarged ionospheric effect at the nuclear test 

site. Color red represents the movement from the 

ground to the satellite. Color blue represents the 

movement from the satellite to the ground. (a) 

“Uncorrected” interferogram. (b) Estimated 

ionospheric delay. (c) “Ion corrected” interferogram. 

(d) Profile AA’. (e) Profile BB’. (f) The difference of 

profile AA’. (g) The difference of BB’. 

 
Fig. 9 Enlarged tropospheric effect at the nuclear test 

site. Color red represents the movement from the 

ground to the satellite. Color blue represents the 

movement from the satellite to the ground. (a) 

“Uncorrected” interferogram. (b) Estimated 

tropospheric delay. (c) “Tropo corrected” 

interferogram. (d) Profile AA’. (e) Profile BB’. (f) The 

difference of profile AA’. (g) The difference of profile 

BB’ 
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Fig. 10 Enlarged Final correction results at the nuclear 

test site. Color red represents the movement from the 

ground to the satellite. Color blue represents the 

movement from the satellite to the ground. (a) 

“Uncorrected” interferogram. (b) “Both corrected” 

interferogram. (c) Profile AA’. (d) Profile BB’. (e) The 

difference of AA’. (f) The difference of BB’. 

The full-frame “Both corrected” interferogram was shown 

in (Fig. 7b). Profile AA’ (Fig. 7g) was in parallel with the 

azimuth direction and went through the center of the 

explosion. The difference of profile AA’ (Fig. 7h) was the 

total bias caused by the ionosphere and troposphere, which 

could be linearly combined. The enlarged “Uncorrected” 

and “Both corrected” interferograms were shown in (Fig. 

10). 

Mogi Modeling and Source Parameters Inversion: The 

full-frame “Both corrected” interferogram was shown in 

(Fig. 7b). Profile AA’ (Fig. 7g) was in parallel with the 

azimuth direction and went through the center of the 

explosion. The difference of profile AA’ (Fig. 7h) was the 

total bias caused by the ionosphere and troposphere, which 

could be linearly combined. The enlarged “Uncorrected” 

and “Both corrected” interferograms were shown in (Fig. 

10). Four different interferograms: “Uncorrected”, “Ion 

corrected”, “Tropo corrected” and “Both corrected” were 

used as constraints to calculate the source parameters of 

NKT-4. The LOS surface displacement modeling results 

(observation, model and residual) constrained by the four 

different interferograms were shown in Fig. 11. 

 
Fig. 11 Mogi modeling results constrained by different 

interferograms. Color red represents the movement 

from the ground to the satellite. Color blue represents 

the movement from the satellite to the ground. The 

blank (white) area means no displacement values. (a) 

“Uncorrected” interferogram. (b) “Both corrected” 

interferogram. (c) “Ion corrected” interferogram. (d) 

“Tropo corrected” interferogram. 

In addition, we showed the posterior PDFs for the Mogi 

source parameters obtained after 106 iterations of each 

interferogram (Fig. 12). The bottom rows of Figs 2(a), (b), 

(c) and (d) showed histograms of marginal distributions for 

each parameter. The redlines represented the optimal 

values which was the maximum a posteriori (MAP) 

probability solution, and the remaining rows showed the 

joint distributions between pairs of parameters. The MAP 

probability solutions, 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of 

probability density functions of Mogi source properties 

were reported in Table 2. 

Table 2 also shows the mean value, median error, 

maximum a posterior (MAP) probability solution and 95% 

confidence interval in more detail. It quantitatively shows 

the influence of deformation monitoring error caused by 

atmospheric phase delay on a series of parameters of NKT-
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4, such as the location (X, Y in Table 2), the burial depth, 

the cavity volume, the cavity radius, and the yield. 

 
Fig. 12 Posterior PDF distributions of each modeling 

result. Red lines represent the MAP solutions. Scatter 

plots are contoured based on frequency (cold colors 

for low frequency, warm colors for high frequency). 

DV means the volume change of the cavity. 

The preferred location of NKT-4 was estimated to be 129°

04 ′22.35"E, 41 °17 ′54.57"N using the “ Ion corrected ” 

interferogram according to Table 2. The modeled locations 

derived from the four interferograms were close to each 

other (Table 2). The preferred location estimated in this 

study was compared to four other published papers (among 

which, two of them used InSAR method, the other two used 

seismic method) in Fig 13. For instance, compared with 

previous InSAR studies, our estimation was ~146 m shift 

to the southeast of Wei (2017) [17] and ~245 m shift to the 

southwest of Myers et al. (2018) [18], respectively. 

Compared with previous seismic studies, our estimation 

was ~470 m shift to the southeast of Zhao et al. (2016) [19] 

and ~185 m shift to the southwest of Gibbons et al. (2017) 

[20], respectively.  

 
Fig. 13 The comparison of estimated locations between 

this study and other research groups. Red rectangular 

represents the ground infrastructures related to the 

weapons testing facility. The background is an optical 

image from Google Earth. 

This study has offered a new insight into the effects of 

ionospheric and tropospheric artifacts on Mogi source 

modeling. In our case study, although the atmospheric 

delays showed no strong variations both in phase 

magnitude and affected pattern, they were not simply 

constant offsets. The application of our method would be 

more significant for larger-scale natural deformation 

sources such as volcanoes and earthquakes, but it is not 

negligible even in the situation where there is not much 

complexity in the atmospheric signal. 

 

4. SURFACE DEFORMATION MONITORING OF 

JIAJU LANDSLIDE BASED ON A MODIFIED 

TIME SERIES INSAR METHOD USING PALSAR 

DATA 

 

Time series InSAR technology has become an important 

tool for detecting potentially unstable slopes across wide 

areas and monitoring surface deformation of a single 

landslide. However, traditional time series InSAR 

technology such as persistent scatters interferometry (PSI) 

and small-baseline subset (SBAS) use single threshold to 

identify measuring points and are not able to identify 

enough measuring points in complex ground environment 

because of its complex terrain and land cover types. In 

order to improve the number and distribution density of 

measuring points in landslide area, we proposed a new 

InSAR approach, modified time series InSAR method, to 

map landslide surface deformation. The key ideas of our 

method include a method for adaptive selection of 

measuring points and the use of adaptive phase filtering 

algorithm to estimate optimal phase for each DS pixel. To 

demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we applied it 

to retrieve the LOS surface deformation of the Jiaju 

landslide using 19 L-band ALOS PALSAR images. 

Study Area and SAR Data: The Jiaju village, not far away 

from Danba town which is located in Danba county, 

Sichuan, China, is well known for its special Tibetan-style 

buildings. Unfortunately, it is located on a giant slow-

moving landslide as shown in Fig. 14. The Jiaju landslide 

looks like a capital M in shape and it can be divided into 

northern and southern parts. 

 
 

Fig. 14 The location map of the study area and ALOS 

PALSAR data stack 

The existing researches show that L-band SAR is 

advantageous for observing slow-moving landslides in 

mountainous forest areas. Thus, 19 ALOS PALSAR 

images were collected to study Jiaju landslide. The detailed 

acquisition parameters for PALSAR data is listed in Table 

3. 

Table 2. Optimal source parameters and range of 

variability between the four interferograms and 

comparisons to other published estimations. 
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Note. Parameters corresponding to the MAP probability 

solution were taken as the optimal. a means “Uncorrected” 

interferogram, b means “Both corrected” interferogram, c 

means “Ion corrected” interferogram, d means “Tropo 

corrected” interferogram. 

Table 3 The acquisition parameters of PALSAR data 

in our study 

SAR sensor ALOS PALSAR 

Orbit direction Ascending 

Microwave 

band(wavelength) 
L-band (23 cm) 

Resolution 10 m 

Look angle 34° 

No. of images 19 

Temporal coverage Dec 2006-Jan 2011 

Method: In order to improve the number and distribution 

density of measuring points in complex ground 

environment, a modified time series InSAR method is 

proposed to measure landslide deformation. The key idea 

of our method is presenting a method for adaptive selection 

of measuring points and improve the number of MPs. The 

flowchart of our method is shown in Fig 15. 

Coregistration

MPs Selection

Phase Estimation

Deformation Estimation

N PALSAR images

Deformation rate and time 

series

StaMPS 

Software

The key 

idea of our 

method

 
Fig. 15 The flowchart of our method 

Parameter Optimal Mean Median 
95% 

Confidence Interval 

Wei 

2017 

Myers et 

al. 2018 

Zhao et 

al. 2016 

X (m) 134.58a 132.66a 133.02a 86.34a    -   176.79a    

 126.99b 126.02b 126.39b 82.67b    -   166.49b    

 127.55c 127.58c 128.02c 83.30c    -   169.36c    

 132.79d 129.26d 129.66d 81.55d    -   173.99d    

Y (m) 119.30a 115.97a 116.87a 45.03a    -   182.35a    

 121.50b 120.93b 121.13b 60.06b    -   181.08b    

 123.33c 124.24c 124.48c 56.29c    -   191.19c    

 122.12d 121.61d 122.03d 52.03d    -   188.95d    

dV (m3) 44675a 49549.4a 48653.5a 26341.9a - 77809.3a    

 52364.8b 55540.3b 54915.8b 34992.5b- 79723.5b    

 48689.2c 53171.8c 52366.3c 29840.7c- 81729.9c    

 45985.2d 50465.1d 49736d 29699.7d- 75212.8d    

Depth (m) 370.33a 389.96a 389.41a 300.65a   -   481.89a    

 397.47b 410.64b 410.06b 337.00b   -  488.44b    

 385.48c 401.76c 401.24c 316.39c   -  490.64c 420-700 760  

 377.24d 395.94d 395.51d 315.67d   -  481.30d    

Radius 

(m) 
22.02a 22.79a 22.65a 18.46a    -    26.49a    

 23.21b 23.67b 23.58b 20.29b    -    26.70b    

 22.66c 23.33c 23.21c 19.24c    -    26.93c 23-27   

 22.23d 22.93d 22.81d 19.21d    -    26.19d    

Yield (kt) 8.44a 9.66a 9.46a 4.34a     -    17.31a    

 10.33b 11.18b 11.03b 6.21b     -    17.88b    

 9.43c 10.56c 10.38c 5.08c     -    18.41c 
11.6-

24.4 
 4 

 8.78d 9.92d 9.75d 5.05d     -    16.69d    
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Modified Time Series InSAR Deformation Results: The 

images covering the whole slope, larger than the Jiaju 

landslide, were processed for assessment purpose. Fig. 16 

shows the maps of line-of-sight (LOS) deformation rates 

measured by StaMPS-SBAS method and modified time 

series InSAR method from PALSAR data stacks, all results 

have the same reference points. The deformation 

information in our method derived results are clearer than 

those estimated by SBAS method. The annual deformation 

rate variation interval in the study area was -240 mm/yr to 

20 mm/yr. From the results, we can find 4 obvious 

landslide areas (L1-L4 landslide), and the L4 landslide has 

the most serious deformation 

 
Fig. 16 The LOS deformation rates derived from 

PALSAR data, (a) SBAS method, (b) Modified Time 

Series InSAR method. 

The total number of MPs and corresponding spatial density 

detected by the two methods are listed in Table 4. As 

expected, the proposed modified time series InSAR 

method identified more MPs than SBAS. For the PALSAR 

data stack, the number of MPs detected by modified time 

series InSAR increased by about 10 times with respect to 

those obtained by SBAS. 

Table 4 Number of MPs and their spatial density in 

the results of the two methods 

Method 
Number of 

MPs 

Spatial density 

(𝑀𝑃𝑠/𝑘𝑚2) 

StaMPS-SBAS 32415 384 

Our Method 314780 3730 

Jiaju landslide is our focus area, and its corresponding 

surface deformation rate map is shown in Fig 17. Table 5 

lists the total number of MPs and corresponding spatial 

density detected by the two methods for this landslide. It is 

helpful for us to delineate and update Jiaju landslide 

boundaries more accurately. In particular, by using the 

proposed method our capability to detect potential 

landslides is substantially enhanced, since small unstable 

slopes that can hardly be detected by traditional time series 

InSAR analyses are also identified with our method. 

 
Fig. 17 The LOS deformation rates of Jiaju landslide, 

(a) SBAS method, (b) Modified Time Series InSAR 

method. 

Table 5 Number of MPs and their spatial density of 

Jiaju landslide 

Method 
Number of 

MPs 

Spatial density 

(𝑀𝑃𝑠/𝑘𝑚2) 

StaMPS-SBAS 4883 646 

Our Method 33713 4458 

Consistency Among SBAS and Our Method Results: In 

order to evaluate the reliability of this method, the 

deformation rates of MPs distributed along the profiles A–

A' and B-B' which marked by the white dashed lines in 

Fig.17(a) and Fig.17(b) is shown in Fig 18. The results of 

our method are in good agreement with StaMPS-SBAS, 

and compared with StaMPS-SBAS method, the number of 

deformation measurement points is significantly increased. 

 
Fig. 18 Profiles of the deformation rate as indicated 

by the A–A‘ and B-B’ lines in Fig 1. 

The time series accumulative deformation at G3, G5, G14 

and G17 obtained by the two methods is shown in Fig.19. 

Time series measurements match well with each other and 

show similar evolution trends at G3 and G5. At G14 and 

G17, the results of our method is different from the 

StaMPS-SBAS, but it is good agreement with CSI and GPS 

method [21]. 

 
Fig. 19 Time series accumulative deformations 

measured at GPS monitoring stations 

Correlation analyses were carried out between each pair of 

deformation rate measurements produced by two methods 

for PALSAR data. Only the common MPs are plotted and 

used for calculation of the Pearson correlation coefficients 

and the mean/standard deviation of differences between the 

results. 

 
Fig. 20 The histogram of differences between the two 

methods 
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Fig. 21 Correlations between deformation rates 

measured by StaMPS-SBAS and our method on the 

common MPs 

Table 6 Error statistics 

Measurement 

points number 

MAE 

(mm/y) 

STD 

(mm/y) 

RMSE 

(mm/y) 

1969 8.8 9.9 13.2 

In summary, overall good agreement between our method, 

StaMPS-SBAS, CSI and GPS method, which suggests that 

our proposed method can achieve reliable surface 

deformation measurement for landslides in mountainous 

areas. Compared with StaMPS-SBAS, our method can 

provide more measuring points and better show the spatial 

distribution pattern of Jiaju landslide surface deformation. 

This part of the work has completed the manuscript of the 

paper, and ready to submit. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

During the RA-6 research project, we applied the ALOS 

PALSAR data and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 data to study 

ionopsheric phase delay correction, tropospheric phase 

delay correction and landslides deformation monitoring. 

First of all, we estimated ionospheric delay phase by RSS 

with different parameters, and evaluated the results using 

IRI model as a reference. Then, we take NKT-4 as an 

example to quantitatively explore the influence of 

atmospheric correction on the source parameters inversion. 

Our research reveals that although atmospheric delays do 

not show strong changes in phase magnitude and affected 

pattern, they are not simply constant offsets. Therefore, the 

influence of atmospheric phase delays cannot be ignored in 

the process of source parameter inversion. A modified time 

series InSAR method has been proposed to improve the 

distribution of measuring points and it also has been 

applied landslide deformation monitoring. The results 

show that compared with the StaMPS-SBAS method, our 

proposed method can increase the number of measuring 

points 10 times, on the basis of ensuring reliable results.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this report, the results on high-efficient algorithm for 

information extraction and intelligence algorithm for target 

analysis of PI No 3327 are summarized. The corresponding 

publications are listed in the appendix section.  

2. AVERAGED STOKES VECTORS &

QUATERNION NEURAL NETWORK S

Our work is mainly based on developing and applying the 

averaged Stokes vectors for fully polarimetric SAR. 

Moreover, employing quaternion neural networks we 

proposed and improved the intelligence algorithms. 

Therefore, we first describe the concept of the averaged 

Stokes vector and the quaternion neural networks.  

Fully PolSAR system measures 2 × 2 complex scattering 

matrix S for each resolution element: 

[
𝑆𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝐻𝑉
𝑆𝑉𝐻 𝑆𝑉𝑉

], (1) 

where H and V represent horizontal and vertical 

polarization directions of antennas. To calculate the 

averaged Stokes vector from PolSAR data, a certain 

incident wave needs to be supposed. This incident wave is 

expressed by a unit Jones vector [𝐸𝐻
𝑖 𝐸𝑣

𝑖 ]𝑇 . Then, the

scattered wave [𝐸𝐻
𝑟 𝐸𝑣

𝑟]𝑇  is obtained by

[
𝐸𝐻
𝑟

𝐸𝑣
𝑟] = [

𝑆𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝐻𝑉
𝑆𝑉𝐻 𝑆𝑉𝑉

] [
𝐸𝐻
𝑖

𝐸𝑣
𝑖
]. (2) 

The Jones coherency matrix J is defined as 

𝐽 = [
〈𝐸𝐻

𝑟𝐸𝐻
𝑟∗〉 〈𝐸𝐻

𝑟𝐸𝑉
𝑟∗〉

〈𝐸𝑉
𝑟𝐸𝐻

𝑟∗〉 〈𝐸𝑉
𝑟𝐸𝑉

𝑟∗〉
] = [

𝐽𝐻𝐻 𝐽𝐻𝑉
𝐽𝑉𝐻 𝐽𝑉𝑉

], (3) 

where 〈∙〉  indicates spatial averaging process in a local 

window. From the Jones coherency matrix, the averaged 

Stokes vector G is defined as 

𝐺 = [

𝑔0
𝑔1
𝑔2
𝑔3

] = [

𝐽𝐻𝐻 + 𝐽𝑉𝑉
𝐽𝐻𝐻 − 𝐽𝑉𝑉
𝐽𝐻𝑉 + 𝐽𝑉𝐻

𝑗(𝐽𝐻𝑉 − 𝐽𝑉𝐻)

]. (4) 

Generally, this averaged Stokes vector expresses a partially 

polarized wave. According to the Born-Wolf wave 

decomposition [1], the averaged Stokes vector can be 

regarded as the sum of a completely polarized wave and a 

completely unpolarized wave. Physically, the relationship 

between these two parts of information is expressed as [2-

4] 

𝐺 = 𝐴[𝜌𝐺𝑃𝑂 + (1 − 𝜌)𝐺𝑈𝑁], (5) 

where 𝐺𝑃𝑂  and 𝐺𝑈𝑁  represent the Stokes vectors for

completely polarized wave and completely unpolarized 

wave, respectively, A is total scattered intensity, and 𝜌 is 

degree of polarization (DoP). Using the 𝐺𝑃𝑂 , A, and 𝜌
information, we proposed many features. 

  The quaternion neural networks have high performance 

for analyzing vector-based parameters. In our research, 

considering the multi-dimensional feature of the averaged 

Stokes vector parameters, we use quaternion feed-forward 

algorithm [5]. All the parameters used in the algorithm are 

4-dimentional quaternions. The structures of the neural

network used in our research is shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Structure of the quaternion neural network used in 

the work. 
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3. ALGORITHM FOR INFORMATION 

EXTRACTION 

In this section, some results of our work on algorithm for 

information extraction based on the averaged Stokes vector 

parameters are shown. 

3.1 DoP Information based Data Filter 

In this work, we propose a novel data filtering algorithm 

based on degree of polarization information for fully 

polarimetric SAR. The result is published in [A1]. First, we 

define the homogeneity degree and polarization 

independence degree using the DoP information, and 

propose a feature plane. Next, by employing the feature 

plane, we categorize the targets into three types, and assign 

specific filtering policy for each type to estimate the 

optimal filtering window sizes. In comparisons with boxcar 

filter, refined Lee filter, scattering model based filter, and 

improved sigma filter employing ALOS2-PALSAR2 data 

for Ebetsushi and Hakodate areas, the proposed DoP based 

algorithm shows the highest performance on protecting 

structural details for inhomogeneous targets  and 

decreasing speckle noise for homogeneous targets. 

Moreover, the proposed algorithm shows the potential to 

provide scattering information with higher accuracy to 

further data interpretation procedure. An example for 

showing the performance of the proposed filter on dealing 

with inhomogeneous targets is shown in Fig.2.  

   

(a) Google satellite photo             (b) boxcar filter 

   

(c) refined Lee filter      (d) scattering model based filter 

   

(e) improved sigma filter           (f) DoP based filter 

Fig. 2. (a) Google satellite photo of an highly 

inhomogeneous area, and span images of filtered T-matrix 

for the area obtained with (b) boxcar filter, (c) refined Lee 

filter, (d) scattering model based filter, (e) improved sigma 

filter, and (f) proposed DoP based filter. 

3.2 Structure-Orientation Parameter based Coniferous 

and Broad-Leaved Forest Distinguishing 

The tree type is essentially identified by the geometrical 

feature of a tree. In L band based observation, the measured 

structure composition of a forest is determined by the 

orientations of big branches and trunks. Typically, the 

structure of a broad-leaved tree contains higher ratio of 

equivalent vertical components than that of a coniferous 

tree. With many tests, we found that the common structure-

related discriminators can not exhibit observable, separable 

and stable differences on the responses for coniferous and 

broad-leaved forests. In our previous works, we have 

proposed several Stokes-vector based discriminators for L 

band PolSAR data interpretation, and proved that these 

discriminators have higher performance than conventional 

ones for target analysis [6]–[7].  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Coniferous and broad-leaved forest 

distinguishing result of Oze National Park, Japan, and its 

(b) ground truth (year 1993-1998) summarized based on 

the natural environmental information provided by the 

Biodiversity Center of Japan. 

One of these discriminators named structure-orientation 

parameter expresses the composition of equivalent 

horizontal and vertical structures. 
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Based on the structure-orientation parameter, we 

proposed a coniferous and broad-leaved forest 

distinguishing algorithm. The influence of the topography 

is compensated by employing the scattered power 

information. The experiments using several sets of 

ALOS2-PALSAR2 level 1.1 data such as the data of Oze 

National Park area, Japan, prove that the proposed method 

has high performance for distinguishing the coniferous tree 

dominant and broad-leaved tree dominant forest. The 

successful distinguishing result of Oze National Park area 

is shown in Fig. 3. The work is published in [A2]. 

4. INTELLIGENCE ALGORITHM FOR TARGET 

ANALYSIS 

In this section, some results of our work on intelligence 

algorithm for target analysis based on the quaternion neural 

networks are shown. 

4.1 Isotropization of Quaternion Neural Networks 

There are two anisotropic factors in the previously 

proposed neural dynamics which lead to a classification 

capability degraded from its ideal performance. The two 

anisotropic factors lie in the variation vector of Poincare-

sphere parameters, and the activation function of the 

quaternion neural networks (QNN). First, no matter how 

the position vectors distribute on/in the Poincare sphere, 

components of the conventional variation vector are 

always positive values, lacking consistency with the 

rotational / scaling transform property of QNNs. Besides, 

when the polarization is more uniform, the variation vector 

has a smaller norm. Though this nature agrees with the 

name of ”variance”, such a small norm influences the 

neurodynamics only a little. This is inconsistent with the 

fact that a uniform polarization has stronger meaning in 

most land classification tasks.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig.4 Distributive features of originally isotropic data after 

mapping by (a) conventional anisotropic function, and (b) 

proposed isotropic function. 

 

Second, with the conventional activation function, the 

position vectors are processed unevenly dependently on 

their position (direction) on/in the Poincare sphere. This is 

also against the isotropy of QNN and the Poincare sphere 

space. In this work, by considering the two factors above, 

we propose an isotropic variation vector and an isotropic 

activation function. The sketch of the isotropization of the 

activation function is shown Fig. 4. 

The results of classification experiments for ALOS-2 

PALSAR2 data of Tomakomai area, Japan is shown in 

Fig.5. The results show a great improvement in the 

classification ability of the QNN with the proposals in 

comparison with the conventional method. The result is 

published in [A3]. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 5 Classification results for Tomakomai area having 

8000 × 3000 pixels generated by QNN with (a) original 

quaternion neural networks, and (b) the proposed isotropic 

quaternion neural network. 

4.2 High-Rise Building / Low-Rise Building Dominant 

Areas Classification 

The proprosed quaternion neural network is used for this 

low-rise and high-rise buildings distinguishing task. The 

structure of the used neural network is shown in Fig. 1. The 

input parameters are the Poincare parameters for 

horizontally, 45◦ linearly, and left circularly polarized 

incident waves [6]. Two output neurons are used for 

indicating low-rise and high-rise buildings, respectively. 

In order to show the performance, a full of buildings area 

chosen from the ALOS2-PALSAR2 data of Tokyo area is 

used for test. The size of the test area is 2500 × 2500 pixels. 

Six 90 pixels samples chosen from residential areas with 

buildings lower than 10m, and and six 90 pixels samples 

chosen from commercial areas with buildings higher than 

20mare served as the training data for low-rise and high-
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rise buildings. With the trained neural network, we 

generate the final classification image as shown in Fig. 6 

(a). The result generated from a conventional real-valued 

neural network with the same parameter freedom and the 

same training data is shown in Fig. 6 (b) for comparing. 

The Fig. 6 (a) obviously gives more clear divisions. We can 

focus on the area E and F. The Google photos for these two 

areas are shown in Fig. 7. As shown in the Fig. 7(a), the 

area E is a residential area full of 2 or 3 floor buildings. In 

the Fig. 7 (a), the low-rise buildings are correctly labeled, 

however, in the Fig. 6 (b), they are labeled as unsure. In the 

middle area E, there is a big road. The Fig. 7(b) shows that 

there are many very high buildings along the road. In the 

Fig. 6 (a), we can recognize these high-rise buildings, 

however, they are merged in the background in the Fig. 

6(b).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 6 Classification results generated by (a) quaternion 

neural network, and (b) conventional real-valued neural 

network for ALOS2-PALSAR2 data of Tokyo area. 

  

(a)                                             (b) 

Fig.7 The Google photos of (a) area E, and (b) area F, 

which is indicated in Fig.6(a). 

 

4. SUMMARIZATION 

The results of PI 3327 on information extraction and 

intelligence algorithm for target analysis with ALOS2-

PALSAR2 data are reported. 
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I. Introduction

This final report presents all the investigations com-
pleted and results obtained by the PI and Co − PI with
the polarimetric ALOS2-PALSAR2 collected and provided
by JAXA since the approval of the ALOS2-PI project in
2015.

A. Significance of the research field

Wetlands with at least 30-40 centimeters of peat accumu-
lated on its surface represent an important class of wetland
named peatland. Although peatland globally only cover
3% of the land they store 30% of the terrestrial carbon.
Therefore, it is important to maintain and protect peat-
lands to reduce greenhouse gases. Unfortunately, major
peatland transformations have been detected in the boreal
and subarctic peatland regions. While it is well established
that fens change naturally into bogs over time and that
bogs can revert to fens, the observations over the last fifty
years indicate that the rate of these changes has been signif-
icantly altered by various sources of stress (climate change,
isostatic uplift, fire and anthropogenic activities). Fire is
an important process in boreal and sub-arctic ecosystems
and will continue to influence the structure and dynam-
ics of the peatland dominated systems. As a result of cli-
mate change, it is predicted that by 2050 there will be a
50% increase in forest fire activity in northern Canada and
that the fire season will be longer with increased ignitions
(both lightning and human caused) and an overall larger
area burned. Therefore, there is an immediate need for
cost effective tools that permit accurate classification and
mapping of peatlands, as well as long term monitoring of
their (bog-fen) transformations and the impact of fire on
peatlands and surrounding upland forests.

Recent climate warming has been pronounced in the arc-
tic and sub-arctic region with the average annual tempera-
ture increasing between 2−3◦C since the 1950. Accelerated
temperature increases have driven declines in sea ice extent,
snow cover duration, glacier mass, and increase in per-

mafrost temperatures. Increasing evidence from the per-
mafrost zone suggests the abrupt permafrost thaw may be
the norm for many parts of the Artic and sub-arctic land-
scape 1950. Climate warming is causing the initiation and
expansion of abrupt permafrost thaw (called thermokarst),
which even though it occurs at point locations, often
cause much deeper permafrost thaw to occur more rapidly.
Northern Alberta contains a significant component of dis-
continuous permafrost, which is distributed within wooded
palsa bogs and peat plateaus that form part of heteroge-
neous mosaic of non-permafrost wooded bogs, fens, swamps
and other upland forest types. Permafrost distribution and
ongoing degradation affects peatland structure, hydrology,
and vegetation, and has been linked with environmental
changes including increased stream runoff, greenhouse gas
fluxes, and forest fire severity. In addition, permafrost rep-
resents an important consideration for route planning and
reclamation design because linear disturbances from seis-
mic lines, pipelines and winter roads result in the rapid and
irreversible thawing of the underlying frozen peat. How-
ever to date in Alberta, there has been limited mapping or
monitoring of permafrost at a scale sufficient for these pur-
poses, with previous airphoto-based interpretations provid-
ing only a small-scale delineation of the forest-covered per-
mafrost terrain. However to date in Alberta, there has been
limited mapping or monitoring of permafrost at a scale
sufficient for these purposes, with previous airphoto-based
interpretations providing only a small-scale delineation of
the forest-covered permafrost terrain.

Cost-effective permafrost and peatland characterization
and monitoring should be possible due to advances in the
technology of earth observation satellites. In particular, the
long-penetration capabilities of L-band ALOS2-PALSAR2
should permit large scale mapping of discontinuous per-
mafrost in peatland areas. In this project, polarimetric
PALSAR2 have been investigation for the characterization
of peatland and discontinuous permfrost in the Athabasca
oil sand region. It is shown that the excellent capabilities
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of the long penetrating PALSAR2 and its excellent perfor-
mance in term of NESZ permit a unique characterization
of peatland and permfrost, and lead to very promising re-
sults for the assessment of fire damages in peatland regions.
The results obtained are briefly presented in the following,
and the corresponding a list of publications and external
presentations are given in the Reference section. Few ref-
erences and reports are provided as Appendix.

II. Polarimetric PALSAR2 for peatland
monitoring and fire damage assessment

Polarimetric L-band ALOS and ALOS@ collected over
boreal peatlands (in the Athabasca oil sand region) are
used for the demonstration of the excellent capabilities of
the long penetrating PALSAR for peatland mapping and
monitoring [1]. The Touzi decomposition [2], [3] is used for
the optimum extraction of PALSAR2 polarimetric informa-
tion. While optics sensors (such as Landsat) are not able to
discriminate (poor) fen from bogs, we have recently shown
[4] that the sensitivity of the L-band polarimetric ALOS-
PALSAR to peatland subsurface water flow permits an en-
hanced discrimination of fens from bogs. This was demon-
strated over a boreal peatland in Lac St Pierre (near Trois
Rivieres, Canada), and subarctic peatlands in the Wapusk
National Park (WNP, near Churchill) [5], [4]. The Touzi
decomposition [2] permits the generation of the scattering
type phase, ϕαs

, which permits efficient discrimination of
poor fens of shallow subsurface water from bogs of deeper
subsurface water flow [4]. This very promising result were
confirmed in [1] using polarimetric L-band collected over
peatland in the Athabasca oil sand exploration region (near
Fort McMurray, Alberta).

However, even though the Touzi decomposition [2], [3]
permit the promotion of the unique polarimetric SAR in-
formation in support of many key applications, we have
shown in [1] that complementary information can be ob-
tained through the analysis of scattered wave poarization
signature and its optimization. The complementarity of
the “scattered” and “received” wave polarization signa-
tures is investigated for characterization of fire damages
in peatlands and surrounding upland forests using polari-
metric L-band ALOS-PALSAR collected in the Athabasca
oil sand exploration region. it is shown that scattered wave
polarization signature, which is presented in terms of two
independent and rotation invariant parameters: the degree
of polarization (DoP) and the total scattered intensity R0,
permits enhanced detection of fire damages in compari-
son with conventional received wave polarization signature.
The unique potential of the scattering type phase gener-
ated by the Touzi decomposition for enhanced discrimina-
tion of poor fens from open bogs is confirmed. The scat-
tered wave optimization technique introduced in [6] is used
as a convenient method for the exploitation of the scat-
tered wave polarization signature. It is shown that the ex-
trema of the DoP and R0 permit enhanced discrimination
of burned from healthy spruce forests. They also provide
the required information for accurate assessment of Peat

health in burned treed bogs. Such important information
crucial for assessment of peatland fire damages cannot be
obtained using conventional optics (Landsat TM) sensors
for assessment of fire damages. While optics sensors can
identify well burned forest and peatlands areas, accurate
assessment of peat health in burned treed bogs can only be
obtained using the peat subsurface information provided
by the long penetrating L-band polarimetric ALOS. Fi-
nally, the complementarity of optical (Landsat TM) and
polarimetric L-band ALOS is demonstrated for enhanced
peatland classification and fire damage assessment. The
Touzi decomposition, which optimizes the received inten-
sity, is firstly combined with the scattered wave parameters
(the extrema of the DoP andR0 ) for optimum extraction of
polarimetric ALOS information. This information is then
fused with Optical Landsat for enhanced classification of
peatlands and surrounding forests.

Very promising results have also recently been shown by
the ALOS2- CO-PI, in collaboration with R. Touzi, for for-
est fire damage assessment and pipeline safety monitoring
in the 2 reports provided as Appendices [7], [8].

III. Discontinuous Permafrost Mapping Using
Polarimetric L-band ALOS2-PALSAR2

Polarimetric ALOS-2 (FP6-4) and field data collected
over discontinuous distributed within wooded palsa bogs
and peat plateaus near the Namur Lake (Northern Alberta)
are analysed to show the very promising results obtained
by PASAR2 for mapping discontinuous permafrost distri-
bution [9], [10].

A first analysis of the data quality of the polarimetric
ALOS2 image has revealed a residual calibration error of
about -33dB. The ALOS2 image are re-calibrated using
the method developed in [11], [12] to reduce the residual
calibration error from -33 dB down to -43 dB [12]. This
permits full exploiting the excellent ALOS2 performance in
term of low noise floor (NESZ about -38 dB) to increase the
sensitivity of the scattering type phase to deep permafrost.

The analysis of the re-calibrated PALSAR2 image leads
to the conclusion that that the information provided by the
scattering type phase is very promising for detection of rel-
atively deep subsurface permafrost (up to 40 cm). The use
of the extrema of the degree of polarization (DoP), which
are provided by the Touzi scattered wave optimization [1],
permits removing the phase ambiguities that may occur in
areas with deep permafrost. The results obtained are val-
idated using field data collected during the ALOS2 data
acquisitions. A LiDAR -based permafrost classification is
also used as a reference for further assessment of the added
value of polarimetric ALOS2 for enhanced permafrost char-
acterization. In comparison with LiDAR, long penetrating
L-band polarimetric PALSAR2 permits more accurate per-
mafrost distribution identification. It also appears as a
more suitable methodology for repeated mapping and/or
monitoring ongoing permafrost changes at large scale, and
should permit having access to important indicators of per-
mafrost thermal state such as the active layer thickness
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(ALT).

IV. Publications and reports attached as
appendix

The following references have been attached as appen-
dices: [1], [10], [7], [8].
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the use of full polarimetric ALOS2 

data to supplement ground cover classification based on 

optical data in province of Alberta. We utilize multi-

temporal SAR data to map non-treed fens.  In this paper, 

we use several forms of polarimetric analysis and 

decomposition. All of these indicate that the backscatter 

from graminoid fens in Northern Alberta is dominated by 

polarimetric characteristics normally attributed to the odd- 

bounce mechanism and double bounce. For the same 

wavelength or incidence angle, the ratio of backscatter 

from the flooded forest to that from the upland forest was 

higher at HH polarization than at VV polarization. HH+VV 

backscater is relatively strong and discrimination between 

bogs and fens seems to be viable during October month, 

when the backscatter separation between these two wetland 

types widens(figure 6). Amount of double bounce 

scattering is variable throughout the season and the peak is 

in November’s image. The fully polarimetric data have role 

to play in enhanced ground cover classification which 

could most certainly improve Alberta forest fuel 

classification.  

Keywords: wetland, polarimetry, incidence angle, 

backscatter 

1. BACKGROUND

Looking at what grows in the northern boreal wetland can 

also give one a clue to whether it is a bog or a fen. In a 

northern boreal bog, you can expect to find Black 

spruce(Picea Mariana), Labrador Tea, 

Cloudberry, Leatherleaf, and Sphagnum moss. In a 

northern boreal fen, one may also find black spruce, as 

well as White Spruce (Picea glauca) 

, but also expect to find Tamarack (Larix laricina). 

willows, sedges and fen mosses. Often referred to 

as muskeg, bogs and fens provide important ecosystem 

services.  Bogs store and release water to and from the 

surrounding land, but are not connected to a system of lakes 

or streams. Bogs are nutrient poor and generally have low 

plant diversity as a result. Fens, on the other hand, are 

connected to slow, but flowing water of small lakes and 

streams. Both fen and bog are characterized by peat and 

poorly decomposed vegetation.  In fens water level is close 

to the surface (within 10 cm), while in bog is below 30 

cm[14]. Unlike Tamarack , Black Spruce in a bog enables 

forest fire to spread easily.  Separation of these two features 

is important in regard to wildfire management.   

Wetland mapping with SAR imagery depends on the type 

of wetlands, water levels, vegetation structure, density and 

height. The incidence angle, which is the angle between the 

radar beam and the ground surface, can affect the 

appearance of smooth targets on the image. The influence 

of incidence angle on backscatter varies according to forest 

structure (i.e., basal area, canopy height, canopy depth, and 

branching qualities) and ground layer characteristics, 

including surface roughness, soil moisture, and the 

presence/absence of standing water [9]. Furthermore, the 

incidence angle has significant influence on the 

backscatter process from flooded vegetation areas. 

Backscatter is expected to vary with incidence angle in 

flooded and non-flooded forests, under leaf-on and leaf-off 

conditions.  This has to be considered in classification 

algorithms, especially when the data are characterized by 

a large range of incidence angles. SAR imagery has been 

used for wetland classification alone or in combination 

with optical data [2] and is particularly useful for mapping 

flooded vegetation because of the canopy penetration and 

subsequent interaction with the underlying water surface 

[9].  

Microwave energy transmitted at smaller (steeper) 

incidence angles takes a shorter route through the canopy, 

increasing transmissivity in the crown layer and leaving 

more energy to interact with the trunk and ground layers. 

Steep incidence angles (20°-30°) are optimal for detection 

of flooding, since some forest types exhibit bright returns 

only at steeper angles [9] or are better able to penetrate 

vegetation, and thus can better detect flooded 

vegetation[11].   Many studies concluded that smaller 

incidence angles were preferable for distinguishing flooded 

from non-flooded forests ([15].  Others have not shown 

incidence angle to affect the ability of SAR data to detect 

flooding beneath vegetation [9]. The increased penetration 

can also enhance the double bounce scattering of flooded 

forests which then helps map inundated vegetation during 
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flood events or as a function of the seasonal changes in 

water level. 

In contrast, shallower incidence angle signals have a 

stronger interaction with the canopy. This results in 

increased volume scattering [3]. Shallow angle data is 

more suitable for discriminating between different types 

of upland vegetation surrounding the wetlands and 

between different wetland vegetation associations like 

various sedge, grass, and rush communities [3]  

 

In non-flooded forests, increases in soil moisture raise 

surface backscatter coefficient and multi-path scattering. 

However, the increase in double bounce and multi-path 

scattering that flooding causes is much higher than the 

increase caused by higher soil moisture levels (1). 

Increases in canopy foliage leaf area index (LAI) during 

the warmer months decrease the transmissivity of the 

crown layer and thus decrease the amount of microwave 

energy reaching the forest floor. Therefore, an increase in 

foliage should reduce the ability to detect flooded forests 

using SAR data, because at larger (shallower) incidence 

angles signal interacts more with the canopy. Thus 

decreased transmissivity in the crown layer increases the 

ability of the radar to estimate canopy characteristics (10).  

Studies employing multi-polarized data indicate 

advantages of like-polarization (HH or VV) for the 

separation of flooded and non-flooded forests [12]. 

According to [1], the backscatter ratio between flooded 

and non-flooded forest is higher at HH polarization than 

at VV polarization. 

 

2. OBJECTIVES 

In wildfire management it is critically important to have 

accurate fuel type maps.  The overall objective is to 

characterize the wetland areas in more accurate manner 

while combining SAR and optical remote sensing data 

products. First objective is to gain an understanding of the 

backscattering characteristics of flooded and non-flooded 

habitats. One of the objectives of this paper is to determine 

the influence of incidence angle on the ability of SAR data 

to detect flooding under forest.   

 

3. STUDY AREA 

Margaret Lake site is located in wildfire prone landscape 

dominated by Black Spruce (Picea Mariana) bogs and fens. 

The drainage is poor or inundated. Frequent wildfires 

make land cover mapping even more complex. In reality it 

is a Boreal Forest and this project area overlaps with four 

natural sub regions: Dry Mixedwood, Sub-Arctic,Boreal 

Highlands(Caribou slope) and Wetland Mixedwood. The 

area is located 40 kilometers (25 miles) east of the town of 

High Level in the Alberta province of Canada 

  

Fig. 1 study area 

4. GROUND AND AERIAL DATA 

 

Training data for image classification were gathered in 

summer 2015 during a ground survey.  Several sampling 

areas were established and on each 3 plots were located and 

on each plot we collected data such as vegetation species 

composition, the ground water level and organic matter 

depth.  

 

   Table 1. Alos-2 scenes parameters. 

 

The Government of Alberta (GOA) has received a multi 

temporal set of Alos-2 Palsar data in 2016 from JAXA 

(Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency).  SLC format  

PALSAR Full-polarimetry images  (Table 1) that have 

been used for the study area were in Level 1.1 geo-coded 

format. Pixel Spacing is the distance between adjacent 

pixels and is measured in metres. This is the same as the 

pixel size. The pixel spacing may be different for range and 

azimuth. Nine ALOS-2 scenes were processed for the 

analyses..For processing work we utilized SNAP and PWS 

softwares which were made freely available by European 

Space Agency ( ESA ) and   Natural Resources Canada  

respectively.  

 

5. APPROACH 

 

Scene 

identifier 

line 

spacing 

pixel 

spacing 

Incidence angle 

scene at the 

center 

150618 2.773 2.861 27.813 

150804 2.784 2.861 36.537 

150818 2.784 2.861 36.533 

150827 2.773 2.861 27.813 

150910 2.773 2.861 27.815 

150915 2.784 2.861 36.533 

150929 2.784 2.861 36.532 

151008 2.773 2.861 27.806 

151022 2.773 2.861 27.806 

151105 2.773 2.861 27.806 
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A major problem in analyzing polarimetry SAR data is in 

understanding the scattering mechanisms that makes 

certain features stand out in the different polarization 

parameters. To have an RGB image as a reference in 

analysis, we created calibrated and Lee filtered each 

polarization band and placed  “HH + VV”  ,”HV” and “HH 

– VV”  into blue-green-red guns.  These combinations are 

sensitive to different scattering mechanisms.  “HH + VV“ 

is sensitive to single bounce, “HH – VV “ is sensitive to 

double bounce and “HV” to volumetric and random 

scattering.   Depolarization of a signal causes high return 

in a cross pol band which tends to be green in areas of 

denser and taller vegetation. The resulting RGB image (fig 

4) shows surface scattering in blue, double bounces are 

shown in red and volume scattering in green. This result is 

consistent with the canopy backscatter theory that the HV 

backscatter comes predominantly from tree crown 

scattering.  The figure 4 depicts a graminoid fen which is 

dominated by single scattering mechanism which is tall 

grass in this case. Also double bounce indicated by red 

color shows another scattering mechanism which in this 

case is likely water. 

 

The workflow of the data preprocessing is visualized 

in figure 2. In the first step of processing subsets of all 

images were created. Then, data were calibrated and saved 

into a complex format. Calibration radiometrically corrects 

a SAR image so that the pixel values truly represent the 

radar backscatter per unit area of the reflecting surface and 

can be compared with other images.. The data calibration 

compensates for the radiometric influences of different 

incidence angles (caused by the sensor geometry and 

topographic characteristics of the surface.  

  

Since, all the polarimetric tools work with either 

Coherency or Covariance matrices as input; in the next step 

we used the matrix generation operator to convert the 

calibrated complex product into coherency matrices. The 

reflectivity of the area being observed at a given radar 

wavelength can be represented by "scattering matrix". 

Each of the four complex elements of this matrix is the 

amplitude and phase of the backscattered radiation as 

measured at one of four orthogonal transmit/receive 

polarizations. The coherency matrix T3 was preferred 

because its elements have a physical interpretation (odd-

bounce, even-bounce, diffuse, etc.).  Most of the targets on 

the ground are distributed targets and they have mixed 

scattering responses due to the target properties and the 

system properties of the Radar beam incident on it.  

 

In the  next step  , we applied   filtering using Refined Lee 

speckle filter with 7 by 7 window.  . Polarimetric speckle 

filters take advantage of all bands and preserve the complex 

information at the same time. To interpret this response and 

separate between different scattering contributors, we 

applied Freeman-Durden decomposition which was chosen 

because some studies have demonstrated its ability for 

mapping flooded vegetation and wetlands [4]. The 

Freeman decomposition models the covariance matrix as 

the contribution of three scattering mechanisms volume 

scattering (where a canopy scatterer is modeled as a set of 

randomly oriented dipoles.), double-bounce scattering 

(modeled by a dihedral corner reflector.) and surface or 

single-bounce scattering (modeled by a first-order Bragg 

surface scatterer). Polarimetric SAR decompositions are 

useful for discriminating and mapping the Earth’s surfaces 

according to scattering behaviors.  The Freeman-Durden 

decomposition was then derived to separate the total power 

of each pixel into surface, double-bounce, and volume 

scattering. The output was a three channel image 

corresponding to the power of each of the three scattering 

mechanisms.  In addition to Freeman decomposistion we 

run Touzy and H-α decomposition as well.  

 

Fig. 2 Methodoloy to create a classified product 

In the final sterp, Wishart H-alpha Classification was 

applied to the speckle filtered T3 product to create an 

unsupervised polarimetric classification and to group 

similar pixels into classes. This single band contains 

several regions each belonging to one of nine classes. The 

classification technique used here is based upon 

polarimetric decomposition classification parameters- 

Entropy (H), Anisotropy (A) and Alpha (α). This set of 

parameters is derived from an eigen value decomposition 

of the coherency matrix. The entropy provides information 

on the scattering degree of randomness. The alpha 

parameter indicates the nature of the scattering: single or 

double bounce reflection or scattering over anisotropic 

media. The anisotropy provides information on the relative 

importance of secondary mechanisms. This parameter 

cannot be interpreted separately from the entropy. Finally, 

both the intensity and polarimetric products 

were  corrected to enable us to utilize field data. 

 

Our field data point shape file of field locations was 

buffered with 20 m radius.  These polygons were used as 

ROI’s(regions of interest) to extract individual SAR pixel’s 

intensity  values for each polarization and each image. 

Afterwards, we extracted mean values for all pixels in each 

polygon and for each polarization and for each image date.   

 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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In this section, we present the SAR backscatter analysis 

in the study area. From experience, i t was found that 

wetland boundaries are very difficult to identify using 

exclusively optical data(Fig.3). Peatland are sphagnum 

moss with alive spongy material and air in it. Water 

ascends and descends in peat, and during a year changes in 

water level may go in range 50 cm up to 1m. Water table 

may drop but soil moisture and gas bubbles in peat stay. 

We also measured the same path across the graminoid fen 

feature with water on the image and the distance in June’s 

image was 916 m and on November’s image 848m. Peat 

rises and goes up and down as water level vary across a 

season.  

 

Fig. 3 This graminoid fen is dominated by single 

bounce. Double bounce is of second importance 

In order to gain more understand on the scattering 

processes of microwave radiation interaction with ground 

cover, as well as changes in these scattering processes due 

to inundation, the backscattering values collected using 

ROI’s were compared and analyzed.  Original intensity 

bands were calibrated and filtered using Lee Sigma filter  

for single image with window size 7 by 7 and sigma 0.9.  

HH and VV values are similar (Fig. 4) for the open uplands 

including open white spruce stands and regenerating pine 

following fire disturbance. White spruce on moist sites 

with higher moisture have strong signal in HH. Though 

variability is greatest in HH polarization and smallest is in 

HV polarization. Upland sites have a downslope in trend in 

backscatter from June to beginning of the winter. This 

finding complies with other studies and it is likely a result 

in decreasing moisture in plants and soil [2].  

 

Fig. 4  Alos-2 calibrated and speckle filtered 

backscatter for HH, HV and VV polarizations.  

When it comes to wetland, the finding were similar in these 

three non-treed fens dominated by water saturated mosses 

and grasses. These graminoid fens where water level is 

near the top of soil have cross polarized backscatter 

significantly low (-20dB) in comparison to the HH and VV 

components.  We noticed that the overall backscatter of 

these gramionid fens is similar in June and September, but 

it takes a dive before October ends. This complies with 

other studies that concluded that many of the land cover 

types exhibit decreases in backscatter from June to 

November. This may be attributed to drying conditions due 

to senescence in the fall [2].It is unexpected that VV is 

similar to HH, because it was reported in literature [2] that 

in  marshes and swamps HH is considerably greater than 

VV. The reason may be that in these fens water level is 

below the surface and high soil moisture drives signal. 

 

Fig. 5  Alos-2 calibrated and speckle filtered 

backscatter for HH polarization 

It is really important to separate treed fens dominated by 

Tamarack (Larix laracina) from bogs dominated by Black 

Spruce(Picea mariana ). When we look at HH+VV 

backscattering components (figure 6), imagery collected in 

October may offer more power to discriminate between 
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bogs and fens. In this month the HH+VV combination 

component creates wider gap between bogs and fens in dB 

units. Fens backscatter may be stronger than bog’s for 1 

dB.  Similar findings was reported by Henderson in his 

review stating that HH and VV is preferable to separate 

between flooded and not flooded forests[5].

Fig 6. HH+VV backscater for graminoid fens and bog.  
 

Ratio of flooded and not flooded vegetation 

Given the same wavelength or incidence angle we looked 

at the ratio of backscatter from the graminoid fens to that 

from the non-flooded forest in this case upland (Open Sw 

and Pine). For flooded sites we used graminoid fens with 

water level at the top.  Only ratio for HH image from 

August 4 with incidence angle 36 at the center scene 

showed -2 dB.  The ratio value for four scenes with 28 

degrees Incidence  angle at the center scene showed range 

between -1.2 -2.5 dB.  Ratio was higher at HH polarization 

overall than at VV polarization. October 8th SAR  scene 

exhibited the highest variability for both polarizations. 

Shallow incidence angle (36 degrees)  for August 4 image 

in VV exhibited smallest ratio (0.5 dB).Other studies [1] 

compared the flooded and nonflooded forests and found 

that  the decrease of the ratio with an increase of incidence 

angle is a result of the decreased trunk-ground and canopy-

ground  interactions.  The largest backscatter ratio (about 

2.5 dB of L band-HH backscatter is modeled at θ = 20 °, 

and the smallest ratio (about 0 dB) at incidence angle = 60 

°. Like polarization (HH, VV) was deemed preferable to 

separate flooded from non-flooded forest and produced 

higher contrast between swamps and dry forests than cross-

polarization[5]. 

 

Fig. 6 Ratio flooded vs non flooded for HH 

polarization and VV ratio below 

 

Fig. 7 Ratio of flooded vs none flooded for VV 

polarization and VV ratio below 

HH is best to discriminate between flooded and non-

flooded deciduous forests because HH penetrates deeper 

than HV and VV [11].   

Incidence angle effect 

When it comes to incidence angles of the SAR imagery, 

some studies concluded that smaller incidence angles are 

better able to penetrate vegetation, and thus can better 

detect flooded vegetation. In this project we utilized 

imagery with 28◦ and 36◦ incidence angle.  By visually 

comparing these images we observed the lower contrast 

between fens and bogs and increased volumetric scattering 

component in a 36◦ image.  It seems that volume scattering 

is getting increased, while surface scattering is getting 

reduced in the scene with a 36 degree incidence angle 

(figure 8). Therefore, an increase in foliage should reduce 

the ability to detect flooded forests using SAR data.  In a 

rather simple exercise we wanted to see if there is any 

difference in terms of increased volumetric backscatter for 

different incidence angle. Though, we looked only one site 

and three images, nevertheless we can report our results 
that may comply with some studies on this matter 

conditions [3 ]. 
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Fig 8 . Two images from August 18 and 27 with 

different incidence angles 

Table 2 HV backscatter for a sample area 

Date 8/18/2015 8/27/2015 10/8/2015 

Incidence 

angle 
36.53 27.7 2.77 

minimum -23.4 -22.8 -23.9 

maximum 0.47 0.8 -0.3 

median  -8.4 -9.3 -10.7 

mean -8.3 -9.28 -10.3 

variance 3.1 3 3.5 

pc75 -6 -7.45 -7.5 

pc90 -4.7 -5.8 -5.7 

 

When we compared cross pol (HV)  for August 18 (36 ◦) 

and August 27 (27 ◦) for the same spatial area, our statistics 

showed increased volumetric for image with higher  

incidence (shallow) angle.  Also volumetric scattering got 

reduced likely due to less moisture and senescence as the 

statistics for the October 8 image shows. One limitation 

here is that in HV we do not account for oriented target 

scattering. According to literature the large angle 

diminishes differences between open bog and treed 

wetland’s strong return in VV and HV [11].  Although data 

collected at average incidence angles of 27.5° and 33.5° 

were found to provide the best discrimination between 

flooded and not flooded areas [3].   Studies reported that 

ability to detect flooding varied more with incidence angle 

during the leaf-on period and more with forest type during 

the leaf-off period. During the leaf-on period, canopy 

transmissivity was primarily responsible for variation in 

the ability to detect flooding with increasing incidence 

angle [3].  

 

Double bounce in fen: 

Another observation that we noticed was the changes in the 

amount of double bounce scattering from the fen. through 

the season.  Amount of double bounce is variable 

throughout the season, but visuallyL the greatest amount of 

double bounce was visible in November 5 image. Our 

statistical parameters extracted from Freeman Durden 

decomposition image shows opposite information (table 3, 

figure 10). Double bounce has on average stronger signal 

in June’s image than in November, even though surface 

scattering is less dominant in Novermber image. 

Table 3. Differences in scattering mechanisms for 

November and June 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 10 Differences in scattering mechanisms for 

November and June 

 

In this case surface scattering remains the constant while 

double bounce and volume scattering lost some strength  by 

November. Vegetation senescence may play the role in this 

case. When area is flooded during the leaf-on season, 

canopy variations among the different forest types were 

accentuated by increased multi-path and double-bounce  

scattering which, in turn, increased canopy scattering  and 

Fig. 9 Freeman Durden decompositions for 

November and June image 
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decreased net surface scattering During the leaf-off 

season(November), when the transmissivity of the crown 

layer was highest, allowing more energy to penetrate the 

canopy layer and interact with the surface layer.  [3] In this 

fen, water table drop in summer and as the fall returns water 

levels once again increase. One could argue that in leaf off 

conditions double bounce will increase with highly cured 

vegetation and increased water level. 

 
Classification 

 

Three components can be obtained from the T3 matrix: 

entropy (H), angle (α) and anisotropy (A). The average 

α component ranges between 0° and 90° and depends on 

the dominant scattering mechanism: surface scattering 

for values near 0°, dipole scattering for values near 45° 

and double-bounce scattering for values near 90°[16] 

.High entropy is caused by the depolarizing effects of 

volume scatter from the structural elements of trees like in 

pine stands (Table 4), which produce greater disorder in 

scattering. Alpha is high for forest areas and is low on bare 

surfaces, snow, and water surfaces. The regions of high 

entropy can be identified with the help of red colour and 

low with black colour (Figure 11). Graminoid fen is 

indicated in Dark colors where entropy is less than 0.4 and 

is generally a region of low entropy. Bluish zone shows 

more moderate entropy linked with double bounce. 

Anisotropy indicator is particularly useful to discriminate 

scattering mechanisms with different eigenvalue 

distributions but with similar intermediate entropy values. 

In such cases, a high anisotropy value indicates two 

dominant scattering mechanisms with equal probability 

and a less significant third mechanism, while a low 

anisotropy value corresponds to a dominant first scattering 

mechanism and two non-negligible secondary mechanisms 

with equal importance. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11 entropy for the area of a particular fen. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. H / Alpha plane. Blue colour indicates bogs, 

green is for pine and red for fens.  

 

Table 4 H, A, α values for graminoid fen and pine sites 

 

 

Surface scattering dominates on these sites including 

one Lodgepole pine site which has open crown 

closure. All these sites occupy medium entropy 

surface scattering corresponding to rough surfaces. 

Results of the unsupervised segmentation procedure 

are not presented here.  In that work we are 

implementing phase of the symmetric scattering type [7] 

and anisotropy. 

 

6..CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, an analysis of multi-temporal Synthetic 

Aperture Radar data is performed to investigate the general 

backscatter in an area in Northern Alberta. The focus is on 

a test area near Margaret Lake. Analyses have shown that 

the optimum month for separating bogs and graminoid fens 

is October. Also, imagery with steep angles is preferable 

over shallow angle. Co-pol polarization (HH, VV) seem to 

be  preferable option to separate flooded from non-flooded 

forest. During the leaf-on period, canopy transmissivity is 

reduced and having shallow incidence angle may affect 

separation of treed wetland from upland. Cloude α angle, 

entropy and anisotropy should be powerful tools to enable 

us to detect graminoid fens due to high water ground level. 

Double bounce signal decreases late in the season, but 

visually it looks like dominant mechanism comparing to 

odd bounce. On the other hand graminoid fen in June image 

visually is dominated by surface scattering, but double 

bounce is stronger according to measurements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

ALOS-2 datasets were tested to detect uplift and 

subsidence and to characterize wetlands in North-West 

Alberta, where the dominant land cover types are bog, fen, 

marsh, swamp, and shallow water [1]. The goal of this 

study is to investigate the potential of ALOS-2 data to 

address the areas that are susceptible to oil and gas 

pipeline [2] leak based on the surface movement in 

wetland system.  

2. ALOS-2 DATASETS

ALOS-2 interferometric datasets selected for North-West 

Alberta study area A include HH polarization:  

‘ALOS2068191190-150828’, ‘ALOS2074401190-

151009’, and ‘ALOS2117871190-160729’ that are 

respectively acquired on 28-08-2015, 09-10-2015, and 29-

07-2016. The perpendicular baseline between acquisition 

on 28-08-2015 and 29-07-2016 was 171.87 m and the

perpendicular baseline between acquisition on 28-08-2015

and 09-10-2015 was 42.48 m. In addition, interferometric

datasets selected for North-West Alberta study area B

include HH polarization: ‘ALOS2068191180-150828’,

‘ALOS2074401180-151009’, and ‘ALOS2117871180-

160729’ that are respectively acquired on 28-08-2015, 09-

10-2015, and 29-07-2016. The perpendicular baseline

between acquisition on 28-08-2015 and 29-07-2016 was

143.39 m and the perpendicular baseline between

acquisition on 28-08-2015 and 09-10-2015 was 42.82 m.

Fully polarimetric ALOS-2 datasets selected for wetland 

classification in study area C and D of North-West Alberta 

are  ‘ALOS2049561190-150424’ and ‘ALOS2049561180-

150424’, respectively. 

3. METHOD

Three-pass differential interferometry method [3, 4, 5] was 

applied to the interferometric datasets to derive the 

vertical displacement maps.  

Touzi Decomposition method [6, 7] was applied to the 

fully polarimetric datasets to produce wetland 

classification maps. 

4. RESULTS

The vertical displacement maps of study area A and B are 

exemplified in Fig. 1, where fringes might include 

atmospheric and Ionospheric phase distortions and missing 

areas are due to low correlation in the interferogram used 

as topographic information. Oil and gas pipelines are 

overlaid on both maps to understand the impact of uplift 

and subsidence that could be related to peat thickness, 

wetland types, permafrost thawing, precipitation, and 

groundwater discharge. Since the satellite observation was 

made from the east to west, it is impossible to detect 

displacement in the north or south direction. As shown in 

Figure 1 and 2, gradient of red-yellow-green colored areas 

with line-of-sight change moving towards the satellite 

represents 2.5 to 5.0 cm uplift, while line-of-sight change 

moving away from the satellite represents -2.5 to -5.0 cm 

subsidence of the eastward direction.  Although the main 

advantage of 3-pass method is that no DEM is required, the 

differential phase still could be effected by the atmosphere 

and ionosphere.  

Fig. 2 illustrates wetland classification results that were 

produced based on the dominant scattering type phase (Phi 

1) derived from the Touzi Decomposition [6, 7]. Oil and

gas pipelines were overlaid on the wetland classification

map to understand the impact on the wetland in case of

rupture. Wetland classes include treed bog, fen, shrubby 

bog, marsh and upland forest. Fens shown in both figures

illustrates sub-surface water flow detected with possible

~24 cm the penetration of L band though the dry peat,

which is almost impossible to detect using multispectral

data, e.g., SPOT-6, Landsat-8, and Sentienl-2.
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Fig. 1. Vertical displacement map of study area A 

(top) and B (bottom) overlaid on the intensity image. 

The overlaid white lines represent oil and gas pipelines. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Wetland classification map of study area C (top) 

and D (bottom) with overlaid oil and gas pipelines 

shown as black lines. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

A time-series interferometric stack with more ALOS-2 

observations is required for more reliable surface 

movement result. In addition, interferometric results seem 

unreliable due to poor coherence in wet areas.  Fully 

polarimetric data are desired for the same study areas as 

the interferometric data so that surface movement can be 

associated with specific wetland type, which was not the 

case for the datasets provided for this study. 

 

Ground-reference data is required to validate the surface 

displacement result and its association with the wetland 

types, permafrost thawing, and water level fluctuation. 

Field work is required to validate and understand the 

impact of detected surface deformation, i.e., if the 

deformation caused any structural damage to infrastructure 

and pipelines. In addition, field work is required to 

validate the wetland classification results with the 

collection of peat thickness, water flow under the peat, 

vegetation types in wetland.  
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1.INTRODUCTION
With the support of RA-6, we have carried out a 
number of exciting geological studies using high-
quality radar image data collected from the 
ALOS-2 satellite. Using ALOS-2 radar image 
data for InSAR research makes it possible to 
obtain a more stable surface deformation profile. 

2.MONITORING THE THAW SLUMP-
DERIVED THERMOKARST IN THE
QINGHAI-TIBET PLATEAU USING

SATELLITE SAR INTERFEROMETRY 
Thaw slumps are well-developed within a 10 km 
wide zone along the Qinghai-Tibet engineering 
corridor, especially along the Qinghai-Tibet 
highway and railway. Previous studies have 
focused on thaw slump instability such as its 
origin development, headwall retrogression rate, 
failure scale, and thermal regime, yet the intrinsic 
dynamic process of surface movement is 

relatively less known. In this study, we used 
InSAR based on the L-band ALOS PALSAR 
images acquired from January 2007 to October 
2010 to investigate the distribution of thaw-
induced slope failures containing retrogressive 
thaw slumps and active layer detachment failures 
along the Qinghai-Tibet highway (QTH). Our 
InSAR analysis reveals that the maximum annual 
average sedimentation rates are even up to -35 
mm·yr−1 in the slope direction to the K3035 thaw 
slump, and the K3035W active layer detachment 
failure developed on the west side of K3035. The 
distribution, failure extent, and stability of the 
slope failures obtained by our InSAR analysis all 
agree well with the field investigations. Our study 
illustrates that InSAR is an effective tool for 
studying the distribution and processes of the 
thaw slump-derived thermokarst and provides 
useful references for evaluating permafrost 
degradation in response to climate warming and 
external disturbance on the Qinghai-Tibet plateau. 

FIG. 1 Local displacenent map of QTH generated by ALOS-1
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FIG. 2 general displacement map of the study area

3.STUDYING THE LAND
DISPLACEMENT OF LOS ANGLES 

URBAN REGION 

Los Angeles has undergone tremendous 
deformations over the past few decades, mainly 
due to human factors such as natural disasters and 
earthquakes, urban construction, overexploitation 
of groundwater, and oil extraction. The purpose 
of this study is to map the temporal and spatial 
variations of land subsidence in Los Angeles and 
to use the improved SBAS (small baseline subset) 
technique and multisensor SAR datasets to 
analyze the causes of deformations in this area 

from October 2003 to October 2017. At the same 
time, the deformation results of SBAS inversion 
are compared with the GPS measurements and 
the multisensor SAR dataset deformation, and the 
results are highly consistent. During the period 
from 2003 to 2017, there were several subsidence 
regions and one uplift region in Los Angeles. The 
cumulative subsidence was -266.8 mm at the 
maximum, and the average annual subsidence 
velocity was -19mm/yr, which was mainly caused 
by groundwater overexploitation. The maximum 
amount of accumulated lift is +104.8 mm, and the 
average annual lifting velocity can reach +7.5 
mm/yr. Our results have very strong practical 
application value and can provide a significant 
basis for local government services in disaster 
prevention and mitigation decision-making. 
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FIG. 3 General displacement map of Los Angles urban region 

FIG.4 Time series displacement map of Los angles urban area 
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FIG. 5 Difference between InSAR inversion rensules and GNSS result 
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1. INTRODUCTION

By means of the technically advanced modern spaceborne 
SAR sensors, it is no more difficult or rare cases to identify 
the artefacts of the propagation effects through the 
ionosphere on the SAR image. ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 is 
operating at L-band. It is the longest wavelength among 
currently operating space-borne SAR sensors. As the 
ionospheric effect on microwave is inversely proportional 
to the center frequency, PALSAR-2 SAR images are quite 
sensitive to the ionospheric effects. In other words, ALOS-
2 PALSAR-2 is best situated to identify, detect, and (when 
possible) monitor the ionosphere by means of SAR. 
The technical advancement of the SAR system enables 
more and more ionospheric effects to be estimated in 
couple of ways. Most primarily, the wider bandwidth both 
in range and azimuth increases the number of independent 
looks of the SAR images, enhancing the spatial resolution 
or estimation accuracy of the ionospheric parameters. In 
azimuth direction, additionally, the higher PRF is 
associated to the wider azimuth beam width enabling more 
diverse sub-band analysis. Secondly, the wider swathe 
directly enlarges the imaging geometry. Quad-pol ability is 
saved for. 
In the ionosphere, the microwave experiences an advance 
of the phase. The ionospheric phases on the interferogram 
are directly proportional to the difference of total electron 
contents (TEC) in the two acquisitions. Here TEC is the 
integrated number density of the free-electrons along the 
wave propagation path. Because the ionosphere is also a 
dispersive media, the amount of the phase advance varies 
in the chirp frequency band-width, and its result is the 
group delay. The SAR images the nearer range through the 
ionosphere (the first order effect), and slightly defocused 
though negligible (the second order effect). Ionosphere is 
inhomogeneous. The amount of the phase advance varies 
along with the gradient of TEC during the synthetic 
aperture. It leads to a translation of the time-Doppler 
relation, and its result is the shift of focusing position in the 
azimuth direction on the final SAR image. When the 
change of the ionosphere is more dynamic, i.e., higher than 
first order, the azimuth focusing quality degrades. This 
phenomenon or its degrading effect on SAR image are 
called the scintillation. Finally, but no less important, the 
ionosphere is anisotropic media in the Earth’s magnetic 
field. Linearly polarized waves are rotated around the Line-
of-sight (LOS), which is called Faraday rotation (FR). FR 
is the only direct and absolute estimate of TEC. 

Because the ionospheric phase advance is proportional to 
TEC, the observable ionospheric distortions on SAR 
images are related to TEC. A large part of the ionospheric 
characterization by means of SAR is to retrieve the TEC 
with high spatial resolution and accuracy. At the same time, 
the vertical location of the ionosphere, i.e., ionospheric 
height, and the drift velocity estimation has been shown to 
be possible by means of SAR during the activities in the 
ALOS/ALOS-2 RA-4 “Development of combined TEC 
imaging methods for forest parameter retrieval on high 
resolution SAR data”. 
The research activity in ALOS-2 RA-6 deepens our 
understanding on the ionospheric effect on SAR. The 
regional scale TEC estimation essentially requires a highly 
accurate FR estimates, which demands an accurate 
polarimetric calibration. In this report, the estimates of FR 
at mid and low latitudes are analyzed, and requirements for 
further calibration is proposed. The monitoring of the 
ionospheric dynamics can be achieved by the azimuth sub-
band analysis of SAR over equator. For that, a case study 
over Brazil is presented. Its result can be interpolated into 
the current understanding of the equatorial ionospheric 
dynamics. 

2. CHALLENGES ON TEC ESTIMATION FROM
FR 

A. PFISR
The Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR) is
operated by SRI International. One of its measurement is
the vertical electron density profile, that is drawn by the
faint backscatter of UHF frequency wave from the free
electrons in the ionosphere. Together with our CIs, and
Prof. Franz Meyer and Donald Hampton in University of
Alaska, Fairbanks, we could perform a dedicated
comparison of ground-based and the space-borne
ionosphere measurements. For the TEC comparison, eight
coinciding events of PFISR and quad-pol PALSAR-2
observations were identified. Considering the right-looking
geometry and the ascending orbit of ALOS-2, the scenes
are collected at east of the PFISR antenna.
The comparison of TEC shows good agreement but do not
coincide perfectly. Partly it can be attributed to the
disagreement of the piercing points. Being different from
the TEC maps derived from the GNSS network, the vertical
profile measurements of incoherent radar, like PFISR,
allow the comparison of ionospheric height estimates. The
electron density of PFISR measurements form primary
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peaks at E region altitudes, around 130 km. The 
ionospheric heights can be estimated from SAR data in 
couple of methods. The first kind is using the parallax of 
FR. One basic premise of the parallax approach is the 
spatial pattern of the FR variation is kept same in both sub-
band images, but the FR estimates from the SAR data do 
not. 

Fig. 1 Validation plot of TEC estimates using PFISR 
and quad-pol PALSAR-2 data over Fairbanks, Alaska 

Because FR is calculated from the backscatter coefficients 
from the four polarimetric channels, FR can be also 
calculated on the frequency-domain SAR data. The 
frequency domain FR estimates of the eight SAR data show 
a strong narrow band radio frequency interference (RFI). 
Over the test area, the frequency higher than 1.245 GHz 
(amounts to a third of chirp bandwidth) shows seriously 
biased FR estimates. One tentative explanation for the 
degrade can be the intense radar system for military 
purpose to early-warning of inter-continental ballistic 
missiles. The frequency domain FR estimates shows the 
two-antenna system which is adopted in PALSAR-2 
system in order to double the PRF. After filtering out these 
RFI frequencies, the FR pattern in approaching and 
departing sub-bands do not perfectly agree. By picking out 
outstanding feature on FR distribution, the parallax and the 
ionospheric heights are estimated. They show relatively 
low height around 100 km. These are extremely low 
compared to the normally accepted F region altitude 
around 300 to 400 km, but they more or less agree with the 
altitude of peak electron density altitudes measured by 
PFISR. 
The sub-band azimuth shift is another method to estimte 
the ionospheric height from the SAR data. On seven of the 
eight SAR data it was possible to measure the azimuth sub-
band shifts which are aligned to the geomagnetic field line. 
From the alignment and the parallax of the azimuth shift 
pattern, the estimated heights distribute around 250 to 300 
km. These values are obviously much higher than those 
form the FR sub-bands. 
We could conclude that the height estimates from the 
parallax of FR and the azimuth sub-bands are different and 
it is because the FR and the azimuth sub-band shift are 
caused from different components of the ionosphere. FR is 
proportional to the electron density itself, while the 
azimuth sub-band shift is associated to the irregularities. 
Perhaps the irregularities are placed above the peak 
electron density height. The contents of this section are 
published in proceeding of IGARSS 2018 Valencia. [1] 

B. Kanto-Tohoku

Another test site for the ionospheric structure and dynamics 
estimation using FR in conjunction with cross-validation 
observation is performed over East Japan. One of the 
world’s most dense GNSS network, GEONET, covers all 
Japan. Among the wide application of GEONET, the 
ionospheric mapping is compared with those from SAR. At 
mid-latitudes, it occasionally happens that the ionospheric 
perturbation is propagates horizontally, which is called 
travelling ionospheric disturbance (TID). The level of 
ionospheric disturbance is regarded relatively low at mid 
latitude than at polar or equatorial latitudes. TID one of 
perturbation observed at mid latitudes. 
The FR estimates on August 20. 2019 across the Honshu 
Island from Chiba Prefecture to Niigata Prefecture 
increases gradually from 0.2° to 0.6°. Assuming the 
ionospheric altitude to be 300 km, the TEC increases from 
1.5 to 3.0 TEC. The TEC estimate from the GEONET 
shows a couple of TECU higher level than that from SAR 
where the offset seems rather constant across the scene 
extent. This observation is accounted for in two ways. The 
first is the existence of bias in the FR estimates. The second 
is the disagreement of the integration height. The 
ionosphere does not finish at the altitude of ALOS-2. The 
free electrons distributing at the higher layer might 
contribute to the TEC estimates from GNSS. 
The TEC measurements from GEONET data suggests the 
best estimate of the ionospheric height to be around 300 
km. In GEONET network the TEC is estimated at each line 
connecting stations to GNSS satellites one-to-one. The 
piercing points are the points where the connecting lines 
intersect with assumed ionospheric height, and, of course, 
they vary as the height of the ionosphere changes. The best 
spatial agreement of TEC distribution after projected on the 
piercing point is acquired for the ionospheric altitude 
around 300 km. 
The ionospheric height is estimated by means of the 
azimuth sub-band shift. [2][3] Though severely affected by 
the erroneous estimates, the azimuth shift estimates show 
rather clear alignment of the shifts along the projected 
geomagnetic field lines. And there are couple of strong and 
clear shift bands of which widths are a few kilometer. Their 
displacements across the parallax in the azimuth suggest 
the ionospheric altitude at around 150 km. [4] The 
investigation about this disagreement is going on. 

C. Calibration/Validation
It is natural to interpret the variation of FR and polarimetric
distortion parameters found on the Doppler frequency
domain analysis to the antenna pattern, because the
Doppler frequency is directly associated to the look
direction. We estimated the FR at Doppler frequency
domain for many ALOS PALSAR data and ALOS-2
PALSAR-2 quad-pol datasets. The change of FR across the
Doppler frequency is calculable from the geometry. The
relation between TEC and FR

Ω = � 
���⃗ ⋅ �̂

����
��� 

is derived with respect to the squint angle � as 

�Ω

��
= �

���⃗ ⋅ ��

����
���, 

where � is a constant of 40.31 m3/s2, � is the speed of light, 
� and � are unit electron charge and mass respectively, � 

is frequency, ��⃗  is geomagnetic field, and �̂  is unit 
propagation vector in LOS and �� is unit vector along the 
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azimuth direction. Using the derivative �Ω/��, it becomes 
possible to estimate TEC from FR also at equatorial region. 
And this is one of the most important achievement in the 
previous RA-4 activity [5]. During the continuing RA-6 
period this method is further extended and a concluding 
paper is under reviewing process [6]. 
Expanding the applicability of the �Ω/��-method to other 
PALSAR-2 datasets, it is found that the ideal pattern of FR 
is hardly retrieved, because there exists strong antenna 
pattern of FR, i.e., the FR versus squint does not follow the 
ideal linear trend. As a first step, we could assume a 
constant underlaying FR bias pattern, which is a result of 
incomplete polarimetric calibration. The polarimetric 
calibration is performed to whole frequency in order to 
utilize maximum SNR. By compensating for the theoretical 
change of FR in the Doppler frequency, the residual FR as 
a function of Doppler frequency is estimated. It shows that 
the pattern of residual FR is quite different in PALSAR and 
PALSAR-2, indicating a possible persistent antenna 
pattern. These research activities were presented in [7]. The 
residual FR across the Doppler frequency in PALSAR 
seems rather consistent across the datasets from equator to 
polar regions. The pattern of PALSAR-2 is, on contrary, 
varies rather largely from scene to scene. 
If the residual FR across the Doppler frequency is constant, 
the difference of the FR of interferometric pair would 
follow the ideal pattern of 

�

��
ΔΩ = �

���⃗ ⋅ ��

����
Δ���, 

where ΔΩ  and Δ���  are the differential FR and TEC, 
respectively. Here the effect of antenna pattern is cancelled 
out, and the same ionospheric height is assumed. 

Fig. 2 FR dependency on squint (���⃗ ⋅ �� is used as the 
proxy on x-axis) The calculation of FR is performed at 

different altitudes (from ground to 600 km altitudes 
from violet to red with 100 km step). Oblique lines 

correspond to 0 to 15 TECU. 

The effect of antenna pattern distortion is also an issue for 
ALOS PALSAR data. As analyzed in [7], ALOS PALSAR 
has a linear residual Doppler-FR trend, and it biases the 
ideal �Ω/�� -relation. However, if that bias remains 
constant for a long time, one can suppress such trend on the 
difference of FR acquired in interferometric pair. The test 
using ALOS PALSAR shows an excellent agreement as 
shown in Figure 2. The differential FR and its squint 
dependency are estimated from the ALOS PALSAR 

interferometric pair acquired on 2007/3/18 and 5/3 
consisting of 32 successive scenes over Brazil. Fig. 2 is 

named as “Bk-FR plot” in [5] and [6]. The x-axis is ��⃗ ⋅ �̂ 
calculated varying squint angle, and y-axis is FR. Because 

the geomagnetic field varies with height, the ��⃗ ⋅ �̂  is 
calculated for varying altitude. In Fig. 2 the height is 
distinguished using different color from violet (ground) to 
red (600 km) with 100 km step. Ideally, they form a line 
segment of which extent passes the origin. The oblique 
lines indicate TEC level from 0 to 15 TECU. As the TEC 
level goes larger, the steeper the line segment is. In Fig. 2, 
however, the ionospheric height need not be the same in 
master and slave acquisitions. The origin-passing line 
segment cannot correctly indicate the ionospheric height. 
The ALOS-2 case, such nice plots were not drawn. The Bk-
FR plot shows not a straight line, at least over datasets 
acquired over Tokyo. Currently we assume that the 
adaptive noise suppression of the JAXA’s standard SAR 
imaging processor does not guarantee the time-constant 
residual Doppler-FR pattern. A further analysis is on going. 

Fig. 3 Foot print of Boa Vista ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 
dataset and stripe map 

D. Polarimetric distortion
The south part of the sequence covers east part of Great
Tokyo urban area. On the FR estimates over urban area we
could find relatively frequent biased estimates of FR. In the
polarimetry, the cross-talk and the FR is not completely
separable. In order to identify the cause of the bias, we tried
to check the polarimetric calibration based on the
covariance matrix elements established [8]. Motivated
from the Doppler-FR analysis in the previous section, we
performed the frequency-domain analysis for all
polarimetric distortion parameters. The result is presented
in the ALOS-2 third PI-meeting in this January. [9] 

3. EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

At the equator, the post-sunset plasma bubble causes stripe 
patterns on SAR image. [10] With the joint observation of 
ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 with All Sky Imager (ASI), which 
detects 630 nm emission from the upper atmosphere, the 
structure of the plasma bubble is analyzed. Fig.3 shows the 
foot print of the study area and the stripe pattern observed 
on the sub-band SAR image. [11] 
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The stripe pattern is coinciding the wall of the ionospheric 
plasma bubble. Plasma bubble is shown on ASI as devoid 
of emission. In the interferometric analysis, the difference 
of the TEC can reach up to larger than 25 TECU. The 
results of this research activity is recently submitted [12]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION In this project, we first aim to develop and test methods to 
reduce the adverse impacts of ionospheric artifacts on 
InSAR measurements, especially for the ALOS PALSAR 
and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 data. Then, we use the InSAR 
measurements with ionospheric corrections to analyze the 
effects of this type of error source on the fault slip modeling. 
The materials presented in this report have been already 
published in conference and journal papers or being peer- 
reviewed for possible publication. 

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) has been 
used widely over the past two decades or so to measure 
ground deformation related to various geophysical 
processes [1]. In studying seismic deformation, the high 
spatial resolution and wide geographic coverage of InSAR 
are advantageous over conventional geodetic techniques 
such as Global Position System (GPS). InSAR can provide 
effective observation where the on-land measurement is 
sparse or not existed. The long wavelength L-band SAR 
data has been proved very effective in measuring surface 
deformation related to earthquakes [2-4] owing to the good 
coherence. However, previous studies [5-8] have shown 
that the L-band SAR data is more sensitive to, and hence 
more easily affected by the ionospheric anomalies when 
the microwave signals travel through the ionosphere in the 
imaging process. 
To mitigate the ionospheric artifacts in SAR interferograms 
to improve the accuracy of the derived surface deformation, 
studies have recently been carried out based on the 
propagation of radar pulses in the dispersive ionosphere. 
The methods can be divided into three main categories, i.e., 
methods based on Faraday rotation [9], azimuth shift [10-
12], and split-spectrum [13, 14]. The implementation of the 
Faraday rotation method depends on the availability of full-
polarization dataset and the accuracy of magnetic field. The 
azimuth shift method is sensitive to small-scale variations 
in the ionosphere, but cannot be applied in the cases that 
spatially discontinuous (integration problem). In general, 
the correction of the ionospheric artifacts is often hampered 
by other phase components in an interferogram, such as 
those due to satellite orbital ramp and ground 
displacements. Separating reliably the ionospheric artifacts 
from the displacements is therefore a critical task in 
estimating coseismic deformation in such cases. The split-
spectrum technique [13, 14] proposed recently is 
considered an effective approach for this purpose. 

2. RANGE SPLIT-SPECTRUM METHOD 

Range split-spectrum (RSS) method was initially proposed 
to estimate the absolute interferometric phase for mapping 
the terrain elevations with two range sub-band 
interferograms at different central frequencies [15]. 
Recently, there has been renewed interest in this technique 
for mitigating the ionospheric artifacts in InSAR 
interferograms, as inspired from the ionospheric correction 
method in GPS. The implementation of the RSS method is 
straightforward as in [13, 15], two sub-band single look 
complex (SLC) images (low and high bands) with different 
central frequencies, can be reconstructed from the full- 
band SLC image with the band-pass and demodulation 
processing.  The  generated  low-band ∆𝜙𝜙!  and high-band 
∆𝜙𝜙" interferograms from sub-bands SLCs  can  be 
expressed  by  the  dispersive  (ionospheric  phase screen) 
∆𝜙𝜙#$ % and non-dispersive ∆𝜙𝜙%$%&'#() as [14] 

*!,# + ∆𝜙𝜙   *$  ∆𝜙𝜙   = ∆𝜙𝜙 (1.1) 

(1.2) 

! %$%&'#() #$% *!,#*$ 
*%,& + ∆𝜙𝜙   *$  ∆𝜙𝜙    = ∆𝜙𝜙 " %$%&'#() #$% *%,& *$ 

where 𝑓𝑓+ is the central frequency of the full-band radar 
range spectrum. 𝑓𝑓!,% and 𝑓𝑓",- are the central frequencies of 
the   low-band   and   high-band   radar   range  spectrums, 
respectively. 𝑛𝑛 = . is the split-spectrum factor between 

/! 

the full-bandwidth 𝐵𝐵 and low-band bandwidth 𝑏𝑏! (lower 
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Fig. 3 Theoretical accuracy of the RSS method 

theoretical deformation accuracy after the ionospheric 
correction by the symmetric and asymmetric RSS methods. 
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B/16 (d) B/2 

3. A CASE STUDY OF THE 2010 MAULE, CHILE
EARTHQUAKE 

fl,2 f0 fh,16

Fig. 1 Illustration of the RSS method 

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the RSS method 
. than  half  of  the  full-bandwidth).   𝑚𝑚 = is  the split- 

/% 

spectrum factor  between  the  full-bandwidth 𝐵𝐵 and high- 
band bandwidth 𝑏𝑏". The RSS method can be represented as 

Fig. 4 Location map of the 2010 Maule earthquake 

On February 27, 2010, the Mw 8.8 Maule, Chile 
earthquake ruptured the Nazca-South America subduction 
zone, offshore of the southern-central Andes. The epicenter 
of the earthquake was within the rupture zone (known as 
the Darwin gap) of the 1835 Mw 8.5 Concepción 
earthquake, to the north of the epicenter of the 1960   Mw 
9.5 Valdivia earthquake, and to the south of the epicenter 
of the 1928 Mw 8.0 Talca earthquake [22]. The earthquake 
correlated highly with the preseismic locking in the Andes 
subduction zone [23] where approximately 11-14 m of slip 
had accumulated since 1835 under the assumption that the 
interplate locking reached 100% with the convergent 
motion being 63-80 mm/yr [24, 25]. The 2010 rupture 
resulted in significant displacements as measured by 
geodetic observations, including those from the GPS, 
leveling and InSAR [3, 26, 27]. 
Signature of seismic ionospheric perturbation was 
observed for the Maule earthquake by Galvan et al. [28] 
with GPS observations. Tong et al. [3] and Lin et al. [29] 
indicated that some of the ALOS PALSAR data previously 
used to study the Maule earthquake may be affected by the 

the symmetric RSS method when the two split-spectrum 
factors are identical, whereas, the RSS method can be 
defined as asymmetric RSS method. Then, the ionospheric 
phase screen ∆𝜙𝜙#$% is determined by (1) as: 

* ∙* %,&    !,#  ∆𝜙𝜙 = (𝑓𝑓   ∆𝜙𝜙   − 𝑓𝑓 ∆𝜙𝜙 ) (2.1) #$% !,% " ",- ! *$1*'  &*'    2 !,#     %,& 

∆𝜙𝜙%$%&'#() = *$  (𝑓𝑓!,%∆𝜙𝜙! − 𝑓𝑓",-∆𝜙𝜙") (2.2) 
*'  &*' !,#     %,& 

If two split-spectrum factors are identical 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑚𝑚 , the 
method is defined as the symmetric method as presented in 
[14, 16-19]. In general, the split-spectrum factors 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑚𝑚 = 
3 (symmetric sub-bands) are considered as the optimal 
values for the split-spectrum estimator [20], as shown in 
Fig. 1. Conversely, the method can be defined as the 
asymmetric RSS method when two split-spectrum factors 
are not equal as proposed in the NISAR mission [21]. The 
implementation of the RSS method is sketched as shown in 
Fig. 2, and the details can be referred to [14]. Moreover, 
the accuracy of the asymmetric split-spectrum estimator 
depends on the bandwidth and the subbands central 
frequencies separation [20]. Fig. 3 gives an example of the 
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ionospheric perturbation. The effect of the ionospheric 
perturbation has however not been studied. 
We use L-band ALOS PALSAR data from nine adjacent 
ascending tracks (Stripmap mode) and one descending 
track (ScanSAR mode) (Fig. 4) to compute the coseismic 
displacements of the 2010 Maule earthquake. The 
ionospheric artifact is corrected with the symmetric RSS 
method, and details can be found in appendix [3]. 
The original interferograms from the eight ascending tracks 
of PALSAR data, the estimated ionospheric phase screen 
of the interferograms, and the interferograms with the 
ionospheric phase screen removed are shown in Fig. 5. It 
can be seen from the results that the ionospheric artifacts 
resulted in significant discontinuities between the 
coseismic displacement interferograms from the different 
orbital tracks, reflecting the different ionospheric 
conditions under which the different tracks of SAR data 
were acquired. The ionospheric correction effectively 
reduced the discontinuities. The descending interferogram 
(see in appendix [3]) was less distorted by the ionosphere. 
One possible reason for this is that the descending SAR 
images were acquired at daytime (local time from 11:34:43 
AM to 11:36:41 AM) when the ions in the ionosphere were 
relatively stable than nighttime. We will therefore not 
apply the ionospheric correction to the descending 
interferogram. 
More details of this study can be found in appendix [3]. 

The data used in this study is the ultra-fine stripmap mode 
with the practical bandwidth of 79.4 MHz acquired on 
April 15 and 29, 2016. It should be noticed that the small 
bandwidth difference between the experimental data and 
the NISAR data (80 MHz) is ignored in our experiment. To 
simulate the sideband observation modes in NISAR, two 
groups of the asymmetric RSS methods were performed as 
in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d). The split-spectrum factors of 4 and 16 
were used to simulate the 20+5MHz observation mode in 
NISAR, 2 and 16 were followed to simulate the 40+5MHz 
observation mode. 
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Fig. 6 InSAR results of the 2016 Kumamo earthquake 

Fig. 6 shows the original interferometric phase of the 2016 
Kumamoto earthquake, and the earthquake possibly 
ruptured the ground surface near the fault systems. Since 
the large magnitude of the deformation caused by the 
earthquake in the near field coseismic area, the ionospheric 
disturbances are not very clearly displayed in the 
interferogram. We obtained the azimuth displacement map 
by using the multiple-aperture InSAR (MAI) technique, as 
the result shown in Fig. 6(c), where the ionospheric 
azimuth streaks induced by the anomalous of the 
ionosphere are clearly presented. The ionospheric artifacts 
are then corrected by using the symmetric and asymmetric 
RSS methods as the aforementioned settings. Fig. 6(d) 
shows the ionospheric correction by the symmetric RSS 
method, and results from the asymmetric RSS method with 
low-band split-spectrum factors of four and two are 
presented in Fig. 6(e) and 6(f), respectively. From the 
results, we can see that the corrections by the asymmetric 
method are very close to the symmetric RSS method in 
most areas, due to the high coherence over these regions. 
The differences of these three results are mainly in the areas 
with low coherence, such as the near-filed rupture areas, 
where the phase unwrapping errors are also included. And, 
this can be further improved by the filtering. 
More details of this study can be found in appendix [2]. 

Fig. 5 InSAR results of the 2010 Maule earthquake 

4. A CASE STUDY OF THE 2016 KUMAMOTO
EARTHQUAKE 

A pair of InSAR images obtained from ALSO-2 PALSAR- 
2 over the coseismic area of the 2016 Mw7.0 Kumamoto, 
Japan earthquake was used to evaluate the performance of 
the asymmetric RSS method. The symmetric RSS method 
with two sub-bandwidths generated using the split- 
spectrum factors of three was also performed as a 
comparison. ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 operates with four types 
of bandwidth modes (14, 28, 42, and 84 MHz). In the 84 
MHz bandwidth mode, PALSAR-2 can operate in the ultra- 
fine of stripmap and spotlight, both with the range 
resolution of 3m. In addition, the bandwidth mode of 84 
MHz is useful for validating the performance of the 
sideband observation mode in NISAR mission (80 MHz) 
for the ionospheric correction. 

5. A CASE STUDY OF THE 2009 SOUTHERN 
SUMATRA EARTHQUAKE 

(f) (e) (d) 

(c) (b)  
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Fig. 8 InSAR results of the 2009 Southern Sumatra 
earthquake 

obvious, perhaps overshadowed by the long-wavelength 
fringes. In addition to the deformation, there are two main 
possible reasons for the long-wavelength fringes, 
ionospheric artifacts and orbital ramps. The azimuth 
displacement maps produced by the MAI technique and the 
cross-correlation of the three paths indicate that the long- 
wavelength fringes in Fig. 8(a) are most likely related to 
the ionospheric anomalies during the SAR image 
acquisitions (see previous study in [5]). 
The RSS method has been used to mitigate the ionospheric 
artifacts in the InSAR measurements and to retrieve the 
“real” coseismic deformation of the earthquake. The 
corrected interferograms are rewrapped and are shown in 
Fig. 8(b). Comparing the results in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b), 
it can be seen that after the correction is made, the 
coseismic deformation patterns become clearer and that the 
deformation patterns in paths 445 and 446 are more 
consistent in the coseismic regions. 
By using the dip angle and the normalized smoothing 
parameter as determined from the trade-off curve, three slip 
models were generated, without correction of the 
ionospheric artifacts (Model–A), correction of the phase 
ramps by the quadratic polynomial model (Model–B), and 
correction of the ionospheric artifacts by the RSS method 
(Model–C), as shown in Fig. 9. The correlation coefficients 
between the InSAR observations and model predictions are 
96.18%, 97.70% and 98.69% in Model-A, Model-B and 
Model-C, respectively. Both models indicate that the fault 
mechanism was dominated by a right-lateral strike slip and 
concentrated at depths of 0 to 5 km. The derived slip 
patterns from the three models are different in both the 
distribution and the magnitude. Although a constant offset 
has been subtracted from the observations before the 
inversion, the slip distribution is still severely 
contaminated by the ionospheric artifacts if the artifacts are 
not corrected. The high values of the correlation coefficient 
in Model-A and Model-B indicate that the ionospheric 
artifacts can be partially fitted by the slip models in this 
study. And, due to the fact that the ionospheric artifacts and 
displacements are fundamentally different, the correlation 
coefficient in Model-C is a little higher than other two 
models, even though the slip distributions are totally 
different. The maximum slips determined from Model–A, 
Model-B and Model–C are 4.46 m, 2.02 and 2.32 m, 

Fig. 7 Location of the 2009 southern Sumatra 
earthquake 

On October 1, 2009, a Mw 6.6 earthquake occurred at the 
Dikit segment of the Sumatra fault system, near the coast 
of southern Sumatra in Indonesia (see Fig. 7). The Dikit 
segment, one of the nineteen segments of Sumatra fault 
[30], is a nearly linear fault that is about 60 km long. Near 
this segment, the Australian plate is obliquely subducting 
beneath the Sunda plate along the Sunda trench, and 
moving at a rate of approximately 60 mm/year towards 
north-north-east [30]. According to the seismologic 
summary of the Sumatra fault system by Sieh and 
Natawidjaja [30], the Dikit segment is the only fault over 
the southern Sumatra fault system where there has not been 
any major historical earthquake (above Mw 6.0) over the 
last century. One day before this earthquake, a Mw 7.6 
earthquake (depth of 80-90 km) occurred near the city of 
Padang under the seafloor, but its mechanism was probably 
related to the subducting Australian plate, and there was no 
rupture failure along the Sunda megathrust [31]. Since the 
SAR data used for this study covers only the southern 
Sumatra fault (Fig. 7), and the Padang earthquake may not 
be related to the Sumatra fault evidently, we only focus on 
analyzing the southern Sumatra earthquake in this study. 
We use SAR data from three adjacent orbit paths (Fig. 7) 
acquired by the Advanced Land Observation Satellite 
(ALOS)  Phase  Array-type  L-band  Synthetic    Aperture 
Radar (PALSAR), to generate the coseismic 
interferograms and estimate the possible tectonic 
movement triggered by the earthquake. The detailed steps 
of SAR data processing, ionospheric corrections and fault 
slip inversion can be found in appendix [1]. 
Fig. 8(a) shows the results from the unwrapped InSAR 
interferograms, where the phase is rewrapped for better 
illustration, one fringe cycle denotes a relative 
displacement of 11.78 cm in the line-of-sight (LOS) 
direction. The results show that the 2009 southern Sumatra 
earthquake possibly ruptured the Dikit segment of the 
Sumatra fault system, in the adjacent area of paths 445 and 
446. The coseismic deformation signatures are not very
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S More details of this study can be found in appendix [1]. N 
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In this project, we have studied the effect of the ionospheric 
artifacts in ALOS PALSAR and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 data 
with symmetric and asymmetric RSS methods, mainly 
focused on three experiments of the 2009 Southern Sumatra 
earthquake, the 2010 Maule, Chile earthquake, and the 2016 
Kumamoto earthquake. The results  from these studies 
show the importance of considering ionospheric effects on 
InSAR measurements when studying earthquakes, 
especially for L-band SAR data (e.g., ALOS PALSAR and 
ALOS-2 PALSAR-2). Otherwise, the source parameters of 
the earthquakes, and also their reliability, determined based 
on InSAR measurements can be significantly impacted. The 
study has offered some first insights into the effects of 
ionospheric artifacts on geodetic source modeling of 
earthquakes. 
Finally, we would like to thank JAXA for providing the 
ALOS PALSAR and ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 data under the 
RA6 PI project PI3380. 
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Fig. 9 Three- and three-dimensional (upper-right and 
lower-left) coseismic slip distributions, (a) without 

correction of the ionospheric artifacts, (b) correction 
pf the phase ramps by polynomial model, and (c) 

correction of the ionospheric artifacts by the split- 
spectrum method. 

respectively. After the correction of the ionospheric 
artifacts by the RSS method, the peak of the slip is much 
clearer, which is located at 2–5 km north of the epicenter. 
The derived moment magnitudes of Model–A, Model-B 
and Model–C are corresponding to Mw=6.9, Mw=6.7 and 
Mw=6.6 earthquakes, respectively, and that from Model– 
C is the same as that reported by USGS NEIC [32]. Due to 
the anisotropic property of the ionosphere, the ionospheric 
artifacts are usually not uniform in InSAR observations 
with different fringe rate. In such cases, the ionospheric 
artifacts and the inversion results cannot be satisfactorily 
mitigated by the polynomial models, even in a small area 
as the coseismic region in this study. Compared with 
models in Fig. 9, the slips (Model-B) are certainly 
contaminated by the ionosphere after correction of the 
phase ramps by the quadratic polynomial model, and the 
slips caused by the earthquake in Model-B are slightly 
underestimated. It means that the displacements caused by 
the earthquake might be partially fitted by the quadratic 
polynomial model. The standard deviations of the original 
ionospheric phase estimated from the RSS method [14] for 
the FBS and FBD modes of the PALSAR data are 48 and 
96 times worse, respectively, than the corresponding sub- 
band differential InSAR interferograms. The derived 
coseismic slips are also possibly affected by the local scale 
ionospheric residuals after the ionospheric correction. This 
is a limitation of the RSS method, and particularly obvious 
in areas with low coherence. 
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リモートセンシングを活かした防災・減災教育における教材開発
PI No 3377

小泉博 1，佐々木克敬 2，佐藤寿正 3，菅原未来 4，菅原健久 5，大木真人 6

1  仙台城南高等学校（元宮城県多賀城高等学校 PI） 
2 宮城県仙台第三高等学校（元宮城県多賀城高等学校 CI），3宮城県多賀城高等学校 CI 

4 宮城県仙台南高等学校（元宮城県多賀城高等学校 CI） 
5 宮城県宮城第一高等学校（元宮城県多賀城高等学校 CI），6 宇宙航空研究開発機構 CI 

1. はじめに

2011（平成 23）年 3月 11日に発生した東日本大震

災により宮城県は未曾有の被害を受けた。平成 23年
10 月には宮城県震災復興計画を策定し，防災教育の

充実を復興の重点として掲げ，小・中・高等学校及

び特別支援学校に防災主任を配置し，「みやぎ学校

安全教育基本指針」を策定するなど，防災教育に積

極的に取り組んできた。これらを踏まえ，平成 25年
2 月に宮城県教育委員会が策定した「新県立高校将

来構想第二次実施計画」に基づき，大震災から学ん

だ教訓を確実に次世代に伝承するとともに，将来国

内外で発生する災害から多くの命とくらしを守るこ

とができる人材を育成することが必要とされること

から，多賀城高校に防災系の専門学科「災害科学科」

を開設した。

 災害科学科では今回の震災はもとより，国内外で

発生した学術的・社会的意義の大きい過去の災害か

ら見出される諸課題を教材とした専門教育を行う。

 特に今回の東日本大震災の検証を基に，災害が起

こった科学的要因・被災状況の検証，復興の様子に

ついての理解を深める。加えて，今後の災害発生時

に備え，災害リスクを軽減し，災害後の被害を最小

限にとどめる方法について深く学習することは，

「災害から命とくらしを守る」ためには必要不可欠

な内容である。そこで，次の 3 つの特色を持った学

習を行う。

（1）自然科学的なアプローチによる学習内容

東日本大震災を引き起こした地震や津波は，世界的

な規模の自然現象であり，このような題材を大きく

取り上げることで，科学的活国際的な見地の素養を

身に付けるよう，自然科学系の視点を入れた学習手

法で，深く系統的な教育活動を行う。

（2）人間・社会科学的視点を養う学習内容

これまでの理科教育や防災教育の内容を見直し，自

然科学にのみ偏重しない人間・社会科学的視点を養

う教育活動を行う。

（3）新たな「防災や災害」をテーマとする学習

災害に対する課題解決や，より効果的な被害軽減に

は，自然科学，人間・社会科学，社会技術が融合し

た「総合的な学際的科学・技術」の手法が有効であ

り，単に「危機管理」の習得にとどまらず，総合的

な課題解決能力を伸ばす教育活動を行う。

これらの学習を行うために「専門教科・科目」や

「課題研究」を開設すると共に，教育課程以外の専

門的な知識・技能を身に付ける多様な機会を設ける。

その中でも「化学基礎」および「生物基礎」の基礎

的事項を学習するとともに，「保健」の一部内容を

取り上げる合科的な科目「自然科学と災害 A」，

「物理基礎」および「地学基礎」の基礎的事項を学

習するとともに，「現代社会」における地球的な課

題や「日本史 B」に見られる災害史などを学習する

科目「社会と災害」等では，リモートセンシングデ

ータを用いた地球全体を研究対象とする教材の開発

や，災害発生などダイナミックに変動する事象に迅

速に対応できる地理情報システム GIS を活用する。 
特に GIS の利活用として，被災地域における景観

や歴史，震災前の様子などの地域資源をマップデー

タとして整理・活用し，これらのマップデータを

iPad にダウンロードして運用する。そして被災地を

訪れる国内内外の高校生を案内する際に iPad とこの

マップデータを活用し，「高校生による高校生のた

めの被災地案内」を通して相互の交流を図る。すで

に県外の高校との取り組みが始まっており，この被

災地案内をさらに充実させたい。これらのリモート

センシングの画像データを処理する授業を「情報と

災害」で扱うこととした。

 防災・減災，地球環境問題の重要性は自然科学の

分野にとどまらず，社会科学の分野にわたる学際的

な課題となっている。グローバル化が進む中，これ

らの課題は地方や一国の問題にとどまらず，多くの

世界の人々に社会的・経済的にも大きな影響を与え

る。広域の地域や地球規模の観測を行う上で衛星デ

ータによる解析は，これらの問題を考えるに当たり

大変有効な手段である。一定精度の衛星画像データ

は地域や地球を俯瞰するにとどまらず，画像処理を

行うことによって科学解析用のデータとして地形の

成り立ち，防災・減災の観点，地球環境の変化，植

生分布の評価など多くの知見を得られることが期待

できる。これらのことから，JAXA が有する人工衛
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星の画像データを防災・減災教育に用いることで，

宇宙事業を教育に活かす手法を開発したい。

2.研究分野における意義・重要性

現在，高校では教科書や資料集等で衛星画像が紹介

されるに過ぎず，しかもそれは自分が活用したい地

域であることは少ない。今回は特に東日本大震災で

被害を受けた地域について，震災前後の画像を比べ

ることで被災地の地形の特徴やインフラの整備状況

の把握，食性の変化などについて，地上観測データ

や実際のフィールドワークを通して得られた知見を

組み合わせることによって，震災から学ぶ教材作成

が可能だと考える。生徒が画像処理の技術を身に付

けることで探究活動や課題研究の素材として活用し

ていくことで，より高度な学びにつながることが期

待できる。

これまでは与えられた画像資料が主であったが，

画像処理の技術を学び既習の知識を総合し，さらに

自身のフィールドワークの結果を組み合わせること

で２１世紀型能力として求められているより実践的

な能力を育むことが期待できる，高等学校でリモー

トセンシングを実際に授業に活かし，自らが課題に

対して取り組む事例は希有であることから，この先

進的実践例を広く高等学校の教育現場に広めたい。

研究開発については，次の通り３つの使用目的に

よって関連付けながら指導方法と活用方法について

教材化を図る。

l 画像処理の実際

l 画像の授業での利用

l 画像の発展的活用

3.研究の実際と成果

（１）画像処理の実際と画像の授業での利用（2016
年〜）

本校では学習指導要領で定める必履修科目「社会

と情報」をベースとした学校設定科目「情報と災害」

を設定し，「社会と情報」の内容を十分踏まえなが

ら防災・減災の要素を取り入れた内容として文部科

学省に申請・認可されている。

もともと「社会と情報」における「情報のデジタ

ル化」の項目には，「画像のデジタル化」「音のデ

ジタル化」など，２進法から始まり実際の量子化・

符号化などの処理の基本を学習する項目が設定され

ている。特に「画像のデジタル化」に際しては，い

わゆる画素の概念や画質とデータ量のトレードオフ

の関係性，実際のデータ量計算などが扱われるにと

どまる。本校ではここに着目し，学校独自教材の作

成に際して以下の事項を盛り込みつつ，衛星画像に

関する基礎概念を広げられるように努めた。画像が

デジタル化されたことによって容易に高画質・高精

細な画像が得られること，可視光領域・赤外光領域

などさまざまな波長の電磁波を捉える「センサ

（目）」を持つ人工衛星が画像を捉えられること，

そしてそれを処理できるソフトを通して観察するこ

とで，人間がこれまで到達し得ないものの見方をす

ることが可能になることなどである。

生徒にとって身近な衛星画像は，天気予報番組に

始まる気象データの雲画像などが挙げられる。この

場合は可視画像・赤外画像の両者の存在が身近にな

るが，人工衛星がどのように宇宙空間から撮影して

くるかは生徒もほとんど学習していないため，ここ

からの指導が重要となった。静止軌道・極軌道の違

いや，可視画像だけでの限界を超えるために赤外画

像が必要となったことなども，本校学校独自教材へ

基礎事項として盛り込んでいる。

この学校独自教材の作成は 2015年から着手した。

それまでの JAXA 大木真人氏指導によるつくばで

の実習・本校での特別授業のほか，JAXA 永井裕

人氏による本校における特別授業を参考に，ソフト

ウェア EISEI を使うことを想定して準備を進めた。

別紙にその抜粋，基礎事項のワークシートを添付す

る。

2016 年に入学した災害科学科 1 年生（災害科学科

１期生）から，「情報と災害」の授業において実際

に教材を用いて，衛星画像の基礎や応用事例を学び，

実際に操作することを通して研究手法の手立てにな

ることを学んだ。授業のスタンスは技術の存在や応

用事例を紹介すると同時に，応用事例に触れて各自

の課題研究で是非活かしてほしいというヒントを投

げかけることに注力した。一見すれば情報がないよ

うに見られる画像たちも，赤・緑・青の 3 バンドを

合成することで姿を変える様子には，生徒たちも光

の三要素の学習内容が直結していることを実感した

様子で，デジタル情報の利点を身近に感じた瞬間で

もあった。

（２）画像の発展的活用（2017 年〜）

2016 年以降も災害科学科１年生に対して衛星画像

の利用について指導を継続した。災害科学科１期生

は課題研究での応用には及ばなかったが，2017 年入

学の災害科学科２期生の浦戸巡検（１年で実施）に

おける研究テーマにマツの植生分布を選んだチーム

があった。テーマを「東日本大震災による植生の攪

乱と生物の応答～浦戸諸島、ハイブリッド松に迫る

～」とし，平成３０年度全国 SSH 生徒研究発表会で

その成果を報告した。その研究過程において衛星画

像を応用させている。本研究は浦戸初頭におけるア

カマツ・クロマツの自然交配（ハイブリッド）の現

状を調査し，マツ自体の環境適応や東日本大震災に

よる攪乱の影響を総合的に評価することを目的とし

た。

本研究の場合，アカマツ・クロマツの地理的分布

を比較検討する上で EISEI による解析は研究の成果

に大きく貢献した。特に東日本大震災（2011.03.11）
の前後での衛星画像による比較検討において，フォ

ルスカラー画像の色合成機能を用い植生指数の比較

を行った。EISEI のマニュアルを参考に震災の前後

で検討を行ったところ，津波による樹木の喪失など

直接的被害がないことが確認できたことから，浦戸

諸島におけるマツの環境適応が継続進行しているこ
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と・震災による損失がなかったことが明らかになっ

た。

このように，課題研究を遂行していく上で EISEI
による画像解析は考察に至るまでの過程において大

きな役割を果たしたことが示された。

4. 今後に向けて

多賀城高校災害科学科では，浦戸巡検のほかにも

2 年生において「栗駒・気仙沼巡検」を設定してい

る。岩手・宮城内陸地震（2008 年）の被災地を巡り，

あわせて東日本大震災の被災地を巡る巡検である。

津波浸水域の前後比較などは数多のデータが得られ

ているが，現地でさまざまな講師の方々と議論を重

ねる中で，被災後の情報だけでは見えないものも出

てくることがある。

今後は浦戸巡検でのフィードバックを基に，この

ほかの巡検等の活動にも適用範囲を広げて，今後の

課題研究遂行の上での強力な武器として活用してい

きたい。

また，被災地を巡る巡検等でも教材をさらにブラ

ッシュアップしていく際に，この衛星画像の技法を

積極的に取り入れていきたい。

5.参考文献

[1] “衛星画像教育用ソフトウェア EISEI 説明書（詳

細版）,” 日本宇宙少年団／宇宙航空研究開発機構, pp.
1-72, 2015.
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（２）ディジタルデータの取り扱い・・・「リモートセンシング」 

 現在写真を撮ることは，ディジタルカメラをはじめ携帯電話やスマートフォンでも容易にな

っています。基本的に写真を撮るという場合，その場に人が出向いて撮影する・据え付けたカ

メラで撮影するなどの方法がありますが，人間が容易に出向くことのできない山間部や砂漠・

海域などの場所が存在します。そのような場所であっても容易かつ頻繁に，しかも即座に観測

できるようにするには，人工衛星か

らの撮影がいちばん有効です。現在

の文化的かつ安全な生活は衛星か

らのさまざまな情報によってもた

らされています。 

 リモートセンシングとは，電磁波

を使って離れたところから探査す

ることを言います。「離れたところ

から」とみれば，人の聴覚・視覚も相手に触れずして様子が分かることからリモートセンシン

グであると言えます。しかし味覚・触覚は相手に触れることになるので，リモートセンシング

ではありません。 

 

 とすれば，聴覚のように宇宙空間でも音を使ったリモートセンシングを，というわけにはい

きません。それは宇宙空間には空気が存在しないことが理由として挙げられます。空気が存在

しないということは，音を伝えることはできません。そうすると残された手法は，「光を含め

た電磁波」を使うことになります。 

 この「離れたところからの写真撮影」という点で見ると，1858年に写真家のフェリックス・

ナダール（フランス）が気球からの写真撮影に成功した事実こそ，世界最初のリモートセンシ

ングです。彼は自ら制作した気球に乗って，フランス・パリ市街をカメラに収めるなどしてい

ました。  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

写真：上空からのパリ市街地（ナダール撮影） 
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（ア）地球観測衛星の軌道 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  A)静止軌道（上空36,000km） 

 主に気象衛星等がとる軌道で，地球に寄り添うように地球の自転に合わせて衛

星が地球の周囲を公転しています。衛星がいつも同じ場所（日本上空等）にあた

かも静止しているように見えることから，静止衛星とも言われます。ただしこれ

より低い高度になると角速度（1秒間に回転する角度）が高くなり，自転と一致し

なくなってしまいます。これよりも高い高度であると各速度が低くなり，また自

転と一致しなくなるところから，固定の高度にあることで「あたかも地球に張り

付いている」ように見える衛星となります。 

上の図の「ひまわり」や

GOESが静止軌道を取る衛星

として知られています。 

 静止衛星はいつも同じ面を

向いていることから，その撮影

対象領域が日中であれば明り

ょうな写真を撮影することが

できますが，人間の目と同じ可

視光線で捉えようとすると，夜

の時間帯では撮影が不可能に

なってしまいます。すなわちそ

の時間はデータが取れません。 

右の図はひまわりからの画像で，オーストラリア西部の方が暗くなっています。

これはオーストラリアの西側は夜の時間帯にかかってきていて，雲の写真をそも

そも撮ることができない時間になっていることを示しています。 
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しかし台風情報などでいつも見ている雲の画像は，

夜中であっても雲の動きが分かるようになっていま

す。なぜでしょうか。 

これは静止衛星に「二つの目」を持たせているか

らです。ひとつは皆さんと同じ可視光線しか捉えな

いカメラを，もうひとつが人間には捉えられない「赤

外線」を捉えるカメラを搭載することで，二つの目

を持っている状況になります。 

同じ時間（日本時間午前8時）に撮影した2枚の写

真を比較してみましょう。 

 

左上が「可視画像」といわれる画像。太陽から届

いた光が地球上の様々なところで反射したものを観

測しますので，太陽光が届かない夜には真っ暗にな

ってしまいます。左に行くほど暗くなっている地域

は，午前4時などまだ太陽が出ていない時間帯である

ことを示します。 

 

それに対して，左下は「赤外画像」といわれる画

像です。 

地球上の物体が発する赤外線の放射を観測したも

のです。夜間・冬と言えど完全に熱がなくなるわけ

ではないので，太陽光がない夜でも撮影が可能です。

いつも「捉えられる全ての領域」が撮影できます。 

 

日常の天気予報は，この二つの衛星の画像特性を

活かしながら行われています。 
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  B)極軌道（上空600～800km） 

 私たちが友人の姿を正面から場所を固定して見た場合に，私たちは友人の頭頂

部や背中などは見ることができません。つまり，私たちの目にも見ることのでき

ない場所があります。 

 人工衛星の場合，先に学んだ静止軌道の場合，難点として地球の極付近を撮影

できない点が挙げられます。これを回避するために，静止軌道よりもずっと低い

高度の衛星が存在します。これは600～800kmという低空を日に何周もすること

により，全地球の写真を撮影します。 

 

C)太陽同期準回帰軌道 

 極軌道の一部で，軌道が

やや傾斜しています。太陽

と同期させることにより，

いつも同じ時間帯に同じ

場所をとらえるために用

いられます。 

 

 

（イ）空間分解能と観測幅 

 人工衛星のカメラが地表などを細かく見ること

のできる能力を「空間分解能」と言います。気象衛

星は2000kmの観測幅を500m四方のメッシュで，地

球観測衛星「だいち」は70kmの観測幅を10m四方

のメッシュまでとらえることができます。 

気象衛星の場合，2000kmの観測幅だとほぼ日本

の全領域をカバーできますが，「だいち」の場合は

70kmまでしかとらえることができません。ただし

詳細をとらえることができるのは地球観測衛星で

あり，10m四方のメッシュであれば，民家の軒先の

道路なども容易にとらえることが可能になります。 

 ただ，観測幅と分解能の両立は難しく，データが

細かいということは詳細な情報を得ることができ

ます。しかしそれだけデータ量が多くなり，処理す

るコンピュータへの負担が大きくなる難点があり

ます。 
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（ウ）実際の人工衛星利用 

  A)第一期水循環変動観測衛星「しずく」（GCOM-W1） 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2012年5月に打ち上げられた第一期

水循環変動観測衛星「しずく」は，地

球の水循環についての変動を長期間に

渡りグローバルに観測することを目的

とした人工衛星プロジェクト，地球環

境変動ミッションを構成する衛星の一

つです。水蒸気や海面水温，土壌水分

や雪氷などの変動を捉え，いわば地球

の健康診断を行なう役割を担っていま

す。 

 

 

 

 

  B)温室効果ガス観測技術衛星「いぶき」（GOSAT） 

 温室効果ガス観測技術衛星「いぶき」（GOSAT）は，環境省・NIES及びJAXA

が共同で開発した，世界初の温室効果ガス観測専用の衛星です。二酸化炭素とメ

タンの濃度を宇宙から観測し，その吸収・排出量の推定精度を高めることを主目

的にしています。さらに炭素循環の将来予測の高精度化への貢献を目指していま

す。2009年1月23日の打上げ以降，現在も観測を続けています。 

世界気象機関（WMO）を含む世界のいくつかの気象機関でも，地表面の各地の

観測地点やそれらのデータを用いて算出した，地上での二酸化炭素の全球平均濃
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度を発表しています。しかし，二酸化炭素は高度によって濃度差があるために，

地上観測点だけの濃度データでは地球大気の全体濃度を表しません。 

 これに対して「いぶき」は二酸化炭素の地表面濃度ではなく，地表面から大気

上端までの大気中の二酸化炭素全体を観測できます。気候変動に関する政府間パ

ネル（IPCC）の第5次評価報告書において予測されている将来の二酸化炭素濃度

は「全大気」の平均濃度であることから，今後の二酸化炭素の増加による地球温

暖化のリスクを算出・予測する上では，地球全体の二酸化炭素の平均濃度の算出

が重要であり，上空の大気まで含めた「全大気」を把握することが不可欠です。 

 

「地球大気全体（全大気）」の月別二酸化炭素平均濃度について，2016年1月ま

での暫定的な解析を行ったところ，2015年12月に月別平均濃度が初めて400 ppm

を超過し，400.2 ppmを記録したことがわかりました。2016年1月も401.1 ppmと

なり，北半球の冬季から春季に向けての濃度の増加が観測されています。 
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C)陸域観測技術衛星「だいち2号」（ALOS-2） 

 人工衛星「だいち2号」は，多賀城高校がJAXA（宇宙航空研究開発機構）と共

同研究で利用している人工衛星です。Advanced Land Observing Satellite-2 の略

として，ALOS-2とも呼ばれます。 

「だいち2号」は災害状況の把握，森林分布の把握や地殻変動の解析など，様々な

目的で使われています。「だいち2号」に搭載されたLバンド合成開口レーダ

（PALSAR-2）という観測装置は，人工衛星から地表に向けて電波を照射して，

その反射された電波を受信して観測を行います。 

 単に撮影された写真のようにも見えますが，実は全て位置情報も含まれており，

ディジタルデータとして扱われることで高精度な観測が可能になっています。別

紙プリントで実際にALOS-2の画像を使った解析をやってみましょう。 

＜参考Webサイト＞ 

http://team-work.jp/feature/daichi2.html 

https://youtu.be/INnnz9nysAs 

 【別紙プリント参照】リモートセンシングの衛星画像を用いた植生分布の解析 
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リモートセンシング 

     

 （１）リモートセンシングの必要性 

 「（      ）から（    ）したら，どう見えるだろうか？」が始まりだった 

  ↓ 

 （       ）によるパリ市街地の撮影写真（1858 年） 

 

 

 

 （２）人間の目の特性 

人間が感じる光は，そもそも（       ）である。 

 

【代表的な 7 色】を波長の順番に並べると？  

 

短   波長   長 

（  →  →  →  →  →  →  ） 

→この色の順は（   ）の並びである。 

 

普通の写真でとらえられるのは，あくまでもこの（     ）である。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 調べてみよう 

 可視光線 赤外線 

長 所 
  

短 所 

  

 

可視光線による写真の限界は何か？ 

 

ということは，ナダールが同じ条件で気球による夜間撮影を試みたところでどうなるか？ 
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 （２）気象衛星画像 

上が可視光線による画像。下が赤外線による画像。 

 

可視画像：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

赤外画像：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

（      ）見れば「雲の状態・地表面状態」

がわかる。 

 

＜応用：気象予報における画像の見方＞ 

ということは， 

この図の台風における雲も予想が付く。  

 

 

 

 

 

 

【台風の南東側】 

 

【台風の北西側】 

 

 

＜メモ＞ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

まとめ  この授業で分かったこと，疑問に思ったこと，感想などを書きなさい。 

 

 

 

 

 

 黒いところ 白いところ 

可視画像 雲がない 雲が厚い 

赤外画像 
温度が高い 

雲の高度が低い 

温度が低い 

雲の高度が高い 
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「情報と災害」ワークシート ⑩     １年  組  番 氏名               
 

リモートセンシング 

     

 （１）リモートセンシングの必要性 

 「（ 離れたところ ）から（ 撮影 ）したら，どう見えるだろうか？」が始まりだった 

  ↓ 

 （  ナダル  ）によるパリ市街地の撮影写真（1858 年） 

 

 

 

 （２）人間の目の特性 

人間が感じる光は，そもそも（ 可視光  ）である。 

 

【代表的な 7 色】を波長の順番に並べると？  

 

短   波長   長 

（青紫→ 青 → 緑 → 黄緑 → 黄 → 橙 → 赤） 

→この色の順は（ 虹 ）の並びである。 

 

普通の写真でとらえられるのは，あくまでもこの（ 可視光のみ  ）である。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 調べてみよう 

 可視光線 赤外線 

長 所 
人間の見ているそのものの光 明るい・暗いにかかわらず到達する 

短 所 

暗くなるととらえることが難しく

なる 

人間の目ではとらえることができな

い 

 

可視光線による写真の限界は何か？ 

夜間の撮影が不可能であること。 

ということは，ナダールが同じ条件で気球による夜間撮影を試みたところでどうなるか？ 
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（２）気象衛星画像

上が可視光線による画像。下が赤外線による画像。 

可視画像：日中しかとらえられないが，雲の厚み

がわかる。 

赤外画像：昼夜を問わずとらえることができ，雲

の高度を知ることができる。 

（２つを重ねて）見れば「雲の状態・地表面状態」

がわかる。 

＜応用：気象予報における画像の見方＞ 

ということは， 

この図の台風における雲も予想が付く。 

【台風の南東側】 

可視：白いので厚い雲 

赤外：白いので高度が高い 

→分厚い積乱雲が多く，雷雨や大雨をもたら

す

【台風の北西側】 

可視：うっすらとしており，薄い雲がある 

赤外：黒いので雲の高度が低い 

→薄い雲が広がるため，雷雨や大雨は見られ

ない

＜メモ＞ 

まとめ  この授業で分かったこと，疑問に思ったこと，感想などを書きなさい。 

黒いところ 白いところ 

可視画像 雲がない 雲が厚い 

赤外画像 
温度が高い 

雲の高度が低い 

温度が低い 

雲の高度が高い 
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３００２ 宮城県多賀城高等学校 

東日本大震災による植生の攪乱と生物の応答 

～浦戸諸島、ハイブリッド松に迫る～ 

菅野圭汰 三浦祐 赤間桃乃 藤田千尋 大和歩実 

宇佐美直輝 大江透真 菊地琢夢 今野佑哉 齋藤諒真 佐々木駿斗 佐藤瑠紀 

長谷燈 結城拓斗 相田怜南 阿部美鈴 熊坂あゆみ 笹千夏 佐藤麗奈 渡邉怜那 

 

抄録 

  A vegetation survey of pine species was conducted in the Urato islands and it became 
clear that the proportion of hybrid individuals in the island is high. Furthermore, by adding 
analysis of satellite image and geographical distribution, it was suggested the impact of the 
Great East Japan Earthquake and subsequent redevelopment. 
 

１．研究の背景と目的 

  浦戸諸島におけるアカマツ、クロマツの自然交配（ハイブリッド）の現状を調査し、環

境適応や東日本大震災による攪乱の影響を総合的に評価することを目的に調査を行った。 

２．方法 

  浦戸諸島の野々島において採取した，マツの幼木の葉を両刃カミソリで薄く切り，プレ

パラートを作成した。光学顕微鏡で観察し，マツの樹脂道の配置によってアカマツ・クロ

マツ・ハイブリッドの検討を行った。さらに，位置情報ソフトを活用した地理的分布の比

較，JAXA の衛星画像解析ソフト EISEI を活用した震災前後の植生分布を確認した。 

３．結果 

  今回調査した地域では，ハイブリッドの合計が 42.1%とマ

ツ全体の多くを占めていることが確認された。（図 1） 

また，位置情報ソフトや EISEI を活用した解析によって，

各個体の分布の特徴をつかむことができ，調査した半島部分

においては津波によって樹木が倒れる等の直接的な影響は

なかったことが分かった（図 2,3：黄色矢印）。 

４．考察 

  ハイブリッドが全体の 42.1%を占めることについて，ハ

イブリッドが塩分耐性など生育に有利な要素を有してい

る可能性と，ハイブリッドが遺伝的浮動によって集団に広

がっている可能性という２つの要因が考えられる。 

５．結論 

  マツ類ハイブリッドの継続的調査によって，東日本大震災をはじめとした環境変化によ

る植生，生態系への影響を総合的に評価していける可能性が示唆された。 

６．参考文献 

「赤松と黒松との中間的性質を有する松の葉の解剖學的研究」森川均一 

 国立研究開発法人 森林総合研究所林木育種センター九州育種場 HP 

７．キーワード 

ハイブリッド，マツ，植生，東日本大震災 

 

図 1.マツの割合 
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3002  MiyagikenTagajoHighschool 
Disturbance of vegetation caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake  

and response of living things 
KannoKeita,MiuraTasuku,AkamaMomono,FujitaChihiro,YamatoAyumi 

UsamiNaoki,OeToma,KikuchiTakumu,KonnoYuya,SaitoRyoma,SasakiHayato 
SatoRuki,HaseTomoru,YukiTakuto,AidaReina,AbeMisuzu,KumasakaAyumi 

SasaChinatu,SatoRena,WatanabeReina 
Abstract 
  A vegetation survey of pine species was conducted in the Urato islands and it became 
clear that the proportion of hybrid individuals in the island is high. Furthermore, by adding 
analysis of satellite image and geographical distribution, the impact of the Great East 
Japan Earthquake and subsequent redevelopment was suggested. 

 

１．Introduction 
We investigate the present condition of Japanese red pine, Japanese black pine , and 

those natural hybrid in Urato islands and comprehensively evaluate the influence of 
environmental adaptation and the disturbance caused by the Great East Japan great 
earthquake. 
２．Theory and Experiment 

The pine leaves collected in Nonosima island, which is one of the Urato islands, were 
thinly cut with a double-edged razor, and prepared slides. We observed them with an 
optical microscope and examined red pine, black pine, and hybrid, according to 
arrangement of resin canal of pine. In addition, JAXA satellite image analysis software 
EISEI was utilized to confirm the distribution of vegetation before and after the disaster of 
the Urato islands. 
３．Results 

It was confirmed that the hybrid accounts for 42.1% of the whole pine. (Figure 1) 
The analysis of EISEI suggested that there was no direct influence such as the collapse 

of the trees by the tsunami that we surveyed this time (yellow arrow).  
４．Discussion 
About hybrids accounting for 42.1% of the total, there are two possibilities: the possibility 

that the hybrid possesses factors favoring growth such as salinity tolerance and the 
possibility that hybrids spread to the population by genetic floating. 
５．Conclusion 
Continuous investigation of pine hybrids suggested that environmental changes such as 

the Great East Japan Earthquake could comprehensively assess the impact on vegetation 
and ecosystems. 
６．References 
「赤松と黒松との中間的性質を有する松の葉の解剖學的研究」森川均一 

 国立研究開発法人 森林総合研究所林木育種センター九州育種場 HP 

７．Key words 
Hybrid, pine, vegetation, the Great East Japan Earthquake 
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